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Bacterial Pathogenesis
Definition of pathogenesis

1. The origination and development of a disease.

2. The manner of development of a disease.

3. The development of a disease and the chain of 
events leading to that disease.

4. Host-bacterial interactions at cellular and molecular 
levels.
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Bacterial Pathogenesis
Synonym Names

 Bacterial-Plant Interactions

 Host-Parasite Relations

 Genetics of Host-Parasite Interactions

 Mechanisms of Pathogenesis

 Molecular Biology of Plant-Pathogen Interactions

 Molecular Mechanisms of Plant-Pathogen Interactions

 Molecular Plant-Microbe Interaction

 Molecular Mechanisms of Plant Disease Resistance

 Physiology of Parasitism in Plant Diseases

 Plant-Microbe Interactions 

 Plant-(phytopathogenic)Prokaryotes Interactions.
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Present era of microbiology
as its third golden age

 Essentially all microbiologists now speak a common 
language.

 So that the boundaries that previously separated 
subdisciplines from each other have faded: 

 Physiology has become indistinguishable from 
Pathogenesis;

 Ecologists and molecular geneticists speak to each 
other;

 Biochemistry is spoken by all; and
 Mirabile dictu (wonderful to say)! Molecular biologists

are collaborating with taxonomists.

38

Martin Dworkin

Editor-in-Chief of The Book Prokaryotes



Bacterial Pathogenesis
The background

 Progress in understanding type III secretion and 
pathogenicity in mammalian pathogens has already 
inspired plant pathologist, and will most probably 
continue to do so (Huguet,2004).

 Many important components that define the 
outcomes of plant-microbe interaction have been 
isolated and characterized through:

1. Classical genetic, 

2. Newly developed genomic and biochemical 
approaches.
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Common bacterial pathogens of 
plants and animals

 Modern science has shown by biochemical, genetic 
and molecular biological analyses that bacteria are 
quite heterogeneous.

 Some are related to and grouped with animal and 
human pathogens.

 There are even a few strains of bacteria that cross 
kingdoms: 

 They can infect both plants and humans.
 The genetic basis for such novelty is of immense 

interest and significance regarding the basis of 
infectious disease.
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Common bacterial pathogens of 
plants and animals
Examples of cross-kingdom pathogens

41

Bacteria that can attack both plants and animals:
1. Erwinia spp.: A well-known cause of a variety of wilt 

diseases in plants, including bacterial fire blight of 
apples and pears.

2. Burkholderia cepacia (the causal agent of soft rot in 
onion) can cause life-threatening infections CF 
disease (cystic fibrosis) as human wounds and 
abscesses)patients. 

3. But by far the best studied cross-kingdom pathogen
is P. aeruginosa. cystic fibrosis



Common mechanisms of humans 
and plants bacterial pathogens

 They use common means of attachment, secretion 
and genetic regulation. 

 They share many virulence factors, such as:

1. Extracellular polysaccharides, 
2. Pathogenicity islands, and
3. Some type III secreted effectors.
 There are homologous and analogous toxins and 

virulence molecules. 

 There are pathogens that are quite adept (highly 
skilled) at attacking both plants and animals. 

42

Analogous: An organ or structure that is similar in function to one in another 
kind of organism but is of dissimilar evolutionary origin.

Guttman,2004



Common mechanisms of humans 
and plants bacterial pathogens
Common cell killing mechanism

43

 Plant pathogens and human pathogens have more in 
common than one would think. 

 e.g. The mechanism by which Yersinia pestis, the cause of 
plaque (deadly plaque) kills the host's cells, is very similar
to the mechanism used by plant pathogens.

 Due to remarkable similarities between:

1. The plant and human pathogens,
2. Their relative innate immune systems,
3. Disease-associated genes, 
 There must be some compelling reason to use plant

pathogens as models for human pathogenesis.  
 Maybe some days plant diseases will help us understand 

human diseases.



Common mechanisms of humans 
and plants bacterial pathogens

 Given these similarities, and the many experimental 
advantages of plant biology, including:

1. Ease of replication,

2. Stringent(tight) genetic and reproductive control, 
and

3. High throughput(output)with low cost, it is proposed 

that plants would make excellent models for the 
study of human pathogenesis.

44Guttman,2004



Bacterial Pathogenesis
Important concepts in phytobacteriology

 Bacteria:

1. Plant pathogenic bacteria act in groups, power in 
numbers.

2. Bacterial pathogens gain access to plants through wounds 
or by exploiting natural openings. 

3. Bacterial pathogens can acquire new virulence genes via 
horizontal transfer.

4. Bacterial pathogens can manipulate plant cells by injecting 
DNA or proteins into plant cells or with toxins.

 Plants:

1. Plants can fight back by evolving ability to recognize these 
effectors and launch resistance/defense mechanisms.
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Plant bacterial pathogens
Specialized properties

 Compared to the large number of bacterial species, 
relatively few are capable of infecting plants.

 This suggests that specialized properties are needed for 
bacteria to interact with plants.

 The bacteria generally gain access to the apoplast of 
plant cell through:

1. Stomata and other natural openings, or 
2. Wounds (e.g. A. tumefaciens).
 Host compromised or not, pathogens “have distinct 

patterns of interaction with the host that enable them 
to have the upper hand in the relationship and elude at 
least some of the plant’s defenses.”

46

Apoplast or intercellular space is a free diffusional 
space outside the plasma membrane.



Plant bacterial pathogens
Specialized properties

 During their life span, pathogenic microorganisms
encounter different types of environments.

 They successively alternate saprophytic and pathogenic 
phases that could be assimilated to "diet" and 
"copiotrophic"(environments which are rich in nutrients)
periods.

 The success of pathogenic pathogens depends on their 
ability to:

1. Colonize host tissues, and

2. Counter and defense against host defense mechanisms 
such as plant-generated H2O2,organic peroxides, and 
superoxides. 

47Reverchon et al.,2002



PR proteins
Apoplast and vacuoles

 The plant apoplast plays a critical role in the:

1. transport of water and nutrients and

2. interactions between plants and pathogens.

 Most of pathogenesis-related (PR) proteins are 
located in the apoplast.

 In general, 

1. acidic PR proteins are located in the apoplast, and

2. basic PR proteins, in the vacuole.

48Naz et al.,2014; Enoki and Suzuki,2016



Apoplast
PR proteins functions

 These proteins have been implicated in active defense, 
potentially restricting pathogen development and spread.

 Some PR proteins possess antimicrobial activity.

 Also they can directly affect pathogen integrity, and/or 
generate signal molecules through their enzymatic activity 
that act as elicitors to induce other plant defense related 
pathways.

 One response of plants to attempted infection by pathogens 
is to accumulate apoplastic proteins, including pathogenesis 
related (PR) proteins.

 The expression of defense or PR proteins in apoplast of plant 

cells enhance plant resistance to pathogens.

49Naz et al.,2014; Enoki and Suzuki,2016



Apoplast
The apoplast is the portion of the plant cell outside the cell membrane. 
This region includes the cell walls and intercellular space of the plant

Adaptation to the plant apoplast by plant pathogenic bacteria 

 The apoplast consists of:

1. The cell walls, and

2. Intercellular spaces.

 If all of the protoplasts are 
destroyed, the apoplast remains 
like a honey-comb. 

 The apoplast is a nutrient-
limited environment that is 
guarded by plant defenses 
(including antimicrobial 
compounds and other plant 
defese responses).

50Jackson,2009; David Webb  



Apoplast
The apoplast is the portion of the plant cell outside the cell membrane. 
This region includes the cell walls and intercellular space of the plant

Adaptation to the plant apoplast by plant pathogenic bacteria 

 Many plant pathogenic bacteria 
spend most of their parasitic life in 
the apoplast (intercellular space) of 
plant tissues and cause symptoms. 

 Plant pathogenic bacteria 
(biotrophs and necrotrophs) have 
evolved several strategies to 
successfully colonize this niche, 
which include:

1. The type III secretion system and 
its effectors, 

2. Toxins and cell wall degrading 
enzymes, among others.

51Jackson,2009; David Webb; BioScience Solutions



Apoplast
The apoplast is the portion of the plant cell outside the cell membrane. 
This region includes the cell walls and intercellular space of the plant

Adaptation to the plant apoplast by plant pathogenic bacteria 

L. McCraw



Plant-Pathogen Interactions
Types, nature, goals and approaches

Mechanisms of interactions at the 
cellular and molecular levels
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Plant-Microbe interaction
Types of microorganisms

 Microbiology is the study of living organisms of 
microscopic size. 

 Microbes consist of a variety of organisms:

1. Bacteria

2. Algae

3. Fungi

4. Viruses

5. Protozoa

 Less than 1% of known microorganisms cause 
disease. 

54
The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.;.. 



Plant-Microbe interaction
Types of microorganisms

55
The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. 



Plant-Microbe interaction
Factors affecting plant-microbe 
interactions

 Plants secrete various organic compounds resulting in 
a nutritionally enriched environment favorable for 
microbial growth. 

 As a result, plants are heavily colonized with a 
diversity of microbes whose reservoir is primary the 
soil.

 Microbes that colonize plants are called either:

1. epiphytes (colonize plant surface), or

2. endophytes (colonize plants interior).

56
Thakur,2018



Plant-Microbe interaction
Factors affecting plant-microbe 
interactions

57
Ho et al.,2017



Plant-Microbe interaction
Epiphytic and endophytic microbes in 
phyllosphere

 The nature of various 
microorganisms (epiphytic 
and endophytic) associated 
with phyllosphere.

 Among the diverse 
community of microbes, 
bacteria are the predominant 
community on leaves and its 
range is between 102 and 
1012 g−1 of the leaf. 

 Thompson et al.,1993 
identified 78 bacterial 
species from the sugar beet. 

58
Sivakumar et al.,2020



Plant-Microbe interaction
Soil microorganisms
Interactions between plants, microbiota, and soil

59
Jacoby et al.,2017; Thakur,2018

Microbial communities influence plants in 
direct and indirect ways. 



Plant-Microbe interaction
Plant-microbe interactions

 Plants and microbes can have variety of 
interactions including pathogenic, symbiotic 
and associative. 

 In brief, these are:

1. Pathogenic Relationship

2. Symbiotic relationships

3. Mutualism

4. Commensalism

5. Parasitism.
60

Thakur,2018



Plant-Microbe interaction  
Symbiotic bacteria
Mutual relationships

 In mutualism, both organisms, bacteria 
and host, benefit.

 Bacteria benefit from the plant nutrients 
provided by the roots, but plants can benefit 
from their rhizobacteria as well.

 E.g. 

 Bacteria known as Plant Growth-Promoting 
Rhizobacteria (PGPR).

61



 In commensalism, one organisms, 
bacteria or host, benefit.

 In commensalism, one organism benefits 
while the other is unaffected. 

 This occurs when the 
bacterium Staphylococcus epidermidis uses 
the dead cells of the human skin as nutrients.

62

Plant-Microbe interaction
Symbiotic relationships 
Commensalism



Plant-Microbe interaction  
Symbiotic bacteria
Competition relationships

 In competition, both organisms, 
compete with their neighbors for 
space and resources.

 Competition has a negative effect on 
both of the species (-/- interaction). 

63



Plant-Microbe interaction  
Symbiotic bacteria
Parasitism relationships

 A type of symbiosis in which one 
organism benefits while harming the 
other is called parasitism.

 Most pathogenic bacteria are obligate 
parasites; that is, they are found only in 
association with their hosts.

 Pathogenic parasites, which cause disease, do 
so by resisting the host's defenses and 
growing at the expense of the host.

64



The goals
1. Studying plant-pathogen relationships

 Virulence of pathogenic bacteria:
 Plant-pathogen interaction is a 

multifaceted process, mediated by the 
pathogen- and plant-derived molecules 
which mainly include:

1. proteins,
2. sugars, and
3. lipopolysaccharides.

65
Boyd et al.,2013



The goals
Studying plant-pathogen relationships

 Virulence of pathogenic bacteria:
 Better understand how a pathogenic bacterium 

invades the host and causes disease by comparing 
genes that code for:

1. Bacterial surface proteins,
2. Secreted proteins (secretomes) of these organisms, 

and 
3. by the process of elimination.
 One can conclude that the proteins are involved in 

pathogenesis and other virulence roles.

66



The goals
1. Studying plant-pathogen relationships

 Virulence of pathogenic bacteria:
 Plant-bacterial interactions have provided one of the 

best systems for studying plant-pathogen 
relationships and the molecular basis of disease 
resistance in plants.

 Better understand how a pathogenic bacterium 
invades the host and causes disease by comparing 
genes that code for:

1. Bacterial surface proteins,
2. Secreted proteins (secretomes) of these organisms 

and by the process of elimination.
 One can conclude that the proteins are involved in 

pathogenesis and other virulence roles.
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The goals
Studying plant-pathogen relationships

68
Xue qing-jie

(Endotoxin)



The goals
2. Antipathogenesis approach

 The antipathogenesis approach (novel disease 
control approaches) involves the:

 identification of weaknesses in a pathogenesis 
strategy, as targets for the development of 
effective disease control measures (Birch,2001).

 Novel knowledge gained from these front lines 
undoubtedly will be translated into practical 
applications in control of crop diseases.

69



The goals 
3. To identify and design the novel genes

 We now have hundreds of millions of DNA sequences
from all sorts of organisms deposited in databases. 

 However, our abilities to translate raw genomic data 
into useful knowledge are still very limited. 

 Because the navigation system of bacteria has been 
studied by scientists employing the latest advances in 
genetics, biochemistry, biophysics, structural biology 
and other traditional biological disciplines, the system 
has become one of the best understood molecular 
systems in nature.

70



The goals
To identify and design the novel genes

71Fermin-Muñoz et al.,2000

 Plant biotechnology as a new era for plant pathology
and plant protection is directed at the design of novel 
genes that will enable transformed plants to 
inactivate or resist key pathogenicity factors.

1. These genes can be obtained from different sources,
and

2. Engineered into plants to enhance resistance to 
plant pathogens. 



The goals
To identify and design the novel genes

 The four major areas of research and application of 
plant genetic engineering for resistance to plant 
pathogens consist of:

1. Enhancing resistance with plant genes;
2. Enhancing resistance with pathogen derived genes

(derived from the pathogens themselves); 
3. Enhancing resistance with antimicrobial proteins; 
4. Enhancing resistance with plantibodies. 

72Fermin-Muñoz et al.,2000

A plantibody is an antibody produced by genetically engineered crops.



The goal 
4. Engineering resistance to pathogenic bacteria

 The first avirulence genes were cloned from bacteria 
(Staskawicz et al.,1984) and the very first plant 
resistance genes defined and cloned in:

1. Tomato, and

2. Arabidopsis. 

 conferred resistance specifically to strains of 
Pseudomonas syringae. 

73Pseudomonas syringae -affected Arabidopsis.



Future challenges
In plant-microbe interactions

 Future challenges in this field are to:
 Further elucidate the molecular basis of:
1. R-Avr recognition,
2. Signal initiation, and
3. Transduction during the establishment of R-

dependent immunity,
4. Dissect the genetic constitution of nonhost

resistance,
5. Reveal its molecular links with the multifaceted host 

resistance.

74



Future challenges
In plant-microbe interaction
Continued

 These practical aspects include:
1. Facilitated cloning and transfer of important R genes 

in crop species; 
2. Genetic engineering of broad-spectrum, and
3. Durable plant disease resistance. 

75



Advances in plant microbe 
interactions
Research areas

 Plant microbe interactions are at the forefront of 
plant science research and have shaped the way we 
approach the study and exploration of pro- and 
eukaryotic organisms and their environment. 

 Advances in plant microbe interactions at the 
molecular, physiological and ecological levels have 
improved our understanding of how plants interact 
with bacteria, fungi and other organisms. 

Allen et al.,2009



Advances in plant microbe 
interactions
Research areas

 These interactions are at the heart of our biological 
understanding of model organisms that are currently 
being translated into agricultural applications including 
but not limited to the biological control of crop 
protection and performance.

1. Pathogen colonization of plant surface or vasculature;

2. System has unique biology (e.g. Agrobacterium 
tumefaciens);

3. Plant-associated human pathogen; 

4. Pathosystem has potential impact on medical biology.

Allen et al.,2009



 The understanding of plant-microbe and microbe-
microbe interactions will provide a helpful future 
perspective as a modulating microbiome for:

1. minimizing disease incidence, and

2. enhancing gross plant productivity. 

 Further, beneficial plant-associated bacteria could act 
as counterparts against pathogens within the 
microbial ecosystem, as well as stabilize the 
ecosystem, enhance biodiversity, avoid pathogen 
outbreaks, and increase plant productivity.

78
Ho et al.,2017

Advances in plant microbe 
interactions
Future perspective



 A well-studied plant-microbe partnership in the future 
will also help increase crop productivity at little 
expense and could, in turn, lead to another “Green 
Revolution”.

79
Ho et al.,2017

Advances in plant microbe 
interactions
Future perspective



Protein-Protein Interactions 
Proteins

Structure and functions

80

In prokaryotes, the process of transcription and translation occur simultaneously. 
The translation of mRNA starts even before a mature mRNA transcript is fully 

synthesized. This simultaneous transcription and translation of a gene is termed 
coupled transcription and translation.



Genetic codes
Required for proteins but not sugars and lipids

 Almost all of the major molecules(macromalocules) 
inside any living thing can be classified as either:

1. carbohydrate, 

2. protein, 

3. Lipid, or

4. nucleic acid.

 Genetic code controls the structure of proteins.

 Genetic code is not required for carbohydrates and 
lipids.

81



Genetic codes
Required for proteins but not sugars and lipids

 It is true that the genetic code controls the structure of 
proteins.

 Lipids and carbohydrates are small molecules not 
proteins. 

 Therefore they cannot be coded by DNA.

 However, proteins that are coded by DNA are used by 
cells in the body to synthesize lipids and carbohydrates 
as well as most small molecules used in an organism.

 Carbohydrates and lipids are either modified or 
synthesized by enzymatic reactions.

 In turn, enzymes are proteins. 

82



Gene expression
For protein synthesis
Proteins are the building blocks of life

 Generally speaking, 
proteins do everything 
in the living cells.

 All functions of the 
living organisms are 
related with proteins.

 Each protein or group 
of proteins are 
responsible for they 
own specific function. 



Gene expression 
With many exceptions

DNA

RNA

Protein

Function

But watch for the exceptions………..

Campbell and co-workers



Biology is based on 
evolutionary changes
Why does biology have so many exceptions?

In physics/chemistry, properties don’t change

BUT

biology is based on evolutionary change.

Campbell and co-workers



Prokaryotic vs. Eukaryotic 
transcription

86

In a eukaryotic cell, transcription occurs in 
the nucleus, and translation occurs in the 
cytoplasm. This is because transcription 
occurs in the nucleus to produce a pre-
mRNA molecule. 
The pre-mRNA is typically processed to 
produce the mature mRNA, which exits the 
nucleus and is translated in the cytoplasm.

In a prokaryotic cell, transcription and 
translation are coupled; that is, 
translation begins while the mRNA is still 
being synthesized. This is because there 
is no nucleus to separate the processes of 
transcription and translation, when 
bacterial genes are transcribed, their 
transcripts can immediately be translated.

Pearson Education



Protein synthesis 
Transcription and Translation 
Central Dogma

 The production of protein takes place 
in two steps. 

 In the first step, called transcription, 
the permanent DNA message (1) is 
copied into a temporary messenger 
RNA (the gene) by an enzyme RNA 
polymerase (2). 

 This mRNA message can be read by 
a complex cellular “machine” called a 
ribosome (3).

 In this second step, called 
translation, the ribosome assembles 
amino acids in an order specified by 
the mRNA to create a specific protein 
(4).

87Monsanto Co.,2010



Protein synthesis
Transcription and Translation

88Facts yourgenome_org.htm



Protein synthesis
Translation
Initiation, elongation and termination

89



Molecular structures of proteins
Four levels of protein structure

 The variety of protein structures may be INFINITE...

 Because a protein of 300 amino acids made with 20 
different kinds of amino acids can have 20300 different 
linear arrays of aa's [10390 different proteins].

 It is almost impossible to estimate the total number of 
different proteins in the nature. 

90



Molecular network 
system in a cell

(From ExPASy Biochemical Pathways; http://www.expasy.org/cgi-bin/show_thumbnails.pl?2)

Our life is maintained by 
molecular network systems
Proteins play key roles in a living system



Gene expression
For protein synthesis

Snider,2013;..

 Simplest bacterial genomes contain 500 to 600 
genes.

 E. coli genomes contain 4,288 genes.

 The human genome comprises 20-25,000 genes.

 The proteome (entire complement of proteins 
expressed by a cell, organism, or tissue type) is 
estimated to encompass over 1 million proteins.

 Most eukaryotic mRNAs encode single gene product. 

 A mRNA found in prokaryotes that encodes more 
than one protein(multiple proteins).



Gene expression
For protein synthesis

Snider,2013;..



Operon
Structure and functions
mRNA

 Common in bacteria but rare in eukaryotes. 
 In bacteria, genes with related functions are often (but 

not always) located together in a group known as a 
operon. 

 Enzymes in many biosynthetic pathways of bacteria and 
viruses are encoded by operons.

 An operon has a single promoter and is transcribed into a 
single polycistronic (cistron=equivalent to a gene) mRNA 
molecule, which carries the information for several 
proteins.

 Promoter: Region of DNA where RNA polymerase attaches 
and initiates transcription. 

94Dale and Park,2004;..



Polycistronic mRNA
Monocistronic mRNAs vs. polycistronic mRNAs 
Prokaryotic mRNA encodes more than one protein 

 A mRNA found in prokaryotes that encodes 
more than one protein.

 Each eukaryotic mRNA contains information 
coding for only one protein, hence 
monocistronic, whereas prokaryotic mRNAs 
may encode more than one protein and are 
said to be polycistronic.

 Most eukaryotic mRNAs encode single gene 
product.

95



A typical operon

 A typical operon is transcribed from a single 
promoter into a polycistronic mRNA from which 
several independent polypeptides can be translated.

 Promoter region: Region of DNA usually upstream 
from the gene which regulates gene activity. 

96Dale and Park,2004;..



Protein synthesis 
1. Bacterial ribosomes

 Detailed models of the ribosome based on the results of x-
ray crystallographic studies of the 70S ribosome and the 30S 
and 50S subunits.

 23S RNA is shown in yellow, 5S in orange, 16S RNA in green, 
proteins of the 50S subunit in red, and proteins of the 30S 
subunit in blue.

Berg et al.,2002



Bacterial ribosome 
Ribosomal subunits

Complete structures of both ribosomal subunits have 
been determined using X-Ray crystallography.

98



Bacterial ribosome
RNA and protein components

 Each subunit is composed of:

1. Ribosomal RNA (rRNA), and

2. Ribosomal proteins (r-proteins).

 The larger (50S) subunit has two RNA molecules (23S and 
5S) plus 31 different polypeptides(large r-proteins or L-
proteins). 

 The smaller one (30S) contains a single RNA molecule 
(16S) and 21 polypeptides (small r-proteins or S-proteins). 
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50S subunit30S subunit

rRNA                 16S                   23S and 5S
Proteins                  21                        31



Ribosomal subunits
Part protein and Part RNA

21 proteins

31 proteins

100



Ribosomes
The protein factory

 The ribosome is a protein-synthesizing 
machine has a mass of about 2.5 Mda.

 A single cell of E. coli contains about 20,000 
ribosomes and this accounts for about 25% 
of the total cell mass.

The ribosomes are cytoplasmic nucleoproteins composed of 
rRNAs plus a number of proteins. 

Chromosomes are also nucleoproteins, formed mainly of DNA 
and basic proteins.



Ribosomal structure and function
Protein synthesis in ribosomes

102

 A ribosome moves along an mRNA from 5′ to 3′.

 mRNA is also made in the 5' to 3' direction.

 The mRNA is a complementary copy of the DNA gene 
but RNA uses uracil instead of thymine. 

 It carries genetic information from DNA. 



Protein synthesis
2. mRNA, tRNA, rRNA

103

Anticodon in tRNA complementary to a codon on mRNA.
Transfer RNA (tRNA) binds to both mRNA and amino acids (the 
building blocks of proteins) and brings the correct amino acids 
into the growing polypeptide chain during protein formation.



Types of RNA in bacterial cells
RNA content of E. coli cells
tRNA, rRNA, and mRNA

104

Type
Steady state 

levels
Synthetic 
capacity

Stability

rRNA 83% 58% High

tRNA 14% 10% High

mRNA 3% 32% Very low

A stable condition that does not change over time or in which any 
one change is continually balanced by another. Expression level 
of each gene in these types are in steady(continuous) state. 



Protein synthesis
mRNA, tRNA, rRNA

 The majority of RNA molecules are tRNAs and rRNAs.

 Ratio of rRNA to mRNA (~97:3).

 Many ribosomes bind to one mRNA.

 An mRNA is simultaneously translated by several 
ribosomes.

105CS 6463: An overview of Molecular Biology



Protein synthesis
mRNA

 mRNA accounts for only 1-5% of the total cellular 
RNA although the actual amount depends on the cell 
type and physiological state. 

 Approximately 360,000 mRNA molecules are present 
in a single mammalian cell. 

1. 103-104 mRNA per bacterial cell, and

2. 105-106 mRNA per the 3000 μm3 characteristic size 
of a mammalian cell.

106



Protein synthesis
mRNA

 As shown in this back of 
the envelope calculation 
we can derive an 
estimate for rapidly 
dividing cells of 103-104

mRNA per bacterial cell 
and 105-106 mRNA per 
the 3000 μm3

characteristic size of a 
mammalian cell.

107
Cell Biology by the numbers



Protein synthesis
mRNA

108

 Bacterial mRNA is unstable and has a half-life of only 
a few minutes.

 mRNA life in prokaryotic cell is short (few seconds to 
two minutes) as mRNA is unstable.

 mRNA in eukaryotic cell has a life of few hours to few 
days; it is quite stable.

 In prokaryotes translation is a faster process, each 
mRNA adds about 20 amino acids per second. 

 In eukaryotic cell, mRNA adds one amino acids per 
second, thus a slower process.



Protein synthesis 
Initiation-the first phase of translation
tRNA

 The adaptor molecule for translation is tRNA.

 A charged tRNA has an amino acid at one end, 
and at the other end it has an anticodon for 
matching a codon in the mRNA; i.e. it "speaks 
the language" of nucleic acids at one end and the 
"language" of proteins at the other end. 

 The machinery for synthesizing proteins under 
the direction of template mRNA is the ribosome.

BMB 400, Part Three



Protein synthesis
Strands and directions of synthesis

1. All strands are synthesized 
from the 5' ends > > > to 
the 3' ends for both DNA 
and RNA. 

2. Protein chains are 
synthesized from the amino 
ends > > > to the carboxy
ends. 
Color mnemonic (memory 
techniques): the old end is 
the cold end (blue); the 
new end is the hot end 
(where new residues are 
added) (red). 

110
Sandler and Nüsslein 

All DNA strands are read from the 5' to 
the 3' end where the 5' end terminates in 

a phosphate group and the 3' end 
terminates in a sugar molecule.



Proteins
Importance

 Proteins are macromolecules composed of amino 
acids linked together through peptide bonds.

1. The most widely distributed biomolecules.

2. The most abundant biomolecules (45% of human 
body). In bacterial cells, proteins make about a half 
of the dry weight of cells. 

3. The most complex biomolecules.

4. The most diversified biological functions.

111

For example only in E. coli cell about 3000 
different proteins are known. 



Components of proteins

 Major elements:

 C (50~55%),

 H (~7%),

 O (19~20%),

 N (13~19%),

 S (~4%) 

 Trace elements:

 P, Fe, Cu, Zn, I, …

112

The C atom is an optically active center.



Components of proteins
The average nitrogen content

 The average nitrogen(N) content of proteins was 
found to be about 16 percent (0.16), which led to 
use the calculation N x 6.25 (1/0.16 = 6.25) to 
convert nitrogen(N) content into protein content.

 The 6.25 content factor is used for most proteins.

 The protein quantity can be estimated:

113
protein in 100g sample (g%) = N per gram x 6.25 x 100



History of protein study

 The word protein comes from Greek language 
(prota) which means "of primary importance".

 This name was introduced by Jons Jakob 
Berzelius in 1838 for large organic 
compounds with almost equivalent empirical 
formulas.

114



Proteome and Proteomics

 "Proteins are central to our understanding of 
cellular function and disease processes, and 
without a concerted effort in proteomics, the 
fruits of genomics will go unrealized.“

115Ian Humphery-Smith



Proteome and Proteomics
Definitions

 The proteome has been defined as the entire 
complement of proteins expressed by a cell, 
organism, or tissue type, and accordingly,

 Proteomics is the study of this complement 
expressed at a given time or under certain 
environmental conditions.

 Proteomics is a new frontier explore a 
comprehensive knowledge about all the 
proteins of a cell at a specific given time.   

116



Proteomics 
Objectives

 Biological process: 

 The overall process toward which this 
protein contributes.

 Molecular function:

 The biological activity the protein 
accomplishes.

 Cellular component:

 The location of protein activity.



Proteomics 
Approaches

1. Separation 

2. Sequence determination 

3. 3D-structure 

4. Functionality 

5. Expression regulation 

6. Post-translation modification(such as 
phosphorylation and glycosylation, modify 
the structure and function of proteins). 



Proteomics 
Approaches
Protein post-translation modification(PTMs) 

 Phosphorylation (the 
covalent attachment of 
a phosphate group to 
either serine, threonine 
or tyrosine) is the most 
common modification, 
and is catalyzed by 
enzymes known as 
protein kinases.

Shuttleworth,1997



Proteomics 
Approaches
Protein post-translation modification(PTMs) 

Hayworth,2013

 Types of post-translational modification include:

 Polypeptide folding into a globular protein with the help of chaperone 
proteins to arrive at the lowest energy state;

 Modifications of the amino acids present, such as removal of the first 
methionine residue;

 Disulfide bridge formation or reduction.

 Protein modifications that facilitate binding functions: 

 Glycosylation

 Prenylation of proteins for membrane localization

 Acetylation of histones to modify DNA-histone interactions

 Addition of functional groups that regulate protein activity: 

 Phosphorylation

 Nitrosylation

 GTP(Guanosine-5'-triphosphate) binding.



Proteome and Proteomics
Three main steps in proteome research

 There are three main steps in 
proteome research:

1. Separation of individual 
proteins by 2-D 
polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis (2-D PAGE).

2. Identification by mass 
spectrometry or N-terminal 
sequencing of individual 
proteins recovered from the 
gel.

3. Storage, manipulation, and 
comparison of the data using 
bioinformatics.

121



Proteome and Proteomics
Separation of extracellular proteins by SDS-PAGE

122

 To investigate potential mechanisms of 
disease resistance and susceptibility, we 
analyzed changes in the extracellular 
proteome, or secretome, using the 
Arabidopsis-Pseudomonas syringae 
pathosystem.

 Proteins from the extracellular medium were 
collected after no infection (C) or infection 
with Pst DC3000 (D), Pst DC3000 expressing 
avrRpm1 (A), or Pst DC3000 lacking a 
functional type III secretion system (H).

 After separation, the gel was stained with 
colloidal Coomassie.

 Lines indicate where the gel was cut to 
obtain gel slices.

Kaffarnik et al.,2009



Various groups of amino acids 
Natural amino acids vs. Unnatural amino acids

 There are various groups of 
amino acids:

1. 20 standard amino acids.

2. 23 proteinogenic amino 
acids.

3. over 80 amino acids created 
abiotically in high 
concentrations.

4. about 900 are produced by 
natural pathways.

5. over 118 engineered amino 
acids have been placed into 
protein.

123

Proteinogenic amino acids are a 
small fraction of all amino acids.

Weikipedia



Various groups of amino acids 
Natural amino acids vs. Unnatural amino acids

1. Only 23 natural amino 
acids (20 in all 
organisms)are synthesized 
by the translational 
machinery(ribosomes).

2. Whereas non-coded, non-
proteinogenic, or 
"unnatural" amino acids 
are enormous(hundreds)
and are not naturally 
encoded or found in the 
genetic code of any 
organisms.

124

Proteinogenic amino acids are a 
small fraction of all amino acids.

Weikipedia



General classification of amino acids 
Standard (natural)amino acids

 Standard (natural, proteinogenic, coded)amino acids:

 These amino acids join together to form short polymer chains 
called peptides or longer chains called either polypeptides or 
proteins.

 These polymers are linear and unbranched, with each amino 
acid within the chain attached to two neighboring amino acids.

 There are 23 proteinogenic amino acids in prokaryotes, but only 
21 are encoded by the nuclear genes of eukaryotes. 

1. Of these, 20 are encoded by the universal genetic code. 

2. The remaining 3 (special amino acids i.e. selenocysteine, 
pyrrolysine and N-formylmethionine are incorporated into 
proteins by unique post-translational synthetic mechanisms.

 N-formylmethionine is often the initial amino acid of proteins in 
bacteria. 125



General classification of amino acids
Non-standard (unnatural)amino acids

 Non-standard (unnatural, non-proteinogenic, non-
coded)amino acids:

 Aside from the 23 standard amino acids, there are many other 
amino acids that are called non-proteinogenic or non-standard.

 They are either not found in proteins (for example carnitine, 
GABA), or are not produced directly.

 Non-standard amino acids that are found in proteins are formed 
by post-translational modification, which is modification after 
translation during protein synthesis. 

 Nonstandard amino acids often occur as intermediates in the 
metabolic pathways for standard amino acids — for example, 
ornithine and citrulline occur in the urea cycle.

126
LinkedIn Corporation, 2015



Unnatural amino acids

 Unnatural(unusual amino acids, non-coded) are the 
non-proteinogenic amino acids that either occur

1. Naturally, or

2. are chemically synthesized.

 These are becoming more and more important as 
tools for modern drug discovery research.

 Due to their unlimited structural diversity and 
functional versatility, they are widely used to increase 
the activity or selectivity and plasma stability of 
peptides in drug discovery projects.

127Junkers, Aldrich ChemFiles 2008;…



Unnatural amino acids

 Another example is the use of non-natural amino acids for 
the induction or stabilization of secondary structures 
(helices, sheets, turns).

 E.g.

 derivatives of glycine, phenylglycine, alanine, 
phenylalanine, and innovative α,α-disubstituted amino 
acids, as well as a comprehensive listing of proline 
derivatives and β-amino acids.

128Junkers, Aldrich ChemFiles 2008;…



Natural amino acids 
The 20 proteinogenic natural amino acids 
The structure of an amino acid

129

 An amino acid is a molecule containing two functional 
groups:

1. An amine group (-NH2), 

2. A carboxylic acid group (-COOH), and 

3. There is an additional group called the side chain, 
designated with an R-group. 

 A side-chain that is specific to each amino acid.

 Variation seen in naturally occurring amino acids 
arises from differences in this side chain. 

 Only the R groups change.



Natural amino acids 
The 20 proteinogenic natural amino acids 
The structure of an amino acid

 Proteins are long polymers made up of 20 different 
amino acid monomers.

 All 20 natural (proteinogenic) amino acids have the 
similar basic structure.

 The key elements of amino acid are:

1. carbon,

2. hydrogen,

3. oxygen, and

4. nitrogen.

130

The α-carbon is where the different substituents attach to each 
different amino acid. R is a carbon containing side chain or branch.
This carbon side chain may also contain sulfur, nitrogen or oxygen.



Protein or peptides
Peptide bond

 Peptide bond that links amino acids to form 
polypeptides and proteins.

131



Protein or peptides
Peptide bond

 Peptide bond that links amino acids to form 
polypeptides and proteins.
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Protein or peptides
Peptide bond

 Peptide bond that links amino acids to form 
polypeptides and proteins.

133



Protein or peptides
Basic structure

 The structures build from 2 to 100 amino acids with 
molecular weight up to 10 kDa are usually called 
peptides. 

 A one hundred residue (amino acid) protein weighs 
~11,000 Da, or 11 kilodaltons (kD).

134

Dalton= A very small unit of mass, about the mass of a hydrogen 
atom(the atomic weight of hydrogen atom is about one dalton). 

Dalton was used to express the molecular weight of proteins. 1Da 
is about 1.660 54 × 10⁻²⁴ gram. Alanine is 89 Da.



Natural amino acids 
The 20 proteinogenic natural amino acids 
Protein synthesis

 The key chemical characteristic of amino acids is that 
they link together to form proteins.

1. Amine groups are basic (proton acceptor), 

2. carboxylic acid groups are acidic (proton donator).

 Because:

 the COOH functional group is an acid, and

 the NH2 functional group is a base, 

 the two ends of amino acids can readily react with 
each other.

135



The structure of a natural amino acid
α-amino acids

 The carbon atom to which the amino group, carboxyl group, 
and side chain (R-group) are attached is the alpha carbon 
(Ca). 

 The first carbon atom after the carbon that attaches to the 
functional group is called the alpha carbon; the second, beta 
carbon, the third, gamma carbon, etc.

 α-amino acids or 2-amino acids, are amino acids in which 
both functional groups are attached to the same carbon 
atom. 

136

Glycine: simplest α-amino acid
in which R = hydrogen. 

Alanine: R methyl group (CH3) 
attach to central carbon.

α



Structure of alpha amino acids
α-amino acids

 Serine (Ser) is an amino acid in which R contains an 
alcohol functional group. 

 Aspartic acid (Asp) contains a carboxylic acid 
functional group. 

 Cysteine (Cys) contains sulfur.

137
Ausetute .com.au

α

α

α



The structure of a natural amino acid
Basic unit of protein

 Based on the site of attachment of the functional R group the 
amino acids are classified as:

1. Alpha amino acids: CH2. It starts from the central carbon.
Glycine is the simplest α-amino acid in which R = hydrogen.

2. Beta amino acids: CH2CH2 (e.g. beta-alanine H2N-CH2-CH2-
COOH).

3. Gamma amino acids: COOH-CH2-CH2-CH2-NH2 (e.g. γ-
Aminobutyric acid). 

 Alpha-amino acids are the building blocks of proteins.

 The alpha amino acids (free amino acids) are the most 
common form found in nature.

 Only alpha amino acids involve in protein synthesis.

 Beta and gamma amino acids cannot form protein molecules.

 But may form part of some peptides. 138



Amino Acids
The weight and other general properties 
of natural amino acids

 One hydrogen weighs 1 dalton (Da).

 The average amino acid weighs 110 daltons. 

 A one hundred residue (amino acid) protein weighs 
~11,000 Da, or 11 kilodaltons (kD).

1. Solubility: Amino acids are soluble in water, acids, 
alkalis, but sparingly soluble in organic solvents.

2. Color: Amino acids are colorless, white solids.

3. State: Amino acids are solid crystalline compounds.

4. Melting points: Amino acids have high melting points. 

139

A dalton is unit of mass equal to one twelfth (1/12) the 
mass of the most abundant isotope of carbon, 

carbon-12, which is assigned a mass of 12.



Abbreviations for amino acids
Each amino acid has standard 3-letter and 
1-letter abbreviations

140

Amino Acid 3-letter 1-letter Amino Acid 3-letter 1-letter

Alanine Ala A Leucine Leu L

Arginine Arg R Lysine Lys K

Asparagine Asn N Methionine Met M

Aspartic Acid Asp D Phenylalanine Phe F

Cysteine Cys C Proline Pro P

Glutamic Acid Glu E Serine Ser S

Glutamine Gln Q Threonine Thr T

Glycine Gly G Tryptophan Trp W

Histidine His H Tyrosine Tyr Y

Isoleucine Ile I Valine Val V



Gene expression for protein synthesis
Genetic codes

 The genetic code is said to be universal because a 
codon represents the same amino acids in almost all 
organisms.

 There are more than one codon for the same amino 
acid. 

 The magic number in the 'case of codons' is 3.

 Putting 3 nucleotides together will provide for 64 
possible amino acids.

 Many of these 3 groups code for the same amino acid.

 Arginine and leucine are encoded by 6 triplets, 
isoleucine by 3, methionine and tryptophan by 1, and 
all other amino acids by 4 or 2 codons. 141



Genetic code
DNA codon table(64 codons)

142Wikepedia,2015



Genetic code
RNA codon table(64 codons)

143Wikepedia,2015



Amino Acids
DNA Codon table
20 Amino acids, their single-letter data-base codes 
(SLC), and their corresponding DNA codons

 In this table, the twenty amino acids 
found in proteins are listed, along with 
the single-letter code used to represent 
these amino acids in protein data bases. 

 The DNA codons representing each 
amino acid are also listed. 

 All 64 possible 3-letter combinations of 
the DNA coding units T, C, A and G are 
used either to encode one of these amino 
acids or as one of the three stop codons 
that signals the end of a sequence. 

 While DNA can be decoded 
unambiguously, it is not possible to 
predict a DNA sequence from its protein 
sequence. 

 Because most amino acids have multiple 
codons, a number of possible DNA 
sequences might represent the same 
protein sequence. 

Amino Acid SLC DNA codons

Isoleucine I ATT, ATC, ATA

Leucine L CTT, CTC, CTA, CTG, TTA, TTG

Valine V GTT, GTC, GTA, GTG

Phenylalanine F TTT, TTC

Methionine M ATG

Cysteine C TGT, TGC

Alanine A GCT, GCC, GCA, GCG 

Glycine G GGT, GGC, GGA, GGG 

Proline P CCT, CCC, CCA, CCG

Threonine T ACT, ACC, ACA, ACG

Serine S TCT, TCC, TCA, TCG, AGT, AGC

Tyrosine Y TAT, TAC

Tryptophan W TGG

Glutamine Q CAA, CAG

Asparagine N AAT, AAC

Histidine H CAT, CAC

Glutamic acid E GAA, GAG

Aspartic acid D GAT, GAC

Lysine K AAA, AAG

Arginine R CGT, CGC, CGA, CGG, AGA, AGG

Stop codons Stop TAA, TAG, TGA 



Name Abbreviation Linear Structure

Alanine ala A CH3-CH(NH2)-COOH

Arginine arg R HN=C(NH2)-NH-(CH2)3-CH(NH2)-COOH

Asparagine asn N H2N-CO-CH2-CH(NH2)-COOH

Aspartic Acid asp D HOOC-CH2-CH(NH2)-COOH

Cysteine cys C HS-CH2-CH(NH2)-COOH

Glutamic Acid glu E HOOC-(CH2)2-CH(NH2)-COOH

Glutamine gln Q H2N-CO-(CH2)2-CH(NH2)-COOH

Glycine gly G NH2-CH2-COOH

Histidine his H NH-CH=N-CH=C-CH2-CH(NH2)-COOH

Isoleucine ile I CH3-CH2-CH(CH3)-CH(NH2)-COOH

Leucine leu L (CH3)2-CH-CH2-CH(NH2)-COOH

Lysine lys K H2N-(CH2)4-CH(NH2)-COOH

Methionine met M CH3-S-(CH2)2-CH(NH2)-COOH

Phenylalanine phe F Ph-CH2-CH(NH2)-COOH

Proline pro P NH-(CH2)3-CH-COOH

Serine ser S HO-CH2-CH(NH2)-COOH

Threonine thr T CH3-CH(OH)-CH(NH2)-COOH

Tryptophan trp W Ph-NH-CH=C-CH2-CH(NH2)-COOH

Tyrosine tyr Y HO-Ph-CH2-CH(NH2)-COOH

Valine val V (CH3)2-CH-CH(NH2)-COOH

CS 6463: An 
overview of Molecular 

Biology

The 20 Amino Acids
Name, abbreviation and linear structures



Amino Acids
Biosynthetic families of amino acids in 
bacteria and plants

146Berg, Tymoczko and Stryer,2002

 Major metabolic precursors are shaded blue.

 Amino acids that give rise to other amino acids are shaded 
yellow.

 Essential amino acids are in boldface type.



Amino Acids
Essential and Nonessential Amino Acids

 The twenty amino acids can be divided into two 
groups of 10 amino acids. 

1. Ten are essential(must be obtained from the diet)
and 

2. 10 are nonessential(not specifically required in the 
diet).

 Most microorganisms such as E. coli can synthesize 
the entire basic set of 20 amino acids, whereas

 Human beings cannot make 9 of them e.g. histidine, 
lysine, tryptophan, leucine, methionine, 
phenyalanine.

147



Amino Acids
Essential and Nonessential Amino Acids

The Ten "Nonessential" Amino Acids

Alanine

Asparagine

Aspartate

Cysteine (requires sulfhydryl group from 
methionine)

Glutamate

Glutamine

Glycine

Proline

Serine

Tyrosine (synthesized from phenylalanine)

The Ten "Essential" Amino Acids

Arginine (see below)

Histidine

Isoleucine

Leucine

Lysine

Methionine

Phenylalanine

Threonine

Tryptophan

Valine

148The Bello Lectures,2009 

Human beings cannot make 9 of them e.g. histidine, lysine, 
tryptophan, leucine, methionine, phenyalanine .Thus 11 amino acids 
that the human body makes are called non-essential amino acids.



Natural amino acids 
Three different structures based on the 
nature of the side chain

 Amino acids are categorized into three groups based 
on the nature of the side chain.

1. Nonpolar side chains: Nine of the amino acids have 
side chains that are nonpolar. 

2. Polar side chains: The second category of amino 
acid contains six different molecules that have polar 
side chains.

3. Polar but not charged: A group of five amino acids 
have side chains that are not only polar, but 
charged. 

149



The structure of amino acids
Classification based on amino acid side chains 
Polar(acidic, basic and neutral), Polar(charged 
and uncharged) and nonpolar(neutral)

150

 The R group is often referred to as the amino 
acid side chain.

 Some amino acid side chains are positively 
charged; 

 Some are negatively charged;

 Some are neutral; 

 Some are hydrophobic;

 Some are hydrophilic.



Amino Acids
Classification of amino acid side chains 
Polarity of the amino acid side chains

 Polar (or hydrophilic) amino acids have side chains 
that interact with water (prefer to reside in an 
aqueous environment). 

 They dissolve in the water. 

 Nearly always found on the outside of proteins.

 Nonpolar (or hydrophobic) amino acids have side 
chains that do not interact with water.

 They do not dissolve.

 Always found on the outside of proteins.

151Kuang,2010;IMGT,2013;..



The structure of amino acids
Classification of amino acid side chains 
Polar(acidic, basic and neutral), Polar(charged 
and uncharged) and nonpolar(neutral)
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 Based on polarity of side chains, amino acids are 
classified into four groups as follows:

1. Non-polar amino acids (neutral) 

2. Polar amino acids with no charge(neutral) 

3. Polar amino acids(basic) with positive charge

4. Polar amino acids(acidic) with negative charge

Ophardt,2003;TutorVista.com;..

Polar (or hydrophilic) amino acids have side chains that interact 
with water side chains that interact with water. To identify 

nonpolar, polar, electrically charged amino acids of proteins you 
basically need to focus on the side chain of the amino acid.  



Electrophoresis of amino acids
At pH7, most amino acids are neutral (no net charge) 

 Electrophoresis is a technique used to separate charged 
molecules with an electric field.

 A buffered solution is used to conduct the charge and allow the 
charged molecules to move:

1. Negatively charged amino acids move towards the anode (+).

2. Positively charged amino acids move towards the cathode (-).

lysine: positively charged polar; Valine: nonpolar; Asparagine: uncharged polar. Asparagine in 
basic medium, it exists in the form of negatively charged ion and move towards anode.



Amino Acids
Classification of amino acid side chains 
Polarity of the amino acid side chains

 Polar (or hydrophilic) amino acids have side chains 
that interact with water (prefer to reside in an 
aqueous environment). They dissolve in the water. 

 Nearly always found on the outside of proteins.

 Nonpolar (or hydrophobic) amino acids have side 
chains that do not interact with water (do not like to 
reside in an aqueous i.e. water environment). They 
do not dissolve.

 Tend to cluster their side chains together in the 
inside of proteins.

154Kuang,2010;IMGT,2013;..



Amino Acids
Polarity of the amino acid side chains

155www.indiana.edu



Charge on a protein
What makes a protein positively or negatively charged?
Acidic and basic proteins

1. The basic amino acid residues (e.g. glutamine, 
asparagine) exhibit positive charges,

2. Whereas acidic amino acid residues (e.g. glutamic 
acid, aspartic acid) exhibit negative charges.

 If the protein is made up of mostly basic amino acids, 
the net charge of the protein will be positive, and the 
protein is said to be a basic protein. 

 Likewise, if the protein contains a lot of acidic amino 
acid residues, the net charge will be negative, and 
the protein is acidic.
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Amino acids
Polar acidic (negative charged) amino acids 
Polar basic (positive charged) amino acids 

 Negative charged (acidic side chains)

 If the side chain contains an acid functional group, the whole 
amino acid produces an acidic solution. The side chains lose an 
H+ ion (proton) and becoming negatively charged. 

 Positive charged (basic side chains)

 If the side chain contains an amine functional group, the amino 
acid produces a basic solution. The side chains accept an H+ ion 
(proton) and becoming positively charged.

157
IMGT,2013;..



Non-Polar or Hydrophobic Amino Acids
Non-polar amino acids have equal number of 
amino and carboxyl groups and are neutral
Nonpolar amino acids with no charge(neutral)

 Non polar amino acids have 
equal number of amino and 
carboxyl groups and are 
neutral. 

 These amino acids are 
hydrophobic and have no 
charge on the 'R' group. 

 The amino acids in this 
group are:

 alanine, valine, leucine, 
isoleucine, phenyl alanine, 
glycine, tryptophan, 
methionine and proline.

158TutorVista.com

If the side chain contains a hydrocarbon 
alkyl group (having no double or triple 
bond functional groups), or a benzene 

ring, it's going to be nonpolar.



Polar or Hydrophilic Amino Acids
Amino acids with hydrophilic side groups 
Polar amino acids with no charge(neutral)

 These amino acids do not 
have any charge on the 
'R' group (neutral). 

 These amino acids 
participate in hydrogen 
bonding of protein 
structure. 

 The amino acids in this 
group are:

 serine, threonine, 
tyrosine, cysteine, 
glutamine and asparagine.

159TutorVista.com



Polar or Hydrophilic Amino Acids
Polar amino acids with positive charge have more 

amino groups as compared to carboxyl groups 
Polar amino acids(basic) with positive charge

 Amino acids with:

1. hydrophilic side groups;

2. with positive charge having 
more amino groups as 
compared to carboxyl 
groups making it basic.

 The amino acids which have 
positive charge on the 'R' 
group are placed in this 
category.

 lysine, arginine, histidine
(positively charged at pH 7).

160
TutorVista.com

Any side chain that contains an acid, amide 
(-NH-CO-), alcohol, or amine will be polar. 



Polar or Hydrophilic Amino Acids
Polar amino acids with negative charge have 
more carboxyl groups than amino groups
Polar amino acids(acidic) with negative charge

 Amino acids with:

1. hydrophilic side groups;

2. with negative charge 
having more carboxyl 
groups than amino groups 
making them acidic.

 The amino acids which have 
negative charge on the 'R' 
group are placed in this 
category. 

 They are aspartic acid and 
glutamic acid.

161TutorVista.com

They are called as dicarboxylic 
mono-amino acids. 
Aspartate, glutamate 

(negatively charged at pH 7)



The structure of amino acids
Polar (charged) and nonpolar (uncharged) 
functional groups
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Name 3-letter symbol 1-letter 
symbol

Type of side chain

Alanine Ala A nonpolar
Arginine Arg R pos. charged polar
Asparagine Asn N uncharged polar
Aspartic acid Asp D neg. charged polar
Cysteine Cys C uncharged polar
Glutamic acid Glu E neg. charged polar
Glutamine Gln Q uncharged polar
Glycine Gly G nonpolar
Histidine His H pos. charged polar
Isoleucine Ile I nonpolar
Leucine Leu L nonpolar
Lysine Lys K pos. charged polar
Methionine Met M nonpolar
Phenylalanine Phe F nonpolar
Proline Pro P nonpolar
Serine Ser S uncharged polar
Threonine Thr T uncharged polar
Tryptophan Trp W nonpolar
Tyrosine Try Y uncharged polar
Valine Val V nonpolar

http://groups.molbiosci.northwestern.edu/holmgren/Glossary/Definitions/Def-A/alanine.html
http://groups.molbiosci.northwestern.edu/holmgren/Glossary/Definitions/Def-A/arginine.html
http://groups.molbiosci.northwestern.edu/holmgren/Glossary/Definitions/Def-A/Asparagine.html
http://groups.molbiosci.northwestern.edu/holmgren/Glossary/Definitions/Def-A/Aspartic_acid.html
http://groups.molbiosci.northwestern.edu/holmgren/Glossary/Definitions/Def-C/Cysteine.html
http://groups.molbiosci.northwestern.edu/holmgren/Glossary/Definitions/Def-G/Glutamic_acid.html
http://groups.molbiosci.northwestern.edu/holmgren/Glossary/Definitions/Def-G/Glutamine.html
http://groups.molbiosci.northwestern.edu/holmgren/Glossary/Definitions/Def-G/Glycine.html
http://groups.molbiosci.northwestern.edu/holmgren/Glossary/Definitions/Def-H/Histidine.html
http://groups.molbiosci.northwestern.edu/holmgren/Glossary/Definitions/Def-I/Isoleucine.html
http://groups.molbiosci.northwestern.edu/holmgren/Glossary/Definitions/Def-L/Leucine.html
http://groups.molbiosci.northwestern.edu/holmgren/Glossary/Definitions/Def-L/Lysine.html
http://groups.molbiosci.northwestern.edu/holmgren/Glossary/Definitions/Def-M/Methionine.html
http://groups.molbiosci.northwestern.edu/holmgren/Glossary/Definitions/Def-P/Phenylalanine.html
http://groups.molbiosci.northwestern.edu/holmgren/Glossary/Definitions/Def-P/Proline.html
http://groups.molbiosci.northwestern.edu/holmgren/Glossary/Definitions/Def-S/Serine.html
http://groups.molbiosci.northwestern.edu/holmgren/Glossary/Definitions/Def-T/Threonine.html
http://groups.molbiosci.northwestern.edu/holmgren/Glossary/Definitions/Def-T/Tryptophan.html
http://groups.molbiosci.northwestern.edu/holmgren/Glossary/Definitions/Def-T/Tyrosine.html
http://groups.molbiosci.northwestern.edu/holmgren/Glossary/Definitions/Def-V/Valine.html


The structure of amino acids
D-and L-amino acids

 Each amino acid has two possible enantiomers(opposite forms).

 These are classified as D or L as with sugars.

 Amino acids in nature are almost exclusively L-amino acids.

 When a Fischer projection is written with the acid at the top, 

and the R group at the bottom:

- if the amine group is on the right hand, it’s a D-amino acid.

- if the amine group is on the left hand, it’s an L-amino acid.

COOH

CH3

NH2H

COOH

CH3

H2N H

D-Alanine L-Alanine

D form of Amino acids hard to break down



The structure of amino acids
D-and L-amino acids

1. D-form amino acids (also known as Dextro, 
Dextrorotatory) tend to taste sweet,

2. L-forms (also known as Levo, Levorotatory)are 
usually tasteless.

 There are a few more complex labels that you might 
see in product manufacture.

 One of them is DL.

 These compound mixes are often referred to as DL 
forms, meaning they are 50% by weight the D form 
of the compound and 50% by weight of the L form.



Proteins
Peptides

 Each amino acid carries:

1. The peptide chain is known as the backbone, and

2. The "R" groups are known as side chains.

 The side chain or R group is not part of the backbone or the 
peptide bond.

 A peptide bond (amide bond) is a covalent chemical (intra) bond
formed between two molecules e.g. two amino acids.

 When two amino acids are joined together, a dipeptide is 
formed.

165Amide bond /covalent/ peptide bond 
C=O Bond formation

N-terminal C-terminal

Amide bond 



Proteins
The covalent and non-covalent bonds

1. The covalent bonds:

 Connect the atoms of a single amino acid.

 Covalent bonds are the sharing of electrons between two 
non-metal elements.

 Covalent bonds are the strongest chemical bonds 
contributing to protein structure.

2. The non-covalent bonds:

 A non-covalent interaction differs from a covalent bonds in 
that it does not involve the sharing of electrons, but rather 
involves more dispersed variations of electromagnetic 
interactions between molecules or within a molecule.
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Proteins
The non-covalent bonds

 Non-covalent interactions are the dominant type of 
interaction between supermolecules.

 Non-covalent interactions are critical in maintaining 
the three-dimensional structure of large molecules, 
such as proteins and nucleic acids. 

 The non-covalent bonds help shape individual 
molecules and groups of molecules and ions, but are 
weak enough to be continually broken and re-formed 
in the dynamic molecular interplay that is life.

 For cells, both covalent bonds and noncovalent 
interactions are important. 

167



Proteins
Some proteins with non-covalent bonds
H, ironic and hydrophobic bonds

 The non-covalent bonds are weak interactions between 
ions, molecules, and parts of molecules.

 There are at least three principle kinds of noncovalent
bonds:

1. ionic interactions;

2. hydrogen bond; 

3. hydrophobic interactions.

 As stated above, non-covalent bonds are not as strong as 
covalent bonds, but the additive effect of many non-
covalent bonds can stabilize a molecule. 

 Non-covalent bonds are very important in the structure of 
proteins.

168



Proteins
Some proteins with non-covalent bonds
Hydrogen, ironic and hydrophobic bonds

169

Ionic bonds involve interactions between the oppositely 
charged groups of a molecule. When electrons are 
transferred, the "bond" is said to be "ionic". E.g. 
aspartic acid (Asp) and glutamic acid (Glu) residues,
salt bridges; protein side chains - DNA backbone 
interactions. 

Hydrogen bonds are formed by "sharing" of a hydrogen 
atom between two negative charged atoms such as N 
and O. E.g. DNA binding domains which have particular 
hydrogen-bonding patterns with specific bases. 

Hydrophobic interactions result when non-polar 
molecules are in a polar solvent, e.g. H2O.
The non-polar molecules group together to exclude 
water (hydrophobic means water fearing). By doing so 
they minimize the surface area in contact with the 
polar solvent.



Proteins
Some proteins with non-covalent bonds
Ironic bonds

 Interactions between 
the oppositely charged 
(+ve and –ve)groups of 
a molecule:

 In ionic interactions, the 
negatively-charged carboxyl 
groups on aspartic acid 
(Asp) and glutamic 
acid(Glu) residues may be 
attracted by the positively-
charged free amino groups 
on lysine (Lys) and arginine 
(Arg) residues. 

170Clark,2004;..

Negatively charged

Positively charged



Proteins
The non-covalent bonds
Hydrogen bond

 Cytosine and Guanine in 
DNAs are held together by 
three hydrogen bonds.

 Hydrogen bonds are 
responsible for specific base-
pair formation in the DNA 
double helix and a major 
factor to the stability of the 
DNA double helix structure.

 These secondary structures 
of proteins are held together 
by hydrogen bonds. 

 An oxygen atom and the 
hydrogen attached to a 
nitrogen atom.

 The hydrogen has the partial 
positive charge.

171



Proteins
The non-covalent bonds
Hydrophobic interactions 

 Hydrophobes are nonpolar molecules and usually have a long 
chain of carbons that do not interact with water molecules.

 The mixing of fat and water is a good example of this particular 
interaction.

 When a hydrophobe is dropped in an aqueous medium, 
hydrogen bonds between water molecules will be broken to 
make room for the hydrophobe; however, water molecules do 
not react with hydrophobe.

172ChemWiki



Proteins
Residues
AAs in peptides are called as residues

 Residue: an amino acid in a oligo- or polypeptide, protein; 
a peptide unit.

 The amino acids once linked in the protein chain:

1. An individual amino acid is called a residue, and

2. The linked series of carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen atoms 
are known as the main chain or protein backbone.
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Types of proteins
Monomeric and oligomeric

 Protein molecule that consists of a single polypeptide 
chain is said to be monomeric (e.g. proteins with 
primary structures).

 Proteins made up of more than one polypeptide 
chain, as many of the large ones are, are called 
oligomeric.
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Proteins
Polypeptides or proteins

 Oligopeptide: short polymer of residues; up to 10-20 
residues.

 Polypeptide: longer polymer of residues; larger sizes

 Protein: one or more polypeptide chains.

 Proteins (also known as) are organic compounds:

1. Made of amino acid;

2. Arranged in a linear chain, and

3. Folded into a globular form(the side chains will help 
determine the conformation in an aqueous solution).
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Protein Folding 
Conformation or fold
Biologically active native state

 Each protein folds into a unique 
three-dimensional structure defined 
by its amino acid sequence.

 The peptide bond allows for rotation 
around it and therefore the protein 
can fold and orient the R groups in 
favorable positions.

1. Many protein chains spontaneously 
fold into the native state, 

2. Others require the assistance of:

 Enzymes, or 

 Other proteins called chaperones.

176

Amino acid sequence     3-D structure



Protein Folding
What determines fold?

 The shape into which a protein naturally folds is 
known as its native conformation.

1. Some proteins require the aid of molecular 
chaperones(multisubunit proteins) to fold into their 
native states (conformations) or quaternary 
structures. 

2. Many others can fold unassisted, simply through the 
chemical properties of their amino acids. 

 Some molecules have multiple conformations.

177
Native proteins - These proteins are not changed after translation.
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Protein Folding
Co-tranlsational folding of a protein

CS 6463: An overview of Molecular Biology;..

Secondary structures 
in proteins organized 

into regular 
structures known as 
alpha-helices (alpha-
helixes) and beta-
pleated sheets. 



Protein Folding 
Conformation or fold
Globular proteins

179

The side chains will help determine the conformation in an 
aqueous solution.

Polar (or hydrophilic) amino acids are dissolve in the water 
and always found on the outside of proteins.



Protein Folding
Heat-shock proteins (HSPs)
Quality control of protein folding

 Heat shock proteins (HSP) are a family of proteins that 
are produced by cells in response to exposure to 
stressful conditions.

 HSPs are found in virtually all living organisms, from 
bacteria to humans.

 Similar phenomena in prokaryotes and other 
eukaryotes.

1. In eukaryotes this regulation is performed by heat 
shock factor (HSF), and

2. In bacteria by sigma factor (σ32).

180Wikipedia,2015



Protein Folding
Heat-shock proteins (HSPs)
Quality control of protein folding

181Ron et al.,2000;..

 The Hsp70s are an important part of the cell's 
machinery for protein folding, and help to protect 
cells from stress.

 They were first described in relation to heat shock 
but are now known to also be expressed during other 
stresses including:

1. exposure to cold, 

2. UV light, and

3. during wound healing or tissue remodeling.



Protein Folding
Heat-shock proteins (HSPs) in bacteria
Quality control of protein folding

 The bacterial heat-shock response is not limited to 
changes in temperature and is a general stress 
response, but also induced by other environmental 
changes, such as:

1. the addition of ethanol,

2. heavy metals, 

3. high osmolarity,

4. pollutants,

5. starvation or

6. interaction with eukaryotic hosts (for diseases). 

182Note: heat-shock proteins have been shown to play an important role in pathogenesis. 



Protein Folding
Heat-shock proteins (HSPs)
Quality control of protein folding

183

 Heat-shock proteins are named according to their 
molecular weight.

 For example,

1. Hsp40 (heat shock protein kilodaltons in size). This 
is also known as chaperone DnaJ. 

2. Hsp60 (heat shock protein 60 kilodalton in size)

3. Hsp70 (heat shock protein 70 kilodaltons in size)

4. Hsp90 (heat shock protein 90 kilodaltons in size). 



Protein Folding
Heat-shock proteins (HSPs)
Quality control of protein folding

184Ron et al.,2000

 The heat-shock response controls the 
expression of more than 20 genes that code 
for:

1. chaperones,

2. proteases and 

3. regulatory proteins.



Protein Folding
Heat-shock proteins (HSPs)
DnaK-DnaJ-GrpE chaperone system+σ32

 The heat-shock response is the mechanism by which 
cells react to increases in temperature to prevent 
damage, and it involves the expression of the almost 
universally conserved heat-shock genes. 

 Many heat-shock proteins (HSPs) are molecular 
chaperones or proteases and function by:

1. Facilitating refolding of damaged proteins, or

2. Eliminating proteins that cannot be repaired.

185

 σ32 (RpoH) - the heat shock sigma factor, it is turned on when the 
bacteria are exposed to heat. Due to the higher expression, the factor will 
bind with a high probability to the polymerase-core-enzyme.

 σ32 (RpoH) directly controlled by the DnaK-DnaJ-GrpE chaperone system.



Sigma 32 (sigma RpoH) factor 
Heat shock control

 σ32 has greater affinity for RNA polymerase, 
core enzyme than σ70 at high temperatures.

 σ32 is also responsible for genetic responses 
to other environmental insults. 

 σ32 regulation is a multivalent process 
consisting of transcriptional, translational and 
postranslational controls. 

186Biocyc.org



Protein Folding
Heat-shock proteins (HSPs)
DnaK-DnaJ-GrpE chaperone system+σ32

 σ32 (RpoH) is turned on when the bacteria 
are exposed to heat.

 This heat-shock sigma factor (σ32) is coded 
by the rpoH gene and binds to specific heat-
shock promoters located upstream of heat-
shock genes.

187

dnaK gene codes for DnaK chaperone (HSP70)      DnaK-DnaJ-
GrpE chaperone system regulates activity of the bacterial heat 

shock transcription factor σ32 (RpoH).



Protein Folding
Heat-shock proteins (HSPs)
The DnaK chaperone system

188Gamer et al.,1996

 In Escherichia coli the genes encoding HSPs 
form a regulon that is positively controlled by:

1. the rpoH gene product;

2. the heat shock promoter-specific σ32 subunit 
of RNA polymerase.

 The level and activity of σ32 are limiting for 
heat shock gene transcription.



Protein Folding
Heat-shock proteins (HSPs)
DnaK-DnaJ-GrpE chaperone system+σ32

1. During heat shock (positive response), the 
intracellular concentration of RpoH increases, due to 
slightly increased transcription, increased synthesis 
and stabilization of the protein.

2. In the absence of heat shock, or after heat 
shock(negative response), activity is inhibited by 
transient association with DnaK-DnaJ-GrpE system, 
which reduces the amounts of free active RpoH, 
makes it unstable and mediates its degradation by 
the FtsH protease. 

189

The DnaK chaperone system mediates inactivation and 
degradation of σ32 probably through association with the heat 

shock promoter specific σ32 subunit of RNA polymerase.



Protein Folding
Heat-shock proteins (HSPs)
The DnaK chaperone system

190Gamer et al.,1996;Biocyc.org;..



Protein Folding
Heat-shock proteins (HSPs)
DnaK-DnaJ-GrpE chaperone system+σ32

 Induction occurs mainly at the post-transcriptional 
level, via translational thermoregulation:

1. At low temperature, the structure of the rpoH mRNA 
blocks its translation, 

2. while at high temperature, melting of the mRNA 
secondary structure facilitates ribosome binding and 
synthesis of the RpoH protein.

191
UniProt 



Prokaryotic DNA transcription 
Anti-sigma factors
Anti-sigma factor 70 Rsd against sigma factor 70 

Note: Anti-sigma factors inhibit the function of sigma factors 
whereas, anti-anti-sigma factors restore sigma factor function.

 Anti-sigma factors bind to sigma factors and inhibit 
transcriptional activity.

 Anti-sigma factors are antagonists to the sigma 
factors, which regulate numerous cell processes 
including flagellar production, stress response, 
transport and cellular growth. 

 For example, anti-sigma factor 70 Rsd protein in E. 
coli is present in the stationary phase and blocks the 
activity of sigma factor 70 which in essence initiate 
gene transcription.
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Protein Folding
Heat-shock proteins (HSPs)
Quality control of protein folding 

CS 6463: An overview of Molecular Biology



Protein Folding
Heat-shock proteins (HSPs)
Protease action on unneeded/damaged proteins 

 The main function of 
the proteasome is to 
degrade unneeded 
or damaged proteins 
by proteolysis, a 
chemical reaction 
that breaks peptide 
bonds.

194
CS 6463: An overview of Molecular Biology



Chaperones
Heat-shock proteins (HSPs)
Help misfolded proteins refold properly

 There are two main families of molecular chaperones 
– hsp70 and hsp60.

195CS 6463: An overview of Molecular Biology

Misfold (of a protein or nucleic acid): To fold into an unusual or incorrect tertiary 
structure; often a cause of Alzheimer's and similar diseases.



Chaperones
Heat-shock proteins (HSPs)
Help misfolded proteins refold properly

 Molecular Chaperones
are families of proteins to 
help "properly fold" a new 
protein under temperature 
elevation (25°C --> 32°C) 

cells make heat shock 
proteins (HSPs).

 To refold properly,
chaperones use energy 
from ATP. 

196



Chaperones
Heat-shock proteins (HSPs)
Help misfolded proteins refold properly

 As the ribosome moves along 
the molecule of mRNA, a 
chain of amino acids is built 
up to form a new protein 
molecule.

 The chain is protected against 
unwanted interactions with 
other cytoplasmic molecules 
by heat-shock proteins and a 
chaperon molecule until it has 
successfully completed its 
folding.

 Hsp60 chaperones are also 
called chaperonins.

197
Source: (http://www.cs.stedwards.edu/chem/Chemistry/CHEM43/CHEM43/HSP/FUNCTION.HTML)



Chaperones
Other functions

1. Chaperon proteins stabilize 
folded proteins.

2. It may protect the effector
protein from coming in contact 
with other proteins.

3. Chaperon protein is attached 
to and to facilitate the export 
of an effector protein secreted 
through a type III secretion 
system of bacteria.

4. Unfold them for:

 translocation across 
membranes, or

 degradation. 198
Cortisol is a steroid hormone



Protein structure

199

1. What affects fold?

2. What determines fold?



Protein structure
What affects fold?
Denaturation

 Prions (proteins that multiply themselves; an infectious agent 
smaller than a virus, composed primarily of protein) can 
change the conformation of other proteins.

 Denaturation is the process of unfolding the protein.

200



Protein denaturation 
pH, temperature or chemical compounds

 Slight changes in pH or temperature or chemicals 
such as strong acids, bases, organic solvents, 
detergents can convert a solution of biologically 
active proteins in their native state to a biologically 
inactive denatured state.

201



Protein structure
What determines fold?

 A simple theoretical model for polypeptides consists 
of hydrophilic and hydrophobic beads on a string.

 This contrasting distribution of polar and nonpolar 
residues reveals a key facet of protein architecture. 

1. Alanine and leucine (nonpolar), lysine and glutamate 
(polar) favor alpha helix.

2. Whereas, beta-branched amino acids threonine, 
valine, and isoleucine (nonpolar), favor beta sheet. 

202

Name Type of side chain

Alanine nonpolar
Glutamate neg. charged polar
Isoleucine nonpolar
Leucine nonpolar
Lysine pos. charged polar
Threonine uncharged polar
Valine nonpolar

Polar (or hydrophilic) amino acids have side chains that 
interact with water.

http://groups.molbiosci.northwestern.edu/holmgren/Glossary/Definitions/Def-A/alanine.html
http://groups.molbiosci.northwestern.edu/holmgren/Glossary/Definitions/Def-G/Glutamine.html
http://groups.molbiosci.northwestern.edu/holmgren/Glossary/Definitions/Def-I/Isoleucine.html
http://groups.molbiosci.northwestern.edu/holmgren/Glossary/Definitions/Def-L/Leucine.html
http://groups.molbiosci.northwestern.edu/holmgren/Glossary/Definitions/Def-L/Lysine.html
http://groups.molbiosci.northwestern.edu/holmgren/Glossary/Definitions/Def-T/Threonine.html
http://groups.molbiosci.northwestern.edu/holmgren/Glossary/Definitions/Def-V/Valine.html


Protein Structure
Two regular folding patterns 
-helix and -sheet

 Two regular folding patterns have been identified –
formed between the bonds of the peptide backbone:

1. -helix: Protein turns like a spiral – fibrous proteins 
(hair, nails, horns).

2. -sheet: Protein folds back on itself as in a ribbon –
globular protein.

203
Fibrous proteins globular proteins 



Protein structures 
What determines fold?
-helix and -sheet

 Some proteins are 
made up of mostly 
alpha helicies.

204

 Some are mostly 
beta sheet.

Wampler,1996



Protein Folding
-helix

 In the alpha helix, the polypeptide chain is coiled tightly 
in the fashion of a spring. 

 The "backbone" of the peptide forms the inner part of 
the coil while the side chains extend outward from the 
coil.

 The surface of an a-helix largely consists of the R-
groups of amino acid residues. 

 When side chains were removed from backbone, this 
short chain of amino acids appear helical, resembling 
the shape of a spiral staircase. 

 Therefore the simplest representation of an alpha-helix 
is a trace of the alpha carbons. 

205



Protein Folding
-helix

 The alpha helix is formed when the amino acid backbone turns 
around at 3.6 amino acids per turn. i.e. one "turn" of the coil 
requires 3.6 amino acid units. 

 In an alpha helix 18 residues will make complete turn or about 
3.6 per one turn

 The helix is stabilized by hydrogen bonds between the >N-H of 
one amino acid and the >C=O on the 4th amino acid away from 
it.

2063.6 amino acids per turn

The -CO group of residue n is H-bonded
to the -NH group of residue (n+4).

-CO group of residue NH group of residue 

One complete 360 degree turn of the 
helix in DNA is equal to 3.4 nanometer



Protein Folding
β-sheets

 β sheets formed when two or more lengths of a protein 
chain lie next to each other so as to form hydrogen bonds 
between their respective backbones. 

 Each length that participates in a β sheet is called a β 
strand. 

 β sheets are compact and stable structures(form rigid 
structures with the H-bond).

 It is core of many proteins is the  sheet.

 Can be of 2 types:

a) Anti-parallel: run in an opposite direction of its neighbor.

b) Parallel: run in the same direction with longer looping 
sections between them. 
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Protein Folding
Branched-chain amino acids
β-sheets

 C-beta branched hydrophobic amino acids contain only C and H in their R 
groups. 

1. Valine, Isoleucine and Theronine branched at C-beta.

2. Leucine branched at C-gamma. 

 Leucine and Isoleucine both have a 4 carbon R group. 

 There is a lot more bulkiness near to the protein backbone.

 It means that these amino acids are more restricted in the conformations 
the main-chain. 

1. It is more difficult for these amino acids to adopt an alpha-helical 
conformation, but

2. It is easy and even preferred for them to lie within beta-sheets.

208
Valine -Branched at C-beta.

The alpha and beta carbons of valine are sensitive.

Leucine -Branched at C-gamma.



The β (Beta) sheet
Antiparallel arrangement-Most common

 Beta-pleated sheets consist of peptide chains side-by-side, held 
together by backbone H-bonding(           ).

209



The ß (Beta) sheet 
Parallel arrangement-Less common

210



The ß (Beta) sheet 
Anti-parallel vs. parallel b-sheet

211
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Protein strucuture
Domains, motifs, and folds

 Proteins are frequently described as 
consisting of several structural units.

 These units include:

1. domains, 

2. motifs, and

3. folds.
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Protein Domains
Compact three-dimensional tertiary structure

 A protein domain is a conserved part of a given protein 
sequence and (tertiary) structure exist independently of 
the rest of the protein chain.

 Protein domains are a structural entity, usually meaning a 
part of the protein structure which folds and functions 
independently. 

 Many proteins consist of several structural domains. 

 A domain is a compact, semi-independent region of 100-
150 amino acids that has:

1. a hydrophobic core, and

2. hydrophilic exterior. 
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1. Motifs are short sequences and domains are longer ones. 
2. Motifs are structural characteristics and domains are functional regions.



Protein motifs
Super secondary structure

 Secondary structures often group together to form a 
specific geometric arrangements known as motifs.

 Since motifs contain more than one secondary 
structural element, these are referred to as super 
secondary structures.

 In addition to secondary structural elements, protein 
structural motifs often include loops of variable 
length and unspecified structure.

 The zinc finger is a common structural motif in many 
protein DNA binding domains.
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1. Motifs are short sequences and domains are longer ones. 
2. Motifs are structural characteristics and domains are functional regions.



Domain and motif 
Differences between motif and domain

1. Domains can contain a motif. A domain could 
contain multiple motifs. 

2. Domains are more stable, folded, complex and 
larger.

3. Domain is larger than motif. Motifs are short 
sequences and domains are longer ones. Domains 
vary in length from between about 25 amino acids 
up to 500 amino acids in length.

4. Motifs are structural characteristics and domains are 
functional parts of a protein(functional regions).

5. Both domains and motifs can be functional or just 
mere structural. 
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Protein Domains
Structurally independent folding units looking like separate
Ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase, a multimeric enzyme

 For example, an enzyme's 
primary structure may 
include a segment that 
folds to produce:

1. an active site with 
particular catalytic activity, 

2. other segments that may 
mediate regulation of the 
enzyme or

3. binding of the enzyme to 
a membrane.

216
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Protein Domains
Structurally independent folding units looking like separate

Tertiary structure

 Domains are functional 
regions of the proteins.

 Four main classes of protein 
structures:

1. α-domains

2. β-domains (antiparallel β)

3. α/β domains

4. α+β domains
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Pyruvate Kinase (1pkn) has 
three domains.

Stephen Sontum;..



Protein Domains
Membrane proteins 
Tertiary structure

 Protein domains on extracellular surface: cell-cell 
signalling and interactions.

 Protein domains within membrane: move molecules 
across the membrane.

 Protein domains on the inner cell membrane: anchor 
proteins/intracellular signalling.

218
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Protein Domains
Structurally independent folding units looking like separate

 Proteins can have one to many 
domains depending on protein 
size.

 e.g. Kringle Domains, proteins 
domains that fold into large 
loops stabilized by 3 disulfide 
linkages.

 The name of this structural 
proteins domains derives from 
its resemblance to Danish 
pastries known as kringlers. 

 Generally, larger proteins 
(proteins with more than about 
200 amino acid residues) are 
multi-domain (2 or more) 
folding domains. 219

Sowdhamin,1995

Kringle=Danish pastry



Determining protein structures 
Three procedures commonly used to determine 
peptide structures

1. Circular dichroism spectroscopy

2. X-ray crystallography 

3. Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy

4. Prediction based on the protein sequence homology

5. Computer simulation 

 X-ray crystallography: use diffraction pattern to obtain 
structure.

 Cryoelectron microscopy: low dose of electrons used to 
scan image.

 NMR: spacial relation of certain atoms.

220
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Determining protein structures 
The procedures commonly used to 
determine peptide structures

 Protein structures can be determined experimentally (in most 
cases) by:

1.   X-ray crystallography

 The interaction of x-rays with electrons arranged in a crystal 
can produce electron-density map, which can be interpreted 
to an atomic model. Crystal is very hard to grow.

2.   Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

 Some atomic nuclei have a magnetic spin. Probed the 
molecule by radio frequency and get the distances between 
atoms. Only applicable to small molecules. But this is very 
expensive and time-consuming can we predict structures by 
computational means instead?

221Craven,2002; Kuang,2010



Levels of organization
Classification of protein structures

Primary structure

 Amino acid sequence of the protein.

Secondary structure

 Local folding patterns, mostly alpha helix and beta 
sheet.

Tertiary structure

 The overall folding pattern of the entire 
polypeptide.

Quaternary structure

 Interaction between 2 polypeptide chains.

222Bio_task_4(ppt),2010;..



Protein structure has a 
hierarchical nature
Hierarchical nature of protein structure

Primary structure (Amino acid sequence)

↓

Secondary structure (α-helix, β-sheet)

↓

Tertiary structure (Three-dimensional structure 
formed by assembly of secondary structures)

↓

Quaternary structure (Structure formed by more 
than one polypeptide chains)

Tadashi Ando,2006



Levels of organization 
The four levels of protein structure



Levels of organization 
The four levels of protein structure

Siegal,2010



Protein synthesis
Primary structure

 The amino acid sequence is called as primary 
structure. 

H3N
+-A1-A2-A3-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A98-A99-A100-COO-



Protein synthesis
A polypeptide
Primary structure
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The amino acid 
sequence is 

called as primary 
structure

Tadashi Ando,2006



Protein structures 
Secondary protein structure
-helix and -sheet

 Common secondary structures are:

1. α-helices

2. β-strands, and

3. Loops or turn random coil.

 This gives a protein functional properties such as flexibility 
and strength.

 About 60% of polypeptide chains exist as alpha helices 
and beta sheets, whereas the remaining include random 
coils and turns.

Loops, unlike alpha helices or beta sheets, are an 
irregular secondary structure in proteins.

Loops may be considered a diverse class of secondary 
structures comprising turns, 'random coils', and 

strands which connect the main secondary structures 
(alpha helices and beta strands).



Protein structures 
Secondary protein structure
-helix and -sheet

 These secondary 
structures are held 
together by hydrogen 
bonds.

 These form as shown in 
the diagram between 
one of the lone pairs on 
an oxygen atom and 
the hydrogen attached 
to a nitrogen atom.

Clark,2004



α-helix β-sheet

Secondary structures, α-helix and β-
sheet. H-bonds are responsible for 

stabilizing the secondary structure.  

Protein synthesis
Basic structural units of proteins: 
Secondary structure

Tadashi Ando,2006;..



Protein secondary structure 
Random coils 

231

 Different kinds of turns in the chain are also classified 
as secondary structures. 

 Random coils refer to folds of the protein usually 
form the binding and active sites of proteins.

 Random coil do not fit into a classification.

 About 50% of all protein structure comes under this 
category.

Binding site – where proteins interact with one another.



Protein synthesis
Tertiary structure

 The tertiary structure of a 
protein is a description of 
the way the whole chain 
(including the secondary 
structures) folds itself into 
its final 3-dimensional 
shape.

 The tertiary structures are 
formed in combinations of:

1. α helices,

2. β sheets, and

3. loops and turns.

 Amino acid sequence  secondary 
structure  tertiary structure

Amino acid sequence



Protein synthesis 
Tertiary structure
The final shape of a protein

1. 3-D organization of a polypeptide chain.

2. Compacts proteins.

3. Interior is mostly devoid of water or charged 
groups.

233



Protein synthesis
Quaternary structure
The highest level of organisation is the quaternary structure

 Quaternary structure is the 
combination of two or more 
polypeptide chains(subunits), 
to form a complete unit. 

 The interactions between 
the chains are not 
different from those in 
tertiary structure, but are 
distinguished only by being 
interchain rather than 
intrachain.

 Subunit: Each polypeptide 
chain of large protein.

The four subunit arrangement 

A dimer protein is made of two subunits



Protein synthesis
Quaternary structure
Made of two or multiple subunits

 Some proteins are composed of two folded subunits 
(dimer) or more polypeptide chains (multimer).

 It includes organizations from simple dimers to large 
homooligomers and complexes with defined or 
variable numbers of subunits.

 Quaternary structure from:

1. simple dimers 

2. large homooligomers, and 

3. complexes with defined or variable numbers of 
subunits.



Protein synthesis
Quaternary structure
Nomenclature of quaternary structures

 The number of subunits in an oligomeric complex is 
described using names that end in -mer (Greek for 
"part, subunit"). 

 Higher order complexes are usually described by the 
number of subunits, followed by -meric.

•1 = monomer/subunit
•2 = dimer
•3 = trimer
•4 = tetramer
•5 = petamer
•6 = hexamer

•7 = heptamer
•8 = octmer
•9 = nonamer
•10 = decamer
•11 = undecamer
•12 = dodecamer

•13 = tridecamer
•14 = tetradecamer
•15 = pentadecamer*
•16 = hexadecamer
•17 = heptadecamer*
•18 = octadecamer

•19 = nonadecamer
•20 = eicosamer
•21-mer
•22-mer
•23-mer*
•etc.

*No known examples

Wikipedia



Protein synthesis
Quaternary structure
The highest level of organisation is the Quaternary structure

 The arrangement of separate molecules, such as in protein-
protein or protein-nucleic acid interactions.

 Some proteins work as multi-complex machines and have to 
undergo a quaternary level of folding.



Protein quaternary structure
Multi subunit proteins
The final shape of a protein

 If a protein consists of more than 
one chain polypeptide chains, the 
shape is referred to as the 
quaternary structure.

 The quaternary structure is the 
final shape of a protein.

 It involves the combination of 
multiple chains of amino acids, 
along with their:

1. alpha helices,
2. beta sheets,
3. hydrogen bonding,
4. ionic bonding, 
5. disulfide bridges, and
6. hydrophobic/hydrophilic 

interactions. 
238

Hemoglobin tetramer:
2  globin subunits 
2  globin subunits



Protein quaternary structure
Arrangement of multiple folded protein or coiling 
protein molecules in a multi-subunit complex

 The structure formed by several protein molecules (polypeptide 
chains), usually called protein subunits in this context, which 
function as a single protein complex. 

 Arrangement of polypeptides in multimeric proteins is generally 
symmetrical.

 Quaternary structure can play important functional roles for 
multi subunit proteins, especially in regulation.

239Ziegler,2008



Protein quaternary structure
Terminology

 Each polypeptide chain in a multi chain protein (large proteins) 
is called a subunit.

 A dimer protein: Protein made of 2 subunits. Can be same 
subunit or different subunits.

 A trimeric protein: Protein made of 3 subunits.

 A tetrameric protein: Protein made of 4 subunits. 

 Some proteins produce protein complexes of homo- and hetero-
nature:

 homo(dimer or trimer etc.): identical subunits.

 hetero(dimer or trimer etc.): more than one kind of subunit 
(chains with different amino acid sequences).

 Different subunits designated with Greek letters. e.g., subunits 
of a heterodimeric protein= the "α subunit" and the "β subunit".
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Protein quaternary structure
Terminology

 Ligand: The molecule that a protein can bind.

 Binding site: Part of the protein that interacts with 
the ligand. It consists of a cavity formed by a specific 
arrangement of amino acids.
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Structural classification of proteins
Homology comparison 

 Hand-curated 
hierarchical taxonomy 
of proteins based on:

1. Their structural, and

2. Evolutionary 
relationships.

Class

Fold Level

Superfamily

Family

)

Chothia, Murzinhand-curated, meaning I find them by hand and add them by hand



Structural classification of proteins
Homology comparison 
Protein families

1. Have similarities in amino acid 
sequence and 3-D structure.

2. Have similar functions such as 
breakdown proteins but do it 
differently.



Alignment of amino acid sequences is a very 
useful tool for evolutionary studies and provide 
more information than structure does
Homology comparison

 Proteins from different species have similar but not identical 
sequences. This fact implies that they have similar but not 
identical protein structures

 The pattern of variation at the amino acid level give clues of the 
selective constraints operating in the sequence or even in the 
protein structure.



Alignment of DNA and amino 
acid sequences
Nucleotide sequence alignment vs. Protein alignment

 These amino acid differences could potentially create 
a significant change or changes in the protein, 
including protein structure and overall protein charge.

 There are many on-line programs available to test 
these possibilities. 

 These programs are capable of converting nucleic 
acid sequences (DNA) to amino acid sequences 
(protein), 

1. Calculating the predicted secondary structure of 
proteins from the amino acid sequences, 

2. Calculating protein hydrophobicity, etc.
245



Alignment of DNA and amino 
acid sequences
Nucleotide sequence alignment vs. Protein alignment

 Protein alignment Nucleotide sequence 
alignment

The predicted secondary structure of the resistant 
proteins (Di) is depicted in colored figure.

C corresponds to coils, E corresponds to beta-
strands, and H corresponds to alpha-helices. 

Areas in bold (unshaded areas) denote a lack of 
consensus between the two sequences.



What do proteins do?
The most diversified biological functions
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Biological functions of proteins

Protein 
structure is 

closely related 
to its function.



The proteins
Functions

 Proteins have a number of biologically important roles in the cell. 

 They include:

1. Enzymes

2. Structural

3. Transport

4. Motor

5. Storage

6. Signaling: This group of proteins is involved into signalling 
translation process. 

7. Receptors: These proteins are responsible for signal detection and 
translation into other type of signal.

8. Gene regulation

9. Special functions.
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The proteins
Functions

1. Cell motility: Proteins link together to form filaments(e.g. 
flagella) which make movement possible.

2. Structural proteins: Actin fibers in muscles and 
cytoskeleton– is made from thousands of actin molecules 
as a helical fiber (actin-like in bacteria).

3. Membrane proteins: Outer membrane proteins (OMPs) in 
Gram-negative bacteria, protein channels, gap junctions.

4. Organic catalysts in biochemical reactions: Enzymes are 
responsible for catalyzing the thousands of chemical 
reactions of the living cell.

5. Transport and storage: Hemoglobin and iron storage 
proteins(ferritins). 
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The proteins
Functions

6. Regulatory proteins: Hormones, transcription factors. 
Protein hormones which regulate metabolism. 

7. Protein machines: Complexes of 10 or more proteins that 
work together such as DNA replication, RNA or protein 
synthesis, trans-membrane signaling. Ribosome, the 
molecular machine that translates RNA into proteins.

8. Defense against pathogens: Poisons/toxins, PR proteins, 
antibodies, complement inhibitory proteins. Antibodies
which are molecules of the immune system.

9. Chaperones: Participate in a large variety of cellular 
functions. They assist in protein folding, stabilize proteins
under stress conditions and maintain polypeptide chain 
components in a loosely folded state for translocation 
across organelle membranes.
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The proteins
Functions

252

 Signal transducting proteins:

 G proteins

 MAP kinase

 Olfactory receptor(proteins capable of binding odour 
molecules that plays a central role in the sense of 
smell (olfaction). Responsible for the detection of 
odor molecules form insects,…)

 Receptor tyrosine/threonine-serine kinases



Proteins classification based 
upon chemical composition
Simple and conjugated proteins

 Based upon chemical composition, proteins are 
divided into two major classes:

1. Simple proteins, which are composed of only amino 
acids.

2. Conjugated (complex) proteins, which are  
composed of amino acids and additional organic and 
inorganic groupings. 

 Conjugated proteins include:
• Glycoproteins, which contain carbohydrates.
• Lipoproteins, which contain lipids.
• Nucleoproteins, which contain nucleic acids.
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Proteins classification based 
upon chemical composition
Conjugated (Complex) proteins
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Structural plant proteins
The plant cell walls

 Proteins, which may have structural or enzymatic functions, can 
account for as much as 15 per cent of the cell wall.

 These are different from pathogenesis-related proteins.
 Most of those that have been characterized are from 

dicotyledonous species.
 They consist of extensins, which are:
 Hydroxyproline-rich glycoproteins (HRGPs);
 Glycine-rich proteins (GRPs);
 Proline-rich proteins (PRPs);
 Arabino-galactan proteins (AGPs), and
 Solanaceous lectins.
 Variants of HRGPs are found in monocotyledonous species, 

which contain threonine and histidine hydroxyproline-rich 
glycoproteins (THRGPs and HHRGPs, respectively).
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Structural bacterial proteins 
Cell wall and other cell structures

1. About half of the dry mass of a bacterial cell 
consists of carbon, and also

2. About half of it can be attributed to proteins. 

 The bacterial cell consists mostly of water.

1. Wet mass of the cell is ca. 1 pg. 

2. The dry mass of a single cell can be estimated as 
20% of the wet mass, amounting to 0.2 pg.
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Structural bacterial proteins
Flagellum structure
Divergence of quaternary structures among bacterial flagellar filaments

 Composed of three parts:

 Filament: Flagella are mostly 
composed of flagellin (a 
protein) that is bound in long 
chains and wraps around itself 
in a left handed helix.

 The number of units, the 
wavelength and diameter of a 
single helix of the flagella are 
determined by the protein 
subunits.

 Hook: Transition between 
filament and motor.

 Basal body: Anchor in cell wall 
and motor.

257Jones and Bartlett publishers;..



Bacterial flagella structure
Proteins



Structural bacterial proteins 
Capsule & S-Layers

 Diagram of the surface 
structure of a prokaryotic cell 
showing the capsule and slime 
layer.

 C, capsule (made up of mainly 
EPS);

 CM, cytoplasmic membrane;
 CW, cell wall;
 MC, micro-capsule;
 SL, slime layer (made up of 

glycoproteins).
 The S-Layer is directly attached 

to the outer membrane, rather 
than the peptidoglycan.

Kim and Gadd 2008 259



S-Layer
A surface protein layer
Glycoproteins

 Glycoproteins are ubiquitous in nature, although they 
are relatively rare in bacteria. 

 In addition to forming these s-layers, glycoproteins 
also function as bacterial flagella. 

 These are made up of bundles of glycoproteins 
protruding from the cell's surface. 

 Their rotation provides propulsion.

 In plants, glycoproteins have roles in cell wall 
formation, tissue differentiation, embryogenesis, and
sexual adhesion (certain algal species). 
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Glycoproteins
Glycoproteins are proteins with attached sugars
Occurs in eukaryotes and widely in archeae, but very rarely in bacteria

 Glycoprotein is a compound in 
which carbohydrate (sugar) is 
covalently linked to protein.

 N-linked glycosylation is the 
attachment of a sugar molecule 
(a process known as
glycosylation) to a nitrogen atom 
in an amino acid residue in a 
protein.

 N-linked protein glycosylation at
Asn(Asparagine) residues is Asn-
any AA- Ser or Thr. 

 The middle amino acid (X) can 
not be proline (Pro).
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Bacterium Capsule composition Structural subunits

Gram-positive Bacteria

Bacillus anthracis polypeptide D-glutamic acid

Bacillus megaterium
polypeptide and 

polysaccharide
D-glutamic acid, amino sugars, 

sugars

Gram-negative Bacteria

Pseudomonas aeruginosa polysaccharide mannuronic acid

Agrobacterium tumefaciens polysaccharide (glucan) glucose

Bacterial capsules 
Structural bacterial proteins 
Chemical composition of some bacterial capsules 
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Composed usually of polysaccharide (dextran and xanthan 
gums are derived from these), or sometimes simple amino acid 

repeats, often with D-amino acids.



Bacterial cell wall structures
Bacterial cell wall proteins
Gram-positive (a) and Gram-negative (b) cell walls
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Bacterial cell wall composition
Gram-negative (b) cell wall
Porins and lipoproteins 

 Braun lipoprotein: 

 Bacterial lipoproteins having a lipid-
modified cysteine at the N-terminus 
are important components of the 
cell envelope and responsible for 
various cellular activities. 

 OmpC and OmpF porins:

 Proteins that form pores or channels 
through outer membrane for 
passage of useful molecules 
(nutrients) but not harmful 
substances from the environment.

 OmpA protein:

 Provides receptor for some viruses 
and bacteriocins; stabilizes mating 
cells during conjugation.
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Peptidoglycan monomer
Gram-ve cell
Lipoproteins
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Structural bacterial proteins
Structure of one subunit of a bacterial porin

 Porins exist in the outer 
membrane, which act like 
pores for particular 
molecules.

 High permeability to 
nutrients, wastes, solutes, 
ions, and antibiotics.

 So it is a route of antibiotic 
influx.

 Antibiotic resistance caused 
by loss or modification of 
porins. e.g. losing of 
OmpC.

266Ziegler,2008;..



Structure of one subunit of a 
bacterial porin
Amino acid sequence of a porin

267Ziegler,2008



Teichoic acids

 They consist of phosphate-
linked backbones of sugar 
alcohol residues, to which are 
attached various sugars and D-
alanine residues.

 The sugar alcohol may be:

1. Glycerol(glycerol teichoic
acids) or

2. Ribitol (ribitol teichoic acids).

 The first type occurs in both 
the cell wall and cell 
membrane, the second only in 
the cell wall.

268Sugar alcohol is neither a "sugar" nor an "alcohol" 



Teichoic acids
Function

 The main function of teichoic acids is to provide 
rigidity to the cell-wall by attracting cations such as 
magnesium and sodium. 

 Teichoic acids also assist in regulation of cell growth 
by limiting the ability of autolysins to break the β(1-
4) bond between the N-acetyl glucosamine and the 
N-acetylmuramic acid.

 Teichoic acids serve as an attachment site for some 
parasites and bacteriophages.
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Bacterial DNA
Structural bacterial proteins

 Bacterial chromosome is not enclosed inside of a membrane-
bound nucleus but confined to in an area referred to as the 

nucleoid.
 It is attached to the cell wall(plasma membrane). 

 Though it isn't bounded by a membrane, it is visibly distinct (by 
transmission microscopy) from the rest of the cell interior. 

 The DNA is not free but associated with many proteins.
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Bacterial DNA 
Structural bacterial proteins

 Nucleotides consist of:

1. A five-carbon sugar ribose (RNA) or 

deoxyribose (DNA);

2. A nitrogenous base(ring structure)

3. One or more phosphates.

 In DNA, four different bases are 
found: two purines, called adenine
(A) and guanine (G) and two 
pyrimidines, called thymine (T) and 
cytosine (C).

 RNA contains: 

 The same purines, adenine (A) and 
guanine (G). 

 RNA also uses the pyrimidine
cytosine (C), but instead of thymine, 
it uses the pyrimidine uracil (U).  
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Structural bacterial proteins
Nucleoproteins
Ribosomal subunits: Part protein and Part RNA 

21 proteins

31 proteins

272

Nucleoproteins: nucleic acids(DNA or RNA)+protein.
The protein is successively removed from the nucleoproteins by pepsin and trypsin.



Secreted bacterial proteins 
Quorum sensing
Signal molecules

 LuxI protein:

 Acyl-HSL signals have

1. acylated homoserine lactone ring, 

2. Chain lengths vary from 4 to 18 carbon atoms and in 
the substitution of a carbonyl at the third carbon. 

 LuxR proteins:

 Consist of two domains:

1. N-terminal acyl-HSL-binding domain,

2. C-terminal DNA-binding domain.
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In organic chemistry, a carbonyl group is a functional group 
composed of a carbon atom double-bonded to an oxygen atom: C=O.



N-Acylhomoserine lactones (AHLs)

Acylhomoserinelactone (AHL)

Lacton moiety of AHL
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Acyl homoserine lactones are lactone rings with a carbonyl tail (C4-C16) with varying 
functional lengths (Nagy,2010).

Lactones are cyclic esters, a ring of two or more carbon atoms and a single oxygen 

atom with a ketone group at one of the carbons adjacent to the other oxygen.



N-Acylhomoserine lactones (AHLs)

 Acyl homoserine lactones are lactone rings with a carbonyl 
tail (C4-C16) with varying functional lengths. 

 Lactones are cyclic esters, a ring of two or more carbon 
atoms and a single oxygen atom with a ketone group at 
one of the carbons adjacent to the other oxygen.

 Homoserine (also called isothreonine) is an α-amino acid 
with the chemical formula HO2CCH(NH2)CH2CH2OH.

 L-Homoserine is not one of the common amino acids 
encoded by DNA.

 It differs from the proteinogenic amino acid serine by 
insertion of an additional -CH2- unit into the backbone.
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L- serine(ser)



Quorum sensing
I and R proteins

 AHL receptors (R proteins) are typically transcriptional 
activators that form dimers or multimers and bind to 
“receptor box” promoter sequences in the bacterial DNA, 
thus enhancing expression of sets of genes with these 
promoter sequences. 
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Pathogen-generated secreted proteins
Effectors

 Effectors are produced 
by:

1. all the major species of 
pathogenic bacteria 
infecting plants and 
animals and humans.

2. fungi,

3. Viruses, and

4. nematodes.

Surico,2013; Cock et al.,2013



Pan-genome and Core genome
Pan-genome (or supra-genome) describes the 
full complement of genes in a species

 Pan genome: global gene repertoire of a 
bacterial species:

Core genome + Dispensable genome

1. Core genome: genes shared by all strains of 
the same species.

2. Dispensable genome: consisting of partially 
shared and strain-specific genes, i.e. genes 
present in some but not all of the same 
species.

Campbell and co-workers



The Bacterial Pan-Genome
Relevance of the pan-genome model 

1. Evolution of 
Prokaryote,

2. Ecology,

3. Pathogenicity,

4. Biotechnology. 

Microgen,2013

The predicted pan-genome in E. coli comprises 15,741 gene 
families, and only 993 (6%) of the families are represented in every 

genome, comprising the core genome(Lukjancenko et al.,2010).
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 Effectors are proteins expressed by plant 
pathogens to aid infection of specific plant species.

 These molecules can alter plant processes and are 
central to understanding the complicated interplay 
between plants and their pathogens.

 Effector proteins are virulence factors that are 
produced in the bacteria and translocated into 
infected host cells using different type of secretion 
systems such as:

 Type 3 secretion system (TTSS/T3SS),
 Type 4 secretion system (TFSS/T4SS), 
 Type VI secretion system (T6SS). 

Wikepdia,2021;..

Pathogen derived molecules - Part 1
Pathogen-generated secreted proteins
Bacterial effectors
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 Effector proteins are usually critical for virulence.
 Some bacteria inject only a few effectors into their 

host’s cells while others may inject dozens or even 
hundreds.

Bialas et al.,2017; ikepdia,2021

Pathogen-generated secreted proteins
Bacterial effectors



 Effectors are pathogen molecules that:
1. help the pathogen to invade host tissue,
2. suppress its immune system, 
3. help the pathogen to survive,

4. manipulate host cell structure, in order to 
cause/facilitate the formation of symptoms. 

5. often contribute quantitatively to pathogen 
aggressiveness.

Wikepdia,2021;..

Pathogen-generated secreted proteins
Bacterial effectors
Functions



Pathogen-generated secreted proteins
Bacterial effectors
Functions

Figaj,2019

FLS2 (Leu-rich 
repeat receptor 
kinase) is the 

PRR for flagellin
recognizes.

PRR: pattern 
recognition 
receptors in 

plants. 
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Species number of effectors

Chlamydia (multiple species)
sexually transmitted diseases in humans

+16

E. coli EHEC (O157:H7) 40-60

E. coli (EPEC) >20

Legionella pneumophila >330 (T4SS)

Pseudomonas aeruginosa 4

Pseudomonas syringae
14 (>150 in multiple 

strains)

Salmonella enterica +60

Yersinia (multiple species)
Y. pestis is the causative agent of the plague

14

Pathogen-generated secreted proteins
Bacterial protein effectors
Types and numbers



Secreted bacterial proteins 
Pathogen-generated secreted proteins
Bacterial effectors

 Two major sets of pathogenicity-related genes/proteins:
1. avr genes/Avr
2. hrp genes/Hrp proteins
 Other genes/proteins are:
1. hrc/Hrc
2. dsp/Dsp (The major effector gene in E. amylovora)
3. pth/Pth
4. hop/Hop
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 hrp (for hypersensitive reaction and pathogenicity) genes; hrc (for hrp genes conserved). 
disease-specific (dsp) gene. Almost all hrp genes are homologous. Since these genes are 
also found in animal bacteria, these were termed hrc genes(hrp and conserved).

 The hpa (hrp-associated) genes encode harpin-like proteins.

 Xop, Xanthomonas outer protein.

 Hop (Hrp outer protein) in Pseudomonas and many other bacteria. 

 Pth, pathogenicity gene necessary to condition pathogenicity on a given host. 



Xop (Xanthomonas outer protein)
Xop effectors

286Gan et al.,2021

Effector secretion is more challenging for diderm (Gram-negative)
bacteria as effectors have to be translocated across two membranes, i.e., the inner and 

outer membrane, or even three membranes in the context of infection during which 
effectors are additionally translocated across the host cell membrane. 

WT, wild type type

Truncation: shortening something by 
removing part of the hpa (hrp-

associated) genes  



Pathogen-generated secreted proteins
Effectors

 The proteins secreted by Hrp TTSSs have been given a 
variety of names including:

1. Avr (for avirulence).

2. Hop (Hrp outer protein) in Pseudomonas and many other 
bacteria such as P. syringae, Erwinia, Pantoea spp., etc.

3. Xop (Xanthomonas outer protein). 

4. Pop (Pseudomonas outer protein, which actually are R. 
solanacearum proteins based on its earlier genus name),

 Hop, Xop and Pop proteins were originally identified based 
on their property of limiting the host range of the 
pathogen.

Espinosa and Alfano,2004



Hrp outer protein 
(Hop):

A generic designation for P. 
syringae type III effectors

The phylogenetic 
distribution of effector 

families in the 
Pseudomonas 

syringae.
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Lindeberg et al.,2012

Nicotiana benthamiana (colloquially 
known as benth or benthi) is a close 

relative of tobacco and species of 
Nicotiana indigenous to Australia. 

Plant accessions (Plant ac.)



Secreted bacterial proteins 
Structure of avrBs3 protein

 Three key structures of the gene products are:
1. A central repeat region;
2. Three nuclear localization signal (NLS) sequences; and
3. An acidic activation domain (AAD) have roles in avirulence and/or 

virulence. 
 The central repeat region, which is composed of several nearly 

identical 34 aa-directly repeated sequences, is essential for virulence 
and host cultivar specificity.

 The repeat region is leucine rich, and at the end of the repeats there is 
an imperfect leucine zipper suggesting a potential role in protein-
protein interactions.

 The NLS are necessary for both avirulence and virulence functions, and 
to localize the Avr protein into the plant cell nucleus. 
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NLS: nuclear localisation signals;* AD or ADD: transcription activation domain

Vivian and Arnold,2000

Leucine-nonpolar amino acids with neutral charge

AD



 TAL (transcription activator-like) effectors (often 
referred to as TALEs).

 The central domain of these genes contains a series 
of 102 bp, directly repeated DNA sequences.

 Each avrBs3-homolog may contain different numbers 
of the 102-bp repeat. For example,

1. the avrBs3, avrBs3-2, and pthA genes contain 17.5 
copies;

2. avrXa10 contains 15.5 copies, and

3. avrB6 contains 13.5 copies.
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See also TAL effectors (Transcription activator-like) effectors 

and Plant Bacterial pathogensis-Part2.

The avr genes
Structure of avrBs3 gene products
Xanthomonas AvrBs3 family-type III effectors



Structure of bacterial avr genes
Map of the phenotype gene in the avrBs3 family

 AvrBs3 has a central domain that is highly repetitive, containing 17.5 
nearly identical 34-amino-acid repeats in selected members of avrBs3
family.

 Members of the TAL effector family differ differing in the 12th and 13th 
a.a. (Repeat Variable Di-residue, RVD) in the DNA binding domain.

 Functional nuclear localization signals (NLSs) are required for the 
avirulence activity of avrBs3 (X. vesicatoria).

 AD=acidic transcriptional domain.
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DNA binding domain



Domain architecture of the 
AvrBs3 effector
Xanthomonas campestris pathovars 

 The amino acid sequence of the AVRBs3 protein is characterized 
by a central region consisting of 17.5 nearly identical repeats of 
34 amino acids. 

 The 17.5 repeats of AvrBs3 were found to be essential for 
recognition by the Bs3 resistance gene.

 The target box of AvrBs3 (17.5 repeats) is 19 bp long, differ 
mainly at positions 12 and 13. 

Scholze & Boch,2010;…



Structure of bacterial avr genes
Map of the phenotype gene in the avrBs3 family
Domains of TAL effector AvrBs3

 One repeat from pathogen effector(underlined HD in 
figure a) recognizes one base pair on the host plant 
DNA (A, C, G, T) according to the repeat specificity 
and aligned.
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pepper Bs3 resistance gene

Xanthomonas avrBs3 efferctor



Domain architecture of the 
AvrBs3 effector
Xanthomonas campestris pathovars 

 Domain architecture of the AvrBs3 effector showing the 
variations at positions 12 and 13 in the repeats and the 
nucleotides recognized in the consensus UPA (upregulated by 
AvrBs3) box.

Mansfield et al.,2012

Target DNA base can be expressed as NI = A, HD = C, NG = T, NN = G or A, and NS = A, C, G, or T.

AD or ADD



Pathogenicity of AvrBs3
known as TAL effectors (TALEs) in X. vesicatoria 

Zhaokaijun 295

TAL effector



 Transcription activator-like (TAL) 
effectors are DNA binding proteins 
produced by Xanthomonas bacteria when 
they infect plants. 

 These proteins can activate the 
expression of plant genes by recognizing 
and binding host plant promoter 
sequences through a central repeat 
domain consisting of a variable number 
of ~34 amino acid repeats. 

 The residues at the 12th and 13th 
positions of each repeat are hyper-
variable. There appears to be a simple 
one-to-one code between these two 
critical amino acids in each repeat and 
each DNA base in the target sequence, 
e.g. NI = A, HD = C, NG = T, and NN = 
G or A.

 TAL effectors have been utilized to create 
site-specific gene-editing tools by fusing 
target sequence-specific TAL effectors to 
nucleases (TALENs), transcription factors 
(TALE-TFs) and other functional domains. 

 These fusion proteins can recognize and 
bind chromosome target sequences 
specifically to execute their gene editing 
functions, such as:

 gene knockout, knockin (with donor 
plasmid), mutagenesis, activation, 
repression and more. 

 Unlike zinc fingers’ nucleotide triplet 
recognition, TAL effector domains 
recognize single nucleotides, which 
allows researchers to be able to 
specifically target whatever sequence 
they want.
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Transcription activator-like effector (TALE) led to invention 
of Transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALEN) 

TALE vs. TALEN

TALEN is a fusion protein consisting of a TALE DNA-binding domain with a FokI
nuclease domain that is often used in zinc finger nuclease (ZFN) technology.



Transcription activator-like effector (TALE) led to invention 
of Transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALEN) 

TALE vs. TALEN

 Transcription activator-like effector (TALE) led to 
invention of Transcription activator-
like effector nucleases (TALEN) used for gene editing 
and gene therapy.

 Engineered TAL effectors can also be fused to the 
cleavage domain of FokI to create TAL effector 
nucleases (TALEN) or to meganucleases (nucleases 
with longer recognition sites) to create "megaTALs.

 Such fusions share some properties with zinc finger 
nucleases and may be useful for genetic engineering 
and gene therapy applications.
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Transcription activator-like effector (TALE) led to invention 
of Transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALEN) 

TALE vs. TALEN

 Transcription activator-like effector (TALE) led to 
invention of Transcription activator-
like effector nucleases (TALEN) used for gene editing 
and gene therapy.

 Engineered TAL effectors can also be fused to the 
cleavage domain of FokI to create TAL effector 
nucleases (TALEN) or to meganucleases (nucleases 
with longer recognition sites) to create "megaTALs.

 Such fusions share some properties with zinc finger 
nucleases and may be useful for genetic engineering 
and gene therapy applications.
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Transcription activator-like effector (TALE) led to invention 
of Transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALEN) 

TALE vs. TALEN

 Advantages

1. Target any sequence in any cell;

2. Highly sequence-specific genome editing;

3. For gene knockout, knockin, mutagenesis, activation, 
repression and more;

4. Flexible TAL effector design of binding and functional 
domains, such as TALEN and TALE-TF.
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GeneCopoeia,2021



Engineered TALE  engineered transcription factors
Transcription activator-like effector (TALE) led to invention 
of Transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALEN) 

TALE vs. TALEN

 TALE-TF services:

 A key application for TALEs is 
the targeted activation and 
repression of target genes in 
cells by fusing transactivation 
domains to TALE DNA binding 
domains. 

 The TALE-TF construct is a 
powerful tool to selectively 
modulate gene expression in 
eukaryotic cells with exquisite 
specificity.

 The TALE-TF contains a TALE 
DNA binding domain fused to 
the VP64 transcription activator.

300
GeneCopoeia,2021

Engineered TALE  engineered 
transcription factors

TALE-TF: Transcription Activator-Like 

Effector-Transcription Factor.



 TALEN services

 A TAL effector nuclease (TALEN) contains a TALE 
DNA binding domain fused to the FokI nuclease. 
Two TALENs must bind on each side of the target 
site for FokI to dimerize and cut. TALENs induce a 
site-specific double-strand break (DSB), which is 
repaired by non-homologous end joining (NHEJ), 
which is error-prone and frequently causes small 
insertions or deletions ("indels") near the DSB site.

 These indels often cause frameshift mutations that 
can efficiently knock a gene out. Alternatively, an 
exogenous double-stranded donor DNA fragment 
can be introduced into the genome at the DSB by 
homologous recombination (HR).

 TALENs have been used to generate stably 
modified human embryonic stem cell and induced 
pluripotent stem cell (IPSCs) clones, and to 
generate knockout organisms such as mice, 
worm(C. elegans), and zebrafish.
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GeneCopoeia,2021

Engineered TALE  engineered transcription factors
Transcription activator-like effector (TALE) led to invention 
of Transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALEN) 

TALE vs. TALEN



Induced plant proteins
R proteins

 R-gene-encoded proteins have to fulfill two tasks:
1. To recognize a pathogen-derived signal,
2. To initiate a coordinated plant defense

reaction.
 In another word:
a. Effector recognition- Enable plants to detect avr

gene specified pathogen molecules.
b. Signal transduction functions in order to activate 

plant defenses. 
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Induced plant proteins 
R proteins

 Most R proteins contain:
1. Leucine-rich repeats (LRRs),
2. A central nucleotide-binding 

site (NBS), and
3. A variable amino-terminal 

domain.
 The LRRs are mainly involved 

in recognition, whereas the 
amino-terminal domain
determines signalling
specificity.

 NBS functions as a molecular 
switches of plant defense.

Each LRR comprises a core of about 26 amino acids 
containing the Leu-xx-Leu-xx-Leu-x-Leu-xx-Cys/Asn-xx 

motif (where x is any amino acid), which forms a β-sheet).

http://www.genome.org/content/vol8/issue11/images/large/gr.5f2.jpeg
http://www.genome.org/content/vol8/issue11/images/large/gr.5f2.jpeg


Common structural features of R
genes products
The structure of a NBS-LRR protein

The-Tir toll or leucine zipper domain
304



Induced plant proteins
Pathogenesis-related proteins (PRPs)
PR genes/PR proteins

 Pathogenesis-related proteins (PR proteins) play crucial 
roles in the plant defense system.

 PRPs as plant-derived molecules are induced in tissue 
infected by pathogens as well as systemically and are 
associated with the development of systemic acquired 
resistance (SAR).

 Infection of plants with pathogens often leads to an 
increase in the amounts of proteins belonging to several 
classes of PR proteins with antimicrobial activity.

 Toxicity of PRs can be generally accounted for by their 
hydrolytic, proteinase-inhibitory and membrane-
permeabilizing ability.

 A special class of PRs inducers are hormones such as 
ethylene, jasmonates, abscisic acid, kinetin and auxins.
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Induced plant proteins 
Pathogenesis-related proteins(PRPs)

Van Loon et al.,2006 306

Further details can be found at http://www.bio.uu.nl/∼fytopath/PR-families.htm.



DNA-binding proteins
Required for expression of new proteins

 The expression of proteins responsible for moment-to-
moment chemical and structural tasks is critical to the 
functioning of living cells.

 This requires that the cell regulate the expression of new 
proteins.

 DNA-binding proteins play an important role in this 
process.

 These proteins interact with DNA by means of various 
structural motifs, and can stimulate or repress 
transcription of messenger RNA, depending on the 
properties and location of the DNA sequence to which 
they bind.

307Essential biochemistry



DNA-binding proteins
DNA-binding domains
DNA-binding motif

308

 Protein-protein and protein-nucleic acid interactions are 
essential functions of many proteins. 

 DNA-binding proteins are proteins that are composed of 
DNA-binding domains.

 The role of the DNA-binding domain is to bring the 
transcription-activation domain into the vicinity of the 
promoter.

1. A domain can contain several motifs. 

2. Motifs are short sequences and domains are longer 
ones. 

 Only a few structural motif are responsible for binding 
DNA in a large number of different DNA-binding 
proteins.



DNA-binding proteins
DNA-binding domains
Transcription factors

 Any protein that is needed for the initiation of 
transcription is defined as a transcription factor.

 General transcription factors (GTFs), also known as 
basal transcriptional factors, are a class of protein 
transcription factors that bind to specific sites 
(promoter) on DNA to activate transcription of 
genetic information from DNA to messenger RNA.

309

In bacteria, transcription initiation requires:
1. an RNA polymerase, and
2. a single general transcription factor (GTF): sigma factor.



DNA-binding proteins
DNA-binding domains
Transcription factors

 Transcription factor (TF) binding sites or motifs 
(TFBMs): 

 Structural motifs such as helix-turn-helix proteins are 
common types of motifs that are

1. found in different transcription factors, and 

2. responsible for binding to DNA.
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DNA-binding proteins
DNA-binding domain
DNA-binding motifs

 All transcription factors have two domains that are 
necessary for their function.

1. A DNA-binding domain (motifs that binds DNA such 
as helix-turn-helix, helix-loop-helix, leucine zipper, 
zinc finger,..); 

2. A domain that activates transcription.
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DNA-binding proteins 
DNA-binding motifs
DNA-binding motifs

 A DNA-binding domain (DBD) contains at least one motif 
that recognizes double- or single-stranded DNA. 

 This specific binding region is called a promoter.

 The transactivation domain (TAD) is where other proteins 
(co-regulatory proteins) bind to the transcription factor(in 
bacteria sigma factor). 

312M. F. Kusie; Wiki,..



DNA-binding proteins
DNA-binding domains
DNA-binding motif

313

 The word motif can sometimes mean the same thing 
as domain - for example, someone might refer to a 
"DNA-binding motif" in a protein.

 However, a motif is typically smaller than a domain, 
can occur in DNA, RNA, and proteins, and has to do 
with the specific sequence. 

 As an example, the zinc finger motif is found in 
protein domains that bind DNA, RNA, and other 
proteins.



Motifs
DNA-binding motif

 A structural motif in a protein is something like a 
helix-loop-helix or a beta-hairpin turn that

1. Can appear in multiple different kinds of protein 
domains, and

2. doesn't necessarily have the same exact function in 
those different domains, 

3. but typically has a fairly conserved sequence that is 
very similar.
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DNA-binding proteins
DNA-binding domains
DNA-binding motif

315

 The three-dimensional structure of a single polypeptide 
chain is termed its tertiary structure.

 Tertiary structures are different combinations of the 
secondary structures (α helices, β strands, and loops). 

 Tertiary structure is subdivided into certain portions that 
are termed:

1. Motifs, and 

2. domains.

 Motifs are simple combinations of secondary structure that 
occur in:

1. many different proteins and which

2. carry out a similar function. 



Motifs
Conserved regions of protein or DNA sequences

 In genetics, a sequence motif is:

1. a nucleotide, or

2. amino-acid sequence pattern.

316Prat Thiru



Protein motifs
An amino-acid sequence pattern

 Protein motifs such as 
helix-turn-helix,.. helps 
RNA polymerase binds 
to DNA for transcription.

 helix-turn-helix motif 
was found both in 
eukaryotes and in 
prokaryotes.

317
Prat Thiru;..

A motif can occur in DNA, RNA, and proteins, and has to do 
with the specific sequence. E.g. the zinc finger motif is found 
in protein domains that bind DNA, RNA, and other proteins.



S-Layer
A surface protein layer
Glycoproteins

 S-layer is a surface protein layer found in many 
different bacteria and in some archaea where it 

serves as the cell wall.

 Pseudomonas and Streptococcus have slime layer.

 It is somewhat looser structures, more easily 
deformed layer. 

 In certain bacteria the slime layer that surrounds the 
outermost components of cell walls are made up of 
glycoproteins of high molecular weight.

 Glycoprotein is a compound in which carbohydrate 
(sugar) is covalently linked to protein.
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DNA motifs
A nucleotide sequence pattern

 In eukaryotes: the TATA 
promoter sequence is an 
example of a highly 
conserved DNA sequence 
motif.

 In prokaryotes: Either

 -10 box 5’-TATAAT-3 or

 -35 box 5’-TTGACA-3’ 
promoter motifs/sequences.

 These sequences are usually 
found in the 5' promoter 
region of a gene.

319Prat Thiru;..



DNA-binding proteins
DNA-binding domains
Structural DNA-binding motif

320

 Each structural motif contains features that are highly 
conserved among many organisms. 

1. Some proteins bind DNA in its major 
groove (e.g. the zinc finger). 

2. some other in the minor groove (e.g. HMG-
I(Y)−DNA complex), and

3. some need to bind to both (e.g. the Leucine Zipper 
Motif).

Atlas Genet Cytogenet Oncol Haematol, 2003 

The major groove, being wider than the minor 
groove, can accommodate larger structural motifs. 



DNA-binding proteins
DNA-binding domains(DBDs)
Specific and non-specific DNA-binding motifs

 Sequence-specific DNA-binding motifs

 Many DNA-binding domains must recognize specific 
DNA sequences, such as DBDs of transcription factors 
that activate specific genes.

 Sequence-specific DNA-binding proteins generally 
interact with the major groove of DNA. 

 Non-specific DNA-binding motifs 

 Nonspecific DNA binding generally involves simple 
attachment through either of the DNA grooves. 

 E.g. structural proteins around DNA. These proteins 
organize the DNA into a compact structure. 
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DNA
Major and minor grooves of DNA

 The sugar-phosphate backbones spiral around the outer 
surface of DNA. 

 The strand backbones are closer together on one side of the 
helix than on the other. 

 The major groove occurs where the backbones are far apart, 
the minor groove occurs where they are close together. The 
grooves twist around the molecule on opposite sides.

 The major groove is approximately 50% wider than the 
minor.

 The major groove, is 22 Å wide and the minor groove, is 
12 Å wide.

 The major and minor grooves are opposite each other.



DNA
Major and minor grooves of DNA

 The major groove has twice the information content of the 
minor groove.

 A-T base pairs can be differentiated from G-C pairs via either 
groove.

 But minor groove could not discriminate between A-T and T-A 
base pairs, or G-C and C-G. 

 Hence the major groove has a four-symbol code, whereas the 
minor groove has only a two-symbol code, and only half 
information content.



DNA-binding proteins
DNA-binding domains
DNA-binding motif

324

Motif Examples of proteins with this motif

1. Sequence-specific DNA-binding motifs 
Helix-turn-helix family

Standard helix-turn-helix Escherichia coli lactose repressor, tryptophan 
repressor

Homeodomain Drosophila Antennapedia protein

Paired homeodomain Vertebrate Pax transcription factors

POU domain Vertebrate regulatory proteins PIT-1, OCT-1 and 
OCT-2

Winged helix-turn-helix GABP regulatory protein of higher eukaryotes

High mobility group (HMG) domain Mammalian sex determination protein SRY

Zinc-finger family

Cys2His2 finger Transcription factor TFIIIA of eukaryotes

Multi-cysteine zinc finger Steroid receptor family of higher eukaryotes

Zinc binuclear cluster Yeast GAL4 transcription factor

Basic domain Yeast GCN4 transcription factor

Ribbon-helix-helix Bacterial MetJ, Arc and Mnt repressors

TBP domain Eukaryotic TATA-binding protein

β-Barrel dimer Papillomavirus E2 protein

Rel homology domain (RHB) Mammalian transcription factor NF-κB

2. Non-specific DNA-binding motifs

Histone fold Eukaryotic histones

HU/IHF motif(a histone-like motif) Bacterial HU and IHF proteins

Polymerase cleft DNA and RNA polymerases



DNA-binding proteins
DNA-binding domains
DNA-binding motif

325

 DNA-binding motifs are regions of regulatory proteins 
which bind to DNA. e.g.

1. helix-turn-helix motif (originally discovered in 
bacteria. Common to many prokaryotes);

2. Helix-loop-helix motif (eukaryotic transcription 
factors);

3. zinc finger motif (common DNA-binding motifs 
found in eukaryotic transcription factors, and have 
also been identified in prokaryotes);

4. leucine zipper motif (eukaryotic transcription 
factors).

Leucine zippers are a dimerization domain of the bZIP (Basic-region 
leucine zipper) class of eukaryotic transcription factors.



DNA-binding proteins
DNA-binding domains
Structural DNA-binding motif

1. Zinc finger motif: It contains one or more zinc ions which are 
crucial for the structural stability.

2. Helix-turn-helix motif(HTH): It consists of two α helices and 
a short extended amino acid chain between them (composed of 
three elements). Not to be confused with the basic helix-loop-
helix domain(HLH). 

3. Leucine zipper motif: It is formed by two α helices, which are 
held together by hydrophobic interactions between leucine 
residues. The leucine zipper generally appears as a dimer of a 
helices that form a coiled coil.

4. Helix-loop-helix motif(HLH): 
It is characterized by two α helices connected by a loop.
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DNA-binding proteins
DNA-binding domains
DNA-binding motifs

Helix-turn-helix motif Helix-loop-helix motif



DNA-binding proteins
DNA-binding domains
Structural DNA-binding motifs

Zif 286 protein (zinc finger)Leucine zipper

TATA-binding Protein

It binds a highly conserved sequence 
(TATAAAAG) in the promoter of eukaryotes.



Sequence-specific DNA-binding motifs 
Helix-turn-helix motif
Interacts with the major groove of DNA

 The helix-turn-helix motif was first recognized in prokaryotic 
DNA-binding proteins. 

 It is composed of two α-helices joined by a short strand of 
amino acids (turn). 

 The recognition and binding to DNA by helix-turn-helix 
proteins is done by the two α helices, one occupying the N-
terminal end of the motif, the other at the C-terminus. 

 C-terminus recognition helix interacts with the major groove 
of DNA, and hence it is often called the "recognition helix". 

 The other α helix stabilizes the interaction between protein 
and DNA, but does not play a particularly strong role in its 
recognition.
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Sequence-specific DNA-binding motifs
Helix-turn-helix motif
Interacts with the major groove of DNA

A. Each white circle denotes 
the central carbon of an 
amino acid.

B. The carboxyl-terminal alpha 
helix (red) is called the 
recognition helix because it 
participates in sequence-
specific recognition of DNA.

 As shown in (B), this helix 
fits into the major groove of 
DNA, where it contacts the 
edges of the base pairs.

Alberts et al.,1994

HTH consists of two α helices. 



Sequence-specific DNA-binding motifs
Helix-turn-helix motif
Interacts with the major groove of DNA

 Helix-turn-helix motif is the most 
common DNA-binding motif in 
prokaryotes.

 One of the helices, DNA 
recognition helix,  gets inserted 
in the major groove of DNA

 Helix-turn-helix proteins are 
often dimeric.

 Why dimeric? Dimer binds to 
DNA stronger than monomer.

 By changing the relative 
positions of monomers, the 
dimer activity can be easily 
turned on and off.
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Sequence-specific DNA-binding motifs
The Zinc Finger motif
Interacts with the major groove of DNA

332

 The zinc-finger motif 
comprises a DNA-binding 
domain. 

 A zinc finger is a small 
protein structure motif that 
is characterized by the 
coordination of one or more 
Zinc ions.

1. The C-terminal part of each 
finger forms helices that 
bind DNA ; 

2. The N-terminal part form 
sheets. 

Wikipedia;..



Sequence-specific DNA-binding motifs
The Leucine Zipper motif
Interacts with the major groove of DNA

 Leucine Zipper (blue) bound to 
DNA. 

 The leucine residues that 
represent the 'teeth' of the 
zipper are colored red.

 A leucine zipper is formed by 
two α helices, one from each 
monomer.

 The two leucine zippers in effect 
form a Y-shaped structure, in 
which the zippers comprise the 
stem, and the 2 basic regions 
bifurcate symmetrically to form 
the arms that bind to DNA.

The leucines are 
colored red.



Sequences specific DNA-binding motifs
Transcriptional factors (TFs)
Bind to either enhancer or promoter regions of DNA 

 DNA-binding proteins that regulate 
transcription by binding DNA are called
transcription factors (TFs). 

 Transcriptional factors (TFs) are site-specific 
transcription factors that recognize and bind 
specific DNA sequences.

 The whole mechanism of transcription 
depends highly on the cooperation of TF 
proteins.

334
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Sequences specific DNA-binding motifs
Transcriptional factors (TFs)
Bind to either enhancer or promoter regions of DNA

 Transcription factor (sometimes called a 
sequence-specific DNA-binding factor) is a 
protein that binds to specific DNA sequences. 

 TFs acting as flags on DNA and regulating the 
transcription of genes. 

 In general, transcription factors are dimeric, 
each with one helix containing basic amino 
acid residues that facilitate DNA binding.
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Transcription 
RNA polymerase in different cells
Promoters and transcription factors

 The proteins that sit on the promoter are called 
transcription factors (TFs). 

 TFs and promoters work together:

1. to turn a gene on (and make a protein), or 

2. to turn a gene off (and stop making a protein), or 
even 

3. to just make more or less protein.

336The Tech Museum of Innovation,2013



Transcription 
RNA polymerase in different cells
Gene promoters

 Let's think of turning on a 
gene, like turning on a light 
bulb in a room. 

 Our gene is the light bulb and 
its promoter is the light switch.

1. TFs are called activators when 
they turn genes on. 

2. TFs are called repressors 
when they turn off a gene.

 Note: the light can't be turned 
on at all. 

337
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A gene's light switch is 
called a promoter. TFs can 
either turn genes on or off.



Prokaryotic DNA transcription
RNA polymerase copy DNA to RNA(mRNA)
Phases of transcription

1. Initiation: Binding of RNA 
polymerase to promoter, 
unwinding of DNA, 
formation of primer. 

2. Elongation: RNA 
polymerase catalyzes the 
processive elongation of 
RNA chain, while 
unwinding and rewinding 
DNA strand. 

3. Termination: termination of 
transcription and 
disassemble of 
transcription complex. 

A ρ factor (Rho factor) is a prokaryotic protein 
involved in the termination of transcription.



Prokaryotic vs. Eukaryotic RNA 
Polymerase
RNA polymerases come in different forms, but share many features

 In eukaryotic cells, there 
are three different RNA 
polymerases (RNA Pol).

 Prokaryotic cell has one.

 Each RNA Pol is responsible 
for a different class of 
transcription:

1. PolI transcribes rRNA
(ribosomal RNA),

2. PolII mRNA (messenger 
RNA), and

3. PolIII tRNA (transfer RNA) 
and other small RNAs. 
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The eukaryotic RNAPs recognize 
different promoters. RNA pol II can 
bind to a DNA sequence within the 

promoter of many genes, known as the 
TATA box, to initiate transcription.



Prokaryotic vs. Eukaryotic RNA 
Polymerase
RNA polymerases come in different forms, but share many features

 Bacteria have only a 
single RNA polymerases.

 This one RNA 
polymerase (with the 
help of sigma factor) 
synthesizes all classes 
of RNA:

1. mRNA,

2. rRNA,

3. tRNA.

340

The role of ω(omega) has been unclear.

Note: the sigma factors are a class of proteins which are needed for 
recognizing the core promoter region for transcriptional initiation.



Prokaryotic RNA polymerase
The enzyme without the sigma subunit is called the 'core' enzyme 
and with sigma subunit is called the holoenzyme

 One type exists;

 The core enzyme has five 
subunits (ββ'α2ω):

 Two alpha, beta, beta', sigma 
and omega subunits. 

 Only the first three subunits 
(alpha, beta, beta') are required 
for polymerase activity and RNA 
synthesis.

 A sigma factor (σ factor) is a 
protein needed only for 
initiation of RNA synthesis.

 It is a bacterial transcription 
initiation factor (equivalent of 
transcription factors in 
eukaryotes).

RNA polymerase core enzyme is a multimeric
protein α, β, β’, ω. 

The β’ subunit is involved in DNA binding. The β
subunit contains the polymerase active site. 

The two α subunits acts as scaffold on which the 
other subunits assemble. 

ω may facilitates assembly of RNAP and 
stabilizes assembled RNAP. 



Prokaryotic RNA polymerase
The enzyme without the sigma subunit is called the 'core' enzyme

 β’ Subunit:

 The β’ subunit is involved in DNA binding. 

 Its Mol. wt is 155-160 KD, coded for by rpo-C gene. 

 This is perhaps one of the largest proteins produced 
by the bacteria.

 The strong affinity for DNA stems from its COO-
terminal, which has a zinc finger motif, this region 
provides strong DNA binding forces.

 Beta and beta’ together bind to both strands of DNA, 
but catalytic activity is located in β subunit.



Prokaryotic RNA polymerase
The enzyme without the sigma subunit is called the 'core' enzyme

Site of DNA binding and RNA polymerization.



Transcription 
Bacterial promoters
Zinc finger motif

 Both zinc ions are bound to β’ of RNA polymerase. 

 The β’ residues coordinating zinc are conserved 
throughout eubacteria and chloroplasts.

 Four cysteine residues in the Escherichia coli RNAP 
largest subunit, β’ was locate that one of the two zinc 
ions tightly associated with the RNA polymerase 
enzyme.

 In the absence of zinc, or when zinc binding is 
prevented by mutation, the RNAP gets non-
functional.

344Marko et al.,1999



Transcription by RNA polymerase 
proceeds in a series of steps
Bacterial promoters

 Most bacterial promoters have –
35 and –10 elements (regions).

1. Some have UP element
(upstream promoter element).

2. Some lack –35 element, but 
have extended –10 region.

 Note also that molecular 
biologists use a numbering 
system which has no zero!

 The first nucleotide of the RNA 
transcript is numbered +1;

 Position +1 is the transcription 
start site.

 The nucleotide immediately 
upstream from that is numbered 
-1. 345

 Pribnow Box: A region of DNA to which RNA 
polymerase binds before initiating the 
transcription of DNA into RNA.

 The -35 region and the -10 ("Pribnow box") 
region comprise the basic prokaryotic 
promoter. 

 The DNA is unwound and becomes single-
stranded ("open") in the vicinity of the 
initiation site (defined as +1). 



Transcription by RNA polymerase 
proceeds in a series of steps
Bacterial promoters- UP element 

 Some bacterial promoters 
have UP element
(upstream promoter 
element).

 UP element is an AT rich 
motif present in some 
strong promoters (e.g. 
rRNA).

 UP element interacts 
directly with C-terminal 
domain of RNA polymerase 
a subunits.
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Transcription 
Bacterial promoters

 In bacteria, the promoter contains two short 
sequence elements approximately -10 and -35 
nucleotides upstream from the transcription start 
site.

 A combination of approaches shows that the -10 
TATAAT and -35 TTGACA sequences are the essential 
DNA sequences in most E. coli promoters.

1. The sequence at -10 has the consensus 
sequences/motif TATAAT.

2. The sequence at -35 has the consensus sequences 
TTGACA/motif.

347Wikipedia,2015;..



Transcription 
Bacterial promoters
DNA binding motifs

1. The helix-turn-helix motif(HTH), used by most σ-factors, 
maintains its specificity and accuracy by binding in the 
major groove of DNA, where it can interact with the base 
pairs in the DNA double-helix.

 One such DNA-binding motif, the helix-turn-helix motif 
helps specifically recognize DNA promoters at both the -35 
and -10 positions.

 The HTH motif is commonly used for transcriptional 
repression. HTH motifs are observed in the lac repressor.

2. As mentioned earlier the β’ subunit of RNA

polymerase has a zinc finger motif, provides strong

DNA binding forces.
348



Transcription 
Bacterial promoters
σ70(RpoD) is the housekeeping sigma factor or also called as 
primary sigma factor, transcribes most genes in growing cells

 Every cell has a “housekeeping” sigma factor that 
keeps essential genes and pathways operating.

 In the case of E. coli and other gram-negative rod-
shaped bacteria, the "housekeeping" sigma factor is 
σ70.

 Promoter sequences are recognized only by RNA 
polymerase holoenzyme containing Sigma-70. 

 The sigma 70 subunit of RNA polymerase recognize 
and contacts both the -35 and the -10 boxes.

349Wikipedia,2015



Transcription 
Bacterial promoters
Promoter for mRNA transcription is recognized by sigma 
subunit of RNA polymerase

 Sigma factors have four main regions that are generally 
conserved:

 The regions are further subdivided (e.g. 2 includes 2.1, 2.2, 
etc.)

 Region 1.1 is found only in "primary sigma factors" (RpoD σ24,
σ28), RpoS or σ38 in E. coli). It is involved in ensuring the sigma 
factor will only bind the promoter when it is complexed with the 
RNA polymerase.

 Region 2.4 recognizes and binds to the promoter -10 element 
(formerly called pribnow box).

 Region 4.2 recognizes and binds to the promoter -35 element.
350Wikipedia,2015



Transcription 
Bacterial promoters
35 and -10 sequences

 The sigma subunit of RNA polymerase contacts both the -35 and the -10 boxes.

 Region 2.4 recognizes and binds to the promoter -10 element.

 Region 4.2 recognizes and binds to the promoter -35 element.

351

Sigma protein specific amino acids 
contact specific DNA sequences.The sig-70 has four domains, called, from the 

N-terminal, as 1, 2, 3 and 4. The C- terminal 
4th domain has helix turn helix motifs and 

recognizes -35 sequences and bind.

Crystal structure of Escherichia coli sigma70 
region 4 bound to its -35 element DNA.



Prokaryotic DNA transcription 
mRNA transcription is recognized by the sigma protein

RNA polymerase copy DNA to RNA(mRNA)

Holoenzyme is the core enzyme saturated with sigma factor 70. A 
biochemically active compound formed by the combination of an 

enzyme (core enzyme ) with a coenzyme or cofactor(sigma factor). 

 In initiation process, RNA polymerase holo-enzyme (RNA 
polymerase+sigma factor) binds to DNA and scans for 
promoter sequences (start sequences). 

 The sigma factor is the subunit of the RNA polymerase 
complex that recognizes the specific promoter sequence 
of DNA that the RNA polymerase complex should bind to.

 Scanning occurs in only one dimension, 100 times faster 
than diffusion limit.

 During scanning enzyme is bound non-specifically to DNA. 

 Can quickly scan 2000 base pairs. 



Prokaryotic DNA transcription 
mRNA transcription is recognized by the sigma protein

Transcription proceeds in one direction

 In bacteria, all transcription is 
performed by a single type of 
RNA polymerase.

 The sigma subunit dissociates 
from the RNA polymerase core 
enzyme shortly after 
transcription begins.

 Nucleotides are added onto 
the 3' end of the growing RNA 
chain. 
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However, a recent study has shown that σ70 can remain attached in 
complex with the core RNA polymerase, at least during early elongation. 

It was indicates that sigma plays roles during early elongation.



Sigma factors
Sigma factors or regulons

 Sigma factor (also known as the regulon) is a protein 
needed only for initiation of RNA synthesis.

 Sigma factors are a major regulator of prokaryotic 
gene expression.

 It is well known that bacteria use different sigma 
factors to control the initiation specificity at different 
promoters, including those promoters whose genes 
encode virulence factors.

Paget et al.,2003; Wilson et al.,2015

σ70

//upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d0/PDB_1ku2_EBI.jpg
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Sigma factors
Different numbers and specialized sigma factors

 Including both:

1. Major or abundant primary (housekeeping) sigmas, and

2. Minor alternative (secondary) sigmas from diverse 
organisms.

 Every molecule of RNA polymerase holoenzyme contains 
exactly one housekeeping" sigma factor (primary sigma 
factor), transcribes most genes in growing cells.

 Primary sigma factor is present in all growth conditions.

1. The number of sigma factors varies between bacterial 
species. 

 Thus there are members of the σ70 family of sigma factors. 

Paget et al.,2003;..



Sigma factors
Different numbers and specialized sigma factors

 Every molecule of RNA polymerase holoenzyme 
contains exactly one sigma factor subunit. 

 The number of sigma factors varies between 
bacterial species.

 E. coli has 7 sigma factors. 

 The 10 sigma factors thus far identified in B. subtilis.

 Sigma factors are distinguished by their characteristic 
molecular weights. 

 For example, σ70 refers to the sigma factor with a 
molecular weight of 70KDa. 



Sigma factors
Different numbers and specialized sigma factors

 Every molecule of RNA polymerase holoenzyme contains exactly 
one sigma factor subunit. 

 Sigma factors allow sequence-specific binding of RNA 
polymerase to bacterial promoters. 

 The number of sigma factors varies between bacterial species.

 E. coli has seven sigma factors.

 The 10 sigma factors thus far identified in B. subtilis.

 Streptomyces avermitilis and Streptomyces coelicolor with 13 
and 14 σ70 genes, respectively.

 Sigma factors are distinguished by their characteristic molecular 
weights. 

 For example, σ70 refers to the sigma factor with a molecular 
weight of 70KDa. 



Sigma factors
Major and minor sigma factors

Name Function

σ70(RpoD)   
(major)

Housekeeping sigma factor transcribes most genes 
in growing cells

σ19 (FecI) the ferric citrate sigma factor, regulates the fec gene 
for iron transport

σ24(RpoD) the extracytoplasmic/extreme heat stress sigma 
factor

σ28(RpoD) the flagellar sigma factor

σ32 (RpoH) the heat shock sigma factor, it is turned on when the 
bacteria are exposed to heat

σ38 (RpoS) the starvation/stationary phase sigma factor

σ54 (RpoN) the nitrogen-limitation sigma factor

Note: There are also anti-sigma factors that inhibit the function of sigma 
factors and anti-anti-sigma factors that restore sigma factor function.



Sigma factors
Alternative sigma factors
Minor alternative (secondary) sigmas

 Bacteria and especially those capable of persisting in diverse 
environments, such as Escherichia coli provide particularly 
valuable models for exploring how single-celled organisms 
respond to environmental stresses.

 Bacteria have developed sets of specific response genes that 
are regulated by a subset of the σ70-like sigma factors in 
order to respond to a changing environment. E.g.

1. When the cell is put under stress by high temperature. 

2. Sporulation sigma factors in Bacillus subtilis.

 Because it is the sigma subunit that is responsible for 
promoter recognition, different sigma subunits may allow 
different promoters to be recognized.

Sofer,1999;..



Sigma factors
Alternative sigma factors
Minor alternative (secondary) sigmas

 Different sigma subunits may be made by the cell 
under special circumstances (for example, when the 
cell is put under stress by high temperature). 



Sigma factors
Alternative sigma factors
Minor alternative (secondary) sigmas

Boor,2006

1. σB (SigB), and

2. σS(RpoS)

 identified as general stress responsive 
alternative sigma factors in Gram-negative
and in Gram-positive bacteria, respectively.



Sigma factors
Alternative sigma factors
Minor alternative (secondary) sigmas

Boor,2006

 σB, a group III sigma factor encoded by sigB, was 
initially identified and characterized in B. subtilis, but 
has also been identified in other Gram-positive 
bacteria. 

 The B. subtilis σB-dependent general stress regulon is 
large: over 200 genes are expressed following 
bacterial exposure to heat, acid, ethanol, salt stress, 
entry into stationary phase, or starvation for glucose, 
oxygen, or phosphate.

 sigB mutants are sensitive to oxidative stress.



Alternative sigma factors and 
their roles in bacterial virulence
The stationary phase sigma factor RpoS

 The alternative sigma factors RpoS (σ38) has been 
shown to regulate the expression of genes in 
response to stationary phase, nutrient deprivation, 
and oxidative and osmotic stress.

 These are environments which are physiologically 
relevant to those encountered by many microbial 
pathogens during the natural course of infection. 

 The RpoS sigma factor has been shown to be 
important for virulence in a number of plant and 
animal bacterial pathogens including P. aeruginosa.

Kazmierczak et al.,2008

Heat-shock proteins are also essential for stationary phase. 



Alternative sigma factors and 
their roles in bacterial virulence
The stationary phase sigma factor RpoS

 Among the pathogenic bacteria, Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa is perhaps the best understood in terms 
of the virulence factors regulated and the role the 
Quorum sensing plays in pathogenicity. 

 Regulation of Quorum sensing by RpoS in 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa.

 RsmA, RpoS, QocR all negatively regulate the Rhl or 
Las Quorum sensing systems, thus preventing early 
activation of these systems.

Whiteley et al.,2000; Deep et al.,2000



Alternative sigma factors and 
their roles in bacterial virulence
PvdS of Pseudomonas aeruginosa

 Some bacterial pathogens are known to express 
virulence genes in low iron environments.

 In P. aeruginosa, the siderophore pyoverdine is a 
virulence factor.

 PvdS is required for virulence and appears to 
regulate only virulence-related genes.

 The genes involved in pyoverdine synthesis are 
located in three clusters on the P. aeruginosa
chromosome and regulated by ECF sigma factor 
PvdS.

Kazmierczak et al.,2008; Brooks and Buchanan,2008

Extracytoplasmic function (ECF) sigma factors, σE



Alternative sigma factors 
involved in virulence

 As alternative sigma 
factors have been 
shown to regulate 
expression of both 
virulence and virulence-
associated genes, these 
sigma factors can 
contribute both directly 
and indirectly to 
bacterial virulence.

Kazmierczak et al.,2008



Cell starvation
(p)ppGpp production

 Guanosine tetraphosphate (ppGpp) and guanosine
pentaphosphate (pppGpp) – collectively known as 
(p)ppGpp, is accumulated rapidly when bacterial cells 
encounter with nutritional stress(starvation) 
conditions. 

 (p)ppGpp, is synthesized rapidly when bacterial cells 
starved for:

1. Amino acids;

2. Other stress conditions, including deprivation of 
phosphorus, iron, carbon source or fatty acids.

 This is in order to reactivates translation. 
367Guanosine: A nucleoside consisting of guanine and ribose. It is a component of RNA.



(p)ppGpp and starvation signaling
Presence and absence of (p)ppGpp

 Presence of (p)ppGpp:

 (p)ppGpp as a global regulator is important during 
starvation and stress signalling in many bacteria.

 (p)ppGpp pool increases with any types of nutrient 
limitation. 

 Absence of (p)ppGpp:

 A complete absence of (p)ppGpp causes multiple 
amino acid requirements, poor survival of aged 
cultures, aberrant cell division, morphology, and 
immotility, as well as being locked in a growth mode 
during entry into starvation.

368Wikipedia,2016



(p)ppGpp
A hyperphosphorylated guanosine nucleotide 

 Guanosine tetraphosphate 
(ppGpp)

 Guanosine pentaphosphate 
(pppGpp).

 ppGpp has about 8-fold 
greater efficiency than that 
of pppGpp.

369

Guanosine: A nucleoside consisting of guanine and ribose. 
Adenosine: Composed of a molecule of adenine+ a ribose sugar molecule.
ATP (adenosine triphosphate): Consists of adenosine and three phosphate groups.

Wikipedia,2016



(p)ppGpp and starvation 
signaling

 (p)ppGpp is synthesized by two stringent response 
genes relA and spoT in E. coli and different bacteria.

 p)ppGpp is not restricted to prokaryotes because a 
growing number of relA-spoT homologues, 
designated RSH genes:

 At-RSH1 in Arabidopsis thaliana, and

 Nt-RSH2 of Nicotiana tabacum have been identified 
in plants. 

370Braeken et al.,2006



Control of bacterial transcription, 
translation and replication
By (p)ppGpp, a hyperphosphorylated guanosine nucleotide 

371
Srivatsan and Wang,2005

 The enzymes RelA and SpoT are triggered by different starvation 
signals (amino acid, fatty acid and phosophate starvations) to produce 
(p)ppGpp for reactivates translation.

3.

1. RelA synthesizes 
pppGpp/ppGpp from 

GTP/GDP.
GTP/GDP act as a 
substrate for the 
synthesis of RNA.
Uncharged tRNAs

changed into 
charged tRNAs by 

RelA. 

2. Acyl carrier 
protein (ACP) binds 
to SpoT and shifts 
the balance of its 
activity towards 

.(p)ppGpp synthesis

2.1.



Control of bacterial transcription, 
translation and replication
By (p)ppGpp, a hyperphosphorylated guanosine nucleotide 

Braeken et al.,2006

1. Mechanism of RelA-mediated (p)ppGpp synthesis:

 Under conditions of amino acid starvation, large pools of uncharged 
tRNAs are generated that can bind to the A-site of the ribosome with 
low affinity and block the ribosome as a result.

I.    RelA detects a blocked ribosome.

i. RelA binds to the ribosome and mediates (p)ppGpp synthesis. 

ii. RelA synthesizes pppGpp/ppGpp from GTP/GDP, respectively, using 
ATP.

II. Concomitantly with (p)ppGpp synthesis, RelA is released. 

III. RelA hops to the next ribosome and the process is repeated, leading 
to levels of (p)ppGpp required to activate the stringent response. 

 Thus, a high levels of (p)ppGpp required to activate the stringent 
response and reactivates translation.



GTP/GDP-binding protein regulators
Regulate G proteins

 During the elongation stage of 
translation, GTP is used as an 
energy source for the binding of a 
new amino-bound tRNA to the A 
site of the ribosome. 

 GTP is also used as an energy 
source for the translocation of the 
ribosome towards the 3' end of 
the mRNA.

 GTP/GDP can act as a substrate 
for the synthesis of RNA during 
the transcription process.

373



Mechanism of RelA-mediated 
(p)ppGpp synthesis

Braeken et al.,2006

Uncharged tRNA

Charged tRNA

RelA synthesizes 
pppGpp/ppGpp from 

GTP/GDP.
GTP/GDP act as a 
substrate for the 

synthesis of RNA. 



Control of bacterial transcription, 
translation and replication
By (p)ppGpp, a hyperphosphorylated guanosine nucleotide 

2. Mechanism of SpoT-mediated (p)ppGpp 
synthesis:

 SpoT synthesizes and hydrolyzes (p)ppGpp through 
distinct active sites. 

 Fatty acid starvation or potentially, glucose starvation, 
triggers a conformational change in the acyl carrier 
protein (ACP), which binds to SpoT and shifts the 
balance of its activity towards (p)ppGpp synthesis. 

 Phosphate or iron starvation also results in (p)ppGpp 
accumulation through modulation of SpoT activity.

375Srivatsan and Wang,2005; Braeken et al.,2006



Model systems

Model pathosystems
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Model systems

Seelker,2010 377

 Sometimes its easier to study a process in a simple 
organism that it is to study it in a more complicated 
organism.

 Movement, responding to the environment, 
reproduction, respiration, etc.

 A MODEL system is a simple organism that is studied 
to understand a complicated activity.

 We used bacteria to figure out:
1. How DNA is replicated,
2. How genes are turned on and off,
3. How cells respond to their environmental changes.
 Other examples: mice, fruit flies, nematode worms.



Model systems
New insights for disease management

 Studies of pathogen interactions in model systems, 
particularly Arabidopsis thaliana, are enabling clearer 
understanding of susceptibility and resistance
applicable to more complex plants (Heath,2002).

 Sequencing of major plant genomes is underway as 
well, with rice being completed.

 Multiple alleles and chromosomes, as well as complex 
traits are challenges in understanding and managing 
host resistance.

 Compiling information from sequencing and 
functional analysis of both pathogens and major crop 
plants is expected to bring new insights useful for 
sustained disease management.

378
Vidaver and Lambrecht,2004

An allele is a variant form of a given gene. 



Model pathosystems

 Since it would be impossible to address all 
plants and pathogens of interest, we have 
focused, where possible, on several specific 
model pathosystems.

 Systems inclusive of the:

1. Pathogen,

2. Plant host,

3. Insect vector (if applicable), 

4. Environment.

379
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Psedoumonas syringae
Model pathosystems
With variable virulence and resistance phenotypes

 Individual strains of the plant pathogenic bacterium 
Pseudomonas syringae vary in their ability to produce:

1. Toxins, enzymes

2. Phytohormones,

3. Resist antimicrobial compounds, 

4. Nucleate ice. 

 These phenotypes with similar evolutionary origin enhance
virulence. 

Hwang et al.,2005;MicrobeWiki,2011

Application to Biotechnology: Pseudomonas syringae is perhaps the best studied bacterial 
plant pathogen to date. This is because it serves as a model organism for studying the 
interaction between plants and bacterial pathogens.These microbes hold a number of 
special characteristics and produce a wide variety of potentially useful compounds. For 
example, they show a high resistance to copper and antibiotics. In fact, they encode 
genes that bestow resistance to cationic antimicrobial peptides and antibiotics. 
Pseudomonas syringae is also a microbe of great interest for its ice nucleation properties. 



Model pathosystems
Bacterial pathosystems
Bacteria-A. thaliana pathosystem

 All classes of phytopathogens cause disease in Arabidopsis.

 A. thaliana pathosystem provides a unique opportunity to 
unravel the molecular interactions underlying plant 
pathogenesis. 

 Arabidopsis thaliana, and certain strains exhibit race-cultivar 
specificity on this host, thus providing a model pathosystem for 
studying both compatible and incompatible host–pathogen 
interactions.

 e.g.

1. P. s. pv. tomato/A. thaliana system

2. P. s. pv. phaseolicola/A. thaliana system

3. P. s. pv. maculicola (leaf spot of cauliflower)/A. thaliana system

4. X. campestris pv. campestris/A. thaliana pathosystem.
381



Model pathosystems
Arabidopsis pathosystems

PathogenDisease

Peronospora parasitica
Alternaria brassicae
Erysiphe cruciferarum; E. cichoracearum
Cladosporium sp.

Fungal diseases:
Downy mildew
Dark leaf spot
Powdery mildew
Leaf mold and leaf spot

Xanthomonas campestris pv. campestris
Pseudomonas syringae pv. maculicula
P. syringae pv. tomato

Bacterial diseases:
Black rot on crucifers
Bacterial leaf spot of Brassica 
Bacterial speck of tomato 

Tobacco mosaic virus
Turnip crinkle virus
Cauliflower mosaic virus

Viral diseases:
Mild stunting
Mild stunting and desiccation
Vein clearing and chlorotic spots

382Adapted from Baker et al.,1997



Model pathosystems
Arabidopsis pathosystems
A. thaliana -R. solanacearum pathosystem

 According to Quirino and Bent (2003), establishing an 
A. thaliana-R. solanacearum pathosystem requires the 
following criteria:

1. Optimization of the conditions growth of A. thaliana.

2. Development of a successful pathogen interaction 
protocol.

3. Establishment of disease scoring methods.

4. A source of virulent and avirulent R. solanacearum
strains.

5. Identification of susceptible and resistant ecotypes of 
A. thaliana.

383
Weich,2004



Model pathosystems
Arabidopsis pathosystems
A. thaliana -R. solanacearum pathosystem

 Rated scale of wilted
A. thaliana plants 
inoculated with R. 
solanacearum.

384
Weich,2004



Genome sequencing
In all organisms
Plants and animals

 One of the most significant developments in biology
in recent years is the world-wide commitment to fully 
sequence a number of genomes, including:

1. Mammals such as human and rat,
2. Plants such as Arabidopsis thaliana and rice, and
3. Microbial genomes such as bacteria and yeast.
 One important focus of such genome studies in both 

plants and animals is to gain an understanding of 
resistance to invading pathogens.

 It is now possible to better characterize signal 
transduction pathways involved in disease 
resistance.

385



The whole-genome sequenced 
model plants

 Arabidopsis thaliana

 Rice

 Tomato
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The whole-genome sequenced 
model plants
Arabidopsis thaliana life cycle and flower architecture

387

Arabidopsis thaliana life cycle and flower architecture

Mouse-ear cress (Arabidopsis thaliana) seed pods are called siliques. They are cigar 
shaped, 1 to 2 cm long, and form just below open flowers.



Rice and Arabidopsis thaliana
Model plants for host-pathogen interactions

A rice plant (left) and Arabidopsis thaliana (right), a model 
plant for host-pathogen interactions(Baker et al.,1997). 388



Arabidopsis thaliana
Drosophila of plants 
Model plant for host-pathogen interactions

 Arabidopsis thaliana, commonly known as thale-cress or 
mouse-ear cress, is a member of the Brassicaceae 
(mustard) family.

 A. thaliana has been coined the “Drosophila” of plants, 
due to the fact that it is a useful model system for plants.

 The A. thaliana genome is fairly small in size: 125Mb 
contained in five haploid chromosomes. 

 In 2000, the entire genomic sequence was completed, 
and all five chromosomes currently have detailed and 
broad genetic maps (www.arabidopsis.org,2003).

 The genome contains a low amount of non-coding DNA, 
making A. thaliana useful for genetic analysis.
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Four weeks old

Vaitkunas,2003



Arabidopsis thaliana
Model plant for host-pathogen interactions

390

Life cycle

Vaitkunas,2003

 Additionally, A. thaliana has a rapid life cycle, 
going from seed to flower in approximately six 
weeks. 

 Since Arabidopsis plants produce many seeds, it 
is also easy to maintain a stock of seeds.

 These plants are easily cross-pollinated or self-
pollinated, and given their small physical size 
(about a tenth of the size of a rice plant), large 
crops may be grown at one time for lab 
experiments. 



Arabidopsis thaliana
Model plant for host-pathogen 
interactions

 The varied ecotypes of A. thaliana, comprised of over 
150 wild isolates, present great opportunities for 
genetic and pathogenic studies by plant scientists. 

 Although there are many varieties of A. thaliana, the 
three significant to this particular study are the:

1. Dijon-17 (Di-17), 

2. Dijon-3 (Di-3) and 

3. Columbia-0 (Col-0).
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Genome sequencing in bacteria 
From 1995 to 2013

 In Feb 1, 2006:

 297 prokaryotic genomes have 

been sequenced, and 500 
prokaryotic genomes that are 
at various stages of 
completion.

 As of October 2013:

 6851 bacterial genomes have 
been completed;

 Sequencing of 18679 are 
ongoing, and

 1111 represent targeted 
genome projects.

Chan et al.,2006;Kishore et al.,2015 
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Biased(undercoverage) sampling 
of bacterial genomes
For genome sequencings

 A phylum of bacteria 
comprised of three 
classes:

1. Bacteroides, 

2. Flavobacteria, and

3. Sphingobacteria.

 43% of genome 
sequencing analyses 
are related to the 
gram-negative bacteria.

393Hugenholtz,2004;..



Bacterial phytopathogens 
and genome science

 Many genomes of bacterial phytopathogens were completed.

 These genomes come from a phylogenetically diverse set of organisms, 
and range in size from 870 kb to more than 6 Mb.

 The publication of these annotated genomes has significantly helped our 
understanding of bacterial plant disease.

 These genomes have also provided important information about 
bacterial evolution.

 Examples of recently completed genomes include:

1. Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato, which is notable for its large 
repertoire of effector proteins;

2. Leifsonia xyli subsp. xyli, the first Gram-positive bacterial genome to be 
sequenced; and

3. Phytoplasma asteris, the small genome that lacks important functions 
previously thought to be essential in a bacterium.

Wood et al.,2005 394



Plant pathogenic bacteria with 

sequenced genomes
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 Acidivorax avenae 
 Agrobacterium tumefaciens
 Burkhoderia cepacia 
 Clavibacter michiganensis 
 Erwinia amylovora
 Pantoea
 Pectobacterium carotovorum
 Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae
 Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato
 Ralstonia solanacearum 
 Xanthomonas campestris pv. campestris
 Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzae
 Xanthomonas axonopodis pv. citri
 Phytoplasmas
 Spiroplasma citri
 Xylella fastidosa



Top 10 bacterial plant pathogens
The table represents the ranked list of bacteria as voted for by plant 
bacteriologists associated with the Journal Molecular Plant Pathology 

Rank Bacterial pathogen Author of bacterial description

1 Pseudomonas syringae pathovars John Mansfield

2 Ralstonia solanacearum Stéphane Genin

3 Agrobacterium tumefaciens Shimpei Magori, Vitaly Citovsky

4 Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzae Malinee Sriariyanum, P. Ronald

5 Xanthomonas campestris pathovars Max Dow

6 Xanthomonas axonopodis pv. manihotis Valérie Verdier

7 Erwinia amylovora Steven V. Beer

8 Xylella fastidiosa Marcos A. Machado

9 Dickeya (dadantii and solani) Ian Toth

10 Pectobacterium carotovorum (and P. 
atrosepticum)

George Salmond

Mansfield et al.,2012



Some prokaryotic plant 
pathogens being sequenced
Common bacteria
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Some prokaryotic plant 
pathogens being sequenced
Common bacteria
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Some prokaryotic plant 
pathogens being sequenced
Common bacteria
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APS,2008 



Some prokaryotic plant 
pathogens being sequenced
Prokaryotes

400
APS,2008 



Some prokaryotic plant 
pathogens being sequenced
Plant associated beneficial prokaryotes

401
APS,2008 



Genomes sequencing
Essential to advance our knowledge

 A complete understanding of disease susceptibility 
and resistance will require understanding the 
interactions between plant hosts and pathogen, and 
beneficial microorganisms. 

 Sequence data from the genes for such 
microorganisms is essential to advance our 
knowledge of:

1. Infection;
2. Interaction of pathogens and host gene products;
3. How these organisms reproduce and spread;
4. Progression of the plant-pathogen co-evolution. 
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Plant pathogenic bacteria with 

sequenced genomes
Xanthomonas genome sequences

 With the diversity of complete and ongoing 
Xanthomonas genome sequences, the genus has 
become a superb(excellent) model for understanding:

 Functional,

 Regulatory,

 Epidemiological, and

 Evolutionary aspects of host- and tissue-specific plant 
pathogenesis. 

403
Jackson,2009 



Genomes sequencing
Helping to develop more efficient and 
sustainable control

 Effective control will then be achieved through 
developing host resistance or through means that 
combat the pathogen directly or indirectly.

 Studies of microorganisms with biocontrol capacities
may lead to further development of environmentally 
safe chemical controls for plant pathogens. 

404



Bacterial genome sequencing
Other advantages

 With these amount of bacterial genome sequencings, 
we begin to appreciate the enormous diversity of 
prokaryotic genomes in terms of:

1. Chromosomal structure;

2. Gene content and organization, and

3. The abundance and fluidity(plasticity)of accessory 
and mobile genetic elements. 

405Chan et al.,2006



 The genome of a bacterial species is composed of:

1. Conserved core genes(chromosomally-encoded genes), 
and

2. Variable accessory genes(some other chromosomally-
encoded genes are part of the accessory genome (i.e. 
genes present in some of the strains) along with mobile 
genetic elements such as plasmids, bacteriophages, 
transposons and integrons).

 The association between distinct core and accessory 
genes creates a structure of genetic subgroups within the 
population. 

406

Bacterial genome sequencing 
Chromosomal structure;Gene content and organization
Core genes, accessory genes and mobile genetic elements



Genome sequencing
Genomic plasticity 
Horizontal gene pool in bacteria

 The horizontal gene pool in bacteria is composed of 
an array of accessory mobile genetic elements that 
profoundly influence:

1. Genome plasticity,

2. Organization, and

3. Evolution. 

 Genome plasticity results from DNA acquisition by 
horizontal gene transfer.

407Hayes,2004



Genome sequencing
Genomic plasticity 
Horizontal gene pool in bacteria

 The genomes of closely related prokaryotes often have different 
organizations.

 These differences arise from rearrangements (such as 
inversions) between repeated elements, IS elements, and 
transposons and from the horizontal transfer of nucleotide 
sequences between cells.

 The latter phenomenon is mediated most commonly by 
conjugative plasmids, which are nonessential, autonomous 
accessory genetic elements that can acquire genes (such as 
antibiotic resistance genes) and then move them from a donor 
organism to a recipient. 

 The dynamic character of genomic organization in prokaryotes 
is often designated as genomic plasticity.

408www.answer.com



Genome sequencing
Accessory genes
Mobile genetic elements

 Mobile genetic elements (part of accessory genes) are:

1. Plasmids,

2. Transposons,

3. Insertion sequences,

4. Integrons, 

5. Prophages, 

6. Genomic islands, and 

7. Pathogenicity islands.

 These are part of the accessory genes, which can have a significant 
influence on the phenotype and biology of the organism.

 These mobile elements facilitate interspecies and intraspecies genetic 
exchange. 

 They play an important role in the pathogenicity of bacteria, and are a 
major contributor to species diversity. 

Chan et al.,2006 409



Genome sequencing
Accessory genes

410Frost et al.,2005



Accessory genes 
Mobile genetic elements involved in HGT in bacteria

HGT, horizontal gene transfer

411de la Cruz and Davies,2000

Mobile element General features Examples Phenotype of specific element

Gene cassette Mobility of ‘simple genes’ 
Immediate constitutive expression 
Extremely broad host range

IntI1
IntI4

Antibiotic resistance (simple)
Gene ‘maturation’ in Vibrio

Transposon Mobility of genes and operons 
Very broad host range
Loci screening for best performance

Tn21
Tn4651

Antibiotic resistance (complex)
Toluene degradation

Plasmid Mobility of operons and regulons
Immediate regulated expression
Very broad host rang

pNRG234a
pNL1
pCD

Nodulation plasmid of Rhizobium
Degradation of aromatic compounds
Virulence determinants of Yersinia

Bacteriophage Mobility of regulons
‘Maturation’ in chromosomes (via lysogeny)
Narrow host range 

CTXɸ Virulence phage of Vibrio cholerae

In cell biology and genetics, a regulon is a collection of genes or 
operons under regulation by the same regulatory protein.

intI1/intI4 integrase genes 



Ice nucleation organisms
Ice genes
Might be accessory genes due to horizontal gene transfer

412

 A phylogenetic analysis of 16S ribosomal RNA gene 
sequences from a total of 14 ina+ and ina- bacterial strains 
indicated that the ina+ bacteria are not monophyletic but 
instead phylogenetically interspersed among ina- bacteria. 

 The relationships of ina+ bacteria inferred from ina 
sequence did not coincide with those inferred from the 
16S data. 

 These results suggest the possibility of horizontal transfer 
in the evolution of bacterial ina genes.

 Recent evidence supports a role for the horizontal transfer 
of ice-binding protein genes from bacteria to sea-ice 
diatoms.

Edward et al.,1994; Raymond and Kim, 2012



Integron and prophage
Capture and spread of genes by site-specific recombination

 Integrons(vectors for antibiotic resistance):

 Integrons are mobile DNA elements with the ability to 
capture genes (gene cassettes), notably those 
encoding antibiotic resistance, by site-specific 
recombination. 

1. Integrons may be found as part of mobile genetic 
elements such as plasmids and transposons.

2. Integrons can also be found in chromosomes. 

 Integrons are important agents of horizontal gene 
transfer. 

413Waites,2000; Wikipedia,2015



Integrons
An acquisition tool for capturing antibiotic 
resistance genes by pathogenic bacteria

 Cartoon of gene cassette capture by a 

bacterial integrons (mobile DNA elements).

414Bennett,2008



 Integrons have:

1. an intergase gene (int);

2. a recombination site (attI); 

3. a promoter, Pc.

 The attC site (pink) in the 
cassette is recognized by 
intergase gene (IntI). 

 The promoter, Pc, in the 
integron is needed to 
transcribe the gene.

 Cassettes usually don't have 
their own promoter. 

415CSIRO pedia

Integrons 



Plant pathogens
Types of plant pathogens

Biotrophic & Necrogenic Parasites

416



Definitions

 Biotrophs:

 Obtains nutrients from living cells.

 Exhibit a total lack of specialization.

 Biotrophs are typically obligate parasites.

 Biotrophs tend to cause disease on only one or a few related 
plant species. 

 Necrotrophs:

 Lifestyle where the pathogen kills the host tissue to obtain 
nutrients from the dead cells.

 Necrotrophs use typically toxins and tissue-destroying enzymes 
as pathogenicity factors. 

 Most necrotrophic fungi or bacteria that kill colonized plant 
tissues.

417



Necrotrophs
Virulence gene diversity

 Necrotrophs are able to attack many kinds, 
sometimes hundreds of host plants. 

 This is because either:

1. They have many diverse genes for virulence, or

2. Their genes of virulence somehow have much less 
plant specificity than those of the commonly more 
specialized pathogens. 

418



Biotrophs
Disease physiology

 Necrotrophs have little effect on plant physiology, 
since they kill host cells before colonizing them.

 Biotrophic pathogens modify various aspects of host 
physiology, such as:

 Respiration, photosynthesis, translocation, 
transpiration and growth and development. 

 Examples:
1. The respiration rate of plants invariably increases 

following infection by fungi, bacteria or viruses.
2. The higher rate of glucose catabolism causes a 

measurable increase in the temperature of infected 
leaves.

419



New features of bacteria

 Based on recent 
findings bacteria are not 
the simple cells but 
have:

1. A cytoskeleton

2. Mitotic activity

3. Elaborate control 
systems

4. Cross-talk.

420Singleton,2004;..



New features of bacteria
Cross-talk

 Many of the same signal molecules are perceived by 
both plants and microbes.

 This is not surprising since angiosperms arose about 
3 billion years after bacteria, and evolved in the 
constant presence of microbial signaling. 

 Similar signal molecules are produced by a wide 
range of bacteria and all bacterial plant pathogens 
are likely to be exposed to plant signal molecules.

421Allen et al.,2009



Bacterial new features
Sensing/thinking and mimicking

 This is perhaps misinterpretation to believe that 
bacteria are headless, heartless, brainless, with a 
primitive cell for an entire body, one DNA molecule 
for a chromosome and a life span measured in 
minutes.

 Sufficient data are now available which show:

1. Bacteria sense (Quorum sensing);

2. Bacteria think (Microminds: the Minds of Microbes); 

3. Bacterial creativity.

422Pietsch; Holloway,2006



Bacterial sensing
Sensing/mimicking mechanisms

1. Quorum Sensing
2. Sensing/mimicking plant components
3. Sensing the iron-deficient intercellular space.
 Erwinia senses both:
1. plant components from wounded plant cells, and
2. the iron-deficient environment of the plant apoplast, 

that is the intercellular spaces or xylem vessels, 
causing parenchymatous and vascular or 
parenchymatous-vascular diseases, respectively.

 But symptom development is only observed after 
bacterial population reaches a certain size (QS).

Bot452,2001; Buonaurio,2008 423



Bacterial sensing
Evidence for sensing plant components and 
increasing the amount of degradation enzymes

 Expression of pectin degrading enzymes in 
response to plant components.

 Extracellular levels of PelA and PelE increase 
if celery extracts (mimicking a wounded 
plant) are added to Pectobacterium cultures.

 Three mutants were isolated that abolish 
celery inducibility of PelA and E.

424



Bacterial sensing
Mimic/inactivate/hijack/abusing plant MAPKinase

425

 Plants use MAPK cascade for their adaptation and 
survival and defense.

 MAPK cascade-mediated signaling is an essential step in 
the establishment of resistance to pathogens.

 Pathogens on the other hand, have evolved strategies 
to overcome defense responses. 

 This can be achieved through:

1. Inactivation, or even

2. Hijack MAPK-mediated defense responses by targeting 
the MAPK cascade components (Pitzschke et al.,2009).



Bacterial sensing
Molecular mimicry of plant pathogens
Mimic/inactivate/hijack/abusing plant MAPKinase

 MPK3/MPK6 in host plants are necessary to induce 
defence responses.

 Plant nuclear VIP1 protein counteracts with Agrobacterium
invasion and induce the expression of defence genes.

 The activation of MPK3 in response to flg22 (PAMP) or 
Agrobacterium results in the phosphorylation and 
subsequent nuclear translocation of the host protein VIP1 
(virE2 interacting protein 1).

 Agrobacterium has hijacked VIP1 for delivering their T-
DNA into the plant nucleus, where it integrates into the 
host genome.

426Pitzschke et al.,2009



Bacterial sensing
Inactivation of plant MAPKinase by A. tumefaceins
Agrobacterium has hijacked host protein VIP1 through 
proteolysis and delivers its T-DNA into the plant nucleus

427
Pitzschke et al.,2009

EF-Tu (elongation factor thermo unstable) is one of the prokaryotic elongation factors.



Bacterial sensing
Molecular mimicry of plant proteins by bacterial pathogens

Mimic/inactivate/hijack/abusing plant MAPKinase

 Simultaneously entering of VIP1 and T-DNA of 
Agrobacterium (Friend & Foe) into the nucleus. 

 The plant protein VIP1 occurs initially in the 
cytoplasm of cells and in order to fulfill its role as a 
regulator/defender- it then needs to migrate into the 
nucleus. 

 During this process the bacterial T-DNA adheres to 
VIP1, thereby enabling it to infiltrate the nucleus 
unnoticed.

428Djamei et al.,2007; Magori and Citovsky,2011



Bacterial sensing
Molecular mimicry of plant pathogens 
Mimic/inactivate/hijack/abusing plant MAPKinase

 Agrobacterium injects its T-DNA into the nucleus via 
translocating its F-box effector(VirF) into plant and 
hijacks the host SCF complex (plant F-box protein) to 
facilitate bacterial infection.

 Prof. Hirt compares this strategy, which inevitably 
means that the plants own defences cause its 
downfall, to the famous Trojan Horse.

429Djamei et al.,2007; Magori and Citovsky,2011; Hughes and Sperandio,2009



Bacterial sensing
Molecular mimicry of plant pathogens 
Mimic/inactivate/hijack/abusing plant MAPKinase

 The plant protein VIP1 
regulates the defence 
against pathogen 
attacks.

 In order to do so it 
needs to migrate into 
the nucleus.

 The Agrobacterium uses 
this process to inject its 
T-DNA into the nucleus.

430

Original publication: Trojan horse strategy in Agrobacterium transformation-Abusing 
MAPK-targeted VIP1 defence signalling. Armin Djamei, Andrea Pitzschke, Hirofumi 

Nakagami, Iva Rajh, Heribert Hirt, Science 318, 453 (2007).

During this process the bacterial T-DNA adheres 
to VIP1, thereby enabling it to infiltrate the 

nucleus unnoticed.



Bacterial sensing
Molecular mimicry of plant pathogens
Mimic/inactivate/hijack/abusing plant MAPKinase

 Agrobacterium hijacks plant nuclear VIP1 through 
proteolysis of this specific host protein into peptides 
by a multicatalytic protease complex called the 20S 
proteasome.

 Proteolysis of specific host protein (VIP1) occurs in 
early stages of the transformation process by the 
Agrobacterium virulence factor VirF, which encodes 
an F-box protein.

431

Proteasomes are very large protein complexes inside all eukaryotes and archeae
and in some bacteria. In eukaryotes, they are located in the nucleus and the 
cytoplasm. The main function of the proteasome is to degrade unneeded or 

damaged proteins by proteolysis, a chemical reaction that breaks 
peptide bonds. Enzymes that carry out such reactions are called proteases. The 

most common form of the proteasome is known as the 26S proteasome.



Plant F-box proteins
Molecular mimicry of plant proteins by bacterial pathogens

 Diverse pathogens have evolved virulence factors that 
mimic host cell functions.

 This molecular mimicry, presumably acquired through 
either divergent or convergent evolution. 

 A fascinating example of the molecular mimicry is 
pathogen-encoded F-box proteins (e.g. bacterial F-box 
proteins). 

432

Divergent evolution: When a species diverges over time into two different 
species, resulting in a species becoming less like the original one.

Convergent evolution(parallel evolution): The process by which unrelated 
or distantly related organisms evolve similar body forms, coloration, organs, 

and adaptations often results from the evolution of similar or identical 
mutations in independent lineages.  



Plant F-box proteins
Molecular mimicry of plant proteins by bacterial pathogens

Mimic/inactivate/hijack/abusing plant MAPKinase

 Viruses and pathogenic bacteria use pathogen-
encoded F-box proteins (e.g. bacterial F-box 
proteins) to mimic/inactivate/hijack plant F-box 
proteins which are associated with cellular functions 
(ubiquitination) such as:

1. Signal transduction,

2. Regulation of the cell cycle, and

3. Sensitive to interference by invading bacteria.

433



Plant F-box proteins
1. Plant F-box proteins
F-box proteins encoded by plants

 The F-box domain is a protein structural motif of 
about 50 amino acids that mediates protein-protein 
interactions. 

 Numbers of F-box proteins in plants:

 It strikingly, nearly 700 F-box proteins have been 
predicted in Arabidopsis.

 Plant use these vast F-box proteins to control the 
stability of hundreds of substrates involved in cellular 
functions such as signal transduction and regulation 
of the life cycle. 

434



F-box proteins
2. Bacterial F-box proteins
F-box proteins encoded by plant pathogens

 A recent bioinformatic analysis has identified more than 70 
F-box proteins (plant pathogen-encoded F-box effectors) in 
22 different bacterial species. 

 Functions of F-box proteins in bacteria:

1. Use of pathogen-encoded F-box effectors in the host cell 
may be a wide spread infection strategy.

2. F-box proteins play a key role in virulence. 

 Examples of F-box proteins in bacteria:

1. VirF is the first F box protein identified in bacteria(A. 
tumefaciens).

2. GALA proteins are another example of F box proteins were 
found in Ralstonia solanacearum. 
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F-box proteins
F-box proteins encoded by plant pathogens

 Ralstonia solanacearum encodes several F-box 
proteins, some of which are translocated into the 
plant cell through the type III secretion system.

 The R. solanacearum F box proteins have been 
designated “GALA” proteins(GALA 1-7).

 It has been suggested the acquisition of many 
bacterial F-box proteins from primitive eukaryotic 
host.

436



F-box proteins
F-box proteins encoded by plant pathogens

437
Price and Kwaik,2009



F-box proteins
F-box proteins encoded by plant pathogens 

438Magori and Citovsky,2011



Bacterial sensing
Mimic/inactivate/hijack/abusing plant MAPKinase

Hijacking autoinducers or AHLs

 Prokaryotes and eukaryotes communicate with each other 
through various hormone and hormone-like chemical 
compounds. Hormone-like compounds referred to as 
autoinducers or AHLs.

 These signals, however, can be ‘hijacked’ by bacterial 
pathogens to activate their virulence genes.

 These bacterial signals can modulate eukaryotic cell-signal 
transduction and that host hormones can cross-signal with 
QS signals to modulate bacterial gene expression. 

 However, plants and algae have evolved multiple 
mechanisms(e.g. alfalfa plant secretes more AHL mimics 
after bacterial AHL treatment) to interpret these QS signals 
and initiate defensive responses. 

439
Hughes and Sperandio,2009



Bacterial sensing
Evidence for sensing low levels of iron

 There is also abundant evidence that many bacteria 
can sense the low levels of iron in the plant intercellular 
space and that the ability to acquire iron during the 
infection process is required for pathogenicity.

 Siderophores in ex. Erwinia species:
1. Desferrioxamine by Erwinia amylovora;
2. Chrysobactin by P. carotovorum.
 Under iron limiting conditions, P. carotovorum produces 

siderophore chrysobactin and three outer membrane 
transport proteins (for uptake of Chrysobactin-Fe 
complex)

 Therefore, the mutants defective for chrysobactin or 
transporter show reduced virulence.
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Bacterial thinking

441

 When bacteria are not in a gradient, they 
tumble randomly.

 But when they sense graded amounts of 
attractant, they immediately check the 
tumbling and swim smoothly on a straight 
course.

 Thus, bacteria had to make a decision to
swim toward or away from substances 
(Chemotaxis).



Bacterial thinking

 The most famous example of this process is antibiotic 
resistance.

 One reason that resistant bacteria can spread so 
quickly in a hospital is that inheritance is not the only 
way these microbes can get hold of the genes that can 
fight off a drug.

 Horizontal gene transfer, as it's known, may involve:
1. a single gene, or
2. an entire network of genes.
 And when two networks arrive in an alien genome, 

they can combine together into a bigger network that 
can do something entirely new.

 Horizontal gene transfer gives bacteria an extra 
dimension of creativity.

442



Horizontal gene transfer

 New biotypes of bacteria seem to arise by means of at 
least three sexual-like processes.

 It is probable that similar processes occur in 
mollicutes:

1. Conjugation
2. Transformation
3. Transduction
 Gram-negative bacteria can transmit genetic material 

readily across species;
 Agrobacterium transmits genes across kingdom 

barriers to plants.
 Such events are called horizontal gene transfers.
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Bacterial creativity
Gene swap, slurp and slice

 Bacteria can swap (exchanage) genes.
1. The genes may be carried by viruses that 

jump from one bacterial host to another.
2. In other cases, bacteria slurp up (extract) 

DNA from dead microbes and insert it into 
their own genomes.

3. In still other cases, genes can spontaneously 
slice themselves out of one genome and get 
inserted in the DNA of a distantly related 
species.

444



Bacterial creativity
The TALE family found in genus Xanthomonas

445Bogdanove et al.,2010; Horvath,2011

 Transcription activator like effectors (TALEs) are 
injected via the type III secretion pathway of many 
plant pathogenic Xanthomonas spp. into plant cells 
where they contribute to disease or trigger resistance 
by binding to DNA and turning on TALE-specific host 
genes.

 This new paradigm for protein-DNA interaction has 
been discovered in bacterial pathogens of plants.

For more information see the pathogenicity section of 
xanthomonads.



Bacterial creativity
The TALE family found in genus Xanthomonas

446Bogdanove et al.,2010; Horvath,2011

 Xanthomonas uses TAL effectors to 
manipulate gene function in plants in ways 
that benefit the pathogen.

 Interaction with plants has selected TALEs 
that activate host genes that facilitate 
bacterial colonization and spread.



Bacterial creativity
The TALE family found in genus Xanthomonas

447Bogdanove et al.,2010; Horvath,2011

 Xanthomonads utilize proteins that function as 
eukaryotic transcription activators to effect the host 
environment.

 Transcription activator like (TAL) effectors use a novel 
protein motif with an extremely simple DNA recognition 
code.

 The understanding of this code enables a number of 
highly useful tools, including:

1. targeted gene activation or repression,

2. engineering of genomes to add, remove, or

3. alter genes, and site-specific gene insertion.



Bacterial creativity
Gene silencing/slice
P. aeruginosa

 Humans often worry about being infected by 
bacteria, but bacteria have to worry about infections 
of their own.

 As a result, bacteria long ago developed an adaptive 
immune system to protect themselves by silencing 
foreign genes introduced by viruses or other bacteria. 

 It was observed an enzyme that helps bacteria slice 
up foreign genetic material. 

448Doudna,2010



Bacterial pathogenesis on plants
Pathogen derived molecules-Part 1

The path of bacterial plant pathogenesis
Microbial Strategies for Attack

1. Bacterial infection
2. Main virulence factors:
 Toxins
 Extracellular polysaccharide
 Degradative enzymes
 Hormones
3. Quorum sensing
4. Secretion systems

449



Bacterial pathogenesis on plants
Important concepts in phytobacteriology

 Bacterial pathogens gain access to plants through 
wounds or natural openings. 

 They do not make their own openings into plants.

 Bacterial pathogens can manipulate plant cells by:

1. Injecting DNA or proteins into plant cells, or

2. With toxins.

 Plants can fight back by evolving ability to recognize
these effectors and launch resistance/defense 
mechanisms.

Lecture 23 bacti3-10



Bacterial pathogenesis on plants
Important concepts in phytobacteriology

 Some bacterial plant pathogens are insect-
transmitted.

 Bacterial pathogens can acquire new virulence genes 
via horizontal transfer.

 Bacterial pathogens do not rely on just one virulence 
gene.

 Pathogenesis is due to small and overlapping 
contributions from many genes.

 Bacteria act as a group.

Lecture 23 bacti3-10



Pathogenicity/virulence factors

 Pathogenicity is, the ability of a pathogen to cause 
disease (essential for disease), while, virulence is the 
degree or measure of pathogenicity of a given 
pathogen.

 Therefore, a bacterium could be pathogenic yet have 
varying degrees of virulence.

 Those which contribute to the virulence factors are:

1. Incidence, 

2. Rate or severity of wilt symptoms.

 Bacteria use virulence factors to suppress plant 
defence.

452Denny, 2006; Buonaurio,2008;Jakson,2009



Plant pathogens 
Biotrophs, necrotrophs and hemibiotrophs

 Plant pathogens are often divided into biotrophs and 
necrotrophs, (and, more recently, hemibiotrophs) 
according to their lifestyles.

1. Biotrophs derive nutrients and energy from living 
cells;

2. Necrotrophs derive their energy from dead or dying 
cells;

3. Hemibiotrophs An organism that is parasitic in living 
tissue for some time and then continues to live in 
dead tissue.

 Hemibiotrophs switch from a biotrophic to a 
necrotrophic lifestyle in the course of their 
development.

453
Häffner et al.,2015;..



Colonization
Biotrophs and necrotrophs

 Necrotrophic and 
biotrophic pathogens are 
resisted by different plant 
defenses.

 Necrotrophic pathogens 
are sensitive to jasmonic
acid (JA)-dependent 
resistance,

 Biotrophic pathogens are 
resisted by salicylic acid 
(SA)- and reactive oxygen 
species (ROS)-dependent 
resistance. 
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Many pathogens switch from biotrophy to 
necrotrophy during infection, little is known about 

the signals triggering this transition. PAMP-
triggered immunity (PTI) or basal resistance

Pétriacq et al.,2016



Relationship between senescence and 
resistance/susceptibility in necrotrophic 
and biotrophic host-pathogen interactions

 Biotrophic pathogens and 
hemibiotrophs in their 
biotrophic stage inhibit 
senescence to increase 
susceptibility. 

 The host can control pathogen 
growth and promote 
resistance by activating 
senescence-like processes.

 Necrotrophic pathogens and 
hemibiotrophs in their 
necrotrophic stage induce 
senescence to increase 
susceptibility. 

455
Häffner et al.,2015

Arrows stand for activation/induction, 
bars for inhibition.



Model necrogenic Gram-
Negative phytopathogens
Examples of necrotrophic/biotrophic bacteria

Erwinia spp. such as E. amylovora and E. chrysanthemi use type I secretion system
to secrete proteases, which have been shown to be required for leaf colonization

and act as pathogenicity or virulence factors.

Alfano and Collmer,1996



Virulence/Aggressiveness/phyto
pathogenic factors
Small molecules as virulence factors

 Biotrophic bacteria
 The most important pathogenicity factors to be considered are:
 Extracellular polysaccharides (EPS)
 Extracellular plant cell wall-degrading enzymes
 Toxins
 Hormones
 Other diverse factors such as:
 Autoinducers(hormone-like molecules)
 Siderophores
 Defense elicitors
 These bacteria also use different secretion systems (virulence 

factors) as well as intercellular signals involved in quorum 
sensing that activate the expression of numerous genes during 
infection. 
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Biotrophic pathogens produce very little extracellular enzymes in comparison to necrotrophs.

Abramovitch et al.,2006; Soto et al.,2006



Schematic representation of 
pathogen interactions with host cells

 Pathogens with a variety of 
nonspecific elicitors such as PAMPs 
(defense elicitors) and toxins, 
enzymes, glycoproteins, etc. 
stimulate the plant defense. 

 avr genes implicate the suppression 
of host defenses.

 Plant cells, react with numerous 
defenses, which may include cell 
wall structural defenses (waxes, 
cutin, suberin, lignin, phenolics 
callose, etc.) or biochemical wall, 
membrane, cytoplasm, and nucleus 
defense reactions.

 The latter may involve bursts of 
oxidative reactions, production of 
elicitors, HR, phytoalexins, PR 
proteins. 458Agrios,2005;..



Schematic representation of 
pathogen interactions with host cells

459
Agrios,2005



Fungal and Bacterial 
Biotrophy and Necrotrophy

460
Geeta and Mishra,2018 



Infection process

461

 The "infection process" can be divided into three 
phases:

1. Pre-entry: The motile pathogens, they must find 
the host and negotiate its surface before entering 
the host.

2. Entry: Pathogenic bacteria and nematodes often 
enter through stomatal pores when there is a film of 
moisture on the leaf surface.

3. Colonization: A successful infection requires the 
establishment of a parasitic relationship between the 
pathogen and the host, once the host has gained 
entry to the plant. 



Plant cell surfaces
Play a key role in plant-microorganism interactions

462

 The plant aerial surface, mostly occupied by leaves, 
is inhabited by diverse microorganisms, forming the 
phyllosphere.

Wikipeda,2021



Adhesion process
Adhesin proteins
Most fimbria of Gram-ve bacteria function as adhesins

 Bacteria typically 
employ proteins known 
as adhesins to attach to 
host tissues, which 
usually are located on 
ends of fimbriae.

 Alternatively, adhesins 
can consist of 
glycocalyx.

463

Adhesins are cell-surface components or appendages of bacteria 
that facilitate bacterial adhesion or adherence to other cells or to 

inanimate surfaces. Adhesins are a type of virulence factor. 



Adherence factor Description

Adhesin
A surface structure or macromolecule that mediate the binding of a bacterium to
the host cell. E.g. proteins, glycoproteins and EPSs (xanthan, amylovorin).

Receptor
A complementary macromolecular binding site on a (eucaryotic) surface that
binds specific adhesins or ligands.

Lectin Any protein that binds to a carbohydrate.

Ligand
A surface molecule that exhibits specific binding to a receptor molecule on
another surface.

Mucous
The mucopolysaccharide layer of glucosaminoglycans covering animal cell
mucosal surfaces.

Fimbriae
Filamentous proteins on the surface of bacterial cells that may behave as 
adhesins for specific adherence.

Common pili Same as fimbriae

Sex pilus
A specialized pilus that binds mating procaryotes together for the purpose of
DNA transfer.

Type 1 fimbriae
Fimbriae in Enterobacteriaceae which bind specifically to mannose
terminated glycoproteins on eucaryotic cell surfaces.

Type 4 pili Pili in certain Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria. In Pseudomonas,
thought to play a role in adherence and biofilm formation.

Adherence structures
Terms used to describe adherence factors in microbiology



Adherence factor  Description

Biofilm Exopolysaccharide or slime produced by bacteria that attaches imbedded
cells to a surface.

S-layer
Proteins that form the outermost cell envelope component of a broad
spectrum of bacteria, enabling them to adhere to host cell membranes
and environmental surfaces in order to colonize.

Glycocalyx
A layer of exopolysaccharide fibers on the surface of bacterial cells which
may be involved in adherence to a surface. Sometimes a general term for
a bacterial capsules.

Capsule
A detectable layer of polysaccharide (rarely polypeptide) on the surface of
a bacterial cell which may mediate specific or nonspecific attachment.

Lipopolysaccharide (LPS)
A distinct cell wall component of the outer membrane of Gram-negative 
bacteria with the potential structural diversity to mediate specific
adherence. Probably functions as an adhesin.

Teichoic acids and
lipoteichoic acids (LTA)

Cell wall components of Gram-positive bacteria that may be involved in 
nonspecific or specific adherence.

Adherence structures
Terms used to describe adherence factors in microbiology

Todar,2008



Putative attachment factors described 
for plant pathogenic bacteria

 EPS, exopolysaccharide; 

 CPS, capsular polysaccharide;

 LPS, lipopolysaccharide; 

 Hrp, hypersensitive response and 
pathogenicity; 

 HecA, homologous to FHA;

 FHA, filamentous hemagglutinin; 

 PA-IIL has high affinity for L-fucose;

 RSL has affinity for L-fucose; 

 RSL has affinity for L- fucose>L-
galactose>D-mannose/D-arabinose;

 RS-IIL has high affinity for fructose 
and mannose;

 rhicadhesin a bacterial Ca2+-binding 
protein(14,000 Da).  

466Sapers et al.,2006



Virulence factors and their 
associated functions
Adherence structures

 Bacteria produce numerous virulence 
factors that contribute to their ability 
to colonize and infect the host.

1. Pili, flagella, and surface proteins 
(e.g., adhesins) can facilitate initial 
interactions and adhesion to host 
cells.

2. Secretion systems are protein 
complexes that enable secretion of 
exotoxins and other virulence factors 
into the host, causing damage, and 
enabling the bacteria to more 
efficiently invade the host cell. 

3. The bacterial endotoxin, LPS, triggers 
an immune response in the host.

4. Bacterial capsules enable immune 
evasion and adhesion to host cells. 

467
Stoica and Cox,2021

Figure created using BioRender.com.

http://biorender.com/


Pre-entry 
Flagella motility and chemotaxis 

 Flagella and chemotaxis 
are required for involves in 
chemotaxis and 
penetration through open 
stomata.

 Parts (a) and (b) describe 
the motion of 
monotrichous, polar 
bacteria.

 Parts (c) and (d) illustrate 
the movements of 
peritrichous organisms.

Prescott,2006 468



Entry
Natural surface openings

 There are a number of natural surface openings through which 
bacterial pathogens have been observed to enter the plant:

 These include:

1. Hydathodes(water pores): Water-exuding pores at the edges of 
leaves (e.g., Xanthomonas campestris pv. campestris),

2. Stomata: Openings in the aerial part of plants that control gas 
exchange and water transpiration between the plant interior 
and the environment (e.g., Pseudomonas syringae),

3. Nectarthodes: Nectar-secreting pores at the point of 
emergence of the styles and stamens (e.g., Erwinia
amylovora), and

4. Lenticels: Respiration pores in stems and roots 
(Pectobacterium atrosepticum). 

Melotto et al.,2008;.. 469



Entry
Natural surface openings

470Brandon Pierce



Entry
Natural surface openings

471Matilla and Krell,2017

 Chemotaxis towards multiple plant-derived compounds 
facilitates the bacterial entry through natural openings or 
wounds. Once inside the plant, bacteria can proliferate at the 
infection site or disperse via de vascular system.



472

Infection process
Chemotaxies toward acetosyringone, a 
specific phenolic compound

Acetosyringone

Ti plasmid

Jim Deacon;..



Entry
Natural surface openings

473Čia renkasi meistrai



Lenticel
Lenticels are formed beneath the stomata, may be 
scattered on the stem and also occur on the roots

Colonization

474Sapers et al.,2006;Smriti,2022

Scanning electron microscopy image 
showing bacteria on in lenticel (B).



Entry 
Hydathodes
Structures containing water pores located at leaf margins that 
connect to the intracellular spaces and to the xylem vascular system

 Infection of Xanthomonas 
campestris pv. campestris, 
in a cabbage leaf, through 
the water pores or 
hydathodes.

 One hydathode infection 
indicated by red arrow at 
the leaf margin. 

 Symptoms are blackening 
of the small veins and 
yellowing due to action of 
a toxin produced by the 
bacteria.

Janse,2006;.. 475



Entry 
Stomata 
Penetration of bacteria through the stomatal pores

 Most previous studies 
involving inoculation of 
plant leaves with 
P. syringae have used 
the ‘infiltration’ method 
which bypasses stomata.

 The inoculation method 
used in the present 
study allowed Pss to 
enter through the 
stomata as it normally 
would.

476

SEM of stomata on grapefruit 
leaf with Xac bacteria entering 

stomatal chamber.

(Courtesy J. Cubero)

Whitelaw-Weckert et al.,2011



Entry 
Stomata
Flagella and effect of bacterial chemotaxis on 
host infection and pathogenicity

477

 Red circles denote putative chemoattractant nutrients 
produced by stomatal guard cells and by parenchyma 
cells during photosynthesis.

Kroupitski et al.,2020



Stomata entry
Stomata-based defense against bacterial 
invasion into host tissue

 Historically, surface openings/wounds have been 
considered as passive portals of entry for plant 
pathogenic bacteria.

 However, recent studies have shown that plants have 
evolved effective immune responses to protect 
wound sites to prevent pathogen invasion.

 e.g. stomata can play an active role in limiting 
bacterial invasion as part of the plant innate immune 
system.

Melotto et al.,2008; Misas-Villamil et al.,2013 478



Hydrothods entry
Water pores in leaves proven to be part of 
plant's defense system against pathogens

 We were able to establish that two 
protein complexes (for those 
interested: BAK1 and EDS1-PAD4-
ADR1) prevent the bacteria from 
multiplying in the water pores.

 The same immune responses also 
prevent these bacteria from 
advancing further into the plant 
interior.

 In addition, we discovered that 
when this first line of defense 
occurs, the water pores produce a 
signal that causes the plant to 
produce hormones that suppress 
further spread of the invading 
bacteria along the vascular system.

479University of Amestrdam,2023



 Still many pathogens are able to enter leaf tissues 
and cause disease by producing:

1. A polyketide toxin, coronatine which effectively 
cause stomates to reopen;

2. Also produce syringolin A (SylA), a small molecule 
proteasome inhibitor which diffuses from the 
primary infection site and suppresses acquired 
resistance in adjacent tissues by blocking signaling 
by the stress hormone salicylic acid (SA). e.g.

 Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae, P. s. pv.
atropurpurea, and P. s. pv. tomato.

Melotto et al.,2008; Misas-Villamil et al.,2013 480

Stomata entry
Stomatal closure is part of a plant immune 
response to restrict bacterial invasion
Coronatine reopen closed stomata



Stomata entry
Stomatal closure is part of a plant immune 
response to restrict bacterial invasion
Coronatine reopen closed stomata

 A diagram depicting stomata as entry 
sites for bacterial invasion.

a) Stomata, formed by pairs of guard cells 
(GC), in light-adapted Arabidopsis leaves 
are mostly fully open. 

b) Upon exposure to bacteria (Pathogen-
associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) 
such as flagella), guard cells perceive 
PAMPs and many stomata close within 1 
h.

c) In the case of the virulent plant pathogen 
Pst DC3000, 3 h after infection bacteria 
produce diffusible COR in the apoplast 
and/or on the plant surface to reopen 
closed stomata (e.g., middle stomata), 
thereby increasing the number of sites for 
bacterial invasion.

Melotto et al.,2008 481



Stomata entry
Coronatine facilitates pathogen entry into leaf 
mesophyll by causing stomates to open 
Wild type(coronatine+) and mutant (coronatine-)

482



Upon attack by bacterial pathogens
In resistant and susceptible host plant cells

 Plant defense pathways against 
pathogens are linked to 
interactions with beneficial 
rhizosphere microbes. 

 Plants use different defense 
responses to deal with different 
types of pathogens.

 For successful defense against 
biotrophic pathogens, plants 
typically activate:

1. the salicylic acid (SA) pathway,
and

2. produce reactive oxygen 
species. 

483Chen et al.,2014



Schematic representation of plant defense 
responses in plant-pathogen interactions
Modified from Benhamou et al.,1996

484Santén et al.,2009

(ion fluxes)



Schematic representation of 
pathogen interactions with host cells
Phytoalexin production/degradation 

 Phytoalexins are toxic antimicrobial substances 
produced in appreciable amounts in plants only after 
stimulation by various types of phytopathogenic 
microorganisms or by chemical and mechanical 
injury.

 Phytoalexins are produced by healthy cells adjacent 
to localized damaged and necrotic cells in response 
to materials diffusing from the damaged cells.

 Phytoalexins are not produced during compatible 
biotrophic infections.

485Agrios,2005



Schematic representation of 
pathogen interactions with host cells
Phytoalexin production/degradation 

 Fungal pathogens are generally able to rapidly 
degrade phytoalexins produced by the host plant 

whereas degradation of phytoalexins from non-host 
plants is very slow. 

 There is little evidence of phytoalexin degradation by 
bacteria.

486
Agrios,2005



Specific rhizobial and phytopathogenic 
factors required for association with plants

Enzymes and toxins as virulence factors 

 Rhizobia, and phytopathogenic bacteria have adopted 
similar strategies and genetic traits to colonize, invade 
and establish a chronic infection in the plant host 
(common infection weapons). 

 e.g. Deficiencies in QS lead to the reduction or loss of 
virulence in phytopathogenic bacteria, and to altered 
nodulation and nitrogen fixation efficiencies in rhizobia. 

487
Soto et al.,2006



Infection process and host-
pathogen interactions 
Xanthomonas spp., X. fastidiosa and Burkholderia spp. 

 The most common QS signals 
in G-ve bacteria are N-acyl
homoserine lactones (AHLs).

 But some other non-AHLs 
diffusible signal factor (DSF) 
have been identified in 
rhizobia and plant pathogens. 

 DSF originally identified from 
the plant bacterial pathogen 
Xanthomonas campestris pv. 
campestris.

 Later, BDSF was found from 
Burkholderia cenocepacia. 

488Chatterjee,2009; Deng et al.,2010; Wu et al.,2011

Three secretion systems: 
TISS,TIISS and TIIISS



Infection process and host-
pathogen interactions
Xanthomonas spp., X. fastidiosa and Burkholderia spp. 

 DSF-based quorum sensing is a new language in 
Gram-negative bacteria.

 Diffusible signal factor (DSF) is a fatty acid signal 
molecule involved in regulation of virulence in several 
Xanthomonas species as well as Xylella fastidiosa.

 It also regulates virulence and biofilm dispersal in:

1. Burkholderia spp., and 

2. Pseudomonas aeruginosa.

 BDSF was found from Burkholderia cenocepacia. 

489Chatterjee,2009; Deng et al.,2010; Wu et al.,2011



Siderophores
Required for full virulence of some 
phytopathogenic bacteria 

 Many bacteria produce siderophores (low-molecular 
mass extracellular iron scavenging compounds) to 
help them acquire essential iron, which is often in 
forms that are biologically unavailable to aerobes.

 Some phytopathogenic bacteria need their iron 
acquisition system for full virulence, whereas others 
do not.

 The production of siderophores by microorganisms is 
beneficial to plants, because it can inhibit the growth 
of plant pathogens.

Denny,2006; Sharma & Johri,2003 490



Siderophores
Required for full virulence of some 
phytopathogenic bacteria 

491Saha et al.,2016; Prabhakar,2020



Siderophores
Required for full virulence of some 
phytopathogenic bacteria 

492Saha et al.,2016

 Under iron-limited 
conditions, bacterial cell 
releases siderophore. 

 This siderophore forms 
complex with the insoluble 
ferric iron and binds to the 
surface of the bacterial cell.

 The Fe3+-siderophore 
complex gets transported 
inside the cell and the 
insoluble ferric iron (Fe3+) is 
converted into the soluble 
ferrous form (Fe2+). 

The siderophore either gets degraded 
inside the cell or is released in free form 

outside the cell. Bacterial cell utilizes 
this ferrous form of iron for their growth 

and thereby increases in number.



Major (pathogenicity/virulence)Factors
Small molecules as virulence factors used by 
bacteria to promote disease

These include:
EPS

Enzymes
Toxins

Hormones
and

Translocated effector proteins 
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 In the process of host–pathogen interactions, 
bacterial pathogens always employ some special 
genes, e.g., virulence factors (VFs) to interact with 
host and cause damage or diseases to host.

 A number of VFs have been identified in bacterial 
pathogens that confer upon bacterial pathogens the 
ability to cause various types of damage or diseases.

494Niu et al.,2013

Host-pathogen interactions 
Major virulence factors



 Virulence genes (encoding virulence factors) are 
good indicators for bacterial pathogenic potentials.

 Some specific pathogenicity factors enable these 
bacteria to spread disease in the plants. 

 Five major types of factors are well known in this 
regard. 

 These factors are:
1. Exopolysaccharides, 
2. Cell wall-degrading enzymes,
3. Phytohormones, 
4. Phytotoxins,
5. Effector proteins. 

495

Host-pathogen interactions 
Major virulence factors



Major virulence factors
In different bacteria

 Agrobacterium species cause the tumor formation 
through alteration in auxin levels.

 Ralstonia solanaceraum generate exopolysaccharides, 
which may cause blockage in xylem vessels, and 
often even plant death.

 Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato (Pst) DC3000 use 
the virulence factor coronatine to suppress stomate-
based defense.

 Pectobacterium atrosepticum produces several 
degradative enzymes including a protease to cause 
potato soft rot. 

496



Major disease factors
Pathogenicity/virulence factors

497



498

Host-pathogen interactions 
Major virulence factors



A. In the first stage of invasion, bacteria 
(depicted as yellow circles) enter 
roots through wounds, emerging lateral 
roots, and root tips. 

B. In the second stage of invasion, 
bacteria massively multiply in the 
intercellular spaces between cortex cells 
(blue arrows), and cause plasmolysis 
of epidermal cells.

C. In the last stage of invasion, bacteria 
(depicted as yellow circles) move 
throughout the plant through xylem 
vessels, causing clogging of the 
vascular system and the typical wilting 
symptoms.

 Bacterial movement is depicted as black 
arrows.

499
Xue et al.,2020

Host-pathogen interactions 
Plant invasion by the pathogenic 
bacterium Ralstonia solanacearum

Intercellular spaces (blue arrows) between cortex cells. 



 Some pathogens are more virulent than others. 

 This is due to the unique virulence factors produced 
by individual pathogens, which determine the extent 
and severity of disease they may cause.

 A pathogen’s virulence factors are encoded by genes 
that can be identified using molecular Koch’s 
postulates. 

 When genes encoding virulence factors are 
inactivated, virulence in the pathogen is diminished. 

500
OpenStax Microbiology

Host-pathogen interactions 
Severity of disease
Pathogen’s virulence factors
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Host-pathogen interactions 
Severity of disease
Pathogen’s virulence factors

Weigele et al.,2017:…

 Furthermore, pathogenic bacteria produce some 
morepathogenicity and virulence factors such as:

1. ice nuclei proteins, 
2. secondary metabolites(e.g. siderophore), 
3. quorum sensing system,
4. biofilm formation, and
5. cellular transduction signaling.



Major disease factors
Pathogenicity/virulence factors
The process of plant infection

1. Surface survival and biofilm 
formation.

2. Flagella/pili-driven migration 
across plant surfaces to 
apoplastic entry sites.

3. Release of phytotoxins to 
bypass stomatal closure. 

4. Ice nucleation to damage plant 
surfaces.

5. Extracellular enzyme secretion 
to degrade cell walls and 
damage plant tissue. 

6. Phytotoxin secretion to modify 
plant physiology, metabolism 
and immune responses.

502
Pfeilmier et al.,2016

The apoplast is the portion of the plant 
cell outside the cell membrane. This 

region includes the cell walls and 
intercellular space of the plant.
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Host-pathogen interactions 
Type III secretion system

 The type III secretion system, for example, is 
thought to translocate between 20 and 50 effector 
molecules per second into plant cells. Effector 

proteins are up to 200 kDa in size.

The atomic weight of hydrogen atom is about one 
dalton. Alanine is 89 Da.



 Phytopathogenic bacteria 
inject TTSS effector 
proteins into plant cells, 
resulting in:

a. bacterial multiplication 
and disease symptoms in 
susceptible plants, and 

b. the activation of local 
and systemic disease 
resistance in resistant 
plants.

504
Mudgett,2005

Host-pathogen interactions 
Type III secretion system



Major virulence factors
1. Extra-cellular polysaccharides (EPS)

 EPS excreted by some prokaryotic (bacteria, archaea) and 
eukaryotic (algae, fungi) microorganisms.

 EPS molecules are also produced by many of the plant 
pathogenic bacteria. 

 EPS are rich in high molecular weight polysaccharides (10 to 
30 kDa) and have heteropolymeric composition.

 EPS role has been well documented in bacteria such as:

1. Ralstonia solanacearum,

2. Pantoea stewartii subsp. stewartii

3. Xanthomonads,

4. Pseudomonas spp., and 

5. Erwinia amylovora.

505

Schematic representation of bacterial surface 
polysaccharides. EPS: exopolysaccharides; KPS: 

exopolysaccharides attached to the bacterial 
surface; LPS: lipopolysaccharides; IM: cell internal 

membrane; OM: cell outer.



Major virulence factors
Names of bacterial exopolysaccharides (EPSs)

 Stewartan, the EPS produced by Pantoea stewartii,

 The EPS from Dickeya chrysanthemi,

 Xanthan from Xanthomonas campestris,

 The fastidian gum(EPS) from Xylella fastidiosa, 

 The alginate from Pseudomonas aeruginosa,

 The succinoglycan (EPS I) from Rhizobium meliloti, and

 The colanic acid from Escherichia coli have specific repeating 
units and sugar linkages. 

 A comparison of the repeating units shows a certain level of 
diversity. 

 Amylovoran and stewartan are highly similar.

506Vanneste,2000;..



Extra-cellular polysaccharides (EPS)
Function in soil bacteria

 Soil bacteria such N2-fixing bacteria that produce 
EPSs may influence the stability of soil aggregates, 
which in turn determines the mechanical and physical 
properties of soil (Burdman et al.,1999). 

 This has a marked impact on a range of processes 
influencing crop yield.

 EPSs produced by leguminous nodulating nitrogen-
fixing bacteria have also been reported to play an 
important role in plant-bacteria association and root 
cells colonization.

507Serrato et al.,2006



EPSs
General functions

 The involvement of the EPS in the pathogenicity and 
epiphytic survival of P. syringae pv. syringae was 
ascertained.

 Also surface polysaccharides (SPSs) acts as:

1. Virulence factors by increasing the microbial ability of 
colonizing host tissues;

2. Blocks the xylem causing disease symptoms such as water-
soaking or wilting.

3. Avoid or delay the activation of plant defences;
4. Act as shields protecting the bacterium against toxic 

compounds/enviromental stresses. 
5. Acting as signal in the plant-pathogen cross-talk (cross-talk 

between different signalling pathways).

508



EPSs
Activation of plant defence responses
Increase in PAL (phenylalanine ammonia-lyase) activity

 EPSs from P. syringae pv. 
ciccaronei and P. 
savastanoi pv. nerii
induced chlorotic 
symptoms starting from a 
concentration of 0.01 mg 
ml–1. 

 No effect was induced by 
the EPS purified from P. 
caryophylli.

509

de Pinto et al.,2003



Activation of plant defence responses
Assessment of the activity of 
phenylalanine ammonia lyase

510Gholizadeh and Kohnehrouz,2010

 Phenylalanine ammonia lyase activity analysis:

 Leaf samples (200 mg) were homogenized in 2 ml of 25 mM 
borat buffer, pH 8.8 containing 2 μl β-mercaptoethanol and a 
pinch of polyvinyl polypyrrolidone (PVP). 

 The homogenate was filtered through the cheese cloth, 
centrifuged at 12,000 × g for 10 min and the supernatant was 

used for enzyme activity assay according to Sadisivam and 
Manickam (1992). 

 One unit of the enzyme was defined as increase in absorbance 
of one unit per min. 

 The activity of the enzyme was expressed as units per mg of 
soluble protein. 



Activation of plant defence responses
Assessment of the activity of 
phenylalanine ammonia lyase

 Activation of propanoids biosynthetic pathway was assessed in terms of 
PAL activity analysis in both maize inbreds (A-180 and A-619) as 
described in materials and methods section. Experiment was carried 
out at three different plant conditions including 24 h before stress 
treatment (plant condition 1), 24 h after stress treatment (plant 
condition 2) and 24 h after recovery (plant condition 3). Data were 
presented as the means of duplicates analyzed at P≤ 0.05. 

511
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EPSs
Activation of plant defence responses
The EPSs affecting phenylalanine ammonia-lyase also
induce an increase in hydrogen peroxide production

 Bacterial pathogens are a potential sources for H2O2

accumulation in the plant-bacterial interactions.

 Plants, in response to invasion by microorganism (their 
metabolites such as EPS), employ diverse defense 
mechanisms to contest pathogen, and production of active 
oxygen species (AOS) such as O2, OH+ and H2O2. 

 Oxidative burst is often the first response detected, 
occurring within 5 min.

1. H2O2 may be directly toxic to pathogens.

2. H2O2 also induces benzoic acid 2 hydrolase(BA) enzyme 
activity, which is required for biosynthesis of signal 
molecule salicylic acid (SA).

512



EPSs
Activation of plant defence responses
The EPSs affecting phenylalanine ammonia-lyase also
induce an increase in hydrogen peroxide production

 Both salicylic acid (SA) 
and BA (benzoic acid 2 
hydrolase) are derived 
from the 
phenylpropanoid 
pathway and have many 
roles in plant defence 
responses.

513

Salicylic acid is derived from the 
metabolism of salicin. The salts and 

esters of salicylic acid are known 
as salicylates. e.g. ester methyl 

salicylate or sod. salicylate.
Salicylic acid is used as an ingredient in 
synthetic salicylates and a variety of 

other products.



EPSs
Activation of plant defence responses
The EPSs affecting phenylalanine ammonia-lyase also
induce an increase in hydrogen peroxide production

 The increase in H2O2 production induced by the 
presence of EPS was tested by both measuring:

1. The H2O2 released in the culture medium, and

2. Visualizing the cellular H2O2 production on probe 
labeled with fluorescent dye dihydrorodamine 123.

 All the active EPSs(P. syringae pv. ciccaronei and P. 
savastanoi pv. nerii ) but not the P. caryophylli EPS 
induced a slight increase in H2O2 release in the external 

medium/and in TBY-2 cells (cultured cells of Nicotiana
tabacum) treated with fluorescent probe 
dihydrorodamine 123.

514de Pinto et al.,2003



EPSs
Activation of plant defence responses
The EPSs  induce an increase in hydrogen peroxide production in 
culture medium by TBY-2 cells (cultured cells of Nicotiana tabacum) 

 1. In the culture medium:

 The increase in H2O2

production induced by the 
presence of EPS was tested 
by both measuring the H2O2

released in the culture 
medium. 

 All the active EPSs, but not 
the P. caryophylli EPS, 
induced a slight increase in 
H2O2 release in the external 
medium.

515de Pinto et al.,2003



EPSs
Activation of plant defence responses
Visualising the cellular H2O2 production(within TBY-2 cells) 
with the fluorescent probe dihydrorodamine 123

 2. With the fluorescent 

probe:

 The presence of H2O2 within 
cells was detected by 
treatment with fluorescent 
dye dihydrorhodamine 123,
a probe giving a green 
fluorescence when reacts 
with H2O2.

A. Control cells

B. Cells treated with P. 
syringae pv. ciccaronei EPS. 

516de Pinto et al.,2003

H2O2



EPSs
Other functions 
Bacteriophage treatments: Enzymes as a tool to 
understand EPS role in pathogenicity

517

 An attractive way to understand the role of EPS in more 
depth and eventually increase disease resistance by 
reduced EPS production in plant pathogenic bacteria could 
be through the use of polysaccharide depolymerase
enzymes. 

 Hartung et al.,1986 described the isolation of a 
polysaccharide depolymerase gene from a bacteriophage
of E. amylovora.

 The purified recombinant enzyme degraded amylovoran, 
the acidic component of the EPS:

1. Abolished the virulence of E. amylovora in bioassays, and 
2. Inhibited bacterial cell growth. 



Major virulence factors
Basic structures of EPS molecules
Isolation of EPS

518

 For isolation of EPS, bacteria were cultured for 2 to 3 
days at 20 or 28°C on 5 to 10 culture dishes (100 by 15 

mm) containing PAF or PAF (Difco Pseudomonas agar 
F medium) with 5% (wt/vol) glycerol.

 Increased glycerol content in the medium and/or a low 
incubation temperature was required to obtain 
adequate yields of EPS for characterization for some 
strains.

 It is well established that an increased carbon-to-
nitrogen ratio and incubation temperatures lower than 
those optimal for bacterial growth often favor increased 
production of EPS.

Fett et al.,2004



Major virulence factors
Basic structures of EPS molecules
Extraction of EPS

519Xiangliang,2010

 Various physical and chemical methods have been 
reported to extract EPS associated with cells from 
different sources:

1. Common physical methods include centrifugation, 
ultrasonication and heating.

2. Chemical methods include extraction of EPS with 
chemical agents such as Ethylenediamine tetraacetic
acid (EDTA), formaldehyde, NaOH and NaOH-
formamide.



Major virulence factors
Basic structures of EPS molecules
Extraction of EPS

520Xiangliang,2010

 Physical extraction:

 Extraction with high-speed centrifugation: The cell 
suspension was centrifuged at 20 000 r/min, 4°C for 

20 min. The supernatants were filtered through a 0.22 
µm membrane. The filtrate was used as the EPS 
sample.

 Extraction with ultrasonication: The cell suspension 
was firstly subject to ultrasonication at 40W in an ice 
bath for 2 min. The sonicated cell suspension was then 
centrifuged at 20 000 r/min, 4°C for 20 min. 



Major virulence factors
Basic structures of EPS molecules
Extraction of EPS

521Xiangliang,2010

 Chemical extraction:

 Extraction with EDTA: The cell suspension was 
extracted with 2% EDTA for 3 h at 4°C.

 Extraction with formaldehyde: The cell suspension 
was extracted with formaldehyde (36.5%) for 1 h at 
4°C.

 All the samples treated with chemical agents were 
centrifuged at 20000 r/min, 4°C for 20 min and the 

supernatants were filtered through a 0.22 µm 
membrane. 

 The filtrates were used as EPS samples.



Major virulence factors
Basic structures of EPS molecules
Determination of EPS components

522de Pinto et al.,2003; Fett et al.,1995

 The chemical characterization of the different EPSs was 
carried out using chemical, enzymatic and spectroscopic 
methods (essentially and 1 and 2D 1H and 13C-NMR and 
FAB MS techniques). e.g.

1. Sugars and related substances such as uronic acid were 
determined by colorimetric assay.

2. Sugars were identified by cochromotography.

3. The pyruvate content was determined by an enzymatic 
assay with lactate dehydrogenase and measured 
spectrophotometrically.

4. Succinic acid was identified by gas-liquid chromatography 
(GLC). 



Major virulence factors
Basic structures of EPS molecules

523

 EPS may vary in chemical and physical properties but it 
primarily consists of polysaccharides.

 Backbone of EPS contains 1,3- or 1,4-β linked neutral 
hexose (e.g. galactose, glucose, mannose) residues.

 Some of the polysaccharides are neutral or polyanionic.

 The presence of uronic acids (e.g. D-galactouronic, 
mannuronic acid, D- glucuronic acid) confers the 
anionic properties.

 EPS molecules may associate with metal ions, 
divalent cations and macromolecules such as 
proteins, DNA, lipids and even humic substances.



Major virulence factors
Basic structures of EPS molecules

 Thus the EPSs are composed of:

1. Neutral hexoses (e.g. galactose, glucose, mannose)

2. 6-deoxyhexoses (e.g. fucose, rhamnose); 

3. With other possible constituents such as uronic acids (e.g. 
mannuronic acid, glucuronic acid); and

4. Common subsitutent groups (e.g. pyruvate, succinate, and 
acetate). 

 Most EPS molecules are heteropolysaccharides (more than one 
type of sugar) of high molecular weight, which are composed of 
repeating units.

 Excess available of carbon source as well as limitation of 
potassium and phosphate promote the EPS production. 

524Van den Bulk et al.,1991; Vannste,2009;..



Major virulence factors
Basic structures of EPS molecules

525

 EPS molecules are produced by members of all species 
of phytopathogenic bacteria. 

 These polysaccharides may be present as:

1. A discrete capsule, or

2. More commonly, as extracellular slime, which generally 
is soluble and diffuses readily in liquid media.

 Amino sugars e.g. glucosamine are less prevalent.
 However, glucosamine is a major component of EPS

produced by R. solanacearum.
 Also N-acetylglucosamine and N-acetylgalactosamine 

were reported from P. savastanoi pv.nerii EPS. 

Van den Bulk et al.,1991;..



Major virulence factors
Acidic and neutral EPSs
Pseudomonads 

 Many plant related Pseudomonads including plant pathogenic 
bacteria produce:

1. Acidic alginate, a co-polymer composed by D-mannuronic and 
L-guluronic acids, and

2. Neutral EPS levan (a fructan/a polyfructan), a polymer of 
fructose. 

 Most, if not all, fluorescent pseudomonads are capable of 
synthesizing alginate. 

 The acidic exopolysaccharide (EPS) of the phytopathogens: P.s. 
pv. glycinea, P. aeruginosa, P. fluorescens, P. putida, and P. 
mendocina are alginate in structure.

 It is now evident that alginic acid is not the sole acidic EPS 
produced by fluorescent pseudomonads.

526Osman and Fett,1998



Chemical composition of EPSs
Acidic EPSs
The three plant pathogenic Pseudomonads 

 The EPS of P. syringae pv.ciccaronei (Leaf spot of carob 
tree)is a mannopyranose polymer.

 The EPS of P. caryophylli (now Burkholderia) is a 
homopolymer of D-fructose.

 The EPS of P. savastanoi pv.nerii is more complex and 
consist of an hetero-polymer of:

1. Fucose, 

2. Galactose, 

3. Nacetylglucosamine, and

4. N-acetylgalactosamine present in different percentages.

527Fett et al.,2004; de Pinto et al.,2003



Chemical composition of EPSs
Acidic EPSs
The three plant pathogenic Pseudomonads 

Chemical compositionEPS sources

D-Mannose (100%), D-glucose (in traces)P. syringae pv. Ciccaronei
Leaf spot of carob tree
(Ceratonia siliqua)

D-Fructose (100%)P. Caryophylli
Bacterial wilt or stem crack of 
carnation (Dianthus caryophyllus)

L-Fucose (16%), D-galactose (31%), 2-deoxy-
acetoammidoglucose
(34%), 2-deoxy-2-acetoammidogalactose (19%)

P. savastanoi pv. nerii
Oleander (Nerium oleander) knot

528
de Pinto et al.,2003



An outline of basic structures for 
bacterial exopolysaccharides (EPSs)
Acidic EPSs in some bacteria

529Vanneste,2000
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Exopolysaccharides 
of plant pathogenic 

bacteria

Fett,1993



Exopolysaccharides produced 
by bacteria

 The main examples of bacterial EPS applied in 
various industrial activities.

531Bomfeti,2011



Culture conditions for the production 
of an acidic exopolysaccharide 
Plant pathogenic pseudomonads

 Alginate production to be common among fluorescent
types when glucose or gluconate was used as the 
carbon source in the culture medium; 

 With sucrose as the carbon source, levan, levan and 
alginate, or alginate alone was produced, depending 
on the bacterial strain examined.

 P. marginalis  on glycerol-containing medium 
produced neither alginate nor levan but 
marginalan(an acidic galactoglucan).

532Osman and Fett,1998



Levan
Basic structure of a neutral EPS

 Synthesis of levan by levansucrase (Lsc) from sucrose in 
the bacterial environment. 

 The constitutively secreted enzyme attaches to the 
growing chain of the polymer.

 Levan could protect the cells and the released glucose 
could be used as a carbon source.

533Vanneste,2000



Culture conditions for the production 
of an acidic exopolysaccharide 
The endophytic diazotrophic bacterium Burkholderia tropica

 The effect of various aeration regimes and carbon 
source concentrations on EPS production was 
determined, as well as the effects of temperature and 
time of growth.

534Serrato et al.,2006



Major virulence factors
Acidic EPSs
Mushroom associated-fluorescent pseudomonads 

 The fluorescent pseudomonads are a rich source of novel EPSs.

 All mushroom production-associated fluorescent pseudomonads 
with mucoid growth on Pseudomonas agar F medium (PAF) 
were produced acidic exopolysaccharides (EPSs). 

 An acidic galactoglucan, previously named marginalan (isolated 
from Pseudomonas marginalis) was produced by mucoid strains 
of the saprophyte Pseudomonas putida and the majority of 
mucoid strains of saprophytic P. fluorescens (biovars III and V). 

 The ‘‘P. gingeri ” EPS was unique in containing both neutral 
sugar and glucuronic acid.

 Mucoid, weakly virulent strains of ‘‘P. reactans “ produced either 
alginate or marginalan (acidic EPSs). 

535Fett et al.,2004



Major virulence factors
Acidic EPSs
Mushroom-associated fluorescent pseudomonads 

 When cultured on PAF
containing 1 or 5% 
glycerol, all mucoid strains 
of the saprophytic 
bacterium P. putida and 
most strains of the 
saprophyte P. fluorescens 
(biovars III and V) isolated 
from mushroom casing 
medium produced 
marginalan as an acidic 
EPS.

536Fett et al.,1995



Major virulence factors
Acidic EPSs
Mushroom-associated fluorescent pseudomonads 

a) Structure of the neutral EPS levan; 

b) The acidic EPSs alginate, and

c) Marginalan (an acidic 
galactoglucan).

 Fru, fructose;

 ManA, mannuronic acid;

 GulA, guluronic acid; 

 OAc, O-acetyl group substituted at 
the 2 and/or 3 position of 
mannuronic acid;

 Glc, glucose; 

 Gal, galactose;

 f, furanose form of the sugar; 

 p, pyranose form of the sugar.

537Fett et al.,1995



Major virulence factors
Acidic EPSs
Mushroom-associated fluorescent pseudomonads 

 All 10 strains of the pathogen P. tolaasii, the causal 
agent of brown blotch of mushrooms, were 
nonmucoid on PAF. 

 Production of EPS by these 10 strains plus the 2 
nonmucoid strains of P. gingeri also was negative on 
several additional solid media as well as in two broth 
media tested. 

538Fett et al.,2004



EPSs biosynthesis
eps operon

539

 At least three gene clusters, which are organized 
more or less similarly in various phytopathogenic 
bacteria, are important for EPS biosynthesis.

 Regulation of their synthesis is often complex and 
responds to:

 Numerous environmental, and 
 Specific signals.



Synthesis and regulation of EPSs
Acidic EPSs
R. solanacearum

 Production of an acidic, glucosamine-rich EPS is one 
of the main causes of its pathogenicity.

1. In R. solanacearum, an 18-kb operon (eps) with at 
least nine genes is responsible for the acidic  
component of EPSs.

2. Another gene cluster (ops) that contains at least 
seven structural genes seems to be necessary for 
nucleotide sugar components of both EPSs and 
lipopolysaccharides. 

3. A regulator gene whose overexpression resulted in 
decreased EPS production and reduced virulence in 
R. solanacearum.

540



Synthesis and regulation of EPSs 
Acidic EPSs
R. solanacearum

 Synthesis of this EPS specifically regulated by:
 Two-component regulatory systems (VsrA/D and 

VsrB/C) and the activator XpsR.
 Also, EPS synthesis is co-regulated with other 

virulence factors such as:
1. Endo polygalacturonase A,
2. A pectin methylesterase, and
3. An endoglucanase, through a regulatory cascade 

that involves the products of the phcA, B, R, and S 
genes.

541



Synthesis and regulation of EPSs 
Acidic and neutral EPSs 
Erwinia amylovora

 EPS are the main pathogenicity and virulence factors
of E. amylovora. 

 E. amylovora synthesizes two types of EPS:
1. The virulence factor netural levan, and
2. The  pathogenicity factor acidic exopolysaccharide

(EPS) amylovoran.

 Amylovoran is necessary but not sufficient for the 
development of fire blight symptoms.

 However, it is quite similar to the units constituting 
stewartan, the EPS produced by E. amylovora, and to 
those constituting the EPS of Erwinia stewartii.

542Vanneste,2000



Synthesis and regulation of EPSs 
Structure of the repeating unit of amylovoran 
Erwinia amylovora

 * About 10% of repeating units 
carry a glucose as a second 
side-chain (in the case of 
stewartan, 90%). 

 Gal, galactose;

 GlcA, glucuronic acid; 

 Pyr, pyruval residue with keto 
linkage;

 α,β, sugar linkage at C1;

 D, sugar configuration; 

 P, pyranoside; 

 n, degree of polymerization (at 
least 1000).

543Vanneste,2000



Synthesis and regulation of EPSs 
Map of the ams region encoding amylovoran synthesis 

Erwinia amylovora

544Vanneste,2000

 Levan is synthesized by levansucrase, encoded by the lsc gene.

 Biosynthesis of amylovoran requires the ams operon, consisting 
of 12 genes.

 Most of the structural genes are located in an approximately 17 
kb region of the chromosome called ams (Bugert and 
Geider,1995).



Synthesis and regulation of EPSs 
Acidic EPSs 
Pantoea stewartii

 EPS is the main virulence factors of P. stewartii. 
 P. stewartii produces stewartan, an acidic 

exopolysaccharide that contributes to the water-
soaking symptoms observed in Stewart’s wilt of corn.

 Amylovoran and stewartan are highly similar, differing 
only in one sugar in the backbone and the terminus of 
the side-chain.

 Regulation of EPS synthesis in both P. stewartii and E. 
amylovora is very similar to that described for the 
regulation of colanic acid capsule synthesis in 
Escherichia coli.

545Vanneste,2000



Synthesis and regulation of EPSs 
Acidic EPSs 
Pantoea stewartii

 The high similarity of most cps (capsular polysaccharide) 
genes in P. stewartii to the corresponding ams 
(amylovoran) genes in E. amylovora implies similar 
functions in EPS synthesis.

546
Vanneste,2000



Synthesis and regulation of EPSs 
Acidic EPSs 
Dickeya chrysanthemi (formerly grouped in the Erwinia genus)

 In case of D. chrysanthemi 3937 it was 
shown that EPS produced by it is composed 
of L-rhamnose, D-galactose, and galacturonic 
acid (4:1:1). 

 Of course, production of plant cell wall-
degrading enzymes, mostly pectinases, is the 
main cause of D. chrysanthemi pathogenicity.

547



Synthesis and regulation of EPSs 
Acidic EPSs 
X. campestris pv. campestris

 EPS is not the main virulence factors of X. campestris 
pv.campestris since EPS-deficient mutants still induced 
disease symptoms.

 Genes involved in the synthesis of xanthan gum have 
been cloned recently and found to be clustered in a 
13.5-kb region of DNA.

 Acidic EPS assays:

 Acidic EPS (xanthan gum) was quantitatively 
determined as described previously, using precipitation 
with cetyltrimethylammonium bromide followed by an 

anthrone colorimetric assay for total carbohydrates. 

548Kamoun and Kado,1990
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Xanthan gum
Chemical Structure

 Xanthan or xanthan gum is a 
complex polysaccharide 
composed of more than one type 
of sugar (a heteropolymer).

 The backbone of the 
polysaccharide chain consists of 
two β-D-glucose units linked 
through the 1 and 4 positions.

 The side chain consists of two
mannose and one glucuronic 
acid, so the chain consists of 
repeating modules of five sugar 
units. 

 About half of the terminal 
mannose units have a pyruvic 
group. 

 The gums help the bacteria stick 
to the leaves of host plants. 

The repeating unit of Xanthan Gum.



Synthesis and regulation of EPSs 
Acidic and neutral EPSs 
Clavibacter michiganensis subsp. michiganensis 

 The EPS produced by the strain of 
in cmm contained:

 The neutral monosaccharides: 
fucose, galactose, glucose (shown 
by paper chromatography), and

 Acidic pyruvyl, succinyl, O-acetyl 
groups.

 The approximate molar ratio of L-
fuctose, D-galactose, D-glucose, 
pyruvate, succinate, and acetate 
were 2:1:1:1:5:1:5, respectively.

550Van den Bulk et al.,1991



Major virulence factors 
2. Bacterial enzymes

 Most fungal and bacterial pathogens of plants 
produce enzymes that degrade plant materials in 
vitro, but so do a great many saprophytic species.

 Plant pathogenic bacteria do not possess cutinases
and can only enter plants through natural openings, 
e.g. stomata, or wounds associated with resistance.

 The enzyme has a molecular size of 
72000 dalton and is composed of two subunits of 
36000 dalton.

551



Plant cell wall components
Schematic diagram of morphology and 
arrangement of some cell wall components

 The cell wall is the rigid, semi-
permeable protective layer in 
some cell types.

 This outer covering is positioned next 
to the cell membrane (plasma 
membrane) in most plant cells, fungi, 
bacteria, algae, and some archaea.

 Animal cells however, do not have a 
cell wall. 

 Cell wall composition varies depending 
on the organism. In plants, the cell 
wall is composed mainly of strong 
fibers of the carbohydrate 
polymer cellulose. 

 Cellulose is the major component of 
cotton fiber and wood and is used in 
paper production.

552
Bailey,2017



Plant cell wall components

 The secondary cell wall 
mainly contains 
relatively long and thick 
cellulose microfibrils, 
hemicellulosic xylan, 
and lignin. 

 Cellulose is the major 
component of cotton 
fiber and wood and is 
used in paper 
production.

553Nakano et al.,2015



Bacterial enzymes
Necrotrophs/biotrophs

554

 Necrotrophic pathogens produce a wide range of 
extracellular enzymes enabling them to enter plant 
cells by degrading plant cell wall polymers.

 Many of these extracellular enzymes exist as 
isozymes.

 Microbial proteases may degrade plant cell wall 
proteins.

 Biotrophic pathogens produce very little extracellular 
enzymes in comparison to necrotrophs.

 Pathogenic fungi possess cutinases enabling them to 
penetrate cutin on the surface of plants.

Isozymes/Isoenzymes are a group of enzymes that perform 
the same function, but are different from one another in their 

structure or how they move.



Bacterial enzymes
Plant surface and cell structures, building blocks serving as 
nutrients for bacteria, and degradative enzymes of plant 
pathogenic bacteria degrading these structures

Janse,2006
555

Degradative enzymeBuilding
block/nutrient

Plant structure

Cutinase
Suberin esterase

Fatty acid peroxides 
Fatty acid polyesters

Cutin (cuticle)
Suberin (cork layers)

Cellulases, C1, C2, Cx, β-glucanase
Xylanases
Proteases, Proteinases

Glucose monomer
β-1,4-linked xylans
Polypeptides

Cellulose (cell wall)
Hemicelluloses (cell wall)
Proteins (cell wall)

Pectate lyase, Oligogalacturonase,
Pectin methylesterase, Pectin
lyase, Polygalacturonase

GalacturonansPectic substances (cell wall 
and middle lamellae)

Proteases, ProteinasesPolypeptidesProteins (cytoplasmic
membrane, CM)

PhospholipidasePhospholipids Phospholipids (CM)

PhospholipidasePhospholipidsPhosphatidyl compounds 
(CM)

Deoxyribonucleases3-deoxy polynucleotidesDNA

RibonucleasesRibopolynucleotidesRNA



Bacterial enzymes
Degradative/hydrolytic enzymes

 Different enzymes required to attack different host 
plants, since pectin structure varies from plant 
species to species.

 Pectic enzymes and cellulases from the out pathway 
of ex. Erwinia spp.

 Polygalacturonase and others from Xanthomonas 
campestris.

 Production of plant cell wall-degrading enzymes such 
as proteases and more often pectinases from Dickeya
chrysanthemi are considered as the main cause of D. 
chrysanthemi pathogenicity.

556



Bacterial enzymes 
Degradative enzyme
Polygalacturonases

 Polygalacturonases (EC 3.2.1.15) are plant cell wall-
degrading enzymes that are virulence factors for a 
number of bacterial and fungal plant pathogens, 
including:

 Pectobacterium carotovora,

 Agrobacterium vitis,

 Xylella fastidiosa, and 

 Botrytis cinerea.

557
Warren et al.,2016



Bacterial enzymes
Hydrolytic enzymes
Affect of Pectobacterium enzymes on the plant

 Cell walls and middle lamella are degraded;

 Producing individual cells      macerated 
tissue;

 Cells with broken cell walls can’t withstand 
turgor pressure      BURST NECROSIS.

Bot452,2001 558



Bacterial enzymes 
Hydrolytic enzymes 
Soft rots

559
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Degradative/hydrolytic 
enzymes bacterial 

enzymes produced by
Pectobacterium

carotovorum subsp. 
Carotovorum.

Sjöblom et al.,2009



Bacterial enzymes
Pectinases and cellulases
Pectate lyases and pectin methylestrase in Dickeya spp. 
and pectate lyases in Pectobacterium spp. 

561
Polygalacturonase, an enzyme that degrades 

pectin components of the xylem cell wall. 



Pectic enzymes
Pectinases

562



Pectic enzymes
Secreted by Type II Secretion pathway across 
inner and outer bacterial membrane

563



Enzymatic activity of
P. syringae strains

 The cell-wall degradation enzymes:
 N-acetyl-β-D-glucosaminidase (NAGase), 
 β-glucosidase,
 cellobiohydrolase,
 Cellulase, and
 Protease were detected in culture filtrates of the 

majority of P. syringae strains while only a few 
strains showed chitinase and glucanase activities.

 Enzymytic activity were detected in cell free culture 
filtrates.

Cirvilleri et al.,2008 564



Proteases
Proteolytic activity 
The thermostable biocatalysts

 The proteases including different families of enzymes:

1. Serine protease (proteolytic enzyme with a serine residue (Ser) in its 
active site), 

2. Cysteine (thiol) protease (EC.3.4.22),

3. Aspartic proteases (EC. 3.4.23), and

4. Metallo-protease (proteolytic enzyme which use a metal for its catalytic 
mechanism).

 These enzymes constitute one of the most important groups of 
industrial enzymes accounting for about 60% of the total worldwide 
enzyme sales.

 Among the various proteases, bacterial proteases are the most 
significant, compared with animal and fungal proteases.

 And among bacteria, Bacillus species are specific producers of 
extracellular proteases. 

565Olajuyigbe and Ajele,2005;..



Proteases
Lytic enzymes
Screening for proteolytic activity

 Casein Degradation Test:
 Protease (proteolytic 

activity) was determined 
from clearing zones in 
skim milk agar:

 50 ml of sterilized skim 
milk mixed at 55°C with 
50 ml of one-fifth 
volume of tryptic soy 
agar and 4% agar) after 
5 days of incubation at 
30°C. 

566Berg et al.,2002; Qureshi et al.,2010



Mechanisms of biological control
Lytic enzymes
Protease activity

 Thermostable proteases are advantageous in some 
applications because higher processing temperatures 
can be employed, resulting in faster reaction rate,…

 Therefore, depending on the:

1. Zone of clearance and

2. Growth temperature of organism.

 The bacterial isolates such as Bacillus species (B. 
macerans, B. licheniformis and B. subtilis) and soft 
rot bacteria were selected for further experimental 
studies.

567Olajuyigbe and Ajele,2005;..



Proteases
Proteolytic activity 
P. atrosepticum and X. c. pv. campestris

 Pagel and Heitefuss (1990) showed that several 
degradative enzymes appeared sequentially in potato 
tubers infected by Pectobacterium atrosepticum 
including a protease which was detected 19 h after 
inoculation.

 Dow and co-workers (1990) demonstrated that 
Xanthomonas campestris pv.campestris produced 
two proteases in culture, a serine protease and a
zinc- requiring protease and these accounted for 
almost all the proteolytic activity of the wild-type 
organism. 

 A mutant that lacked both proteases was less virulent 
than the wild type when introduced into the cut vein 
endings of turnip leaves.

568



Lignin-degrading fungi 
Ligninases

 Most lignin degradation in nature is by 
basidiomycetes known as white-rot fungi.

 These fungi produce ligninases that enable 
the fungi to utilize lignin.

 Most plant pathogenic bacteria have only a 
limited ability to degrade cell-wall polymers 
such as lignin.

569



Lignin-degrading bacteria

 Lignin is degraded and modified by bacteria 
in the natural world, and bacteria seem to 
play a leading role in decomposing lignin in 
aquatic ecosystems.

 Lignin-degrading bacteria approach the 
polymer by mechanisms such as tunneling, 
erosion, and cavitation. 

Jing Li, Hongli Yuan, Jinshui Yang 570



Lignin-degrading bacteria 
Ligninases

 However, several Streptomyces strains are able to 
degrade lignin during their primary metabolic activity; 
however, they do not convert it to CO2 to the same 
extent as the white rot fungi do. 

 Most species of bacteria, other than actinomycetes, 
do not attack lignified cell walls;

 However, substantial lignin degradation (low-
molecular-weight fractions of lignin) was obtained 
with Pseudomonas, Acinetobacter, Xanthomonas
species and several soil (Bacillus spp.).

 The question of whether bacteria can depolymerize 
high molecular-weight lignin remains unresolved.

Seigle-muyandi et al.,1996 571



Poplar lignin decomposition by 
Gram-negative aerobic bacteria

 Degradation of poplar 
dioxane lignin(water-
soluble milled liginin)
and MWL (Milled wood 
lignin) by bacterial 
strains in mineral 
medium (50 ml) after 7 
days in agitated 
cultures (30°C).

572Odier et al.,1981

Dioxane is classified as an ether. It is mainly used as a 
stabilizer but occasionally as solvent.



Bacterial enzymes 
Global regulation of degradative enzymes

 Several regulatory genes in plant pathogenic bacteria
have been discovered by random insertional 
mutagenesis.

 For example, aep genes activate the production of 
pectate lyase, polygalacturonase, cellulase and 
protease in Erwinia. 

 The regulatory sequence was designated rpfA for 
regulator of pathogenicity factors.

 In Xanthomonas campestris pv. campestris, a 
pathogen of crucifers, eight such regulatory 
sequences designated rpfA-H was found.

573



Bacterial vascular diseases
Enzymes and EPSs –The two main pathogenicity factors

 Bacterial vascular diseases are caused by several 
genera of bacteria, such as Erwinia, Ralstonia,
Xanthomonas, and Clavibacter. 

 In Pectobacterium carotovorum subsp. carotovorum
endoglucanase-defective mutants were less virulent. 

 In Ralstonia solanacearum, however, in addition to EPS
and polygalacturonase, an extracellular endoglucanase
is necessary for full virulence but not essential for 
symptom development, as shown by site directed 
mutagenesis. 

 In the genus Clavibacter, production of extracellular 
enzymes such as endoglucanase, pectin 
methylesterase, polygalacturonase, and xylanase has 
been reported.

574



Major virulence factors
3. Bacterial toxins (phytotoxins)

 Toxins were the first bacterial virulence factors to be 
identified and were also the first link between 
bacteria and cell biology.

 Molecular sizes ranging:
 Most toxins are:
1. single-chain polypeptides with 

molecular sizes ranging from about 2-3 kDa for E. 
coli, 

2. thermostable enterotoxins up to 300 kDa for 
Clostridium difficile toxins A and B, which are the 
largest single-chain bacterial protein toxins hitherto 
identified.

575Ladent et al.,2005



Kinds of bacterial toxins
Mechanism of action

 The activities of these antimetabolite toxins on 
nitrogen metabolism usually promote a disorder in 
amino acid levels, causing:

1. imbalanced levels of intermediates, and

2. depletion of the final product. 

 This metabolic imbalance of amino acids leads to 
chlorosis and even necrosis symptoms in the host 
plant and probably aids pathogen growth, due to the 
release of nutrients when cells are affected.

576Arrebola et al.,2011
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 Toxin production following colonization.

 Tissue invasion followed by toxin production.

 Most antimetabolite toxins show:

1. Antimicrobial activity and they could

2. Contribute to bacterial competitive ability, and

3. Epiphytic fitness.

 The best-characterized bacterial toxins originate from 
various pathovars of P. syringae.

 Toxigenesis described among different pathovars of Ps. 
syringae appears variable. 

Bacterial toxins 
Mechanism of action



Major virulence factors
Mechanism of action

 Although phytotoxins are not required for 
pathogenicity in P. syringae, they generally function 
as virulence factors for this pathogen, and their 
production results in increased disease severity.

 For example, P. syringae phytotoxins can contribute 
to:

1. Systemic movement of bacteria in planta,

2. Lesion size, and

3. Multiplication of the pathogen in the host.

578Bender et al.,1999



Toxin production
Genes encoding toxins

 The genes encoding toxins are:

 usually located on the chromosome, but

 sometimes they reside on a plasmid(i.e. coronatine). 

579M. Stefani



Non-ribosomal peptides
Cyclic Lipoproteins and lipopeptides (CLP)

 Cyclic Lipoproteins and lipopeptides (CLPs) have 
extremely broad range of biological activities such as 
acting as virulence factors.

 They are often:

1. Antibiotics(polymyxins, fusaricidins, and 
paenibacterin, fengycin,..),

2. Toxins (syringomycin and syringopeptin)

3. Siderophores, 

4. Pigments.

580

Interest in Pseudomonas species is due to their diverse lifestyles 
and complex interactions with multiple hosts, and to their ability 

to produce an array of metabolites, including enzymes, 
siderophores, antibiotics, toxins and cyclic lipopeptides (CLPs).



Non-ribosomal peptides
Kinds and functions

 The most potent cell wall-derived inflammatory toxins 
(pathogenicity factors) of Gram-negative and -
positive bacteria are:

1. lipopolysaccharides (LPS) (endotoxins), and 

2. Lipoproteins and lipopeptides (LP).

 LPS forms the outer leaflet of the outer membrane 
for nearly all Gram-negatives. 

 Besides LPS, also other amphiphilic molecules, i.e., 
lipopeptides and lipoproteins (LP) are found in 
bacterial envelopes, in Gram-negative as well as in 
Gram-positive bacteria and in mycoplasma.

581
Wikipedia,2012; Martínez de Tejada et al.,2015



Non-ribosomal peptides
Cyclic Lipoproteins and lipopeptides (CLP)

 Nonribosomal peptides often have a cyclic and/or 
branched structures, can contain non-proteinogenic 
or unnatural amino acids including D-amino acids.

 The protein moiety of these compounds can be 
neutral or anionic and the amino acids are often 
arranged in a cyclic structure. 

 Lipoproteins and lipopeptides (LP) are nonribosomal 
peptides are synthesized by multimodular enzymes 
known as nonribosomal peptide synthetases (NRPSs), 
without the aid of ribosomes.

582

Cyclic lipopeptides (CLPs) are versatile molecules with antimicrobial, 
cytotoxic, and surfactant properties. Cyclic lipopeptides are composed 

of a short oligopeptide with a linked fatty acid tail.



Non-ribosomal peptides
Cyclic Lipoproteins and lipopeptides (CLP)

 Hundreds of peptide antibiotics have been described in 
the past half-century.

 Antimicrobial secondary metabolites(peptides) are 
classified as either:

1. Ribosomally synthesized peptides (RAMPs), or 

2. Non-ribosomally synthesized peptides. 

 many siderophores such as iron-siderophore 
bacillibactinare,

 some toxins such as syringomycin and syringopeptin,
and

 cyclic lipopeptides molecules such as surfactin, 
bacillomycin-D and fengycin are synthesized by 
nonribosomal peptide synthetases. 

583



Non-ribosomal peptides
Cyclic Lipoproteins and lipopeptides (CLP)

 An NPR synthetase is generally composed of one or 
more modules and can terminate in a thioesterase 
domain that releases the newly synthesized peptide 
from the enzyme.

 Unlike ribosomal peptide synthesis, they do not involve 
the translation of mRNA in order to begin the synthesis. 

 Nonribosomal peptides often have a cyclic and/or 
branched structures.

 These are not naturally encoded or found in the genetic 
code of any organisms.

584

Module: a separable component, frequently one that is 
interchangeable with others, for assembly into units of differing size, 

complexity, or function.



Non-ribosomal peptides 
Cyclic Lipoproteins and lipopeptides (LP)

 Non-Ribosomal Peptide 
Synthesis (NRPS) utilizes 
a large monomer pool
including:

1. All the amino acids, and

2. Several unnatural amino 
acids in total less than 
50 amino acids to 
produce small molecule 
bioactive peptides.

585

Most prominently, B. amyloliquefaciens and B. subtilis encompass
gene clusters coding for cyclic LPs including surfactin, plipastatin B1( 

fengycin family), bacillomycin D (iturin family), and kurstakin.



Non-ribosomal peptides 
Cyclic Lipoproteins and lipopeptides (CLP)
Fen A and Fen B

 Fengycin is composed 
of two isoform 
compounds (isoform A 
with D-Ala and isoform 
B with D-Val), each of 
them containing fatty 
acid side chains of 
variable length.

586

Bacillus fengycin lipopeptides function as quorum-sensing 
blockers (quorum-quenching).

Deleu et al.,2008



Non ribosomal peptide synthesis
Key of domains used in NRPS
Nonribosomal peptide synthetases (NRPS)

 NRPSs use a set of core 
domains, known as a 
module, to accomplish 
peptide synthesis.

 A minimal module consists of 
three core domains:

1. An adenylation (A) domain 
which recognizes and 
activates the substrate via 
adenylation with ATP,

2. A thiolation (T) or peptidyl
carrier protein (PCP) 
domain, and

3. Condensation(C) domain. 
587

key of domains in NRPS



Non ribosomal peptide synthesis
NRPS production of the cyclic lipopeptides 
Synthetase c (srfa-c), a non-ribosomal peptide 
synthetase termination module

588



Major virulence factors
Kinds of Bacterial toxins (phytotoxins)

589

 Toxins affecting plants are divided into two classes:

1. Host specific toxins (HSTs): Usually essential for 
pathogenicity, i.e. the ability to cause disease, 
mutants that have lost their ability to produce the 
toxin being non-pathogenic.

2. Non-host specific toxins (NSTs): Not essential 
for pathogenicity but may contribute to virulence. 
These affect a wider range of host and non-host 
organisms.

 Toxins produced by P. syringae are not specific to 
only one pathovar because the same antimetabolite
toxins are produced by several pathovars.



Major virulence factors
Bacterial toxins (phytotoxins)

 The phytotoxins (antimetabolite toxins) produced by 
P. syringae generally induce:

1. Chlorosis (coronatine, phaseolotoxin, tabtoxin,..), or

2. Necrosis (syringomycin, syringopeptin,..)

 P. tolaasii also produce necrosis inducing toxin known 
as tolaasin. 

590Bender et al.,1999; Alfano and Collmer,1996



Kinds of bacterial toxins 
Phytotoxins produced by Pseudomonas spp. 

591
Bender et al.,1999

Chemical class or 
biosynthetic origin

Producing organismToxin

PolyketideP. syringae pv. atropurpurea, glycinea,
maculicola, morsprunorum, tomato

Coronatine

LipodepsipeptideP. corrugataCorpeptin

LipodepsipeptideP. fuscovaginaeFuscopeptin

Fatty acidP. syringae pv. persicaePersicomycins

Sulfodiaminophosphinyl peptideP. syringae pv. actinidiae, phaseolicolaPhaseolotoxin

VinylglycineP. andropogonisRhizobitoxine

LipodepsinonapeptideP. syringae pv. syringae, aptata, atrofaciens
P. fuscovaginae

Syringomycinsa

LipodepsipeptideP. syringae pv. syringaeSyringopeptins

β-LactamP. syringae pv. tabaci, coronafaciens, garcaeTabtoxin

UnknownP. syringae pv. tagetisTagetitoxin

LipodepsipeptideP. tolaasiiTolaasin

LipodepsipeptideP. marginalis (P. fluorescens)Viscosin

aIncludes the related toxins syringotoxin, syringostatin, and pseudomycin.



Pseudomonads Toxin(s) Mechanism or
site of action

Host plant(s)

1. P.  syringae
pv. atropurpurea coronatine Italian rye grass

pv. coronafaciens tabtoxin-β-lactam Glutamine synthetase oat

pv. garcae tabtoxin-β-lactam Glutamine synthetase coffee

pv. glycinea coronatine/ 
polysaccharide

soybean

pv. lachrymans extracellular 
polysaccharides

cucumber

pv. maculicola coronatine crucifers

pv. morsprunorum coronatine sour cherry

pv. phaseolicola phaseolotoxin Ornithine 
transcarbamoylase

bean, kudzu

pv. syringae syringomycins
syringopeptins
syringotoxins

Plasma membrane peach, maize

pv. tabaci tabtoxin-β-lactam Glutamine synthetase tobacco

pv. tagetis tagetitoxin Chloroplastic RNA 
polymerase

marigold

pv. tomato coronatine tomato

2. P. tolaasii tolaasin Plasma membrane mushroom
OECD,1997 

Kinds of bacterial toxins
Phytotoxins produced by P. syringae
pathovars and P. tolaasii



Pseudomonads Toxin(s) Mechanism or
site of action(Target enzyme) 

pv. coronafaciens Tabtoxin Glutamine synthetase(GS)
pv. garcae Tabtoxin Glutamine synthetase(GS)
pv. tabaci Tabtoxin Glutamine synthetase(GS)
pv. phaseolicola Phaseolotoxin Ornithine carbamoyltransferase (OCT) 

pv. actinidae Phaseolotoxin Ornithine carbamoyltransferase (OCT) 

pv. syringae Mangotoxin Glutamate/ornithine N-acetyltransferase (OAT) 

pv. avellanae Mangotoxin Glutamate/ornithine N-acetyltransferase (OAT) 

Kinds of bacterial toxins
Antimetabolite toxins produced by different 
pathovars of P. syringae 

Arrebola et al.,2011

Mangotoxin was detected in the 1990s by Pseudomonas 
syringae pv. syringae isolated from mango trees 

affected by bacterial apical necrosis. 



Kinds of bacterial toxins
1. Chlorosis-inducing dipeptides
Tabtoxin, coronatine, phaseolotoxin, tagetitoxin

 Chlorosis: Yellowing of the leaf tissue typically as a 
result of chloroplast disruption or inhibition of its 
formation:

 Tabtoxin, coronatine, phaseolotoxin, tagetitoxin, 
produced by:

 Pseudomonas syringae pv. tabaci, P. s. pv. 
coronofaciens, P. s. pv. phaseolicola, P.s. pv. tagetis,
and some other pathovars.

 Mangotoxin on the other hand, seems to increase 
necrosis symptoms in tomato leaves infected with 
mangotoxin-producing strains of P. syringae pv.
syringae.

594



Kinds of bacterial toxins
2. Necrosis-inducing dipeptides(cyclic lipopeptides)
Syringomycins, syringotoxins, syringostatins and tolaasin

 Necrosis: The necrosis inducing toxins form ion 
channels in the cell membrane, causing leakage of 
cells.

 Cyclic peptides are polypeptide chains taking cyclic 
ring structure. 

 The genus Pseudomonas produces many cyclic 
lipopeptides (lipodepsipeptides) with surfactant, 
antibacterial and antifungal properties; some have 
even been reported to have anti-cancer activity.

 Syringomycins, syringotoxins and syringostatins, 
which are produced by different strains of P. syringae 
pv. syringae. 

 Tolaasin is another LDP toxin belongs to necrosis 
group produced by P. tolaasii.

595Christie,2019;.. 



Necrosis-inducing dipeptides 
(cyclic lipopeptides)
Syringomycin, syringostatin, syringotoxin, and pseudomycin

 The four lipodepsinonapeptides differ in the amino acid 
sequence between positions 2 and 6(aa2-aa6). 

 The 3-hydroxy fatty acyl group is a derivative of either:

 decanoic acid (syringomycin)                             ,  

 dodecanoic acid (syringomycin and syringostatin), 

 tetradecanoic acid (all four lipodepsinonapeptides), or 
hexadecanoic acid (pseudomycin); 

 Some forms of pseudomycin are:

 acylated by 3,4-dihydroxytetradecanoate or 

 3,4-dihydroxyhexadecanoate. 

596Bender et al.,1999

Decanoic acid is a saturated fatty acid. Its formula is CH3(CH2)8COOH.



Necrosis-inducing dipeptides 
(cyclic lipopeptides)
Syringomycin, syringostatin, syringotoxin, and pseudomycin

597

Syringomycin form SRE. It contains nine amino acids of which 
three are unusual (Dab = 1,4-diaminobutyric acid; Dhb = 2,3-
dehydroamino-butyric acid; 4(Cl)Thr = C-terminal chlorinated 

threonine residue), while three are of the D-form.

Bender et al.,1999; Christie,2019



Necrosis-inducing dipeptides 
(cyclic lipopeptides)

 Simplified primary structures of cyclic lipopeptides 
(CLPs) such as syringomycin, syringotoxin, 
pseudomycin, syringostatin (syringomycin group), 
tolaasin (tolaasin group) produced by plant-
associated Pseudomonas spp.

598I. de Bruijn,2009



Necrosis-inducing dipeptides 
(cyclic lipopeptides)
Genes involved in the biosynthesis and regulation of cyclic 
lipopeptides (CLPs) produced by plant associated Pseudomonas spp. 

599Raaijmakers et al.,2006

C = complete CDS and  P = partial sequence



Necrosis-inducing dipeptides 
(cyclic lipopeptides)
Genes involved in the biosynthesis and regulation of cyclic 
lipopeptides (CLPs) produced by plant associated Pseudomonas spp. 

600Raaijmakers et al.,2006

C = complete CDS and P = partial sequence. 



601Raaijmakers et al.,2006



Necrosis-inducing dipeptides 
(cyclic lipopeptides)
Genes involved in the biosynthesis and regulation of cyclic 
lipopeptides (CLPs) produced by plant associated Pseudomonas spp. 

 In the genome of P. syringae pv. syringae, 
the syringomycin and syringopeptin gene 
clusters are physically linked (indicated by a 
dotted line).

602Raaijmakers et al.,2006



Toxins
General methods 
Extraction, bioassays and HPLC analyses

 Symptoms of toxic damage to a plant such as wilting, 
water-soaking, chlorosis and necrosis may be readily 
observed by the naked eye in many instances but the 
primary lesion is usually at the biochemical level.

 But sometimes detection and analysis of an unknown 
toxin requires a suitable bioassay.

 e.g. Phaseolotoxin was assayed initially by its ability to 
cause chlorotic lesions on bean leaves.

 Once the chemistry of the toxin is known non-biological 
assays such as:

1. High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) may be 
used, or

2. If the toxin is immunogenic or can be rendered 
immunogenic, immuno-assays.

603



Toxins 
General methods 
Preliminary bioassay test

 To demonstrate the production of toxins from fluorescent plant 
pathogenic Pseudomonas spp., plates containing potato 
dextrose agar were spot-inoculated at four equidistant points 
with test strains and incubated for up to 7 d at 25 °C.

 Plates were then spray-inoculated either with:

1. Spore suspensions of Aspergillus niger , or 

2. Faintly turbid cellular suspensions of Rhodotorula mucilaginosa
prepared from 48 h PDA spread plates. 

 After 48 h, the appearance of an inhibitory zone around 
bacterial colonies was recorded as:

1. Positive (1mm zone around colonies), 

2. Weak (1 mm, but detectable around colonies), and 

3. Negative (non-detectable zone of inhibition).
604

Huet al.,1998
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Test for production of toxins
Syringomycin/syringopeptin determination using
Rhodotorula pilimanae

 Detection of toxic 
lipodepsipeptide 
production on the 
improved culture medium 
peptone-glucose-NaCl 
(PGNaClA) by using the 
very toxin-sensitive 
organism(the yeast) 
Rhodotorula pilimanae. 

 More reliable than the 
PDA test.

Alain Bultreys



Toxin bioassay
General methods 
Inactivation of toxin action by adding ornithine

A. The strains of Pseudomonas 
syringae (pv. phaseolicola) to 
be tested are stabbed into the 
agar and covered with a thin 
layer of the Escherichia coli as 
an indicator microorganism. 

B. The indicator inhibition can be 
reversed by one or more 
amino acids.

C. Cell-free filtrates from bacterial 
cultures can also be used; and

D. The toxic activity can be 
reversed by one or more 
amino acids. 

606Arrebola et al.,2011



Toxins
General methods 
Toxin bioassay and TLC analysis

 TLC analysis of cell-free culture 
filtrates of:

1. A tabtoxin-producing strain(P. 
syringae pv. coronafaciens)

2. A phaseolotoxin-producing strain(P. 
syringae pv. phaseolicola)

3,5 & 6. Mangotoxin-producing strains
(P. syringae pv. syringae)

4. A non-mangotoxin-producing 
strain(mutant strain ofP. syringae
pv. syringae).

607Arrebola et al.,2011



Toxins
General methods 
Toxin bioassay and TLC analysis

 (E) The fractions were separated 
by TLC on silica plates, and the 
chromatograms were visualized 
under UV light (254 nm);

 (F) The strains’ corresponding 
toxic activities were located on TLC 
plates by an E. coli growth 
inhibition assay on a thin layer of 
PMS agar over the TLC plate or

 (G) Pseudomonas minimal medium 
(PMS) supplemented with 
ornithine. 

608Arrebola et al.,2011



Toxins
General methods 
Extraction and semi-purification 

 To extract toxins from fluorescent plant pathogenic Pseudomonas spp., 
such as Pss, the strains were grown in 100 ml IMM medium (Surico et 
al., 1988) as still cultures at 25 °C for 6-8 d.

 Each culture was centrifuged at 10400 g for 20 min and the 
supernatant fluid saved. 

 Ammonium sulphate was added to give 80% saturation (57 g 100 ml-1) 
and the treated culture was allowed to stand at room temperature for 
2 h.

 Following centrifugation at 10400 g for 20 min, the supernatant fluid 
was discarded and the centrifugate was resuspended in 5 ml 0.01 mol-1

Tris-phosphate buffer (pH 6.5).

 The semi-purified toxin was dialysed at 4 °C for 24 h against Tris-

phosphate buffer (2) using Visking tubing (9-17000 Da cut-off) 
prepared by boiling in Tris-phosphate buffer for 30 min.

609
Huet al.,1998



Toxin bioassay and HPLC analysis method
Characterization and identification of virulence factors 
produced by virulent isolates of P. syringae pv. sesami

 HPLC separations of 
Pseudomonas syringae pv. 
sesami.

 Toxin extractions from 
acetone of cell free culture 
filtrate of 7 day old culture.

 All the fractions obtained 
from different peaks were 
tested against unknown 
bacterium.

 The peak enclosed by a box 
showed toxic activity against 
unknown bacterium.

610Firdous et al.,2010



In vivo toxin assay and HPLC analysis method 
Characterization and identification of virulence factors 
produced by virulent isolates of X. campestris pv. sesami

 Fractions of peak 
enclosed in box from 
Xanthomonas 
campestris pv.sesami 
showed phytotoxic 
activity on sesame 
plant.

611Firdous et al.,2010



 Mangotoxin seems to increase 
necrosis symptoms in tomato 
leaves infected with 
mangotoxin-producing strains 
of P. syringae pv.syringae. 

(A)  Absence of disease symptoms 
in a control (non-inoculated) 
leaflet; 

(B) Representative symptoms of a 
mangotoxin-producing strain of 
P. syringae; 

(C) and (D) Symptoms produced by 
its derivative mutant defective 
in mangotoxin production on 
tomato leaflets at 7 days after 
inoculation. 612

Arrebola et al.,2011

In vivo toxin
Role of mangotoxin in bacterial virulence
The mangotoxin inhibition on E. coli growth was reversed by adding ornithine



Tabtoxin is a ß-lactam that inhibits glutamine synthesis.

Chlorosis-inducing toxins
Tabtoxin
Inhibits glutamine synthease

613



Chlorosis-inducing toxins 
Tabtoxin determination
Reversed by the addition of 10 mM glutamine to the assay medium

 This toxin inhibits the target enzyme glutamine(glutamine synthetase).

 Glutamine was used to antagonize the toxin by mixing 25 μl of a 0.1% 
solution of the amino acid with cultures filtrates in the agar hole.

 Production of tabtoxin was determined by an agar plate diffusion test 
with E. coli N99 as the indicator strain.

 Two milliliters of 0.7% molten mineral salts-glucose (MG) agar 
(maintained at 45°C) was mixed with 2 ml of E. coli and poured onto 
MG agar plates. 

 MG-glutamine plates were made by overlaying the E. coli MG soft agar 
mixture with 17 µmol of glutamine.

 Next, 10 µl of an overnight culture of P. syringae grown in MG medium 
was spotted onto the MG-E. coli and MG-glutamine-E. coli plates, 
followed by incubation at room temperature for 48 h. 

 Strains were scored as positive for tabtoxin when there was a zone of 
inhibition surrounding the P. syringae colonies on the MG plates but not 
surrounding the corresponding colonies on the MG-glutamine plates 
(Hwang et al.,2005). 

614



Chlorosis-inducing toxins 
Strucure of phaseolotoxin & octicidine

A. Structure of 
phaseolotoxin and 

B. Octicidine. 

 Plant peptidases cleave 
phaseolotoxin (arrow) 
to release the alanine 
and homoarginine
residues, a reaction 
which results in 
octicidine formation.

615Bender et al.,1999



Chlorosis-inducing toxins 
Phaseolotoxin production
Reversed by L -arginine or L -citrulline, but not by L -glutamine

 Phaseolotoxin production was determined by using a 
method modified from Staskawicz and Panopoulos,1997.

 E. coli N99 was grown in Davis minimal medium for 48 h 
at 37°C. 

 A 2-ml portion of culture was mixed with 2 ml of 2% 
molten agar in water and overlaid on Davis minimal 
medium plates. 

 P. syringae strains were grown in minimal A medium for 
48 h at 30°C, and 10 µl of the P. syringae culture was 
spotted onto the E. coli test plates.

 The presence of phaseolotoxin was characterized by a 
zone of inhibition surrounding the P. syringae colonies 
after 24 h. 

616Hwang et al.,2005



Chlorosis-inducing toxins 
Coronatine

617

 Structure of coronatine, a toxin synthesized by several 
pathovars of Pseudomonas syringae e.g. P. syringae pv.
atropurpurea, P.s. pv. tomato,…which may act by inhibiting 
active defence in the host.

 Coronatine causes chlorosis in a number of plants and also 
hypertrophy of potato-tuber tissue but, at the time of writing, 
no specific receptor has been identified.

 Hypertrophy suggested that the toxin might mimic the action of 
one of the plant-growth substances such as auxins, cytokinins, 
gibberellins, abscisic acid or ethylene.



Chlorosis-inducing toxins 
Coronatine production

 Production of coronatine was determined by a semi 
quantitative potato disk bioassay.

 50 µl of an overnight P. syringae culture was added to 1 
ml of Hoitink and Sinden medium (HSC) (Hoitink and 
Sinden,1970), and this was followed by incubation on a 
250-rpm rotary shaker at 20°C for 4 days.

 One milliliter of this bacterial suspension was centrifuged 
at 2,000 x g for 10 min at room temperature, and 20 µl of 
the bacterial supernatant was spotted onto the potato 
tuber disk prepared as described in Volksch et al.,1989.

 The presence of coronatine was characterized by a 
hypertrophic response (an obvious enlargement of tissue) 
on the potato disks. 

618Hwang et al.,2005



Chlorosis-inducing toxins 
Coronatine
Test for hypertrophy in potato tuber

 Production of chlorosis producing toxin was evaluated by a 
semiquantitative potato disc bioassay (Volkch et al.,1989).

 20 µl cell free culture filtrate as described above was spotted 
onto the potato discs.

 The presence of chlorosis (chl) producing phytotoxin was 
characterized by a hypertrophic response (enlargement of 
tissue) on the potato discs.

 Bacteria have also been assayed directly for hypertrophic 
outgrowth by placing a loopful of inoculum on the surface of the 
potato tuber discs.

 Tissue was assessed for hypertrophic outgrowth 5 days after 
inoculation.

619prr.hec.gov.pk/Chapters/375S-5.pdf



Chlorosis-inducing toxins 
Coronatine
Test for hypertrophy in potato tuber

 Cell enlargements due 
to P. syringae pv. 
sesami (chl+) isolates 
encircled in white, 
necrotic (chl-) isolates 
did not show any 
enlargement encircled 
in pink in A. 

 Close images of cell 
enlargement due to 
chlorosis in B and C.

620prr.hec.gov.pk/Chapters/375S-5.pdf



Chlorosis-inducing toxins 
Coronatine
Test for hypertrophy in potato tuber

 Coronatine may be characterized as a substance with high auxin-like 
activity.

 In potato tuber discs the stimulation of water uptake by coronatine was 
considerably higher than that of IAA.

 Also our results indicated that the effect of coronatine on the increase 
in hypertrophy of potato tuber discs was higher than that of IAA.

621Sakai,1980



Chlorosis-inducing toxins 
Coronatine
Test for necrotic lesions of potato leaves

 Tomato leaves 5 days after 
dip-inoculation with 1×107

CFU/ml suspension of the 
wild-type bacterium Pst 
DC3000 (left) and the 
coronatine defective mutant 
Pst DC3118 (right).

 Whereas Pst DC3000 caused 
necrotic lesions with diffuse 
chlorosis, the coronatine-
defective mutant bacteria 
caused only some lesions and 
no chlorosis.

Melotto et al.,2008 622



Chlorosis-inducing toxins 
Tagetitoxin

 The structure of 
tagetitoxin from 
Pseudomonas syringae 
pv. tagetis the toxin is 
an inhibitor of 
chloroplast RNA 
polymerase.

623



Cyclic lipopeptides (CLPs) 
Syringomycin production

 Syringomycin production was assessed using a 
general method for detecting lipodepsipeptides.

 Twenty microliters of a P. syringae overnight culture 
was spotted onto potato dextrose agar, followed by 
incubation for 48 h at 30°C.

 Subsequently, the plates were sprayed with an 
overnight culture of the yeast Rhodotorula pilimanae
and incubated for 24 h at room temperature.

 The presence of lipodepsipeptide was characterized 
by the development of a zone of inhibition 
surrounding the P. syringae colonies. 

624
Hwang et al.,2005



Cyclic lipopeptides (CLPs) 
Tolaasins production

 Pseudomonas tolaasii, the causal organism of brown 
blotch disease of Agaricus bisporus and of the yellowing 
of Pleurotus ostreatus, was shown to produce in 
culture:

1. Tolaasin I,

2. Tolaasin II, and

3. Five other minor metabolites, tolaasins A, B, C, D, and 
E.

 These extracellular necrosis inducing toxins were 
demonstrated to be important in the development of 
the disease symptoms.

625Bassarello et al.,2004



Cyclic lipopeptides (CLPs) 
Tolaasins production

626Bassarello et al.,2004



Cyclic lipopeptides (CLPs) 
Tolaasins production

627Bassarello et al.,2004; Geunhyeong et al.,2011

Tolaasin-I-8-primary-structure



Cyclic lipopeptides (CLPs) 
Tolaasins production

 Bacterial Growth Conditions: 

 Strain type NCPPB2192 of P. tolaasii was grown at 25°C 

under shaking (180 rpm) in 500 mL Erlenmeyer flasks 
filled with 150 mL of liquid King’s B medium inoculated 
with 1.5 mL of a bacterial suspension containing 108

cfu/mL.

 After 48 h incubation cultures were centrifuged (20000g 
for 15 min), and the resulting supernatants were 
evaluated for the antimicrobial activity against Bacillus 
megaterium following an already established procedure, 
lyophilized, and stored at -20°C before further processing.

628Bassarello et al.,2004



Cyclic lipopeptides (CLPs) 
Tolaasins production

 The antimicrobial activity of HPLC grade tolaasins A-E in comparison 
with tolaasin I and II against:

 The yeast Rhodotorula pilimanae,

 The fungus Rizoctonia solani,

 The Gram-positive bacteria Bacillus megaterium and Rodococcus 
fascians, respectively, and 

 The Gram-negative bacteria Escherichia coli and Erwinia carotovora 
subsp. carotovora.

 B. megaterium and R. fascians were the most sensitive test 
microorganisms.

629Bassarello et al.,2004



Tolaasins production 
Alternative method

 Bacteria were grown in PSB (potato semi-synthetic 
broth) or PSA (potato semi-synthetic agar) at 25°C.

 PSB-Tol, a medium that contains tolaasin, was 
prepared by adding the components of PS-broth to 
the culture supernatants of P. tolaasii strains.

 Culture supernatants of P. tolaasii strains were 
obtained by culturing P. tolaasii in PSB at 25°C for 48 
h, harvested by centrifugation (4°C, 10,000 × g) and 

sterilized by placing in boiling water for 10 min.

630Tsukamoto et al.,1998 and 2002 



Tolaasins production 
Alternative method

 The 50 µl of samples of the whole cultures 
were then applied onto potato tuber slices, 
wherein tuber slices normally become 
blackened due to the toxicity of tolaasin.

631Tsukamoto et al.,2002 



Tolaasins production 
Effects of talaasin(Blackened) and talaasin-
detoxifying bacteria(colorless) on potato slices

 Potato slices treated with
PSB-Tol (a medium that 
contains tolaasin) and
tolaasin detoxifying 
bacteria.

 In the presence of 
tolaasin detoxifying 
bacteria remained 
colorless, but those 
treated together with non-
detoxifying bacteria were 
blackened.

632Tsukamoto et al.,2002 

PSB (potato semi-synthetic broth)



Tolaasins production 
Assay on tissue blocks and whole 
sporophores of Agaricus bisporus

 Brown lesions on tissue blocks of 
Agaricus bisporus (lower three 
blocks in each treatment), caused 
by deposition of 5 μl solutions 
containing:

A. 5.12 μg of WLIP(White Line 
Inducing Principle), and

B. 0.64 μg of tolaasin I, respectively. 

 On upper blocks, 5 μl of sterile 
water was deposited.

 Brown sunken lesions were 
observed with both A and B 
treatments.

Andolfi et al.,2009



Toxin production
Persicomycins determination

 Pseudomonas syringae pv. persicae is a phytopathogenic bacterium 
responsible for a dieback disease on Prunus spp. mainly on Prunus 
persica.

 Several toxic substances called persicomycins are synthesized by 
Pseudomonas syringae pv. persicae.

 It is now an accepted fact that P. s. pv. persicae is heterogeneous in 
toxigenesis i.e. a variable necrotic capability of strains on the peach 
tree host/variable biocidal activities(persicomycin production) of each 
and every individual colonies.

 Three classes of colonies were defined: 

 Class 1 with no detectable production,

 Class 2 with a low production and

 Class 3 characterized by a larger production.

 It appears that the level of persicomycin production varied from cell to 
cell whatever the strain and the assay.

634
Barzic,1999



Toxin production
Toxin production capability of colonies
Persicomycins determination

635Barzic,1999

 Tests were realized with 10 µl of 
suspension of each colony. 

 Data is from three separate assays 
with 40 colonies each. 

 Colonies were divided into three 
classes:

 Class 1, colonies with no detectable 
production;

 Class 2, colonies giving a production 
scored as the mean growth 
inhibition ≤5 mm from the edge of 
the colony;

 Class 3, colonies giving a production 
scored as the mean growth 
inhibition >5 mm from the edge of 
the colony.



Toxin production
Persicomycin determination

 Both plant cells damage 
(necrosis of peach tree tissues)
as well as in vitro antibiosis 
against microorganisms such 
as Bacillus thuringiensis
(bacterial indicator) is due to 
antibiotic property of 
persicomycins.

 Antibiosis was displayed by 
persicomycin extracted from:

A. Culture extracts and
B. Necrotic peach tree tissues. 

636Barzic and Guittet,1996



Toxins 
Persicomycin determination

Barzic,1999

 Toxigenicity among colonies of 
Pseudomonas syringae pv. 
persicae obtained from strain 
3354 (a) and strain 3355 (b) 
shown by antibiosis to Bacillus 
thuringiensis on LPGA medium.

 All Ps. syr. pv. persicae isolates 
from a range of geographical 
origins have been shown to 
produce persicomycins in vitro.

 Ps. syr. pv. persicae can 
synthesize its necrosis inducing 
toxins, and freezing 
temperatures, e.g. -5°C, that 
can occur with frosts did not 
seem to affect bacterial 
toxigenesis.

637



Toxin production
Scab-inducing toxins
Thaxtomins

 Scab-inducing toxins such as the cyclic dipeptide 
thaxtomin A and B, produced by Stretomyces scabiei, 
causing common scab of potato. 

 Thaxtomins are produced only by plant pathogenic 
species, cause necrosis and cell hypertrophy on 
expanding host tissue. 

 Production of thaxtomins is perfectly correlated to 
pathogenicity in all strains tested to date including S. 
scabies, S. acidiscabies, and S. ipomoeae (King et al.
1994), suggesting that thaxtomins may be a common 
pathogenicity determinant among diverse 
Streptomyces spp. that cause plant disease.

638



Toxin production
Scab-inducing toxins 
Thaxtomins A & B

Structures of thaxtomins A (R = OH) and B (R = H), two 
piperazine toxins produced by species of Streptomyces

that are important in the development of scab 
symptoms on potatoes.

Strange,2003 639
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Scab-inducing toxins
Thaxtomin A
Radial swelling is due to dramatic cell hypertrophy

 Dramatic cell hypertrophy on 
the hypocotyl of a radish 
seedling that was treated with 
thaxtomin A.

 Germinated seeds were 
incubated on agar containing:

 A and B: thaxtomin A 0.075 µM 
or

 C: Unamended agar for 
approximately 7 days before 
examination. 

 Cross sections B and C were 
approximately 150 µm thick 
and were stained with toluidine 
blue.

Loria et al.,1997



Scab-inducing toxins
Thaxtomin A
Radish seedling assay

 Untreated.

 Treated with pure 
thaxotamin A.

 Filter-sterilized 
supernatant of S. scabies
(stunting and radial 
swelling).

 S. scabies culture (necrosis 
and seedling collapse).

Schaad et al.,2001



Toxin production 
Albicidin

 Leaf scald, caused by Xanthomonas albilineans, is a 
serious disease of sugarcane.

 The xylem-invading bacterium produces several toxins of 
which the major one is albicidin which has only been 
partially characterized. 

 It is a low molecular weight compound with several 
aromatic rings and is bactericidal to Gram-positive and 
Gram-negative bacteria at concentrations as low as 1 
ng/ml.

 Symptoms of leaf scald include chlorosis, necrosis, wilting
and sometimes sudden death of the plant after a long 
latent period. 

 The chlorotic symptoms are caused by inhibition of DNA 
synthesis in chloroplasts caused by the toxin. 

 Tox- mutants are unable to cause disease symptoms.
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Toxin production 
Albicidins
Genes that codes for a peptide which detoxifies albicidin

643

 Albicidins such as Abscisic acid (ABA) are a family of 
phytotoxins and antibiotics produced by the xylem invading 
bacterium Xanthomonas albilineans and specifically block 
prokaryotic (plasmid) DNA replication. 

 Several genes that confer resistance to albicidins have been 
cloned from heterologous, biocontrolling bacteria, such as 
Klebsiella oxytoca (albA), Alcaligenes denitrificans (albB), 
Pantoea dispersa (albD), and from X. albilineans itself.

 These genes may be useful candidates for transfer into the 
sugarcane genome. 

 Indeed, expression of albD in transgenic sugarcane resulted 
in:

1. Reduced chlorotic disease symptoms, and
2. Conferred resistance to systemic multiplication of the 

pathogen.



Toxin production 
Albicidins bioassay
Xanthomonas spp.

 Genetic and physiological 
approaches showed that X. 
albilineans produces a family 
of antibiotics and 
phytotoxins, which are not 
only implicated in chlorosis 
induction but also play a 
larger role in pathogenesis.

 Inhibition of E. coli lawn 
growth around colonies of X. 
albilineans due to albicidin 
antibiotics.

 Other tested Xanthomonas 
spp. (top right) are not 
inhibitory.

Chlorosis-inducing isolates of X. 
albilineans produce a family of antibiotics 

called albicidins in culture.

Birch,2001 644



Pigment (toxin) production
Cultures that produced the yellow or
green pigments were pathogenic and virulent

 Cultures of Burkholderia glumae with a virulent strain 
on the left and an avirulent strain on the right.

 Note the lack of toxin in the medium on the right.

645Yuan,2004



Control of toxin biosynthesis

 Literature suggest that host factors may be of importance 
in the production of toxins.

 e.g.
 Oat bran was the best medium for production of 

thaxtomin A.
 Suberin was the only plant polymer that allowed the 

production of the toxin in minimal medium.
 Arbutin, a phenolic glucoside, and D-fructose were 

identified as signal molecules which were either necessary 
for the induction of syringomycin in Pseudomonas 
syringae pv. syringae or enhanced its production.

 Leaves of sweet cherry have compounds that activated 
the syrB gene which is required for the synthesis of 
syringomycin. 
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Toxin self-protection

 Two major strategies have been adopted by 
bacteria to protect themselves from their own 
toxin:

1. Resistance based on the production of target 
enzymes that are insensitive to the toxin.

2. Resistance via the production of detoxifying 

enzymes.
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Major virulence Factors
4. Classical hormones

 All multicellular organisms produce hormones.

 Plant hormones are also called phytohormones.

 The ability of microorganisms to synthesize or 
degrade phytohormones is widely known.

 Bacteria, micromycetes, and algae form 
phytohormones of auxin, cytokinin, or gibberellin 
nature. 
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Major virulence Factors
Hormones(meaning set in motion)

 Microorganisms also synthesize phytohormone-like 
substances including:

1. Ethylene and abscisic acid (ABA), brassinosteroids, 
oligosaccharines, salicylic acid, and jasmonic acid, and

2. Phytohormone-like substances, such as: 

3. Proteins (or peptides) e.g. in Gram+ve bacteria

4. Steroids (a subclass of lipidic hormones) e.g. AHLs
in Gram-ve bacteria

5. Amino-acid derivatives (or amines) e.g. AI-3 in 
Gram-ve bacteria which are resident in the 
gastrointestinal tract human.
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Major virulence Factors
Hormones

 None of the hormones has any enzymatic activity.
 Production of plant hormones alter host physiology. 
 Genes for hormone production may be located on:
1. Plasmids, or
2. on the chromosome.

 Each and every plant hormones can be synthesized 
and/or degraded by bacteria.
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Major virulence Factors
Bacterial synthesis and degradation of 
plant hormones

651
Faure et al.,2009



Major virulence Factors
Hormones as signals

 The role of hormones and hormone-like substances is not 
limited to intracellular signaling in plants and animals; 
they also mediate interactions between macro-oganisms
(of plant or animal origin) and microorganisms.

 Several plant associated bacteria have evolved ways such 
as bacterial synthesis or degradation of plant hormones to 
tap into these hormone signalling pathways and to 
manipulate plant physiology accordingly and to their own 
advantage.

 For example, Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000 
is able to induce the biosynthesis of the hormones auxin 
and abscisic acid in Arabidopsis thaliana. 

652Tsavkelova et al.,2006;..



Major virulence Factors
Hormones

 Hormones can be classified into following three groups on the 
basis of their chemical structure:

1. Amino acid derivatives e.g. cytokinins are derivatives of 
adenine.

2. Peptide hormones e.g. glycoproteins

3. Lipid derivatives e.g. steroid hormones. 

 Steroid hormones are derived from cholesterol.

 Most hormones are proteins with specific structure.
 Most hormones have certain biochemical trends in common: 
1. Small molecules synthesized from ubiquitous precursors (amino 

acids, mevalonic acid, nucleotides)
2. Sometimes via multi-step pathways, then deactivated by 

oxidation or conjugation (linking to other small molecules such 
as glucose and amino acids). 

653
Plants in action;..



Major virulence Factors
Hormones
1. Classical plant/bacterial hormones

 Plant hormones are signal molecules produced within the 
plant, and occur in extremely low concentrations.

 Many of plant disease symptoms are mediated by altered 
concentrations of the five ‘classical’ plant hormones:

1. Auxins(IAA),
2. Cytokinins(CK),
3. Gibberellins(GA),
4. Ethylene(ETH), and
5. Abscisic acid(ABA).

 Many bacteria are capable of producing more than one 
type of plant hormone.

 e.g. A. tumefaciens induce galls by auxins and cytokinins.
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Schematic diagram indicating the role of cytokinins in plant growth and defence against 
pathogens. In addition, cross-talk between Cytokinins(CK), and other phytohormones is also 
presented. Arrows indicate positive interaction; blunt ends indicate negative interaction.

Major virulence Factors
Hormones
1. Classical plant hormones

Akhtar et al.,2020



Hormones
1. Classical bacterial hormones

Ethylene
(ETH)

Abscisic
acid (ABA)

Gibberellin
(GA)

Cytokinins
(CK)

ß-Indole acetic 
acid (IAA, auxin)

Bacterial species or pathovar

++++A. tumefaciens

++++A. rhizogenes

+E. carotovora subsp. carotovora

+Pantoea agglomerans (also pvs. 
betae, gypsophilae and milletiae)

+++P. savastanoi pv. savastanoi

-- Or WP. savastanoi pv. fraxini

+P. syringae pv. cannabina

+P. syringae pv. phaseolicola

+P. syringae pv. sesami

+++Ralstonia solanacearum

++Rhizobium spp. 

++Rhodococcus fascians

+Streptomyces scabiei

+Xanthomonas citri

+X. vesicatoria
656
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Classical plant hormones 
Growth regulators in plant disease 
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Auxin production
By plant pathogenic bacteria

 Indole acetic acid (IAA) is the principal auxin of higher 
plants.

 It is synthesized from tryptophan but three pathways have 
been proposed via:

1. Indole-3-pyruvic acid,
2. Tryptamine, or
3. Indole-3-acetonitrile.
 Recently, a tryptophan independent pathway has been 

described in plants (Taiz and Zeiger,2002).
 Plant pathogenic bacteria such as Agrobacterium 

tumefaciens, however, use a further pathway in which 
tryptophan is converted to indole-3-acetamide from which 
IAA is released by the action of indole-3-acetamide 
hydrolase.
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Bacterial pathway vs. plant pathway
Biosynthesis of indole acetic acid
(A) Bacterial pathway; (B), (C) and (D) alternative plant pathways

Strange,2003 659



Biosynthesis of indole acetic acid
By bacterial colonizers of the phyllosphere

660Lindow and Brandl,2003

 The biosynthesis of the plant growth regulator indole-3-acetic 
acid (IAA) is widespread among bacterial colonizers of the 
phyllosphere.

 IAA promotes cell wall loosening at very low concentrations and 
exogenously applied auxin stimulates the release of saccharides 
from the plant cell wall.

 Because bacteria on plants are frequently nutrient limited, it 
was hypothesized that the greater epiphytic fitness of IAA 
producing strains resulted from enhanced nutrient availability 
caused by increased leakage of saccharides from plant cells in 
their vicinity.



Cytokinins

 Cytokinins affect many facets of plant metabolism 
such as:

 Delay of senescence, redirection of nutrients and the 
proliferation of plant organs.

 They also promote the maturation of chloroplasts and 
stimulate cell enlargement.

 Their mechanism of action is still unknown although 
they affect protein synthesis, possibly by stabilizing 
specific mRNAs.

 Cytokinin-binding proteins have been identified and 
these are likely to represent the start of one or more 
signal transduction pathways.
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Gibberellins

 Gibberellins are a large 
family of tetracylic 
diterpenoid growth factors 
currently numbering well
over 100.

 As with other growth 
regulators, gibberellic 
acids, have multiple 
effects on plants.

 However, the one that 
first attracted attention 
was the promotion of 
stem elongation and plant
maturity.

Strange,2003 662



Ethylene
The gaseous hormone

 The phytohormone ethylene affects a large number 
of different processes in the growth and development 
of a plant. 

663Vejan et al.,2016



Ethylene

 Ethylene (= ethene; C2H4) is a 
unique gaseous hormone that 
diffuses rapidly out of plant tissues.

 Plants synthesize ethylene from 
methionine via S-
adenosylmethionine (SAM) and 1-
aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylic 
acid.

 Ethylene treatment cause severe 
epinasty, enhanced flower 
senescence, and accelerated fruit 
ripening.

Strange,2003 664



Ethylene
The gaseous hormone

 Being a gaseous compound, ethylene may be 
transported throughout the plant only by diffusion.

 Microorganisms are also capable of synthesizing 
ethylene. 

 The producers include heterotrophic bacteria:

 Escherichia coli,

 Cryptococcus albidus,

 Pseudomonas syringae,

 Chromobacterium violaceum, and

 Ralstonia solanacearum.

665Tsavkelova et al.,2006



Ethylene
The gaseous hormone ethylene is another 
inhibitor of plant growth

 Ethylene slows down growth and cell extension, 
disrupts geotropism, promotes phylloptosis, and 
accelerates fruit maturation and ageing.

 Ethylene production is activated in plants under 
abiotic and biotic stress conditions.

1. Pathogen-derived ethylene acts as a virulence factor 
of fungal and bacterial pathogens, and

2. Plant-derived ethylene as a signaling compound 
involves in disease resistance.

 Ethylene can induce certain types of pathogenesis-
related proteins or phytoalexins in different types of 
induced resistance. 
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Hormones
2. Non-traditional regulators
The hormonal signals

 Phytohormone-like compounds (brassinosteroids, 
oligosaccharines, salicylic acid, and jasmonic acid) 
were only discovered at the end of the 20th century.

1. Oligosaccharins, brassinosteroids and jasmonates
have been recognized in the healthy plants.

2. Steroid hormones(lipophilic hormones) are very 
important for physiological and developmental 
regulation, both in animals and plants.

3. Nitric oxide (NO) serves as signal in hormonal and 
defense responses.

 All are involved in signal transduction in defence. 
667



Jasmonates
Jasmonate (JA) and its derivatives are 
lipid-based hormone signals

 JAs are well- recognized lipid-derived stress 
hormones that regulate plant adaptations to biotic 
stresses, including herbivore attack and pathogens.

 Jasmonic acid (JA) was first isolated in 1971 as a 
plant growth inhibitor from culture filtrates of the 
fungus, Lasiodiplodia theobromae, a plant pathogen 
with a wide host range.

 Jasmonic acid is an organic compound found in 
several plants including jasmine.

 Jasmonic acid was detected in symbiotic bacteria and 
cyanobacteria.
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Jasmonates
Jasmonate (JA) and its derivatives are 
lipid-based hormone signals

 Jasmonates affects on:

 Jasmonic acid (a plant immune hormone, fatty acid 
derivative) and salicylic acid (a type of phenolic acid) 
play important roles in plant defense systems.

 Jasmonic acid is involved in:

1. Plant cell signaling responses to abiotic and biotic 
stress.

2. Inhibition of germination of non-dormant seeds and 
root growth, and

3. The stimulation of the ripening of tomato and apple 
fruit.
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Jasmonates
Jasmonate (JA) and its derivatives are 
lipid-based hormone signals

670



Jasmonates
Jasmonate (JA) and its derivatives are 
lipid-based hormone signals

 Simplified model of JAs-mediated shift from ‘growth 
mode’ to ‘adaptive mode’.

671Savchenko et al.,2021



Schematic representation of the 
jasmonate biosynthetic pathway

 Jasmonic acid facilitates the 
development of symbiotic 
bacteria.

 Jasmonate activates the 
expression of nod genes in 
Bradyrhizobium japonicum and 
Rhizobium leguminosum;

 Increases in jasmonates may 
result from the release of 
linolenic acid(one of two 
essential fatty acids) from 
membranes by phospholipases.

Strange,2003;..

Synthesis of jasmonic acid 
from linolenic acid.



Schematic representation of the 
jasmonate biosynthetic pathway

 Details of jasmonate 
biosynthetic pathway.

 Increase of jasmonates is due 
to release of linolenic acid from 
membranes by phospholipases.

 12-oxo-PDA 12 Oxophytodienoic 
acid;

 HPOT 13(S) 
hydroperoxyoctadecatrienoic acid;

 EOT 12,13(S)-
epoxyoctadecatrienoic acid;

 MeJA methyl jasmonate.

Scheper & Zhong (eds.),2001



Roles of jasmonate in the 
signaling of plant defense

 Protein phosphorylation 
and calcium influx are 
required for elicitor 
induced jasmonate 
biosynthesis, as well as 
for the induction of 
transcription factors:

 CrBPF-1,

 ORCA2, and

 ORCA3.

Scheper & Zhong (eds.),2001

674Phosphorylation is a common way of activating (or inactivating) proteins.



Bacterial manipulation of hormone pathways

Pathogen’s actions against SAR

 Plant hormones can quickly and potently affect plant 
physiology; therefore it is not surprising that 
pathogens manipulate plant hormone signalling to 
promote disease.

 Recently, it was discovered that plants gain enhanced 
disease resistance by downregulating auxin levels in 
response to pathogen challenge. 

 Therefore, it is possible that bacterial-derived auxin 
might function to counter this plant response to 
suppress plant defences.

675Abramovitch et al.,2006



Plant Protection
Complex Network of Hormones

676
Ingo Hein

Rajendra & Jones (2009) Plant Molecular Biology 69: 473-488



Bacterial manipulation of hormone pathways

Coronatine
Pathogen’s actions against SAR

 Coronatine is a molecular mimic of the plant 
hormone jasmonate.

 Coronatine and jasmonates are believed to stimulate 
similar responses. 

 The SA- and JA-dependent defense pathways can be 
mutually antagonistic, and some bacterial pathogens 
take advantage of this to overcome the SAR.

 Coronatine dramatically reprogrammes host gene 
expression, causing altered expression of hundreds 
of genes, including the upregulation of genes that 
are involved in the synthesis of endogenous JA.
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Bacterial manipulation of hormone pathways

Coronatine
Pathogen’s actions against SAR

 Coronatine-dependent reprogramming of plant gene 
expression has been shown to induce systemic 
susceptibility to bacterial pathogens. 

 For example, pathogenic strains of Pseudomonas 
syringae produce coronatine, which is similar to JA, 
to overcome the SA-mediated pathway (He et 
al.,2004).
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Quorum sensing (QS)
Autoinduction

Intra and inter-species molecular 
communications

Species-specific

679

The GacS/GacA, two-component regulatory system controls 
regulation of secondary metabolism and many other aspects 

of bacterial physiology including ecological fitness, QS, 
pigmentation, motility and tolerance to stress (See also

pathogenesis file part II).



Quorum sensing
Controversy
Quorum sensing, diffusion sensing, efficiency sensing

 The release of signal substances is understood to be either a 
cooperative strategy to determine the cell density (quorum 
sensing).

 This concept has been challenged.

 The concept of diffusion sensing, is an alternative and 
complementary model to quorum sensing.

 Diffusion sensing model explains a non-cooperative strategy in 
which the signal substance is only used to determine the 
dimensions of the space surrounding the cell (diffusion 
sensing).

 This third model – called efficiency sensing – combines both 
theories and first allows an understanding of how bacterial 
communication works and which purpose it serves. 
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Quorum sensing
Controversy
Quorum sensing, diffusion sensing, efficiency sensing

 The approach of diffusion sensing is slightly simpler: it is 
assumed that the bacterium uses the signal substances to 
measure whether the cell surrounding space is adequate to 
achieve the concentration of active substances required for 
efficient action. 

 Therefore, the scientists developed a synthesis of the two 
models, which they named “efficiency sensing”: 

 Based on efficiency sensing model, the microbes always 
perceive a mixture of cell density, cell distribution and diffusion 
limitation due to spatial conditions, because these aspects 
cannot be strictly separated – it depends on the circumstances 
and habitat quality which aspect is predominant.
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Cell-Cell Signaling in Bacteria

 Cell-Cell Signaling
in Bacteria

 by Gary M. Dunny and 
Stephen C. Winans 

 Publisher: Amer. Society 
for Microbiology

 1999
 367 pages.
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Bacterial Cell-to-Cell Communication
Role in Virulence and Pathogenesis

 Bacterial Cell-to-Cell 
Communication-
Role in Virulence and 
Pathogenesis

 Donald R. Demuth and 
Richard J. Lamont

 Cambridge University 
Press

 2006

 338 pp.
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Chemical Communication 
among Bacteria

 Chemical 
Communication 
among Bacteria

 by Stephen C. Winans 
and Bonnie L. Bassler

 Publisher: ASM Press

 2008

 483 pages. 
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Bacterial Sensing and Signaling

 Bacterial Sensing 
and Signaling

 By Mattias Collin and 
Raymond Schuch

 by S. Karger AG 
(Switzerland)

 2009

 230 pp.
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Quorum Sensing:
Molecular Mechanism and 
Biotechnological Application

 Quorum Sensing: 
Molecular 
Mechanism and 
Biotechnological 
Application

 by by Giuseppina 
Tommonaro (Editor)

 Academic Press
 2019
 309 pages.
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Implication of Quorum Sensing and 
Biofilm Formation in Medicine, 
Agriculture and Food Industry

 Implication of 
Quorum Sensing and 
Biofilm Formation in 
Medicine, Agriculture 
and Food Industry

 by Pallaval Veera 
Bramhachari 

 Springer

 2019

 346 pp.
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Quorum Sensing: Exploring an Aspiring 
Therapeutic Target for Bacterial Diseases

 Quorum Sensing: 
Exploring an Aspiring 
Therapeutic Target for 
Bacterial Diseases

 by Hakim. Saboowala  
ASIN: B08D7972WN

 2020

 58 pp.
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The quorum 

sensing 
website

This web site is included 
in the ISI current web 

contents.
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The quorum sensing site 
Links Categories
A list of synthesized AHLs 

 Links Categories

• University of Nottingham

• Other universities

• Molecular biology

• Genome project 

• Microbiology

• Scientific Societies

• Journals 

• Search pages

Below is a list of the AHLs which we synthesize and supply:

These chemicals can be purchased from Sigma-Aldrich-Fluka

To place an order please download and complete this form and email it to:

Darren Furniss (darren.furniss@nottingham.ac.uk) to whom you should address all 
other enquiries.

mailto:darren.furniss@nottingham.ac.uk


Another quorum sensing website 
Quorumpeps database
A resource of quorum sensing signaling peptides



Bacterial quorum sensing
Videos of Bonnie Bassler talk on how bacteria communicate 
hosted by TED(Technology, Entertainment, Design)
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Small Talk: Cell-to-Cell
Communication in Bacteria
Bacteria make sense

 Bacteria were considered to be lonely 'mutes' for 
hundreds of years.

 However, recently it was found that bacteria usually 
coordinate their behaviors at the population level by 
producing (speaking), sensing (listening), and 
responding to small signal molecules. 

 This so-called quorum sensing (QS) regulation 
enables bacteria to live in a 'society' with cell-cell 
communication and controls many important 
bacterial behaviors.
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Small Talk: Cell-to-Cell
Communication in Bacteria
Bacteria make sense

Research into AHL based quorum sensing started in the late 
1960s ( almost five decades ago).

Microbes seem to talk, listen and collaborate with one another. 
694

Bassler,2002; Hollowaym,2006; Yeo et al.,2021



Quorum sensing
The background

 The study of quorum sensing(bacterial signaling) has 
its roots in the late 1960s.

 Two scientists - John Woody Hastings and Kenneth H 
Nealson discovered that a marine bacterium, Vibrio 
fischeri, produced light when its population reached a 
critical (late- log phase of growth).

 When fewer were present, the bacteria didn't 
bioluminesce.

 Therefore chemical communication first emerged 
from investigations into marine bacteria able to grow 
in the dark.
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Quorum sensing
The background

 The two researchers speculated that the bacteria 
released a signal - something they called an 
autoinducer - that cried out:
“We are here! We are here! We are here!"

 When the cacophony became loud enough, the 
assemblage glowed.

 In 1983, Michael R. Silverman, then at the Agouron 
Institute in La Jolla, California, and a colleague
identified the genes for V. fischeri's autoinducer and 
its receptor.
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Bioluminescent bacteria
Bioluminescent bacteria and their role as 
light organs in the flashlight fish

 There are bacteria living in the oceans that actually produce 
light!

 These microbes are easily found in seawater, marine sediments, 
in the guts of marine animals, and on the surface of 
decomposing fish. 

 Bioluminescent bacteria can be divided into two genres(class):

1. Vibrio, and 

2. Photobacteria.

 The most common three are Vibrio fischeri, Vibrio harveyi, and 
Photobacterium phosphoreum. 

 The enzyme responsible for the light generation of these 
bacteria is the enzyme called luciferase.
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Bioluminescent bacteria
Bioluminescent bacteria and their role as 
light organs in the flashlight fish

 Pinecone fish utilize 
luminous bacteria, 
colonized in the ventral 
cavity, to:

1. Illuminate the 
surroundings as well as 
for 

2. Intra-species 
communication. 
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Bioluminescent bacteria
Bioluminescent bacteria and their role as 
light organs in the flashlight fish

 The picture at left 
shows how 
bioluminescent bacterial 
colonies appear on a 
petri plate under normal 
light. 

 The image on the right 
is what you will see 
when you look at the 
same plate of bacteria 
in a dark room.
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Light is only produced when the organisms 
are present at high cell densities. 
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Quorum sensing
The density-dependent cell-cell communication 

 Bacteria live in colonies.
 Bacteria do not always act as single cells but have the 

ability to act as a population analogous to a multicellular 
organism. 

 Quorum sensing (QS) is the phenomenon which allows 
single bacterial cells to measure the concentration of 
bacterial signal molecules. 

 QS enables bacteria to co-ordinate their behaviour.
 This form of signal dependent communication is present 

in:
1. Gram-negative 
2. Gram-positive bacteria 
3. Fungi.
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Quorum sensing
Chemical communication signals 
The fundamental biological process 

 The autoinducer diffusible signal molecules mainly 
acyl-homoserine lactones(AHLs) are used by a 
diverse range of microorganisms such as:

1. Opportunistic pathogens such as Pseudomonas 
species;

2. Phytopathogens like Erwinia species;

3. Specific symbiotic strains as e.g. Rhizobium species;
4. Certain plankton phototrophic bacteria;

5. Signaling molecules can be sensed by fungi 
(Candida albicans; dimorphic; filamentous fungi);

6. AHLs also found in algal blooms.
7. Similarly, social insects like bees and ants use QS to 

communicate and determine a suitable place to build 
their nest. 701



Bacteria sophisticated communication systems 

Why do bacteria talk to each other?

 Bacteria utilize a diverse range of signals, including:
1. Their nutritional status, and
2. Population density, to sense and respond to their 

biotic environment.

 As environmental conditions often change rapidly, 
bacteria need to respond quickly in order to survive. 

 These responses include:
1. Adaptation to availability of nutrients,
2. Defence against other microorganisms which may 

compete for the same nutrients and the avoidance 
of toxic compounds potentially dangerous for the 
bacteria.
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Quorum sensing
Bacteria sophisticated communication systems
An important global gene regulatory mechanism

 QS is a beautiful invention because, by talking and 
listening to each other, the separate bacterial cells in  
a local population can co-operate with each other.

 In many species QS modulates virulence functions 
and is important for pathogenesis in several enteric 
diseases.

 Autoinducers play a critical role in triggering virulence 
gene expression in QS-dependent pathogens, such as 
in the production of rotting enzyme.

 QS mutants are defective in virulence and 
infectivity/stability.

703Robinson et al.,2003;Chen et al.,2013



Quorum sensing
Bacteria sophisticated communication systems
An important global gene regulatory mechanism

 Quorum sensing through 
production and diffusion 
of secreted signal 
molecules (autoinducers).

 QS coordinates:

 motility, stress responses, 
mating, nutrient 
acquisition, antibiotic 
production, exoenzyme 
secretion, and biofilm 
formation.
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Quorum sensing
Some other functions 

705
Camilo Gómez



Quorum sensing
Impacts of quorum sensing on microbial 
metabolism and human health
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Yong and Zhong,2013



Quorum sensing
Quorum sensing controls many bacterial 
behaviors at low and high cell density

 Quorum sensing controls the 
production of toxins that are 
crucial for bacteria to cause 
disease.

 Quorum sensing controls 
biofilm formation.

 Biofilms help many bacteria to 
act as pathogens and cause 
disease.

 Quorum sensing controls 
competence, which is the 
process that enables bacteria to 
acquire DNA from other cells. 

707
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Quorum sensing 
Factors affecting signalling process

 Thus, the signaling process is directly influenced by:

1. Abiotic factors (such as pH, temperature and 
medium composition), and

2. Biotic factors (such as other members of the 
bacterial community).

 These can modulate signal genesis, diffusion, 
interception and degradation and that can produce 
parasitic signals.

708Boyer and Dye’,2009



Quorum sensing
Bacterial communication systems 
Autoinducer signals

 Bacterial communication systems include:

1. Long- and short-range chemical signaling channels;

2. One-way, two-way, and multi-way communication; 

3. Contact mediated and contact-inhibited signaling; 
and 

4. The use and spread of misinformation, or

5. More dramatically, even deadly information.

709Bassler and Losick,2006

Even without physical contact, bacteria living at the same 
community likely secrete small extra-cellular molecules to 

interact with each other.



Bioluminescent bacteria
Making Seawater Complete (SWC) media

 Materials: natural or artificial seawater (you can get 
instant ocean salt mix from any pet store that sells marine 
fish), tap water, agar, yeast extract, peptone, glycerol, 20 
sterile petri plates, container suitable to boil 1 liter of 
liquid, heat source to boil water SWC agar recipe:

 1 L water

 24 g sea salt

 5 g peptone

 3 g yeast extract

 3 ml glycerol

 15 g agar (if making solid media)

710
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The flashlight fish 
Photoblepharon

palpebratus; the bright area is 
the light organ containing 
bioluminescent bacteria.

(b) Colonies of 
Photobacterium
phosphoreum

photographed by their 
own light.

Electron micrograph of a thin 
section through the light-emitting 

organ of Photobacterium
palpebratus, showing the dense 
array of bioluminescent bacteria 

(arrows).

Underwater photograph
taken at night of 
Photobacterium

palpebratus in coral 
reefs in the Gulf of 

Eilat.Diversity_1.pdf

Bioluminescent 
bacteria and 

their role as light 
organs in the 
flashlight fish.



Autoinducing signals
The languages by which bacteria communicate 
take the form of chemical signals

 In the natural environment, there are many different 
bacteria living together which use various classes of 
signalling molecules. 

 As they employ different languages they cannot 
necessarily talk to all other bacteria. 

1. Phylogenetically unrelated bacteria produce the 
same AHL; 

2. Other bacteria form more than one AHL. 

 How these compounds inter-play in natural habitats 
is still completely unknown. 
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Quorum sensing
Autoinducing signals

 QS has not only been described:

1. Between cells of the same species 
(intraspecies), 

2. Between species (interspecies), and

3. Between bacteria and higher 
organisms (inter-kingdom).

713Diggle et al.,2009



Quorum sensing
Bacteria and eukaryotes communications
Interkingdom signaling

 It is also evident that QS is not limited to the 
bacterial kingdom.

 They are capable of listening in and broadcasting to 
unrelated species, either for the good of the 
population or for the benefit of one species over 
another. 

 The study of two-way intercellular signalling 
networks between bacteria and both uni- and 
multicellular eukaryotes as well as between 
eukaryotes is just beginning to unveil a rich diversity 
of communication pathways.

714
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Quorum sensing
Bacteria-nematode communications
Interkingdom signaling

 Caenorhabditis elegans is a free-living terrestrial 
nematode that feeds on bacteria in its environment.

 The nematode Caenorhabditis elegans is also capable 
of adapting its behaviour in the presence of AHLs.

 Recent data show that C. elegans uses odors 
produced by bacteria to identify food sources.

 C. elegans could sense the acylated homoserine 
lactone (AHSL) autoinducers produced by many 
gram-negative bacteria possessing quorum-sensing 
(QS) systems. 

715
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Quorum sensing
Bacteria-nematode communications
Interkingdom signaling

 The nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, can be 
infected by microbes, including certain human-
pathogenic bacteria.

 While Pseudomonas species can serve as food for C. 
elegans, some species are also pathogens.

 The nematoxic bacterium P. aeruginosa can produce 
acylated homoserine lactones, the signal molecules in 
quorum sensing, as attractants for nematodes. 
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Quorum sensing
Bacteria-nematode communications
Interkingdom signaling

 Some species of P. aeruginosa are natural pathogens 
of C. elegans, whereas others can serve as a food 
source for the nematodes.

 The common human pathogenic bacterium 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa kills C. elegans with 
quorum-sensing controlled-virulence factors.

 In an experiment when synthetic AHLs were used in 
the absence of bacteria, the worms were significantly 
more likely to migrate towards the AHL than the 
controls.

717
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Quorum sensing
Bacteria-Plant communications
Interkingdom signaling

 QS is crucial to many host-bacterial interactions. 

718Robinson et al.,2003



Quorum sensing
Bacteria-Mammal communications
Interkingdom signaling

 In mammalian cells, AHLs also gain access to the 
cytoplasm by crossing the plasma membrane. 

 The identity of the mammalian receptor (or 
receptors) for AHLs in mammalian cells is unknown.

 However, if there are intracellular receptors, it is 
proposed that the interaction with the AHL ligand 
activates these receptors and thereby allows their 
transportation into the nucleus, where they could 
control gene expression.

719
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Quorum sensing
Bacteria-Mammal communications
Interkingdom signaling

720
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Quorum sensing
Human pathogens

 Quorum sensing occurs in more than 70 types of 
microorganisms, including bioluminescent bacteria, 
which together produce light from a chemical 
reaction but alone must remain dark. 

 Among human pathogens that use quorum sensing 
to estimate their population densities are:

1. Pseudomonas aeruginosa, which can cause serious 
infections, particularly in burn victims;

2. Yersinia pestis, the bubonic plague bacterium that 
killed millions during the Middle Ages. 

721



Bacterial Quorum Sensing
Gram-positive vs. Gram-negative bacteria
Typical Gram-negative quorum sensing mechanism

 Acyl homoserine lactone molecules, synthesized by 
LuxI, Due to the small size and lipophilicity of AHL 
autoinducers, they readily pass the cell membrane by 
means of passive diffusion.

 If the concentration of AHL is sufficiently high, the 
AHL autoinducer binds to the intracellular LuxR 
protein and provokes the LuxR DNA binding domain 
to reveal. 

 Subsequently, the LuxR protein binds to DNA, 
causing activation of target gene transcription.

722Verbeke et al.,2017



Bacterial Quorum Sensing
Gram-positive vs. Gram-negative bacteria
Typical Gram-negative quorum sensing mechanism

 Quorum sensing peptides are synthesized by the bacterial ribosomes as 
pro-peptidic proteins and undergo posttranslational modifications during 
excretion by active transport. 

 As the population density increases, the AIPs accumulate in the 
environment. 

 When a certain threshold level is reached, binding of an AIP to a receptor 
initiates activation of the receptor kinase by phosphorylation on a 
conserved histidine residue.

 Subsequently, the activated receptor kinase transfers the phosphoryl group 
to a conserved aspartate residue of the intracellular response regulator, 
which in turn will be activated.

 The activated response regulator influences the transcription of target 
genes, including the AIP genes, genes for the receptor kinase and response 
regulator and genes for the ABC transporter.

 These phosphorylated response regulators induce increased target gene 
expression.

723Verbeke et al.,2017



Quorum sensing
The QS system

 The QS system can be seen as being based on 
the following crucial elements:

1. The autoinducers; 

2. The signal synthase; 

3. The signal receptor; 

4. The signal response regulator; 

5. The regulated genes (which form the so-called 
QS regulon). 

724
Nazzaro et al.,2013

A regulon is a collection of genes or operons under 
regulation by the same regulatory protein.



AHL production
Gram negative bacteria

 N-acyl homoserine lactones (AHLs) are the best-
studied QS signals among Gram-negative bacteria.

 Quorum sensing systems in Gram negative bacteria 
consist of two basic protein components:

1. I protein (synthesized by AHL synthases), and
2. R protein (AHL receptor).

 The concentration of the autoinducers (I proteins) 

are sensed and monitored by the response regulator 
family of transcription factors known as R proteins.

 As the bacterial population grows, the level of 
autoinducer in the environment increases.

725There is a low likelihood of a bacterium detecting its own secreted inducer. 



Quorum sensing
LuxI/LuxR system

 Bacterial cells (shown in blue) 
contain an I protein that is 
responsible for the synthesis of 
freely diffusible signals (green 
ovals). 

 At high cell density, the signal 
accumulates intracellularly and 
interacts with the R protein. 

 This interaction induces a 
conformational change in the R 
protein, which alters the affinity 
of the R protein for specific DNA 
sequences, known as ‘lux’ boxes, 
that are located within the 
promoters of the AHL-regulated 
genes.

726
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LuxI/LuxR is an integrated part of the lux 
operon, which is involved in 

bioluminescence through activation of the 
structural lux genes (luxCDABE).



Quorum sensing 
LuxI/LuxR system

 QS in Gram-negative organisms 
involves two regulatory 
components: 

1. the transcriptional activator 
protein (receptor protein), and

2. the autoinducer (AI) molecule 
produced by the AI-synthase. 

 Accumulation of AI occurs in a 
cell-density-dependent manner 
until a threshold level is 
reached. 

 At this time the AI binds to and 
activates the receptor protein, 
which in turn induces gene 

expression.
727

Signaling System
Detailed of gene circuit. 

Weigel,2016; Kievit and Iglewski,2020



AHL receptors 
LuxR

728

 The specific receptors for acyl-HSL signals are members of 
the LuxR family of transcriptional regulators.

 LuxR family members have been proposed to consist of 
two domains:

1. N-terminal acyl-HSL-binding domain,

2. C-terminal DNA-binding domain.

 AHL receptors (R proteins) are typically transcriptional 
activators that form dimers or multimers and bind to 
“receptor box” promoter sequences in the bacterial DNA, 
thus enhancing expression of sets of genes with these 
promoter sequences. 

The light emission is due to transfer of electrons from a substrate, in presence 
of an enzyme called Luciferase. The electrons are transferred to a lower 
energetic level, with an output of energy in the form of light radiation.



Quorum sensing
Bioreporter (indicator) strains 
lux-like genes expression in C. violaceum CV026 

729
Camilo Gómez

 All receptors share a common modular structure. E.g. Ers.

1. Centrally located is a highly conserved DNA binding domain 
(DBD);

2. C-terminal to the DBD is the ligand-binding domain (LBD).

3. Activation functions are located within the LBD and the N-
terminal regions.

-DNA binding domain (DBD)
-ligand-binding domain (LBD)

Active
TraR: autoinducer: DNA

DNA-recognition helices
DBD

LBD

DBD

LBD



AHL production
Mechanism

 There is a low likelihood of a bacterium detecting its 
own secreted inducer. 

 Thus, in order for gene transcription to be activated, 
the cell must encounter signaling molecules secreted by 
other cells in its environment. 

 When only a few other bacteria of the same kind are in 
the vicinity, diffusion reduces the concentration of the 
inducer in the surrounding medium to almost zero, so 
the bacteria produce little inducer.

 However, as the population grows, the concentration of 
the inducer passes a threshold, causing more inducer 
to be synthesized.

730Wikipedia,2017



AHL production
Mechanism

 This forms a positive feedback loop, and the receptor 
becomes fully activated. Activation of the receptor induces 
the up-regulation of other specific genes, causing all of the 
cells to begin transcription at approximately the same time. 

 This coordinated behavior of bacterial cells can be useful in 
a variety of situations. For instance, the bioluminescent 
luciferase produced byVibrio fischeri would not be visible if 
it were produced by a single cell. 

 By using quorum sensing to limit the production of 
luciferase to situations when cell populations are large, V. 
fischeri cells are able to avoid wasting energy on the 
production of useless product.

731
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AHL production
Mechanism

 By detecting population density, bacteria can also 
sense when a host site has become more or less 
saturated with bacteria and activate quorum sensing 
genes, such as those involved in motility, in order to 
move to and colonize a new site.
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A simplified model for AHL-mediated gene regulation in bacteria

In Gram negative bacteria
Vibrio fischeri

a) When there are few bacteria nearby, 
the cell produces very little AHL. 

b) As the concentration of cells in the 
surroundings increases, the signal 
accumulates.

 The AHL binds to LuxR and the 
LuxR/AHL complex binds to a region of 
DNA called the lux box.

 This activates the transcription of 
structural genes whose products give 
rise to luminescence.

 LuxI production also increases, leading 
to increased synthesis of the AHL. 

 Homologues of the V. fischeri LuxR 
and LuxI proteins have been identified 
in over 25 species of gram-negative 
bacteria.

733
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A simplified model for AHL-mediated 
gene regulation in bacteria
In Gram negative bacteria

 The genes I and R
represent the genes 
encoding the AHL synthase 
and regulatory protein, 
respectively.

 In the presence of 
sufficient AHL signal, the R 
regulatory protein is 
activated, possibly by
dimerization.

 The activated R regulatory 
protein binds to a specific 
binding site and stimulates 
(or represses) transcription 
initiation by RNA 
Polymerase holoenzyme 
(RNAP). 

734
Pierson III,2005;..

RNA polymerase (RNAP) is the enzymatic 
machinery responsible for transcription, a 
key regulatory step in gene expression.

The prokaryotic RNAP is a highly conserved, 
"crab claw" shaped enzyme with a molecular 

mass of ~400kD.



Quorum sensing
Molecular mechanics of AHL-mediated QS

 AHLs are produced in the bacterium can diffuse from the cell to enter 
neighboring bacteria. 

 AHL binding to the receptor polypeptide leads to formation of active 
dimers. 

 The receptor dimers bind to specific promoter sequences in the 
bacterial genome and activate transcription of sets of genes.
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Quorum sensing
The QS system

 In bacteria, acyl homoserine lactones (AHLs) cross 
the cell membrane and interact with cytoplasmic 
receptors of the LuxR family.

1. Binding the AHL to the LuxR-type receptor allows 
proper folding of this protein, which allows the 
receptor to dimerize and bind to its target sequence 
on DNA to regulate gene expression.

2. In the absence of signal, LuxR-type proteins misfold
and are targeted for degradation.

736
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AHL production
Gram negative bacteria

737
Nazzaro et al.,2013

1. At a low bacterial cell density, the low level of 
transcription of the lux operon is insufficient for the 
activation of LuxR. 

2. When the cell density increases and signal levels reach 
a specified threshold level, LuxR activation can take 
place. 

 The LuxR/3-oxo-C6-HSL complex thereby activates 
transcription via the lux operon promoter, giving rise to 
the expression of other genes, including (in Vibrio 
fischeri) lux AB genes encoding luciferase and lux CDE, 
which encodes the enzymes that produce the substrate 
for luciferase and, hence, bioluminescence. 



Quorum Sensing
Light production
Three kinds of single celled marine organisms produce light: 
bacteria, dinoflagellates, radiolarians, all with different luciferins

738

FunctionGene ProductGene

always expressed, this is the signal.autoinducerLuxI

always expressed, the receptor detects the 
signal(autoinducer) and in response turns on 

expression of luciferase genes.

receptorLuxR

makes light, only expressed when the 
receptor is active.

luciferaseLuxAB
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Quorum sensing
LuxR-type receptor 
lux genes expression in mutant E. coli

 The constant light emission in 
luminous bacteria depends on 
several different enzymes 
which continuously generating 
the substrates for the 
bioluminescence reaction. 

 In particular, the fatty acid 
reductase, a multienzyme 
complex, whose lux genes 
(luxC, luxD, and luxE) 
immediately flank the luxA 
and luxB genes of luciferase. 

739

The arrangement of the 
luxCDABE open reading frames.

Lin and Meighen,2009

The light emission is due to transfer of electrons from a substrate, in presence 
of an enzyme called Luciferase. The electrons are transferred to a lower 
energetic level, with an output of energy in the form of light radiation.



Quorum sensing
LuxR-type receptor 
LuxCDABEG genes expression in mutant E. coli

 The fact that the 
conversion of a 
nonluminous bacterium, 
such as Escherichia coli, 
e.g. E. coli MM294 cells to 
a light-emitter requires 
only the insertion of 
the luxCDABE genes, 
encoding the bacterial 
luciferase and the fatty 
acid reductase complex, 
into the cell. 

740Chatterjee et al.,2002; Lin and Meighen,2009



Methods
Biomonitor/Bioreporter/Biosensor or reporter strains

Biosensor systems using reporter bacteria 

741Verbeke et al.,2017

Overview of plasmid-based AHL reporter bacteria



Quorum sensing
Vibrio harveyi Quorum-Sensing Circuits

 The membrane-bound 
quorum-sensing receptor, 
LuxN from Vibrio harveyi
binds to the AHL autoinducer 
(black ovals) at high cell 
density (HCD) resulting in a 
phosphorylation cascade that 
activates expression of the 
lux genes required for 
bioluminescence.

 LuxM is the 3OH-C4-HSL 
autoinducer synthase.

742
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Biochemistry and Quorum Sensing
How do they make light? 

 The bacterial luminescence reaction, which is catalyzed by luciferase, 
involves the oxidation of a long-chain aliphatic aldehyde and reduced 
flavin mononucleotide (FMNH2) with the liberation of excess free 
energy in the form of a blue-green light at 490nm:
(FMNH2 + O2 + RCHO    FMN +RCOOH + H2O + Light)

 LuxA and LuxB catalyze the luciferase reaction, using oxygen and a 
reduced flavin mononucleotide (FMNH2) to oxidize a long chain aldehyde 
RCHO. 

 It results in the production of light and and inactive oxyluciferin, ATP used 
as energy to produce more luciferin.

 Sometimes luciferin and luciferase are bound together in a single molecule 
called “photoprotein”, which can be triggered by calcium ions to produce 
light. 

 Most of the energy produced is emitted as light rather than heat, and the 
creation of light occurs only when organisms are present in high cell 
densities. 

743
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Biochemistry and Quorum Sensing
How do they make light?
Relationship between the bacterial bioluminescence reaction and 
the genes and enzymes linked to the lux operon 

 Sometimes luciferin and luciferase are bound together in a single molecule 
called “photoprotein”, which can be triggered by calcium ions to produce 
light. 

 Most of the energy produced is emitted as light rather than heat, and the 
creation of light occurs only when organisms are present in high cell 
densities. 

744
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Bioreporter (indicator) strains 
lux-like genes expression in C.violaceum CV026 
CvirI and CvirR

 Chromobacterium violaceum CV026 contains a LuxI and 
LuxR homlog, termed CvirI and CvirR, respectively.

 Violacein production requires CviR(quorum-sensing receptor, 
CviR) binding to C6-HSL, which accumulates at high cell density, 
and subsequent activation of transcription of the vioABCDE
biosynthetic gene cluster.

745
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HCD, high cell density 



Quorum sensing
C. violaceum Quorum-Sensing Circuits

 Chromobacterium violaceum CV026 synthesizes and 
responds to C6-HSL.

 The AHLs induce the production of a purple 
compound violacein which is visualized on agar plate. 

 It is more sensitive to C4 to C8 un-substituted 
homoserine lactones.

 Consistent with the inability of long chain AHL 
molecules to induce CviR transcriptional activation, 
C10-HSL, C12-HSL, and C14-HSL have been reported 
to antagonize the CviR protein. 

746
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Quorum sensing
Other pathogenic relationships

 QS is now known to regulate a wide range of biological 
functions including:

1. Production of EPSs (Biofilm formation);
2. Production of degradative enzymes, siderophores, 

antibiotics and pigments;
3. Swarming motility;
4. Conjugative transfer of Ti plasmid;
5. Expression of type III secretion apparatus (hrp genes).  
 Since many of these functions are directly or indirectly 

related to pathogenesis or to controlling competitors,
most phytopathogenic bacteria also possess a QS system, 
which probably functions as a preventive means to avoid 
early activation of local and systemic plant defense 
responses.

747



Quorum sensing
Production of degradative enzymes

 In Gram negative bacteria such as P. carotovorum
mutants were found that were deficient in the 
production of enzymes (pectinase, cellulase and 
protease) required for pathogenicity.

 One class of mutants was found to be deficient in 
production of the autoinducer N-3-(oxohexanoyl)-L-
homoserine lactone (Jones et al.,1993).

 Addition of HSL to the mutants of P. carotovorum
restored enzyme production and virulence.

748



Quorum sensing
QS activity of bacterial isolates from diseased Salix plants

INA activity

 Quorum densing is a system 
known to be active in several 
regulatory mechanisms in 
many bacteria, e.g. 
pathogenicity, but its possible 
role in INA regulation has yet 
to be elucidated.

 Here provide evidence that 
pathogenic ice-nucleation 
bacteria with inducible INA 
produce QS signals that in 
other bacteria have been 
shown to be in the control of 
genes of importance for 
pathogenicity.

Nejad and Ramstedt,2006



Quorum sensing 
Synthesis of Acyl-HSLs

 Gram-negative LuxIR systems:

 This system exhibits great specificity.

 The autoinducer (AI/AHL)molecule produced 
by one species of bacteria can rarely, if ever, 
interact with the LuxR-type regulator of 
another species.

750Kaper and Sperandio,2005



Quorum sensing 
Synthesis of Acyl-HSLs
Biosynthesis of S-adenosylmethionine (SAM)

 The S-
adenosylmethionine
(SAM or AdoMet) is the 
main substrate for the 
acyl-HSL synthesis.

 Biosynthesis of SAM
starting from:

1. ATP, and

2. methionine.

751
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Quorum sensing
Synthesis of Acyl-HSLs
Two substrates, acyl-ACP and SAM were combined

 AHLs are synthesized from substrates:

1. S-adenosylmethionine (SAM) and

2. acyl-acyl carrier proteins (acyl-ACP) by the autoinducer
synthetase coded by the luxI gene.

 The result is the formation of an acylated-homoserine lactone. 

752
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Quorum sensing 
The biosynthetic pathway for acylated 
homoserine lactone (AHL) autoinducers

 Two substrates, acyl-ACP and SAM, bind to the AHSL synthase.

 After the acylation and lactonization reactions, the product 
AHSL and holo-ACP and 5’-methylthioadenosine are released.

753
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Adapted from Watson et al.,2002.



Quorum sensing 
Synthesis of other universal signal 
AI-2 (LuxS)

 The S-adenosylmethionine (SAM or AdoMet) is the 
main substrate for the acyl-HSL synthesis.

754
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Quorum sensing 
Autoinducing peptide (AIP) QS in Gram-
positive bacteria 

 QS systems in Gram-positive bacteria are much more 
diverse than the Gram-negative AHL QS system and there 
are many variations in the nature of the QS signal. 

 Gram-positive bacteria speak with oligopeptides.

 The QS system of Gram-positive bacteria generally 
consists of:

1. A signal peptide, and

2. A two-component regulatory system made up of a 
membrane-bound sensor, and

3. An intracellular response regulator.

755

Note: The receptors for AHLs in G-ve bacteria exist in the 
cytoplasm, whereas in the case of G+ve bacteria these are 

located on membrane (membrane receptor).



Autoinducer peptides (AIP) or 
quorum sensing peptides
Gram-positive bacteria use mainly peptides

756
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Oligopeptide signalling molecules have only been found in Gram positive bacteria.
The precursor peptide autoinducers are modified and transported.

peptide transporter
Sensor kinase

precursor peptide 

modified peptide 

Response regulator



Autoinducing peptide (AIP) QS 
in Gram-positive bacteria 
Autoinducing peptides (AIPs)

 The precursor peptide autoinducers are modified and 
transported out of the cell by ATP-binding cassette 
exporter complex. 

757Rutherford and Bassler,2012;Koh et al.,2013



Autoinducing peptide (AIP) QS 
in Gram-positive bacteria 
Autoinducing peptides (AIPs)

 The oligopeptide binds to a cognate membrane-bound two-
component histidine kinase receptor. 

 The phosphorylated response regulator activates transcription of 
the genes in the QS regulon. 

758Rutherford and Bassler,2012;Koh et al.,2013



Autoinducing peptide (AIP) QS 
in Gram-positive bacteria 
Autoinducing peptides (AIPs)

 Quorum sensing in Gram-
positive bacteria is typically 
mediated by small 
peptides(oligopeptides) 
which are transported 
across the membrane by a 
specific peptide 
transporter. 

 These peptides are not 
taken up by the target 
cells, but are recognized by 
a membrane receptor 
which transmits the signal 
to the interior of the cell.

Dale and Park,2004; Winans and Bassler,2012 
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Gram-Positive Quorum Sensing
Peptide signals and two- component signal transduction

Autoinducing peptides (AIPs)

 In Gram-positive bacteria, the autoinducer 
is a peptide signal (red diamonds).

 As the bacterial population grows, the 
peptide signal accumulates extracellularly, 
where the signal can then be detected by a 
two-component system.

 Following interaction with the peptide 
signal, the sensor kinase protein of the two-
component system autophosphorylates on a 
conserved histidine residue (H).

 This autophosphorylation event initiates a 
phospho-relay cascade that results in 
phosphorylation of the cognate response 
regulator protein on a conserved aspartic 
acid residue (D).

 The phosphorylated response regulator 
activates the transcription of the target 
gene(s).

 The P in the circle represents the 
phosphorylation cascade.

The Prokaryotes (chapter 1.12); Koh et al.,2013



Bacterial Quorum Sensing
Gram-Positive vs. Gram-negative bacteria

Haung,2011

Autoinducing
peptides 
(AIPs) in 
gram+ve
bacteria

AHL in 
gram-ve
bacteria



Bacterial Quorum Sensing
Gram-positive vs. Gram-negative bacteria

 Three classes of molecules 
used as autoinducers:

A. Representative AHLs used by 
Gram-negative bacteria.

B. Representative oligopeptide
autoinducers used by Gram-
positive bacteria. 

C. The general structure of the 
3(2H) class of furanones. A 
3(2H)-furanone is suspected 
to be the LuxS-dependent 
autoinducer called AI-2.

 The latter found both in Gram-
ve and Gram+ve bacteria. 
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Bacterial Quorum Sensing
Gram-positive vs. Gram-negative bacteria

 Typical Gram-negative quorum sensing mechanism:

 Acyl homoserine lactone molecules, synthesized by LuxI, passively 
pass the bacterial cell membrane and when a sufficient 
concentration is reached (threshold level) activate the intracellular 
LuxR which subsequently activates target gene expression in a 
coordinated way.

 Typical Gram-positive quorum sensing mechanism:

 Quorum sensing peptides are synthesized by the bacterial 
ribosomes as pro-peptidic proteins and undergo posttranslational 
modifications during excretion by active transport. The quorum 
sensing peptides bind membrane associated receptors which get 
autophosphorylated and activate intracellular response regulators 
via phosphor-transfer. These phosphorylated response regulators 
induce increased target gene expression.

763Verbeke et al.,2017



Bacterial Quorum Sensing
Gram-positive vs. Gram-negative bacteria

764Verbeke et al.,2017



Autoinducers
Three typical quorum sensing circuits in G-ve and G+ve bacteria 
a) AHL, b) Autoinducer peptide (AIP), C) Autoinducer 2(AI-2) or LuxS

765
Haung,2011

Three archetypes of bacterial Quorum sensing:  
a. Gram-negative bacteria;
b. Gram-positive bacteria (autoinducer

peptides, AIP or quorum sensing peptides);
c. Universal signal AI-2(LUXs).

D



Structures of AHL signals and 
non-AHL autoinducers
Gram negative bacteria

 AHL signals:

 N-Acylhomoserine lactones (AHLs).

 3-oxohexanoylhomoserine lactone (3-oxo-C6-HSL) produced by several plant 
pathogens.

 Non-AHL signals:

 Bradyoxetin identified in Bradyrhizobium japonicum.

 3-OH PAME (3-hydroxypalmitic acid methyl ester) produced by Ralstonia 
solanacearum.

 DSF (diffusible signal factor, cis-11-methyl-2-dodecenoic acid) of Xanthomonas 
campestris.

Soto et al.,2006



Autoinducers 
Gram-negative bacteria
Six types of autoinducers

 Two main types of AIs have been described in Gram-negative 
bacteria (AI-1 and AI-2). 

1. AI-1 molecules or Acyl homoserine lactones (AHLs). 
Also called autoinducer 1(AI-1): 

 Used for intraspecies communication.

 Example: in Vibrio fischeri and many other Gram-

negative bacteria such as Erwinia spp., and Escherichia spp. 

2.   AI-2 is a unique furanosyl borate diester. Also called

Autoinducer 2(AI-2) or LuxS:

 It is considered to be a universal system used for interspecies 
communication (between species).

 Example: in Vibrio fischeri and Salmonella enterica.

 Exception: it is also found in Gram+ve bacteria.



Autoinducers 
Gram-negative bacteria
Six types of autoinducers

3.  AI-3. Also termed as Autoinducer 3(AI-3) 

 A new bacterial signal was decoded in some species of Gram-
negative bacteria which are resident in the human gastrointestinal 
tract and might also be involved in inter-kingdom signaling.

4. Cyclic dipeptides: 

 A new class of autoinducers was recently identified in strains of 
Pseudomonas.

5.  Bradyoxetin:

 A cell density factor was proposed to be involved in population 
density-dependent regulation of the nod genes in Bradyrhizobium
japonicum.

6.  Diffusible signal factor (DSF):

 In Xanthomonas spp. and few more Gram-ve bacteria.



Autoinducers 
Gram-negative bacteria
Six types of autoinducers

Autoinducer(s) General structure Producing species Phenotype(s) regulated

AHL(AI-1) Many Gram-ve
bacteria

Motility, exopolysaccharides,
biofilms, others

AI-2 (LuxS) Both Gram-ve and 
Gram+ve bacteria

Bioluminescence, ABC
transporters

AI-3 Some species of 
Gram-negative 

bacteria 

responsible for activating
gene expression in Salmonella

Cyclic dipeptides P. fluorescens, 
P. alkaligenes

Cross activate quorum sensing 
indicator strains

Bradyoxetin B. japonicum Nodulation

DSF X. campestris Endoglucanase production

González and Keshavan,2006;..



Engineered quorum sensing 
circuits(systems)

770
Haung,2011



Autoinducers
Common signal for both G-ve and G+ve bacteria 
The universal system: Autoinducer 2 (AI-2) or LuxS

 AI-2 was first recognized as a quorum-sensing signal 
in marine bacterium Vibrio harveyi. 

 Since then, this type of signaling has been discovered 
in many gram-negative bacteria, such as Salmonella
spp., Erwinia spp., and Escherichia spp. 

 The AI-2-type signaling is involved in the:

1. Regulation of bioluminescence in V. harveyi, 

2. Type III secretion in Escherichia coli O157:H7, 

3. The virulence factor VirB in Shigella flexneri. 

771
González and Keshavan,2006



Autoinducers
Common signal for both G-ve and G+ve bacteria 
The autoinducer-2 (AI-2) or LuxS QS system

 E. pyrifoliae: Black stem blight (necrotic disease) of Asian pear 
trees.

 Both E. billingiae and E. tasmaniensis  (nonpathogenic species) are 
considered part of the apple and pear microbiota. These epiphytic 
bacteria may represent antagonists for biocontrol of fire blight.

 Erwinia piriflorinigrans : causal agent of pear blossom necrosis.

772
Palacio-Bielsa et al.,2012

 AHL acyl-homoserine lactones, AI-2 autoinducer 2, HR hypersensitivity response, ND
Not determined.

 E. billingiae possess both autoinducers of AHL and A1-2.



AHL signals in Gram-ve bacteria
Non-acyl HSL-based systems 
Diffusible signal factor (DSF and BDSF)

 Some bacteria such as Xanthomonas spp., 
Burkholderia spp., Ralstonia solanacearum, rhizobia, 
etc. utilize non-acyl HSL QS signal molecule known as 
DSFs.

 DSF-based quorum sensing is a new language in 
Gram-negative bacteria.

 Diffusible signal factor (DSF) regulates virulence and 
biofilm dispersal in Xanthomonas spp. and
Burkholderia spp. 

 BDSF was found from Burkholderia cenocepacia. 

773Chatterjee,2009; Deng et al.,2010; Wu et al.,2011



AHL signals in Gram-ve bacteria
Non-acyl HSL-based systems 
Diffusible signal factor (DSF and BDSF)

 DSF originally identified 
from the plant bacterial 
pathogen Xanthomonas 
campestris pv. campestris.

 BDSF was found from 
Burkholderia cenocepacia. 

 In these cases, two QS 
systems appear to act in 
conjunction in the 
regulation of B. 
cenocepacia virulence
(fingertip rot disease of 
banana).

774Chatterjee,2009; Deng et al.,2010; Wu et al.,2011

Three secretion systems: 
TISS,TIISS and TIIISS



DSFs: non-AHL signals 
DSF-based quorum sensing 
Xanthomonas spp.

 Host colonization and invasion 
mediated by quorum sensing 
(QS) signals and two component 
regulatory (2-CR) systems. 

1. Detection of N-acylhomoserine
lactones (AHL, loop and tail) by 
cytoplasmic LuxR-type 
transcriptional activators (black 
oval), and

2. Non-AHL (black triangles) by 2-
CR systems (white and black 
squares), allow plant interacting 
bacteria to coordinate the 
expression of important genes 
for host colonization and invasion 
in response to cell density. 

775
Soto et al.,2006

Surface polysaccharides (SPS)



DSFs (cis -2-dodecenoic acid) 

Structure of Non-AHL signals 

 Diffusible signal factor (DSF) of Xanthomonas
campestris pv. campestris is reported as cis-11-methyl-
2-dodecenoic acid.

 Burkholderia cenocepacia produce a DSF QS signal 
molecule known as BDSF(cis -2-dodecenoic acid) 
analogue of cis-11-methyl-2-dodecenoic acid.

 A DSF, 12-methyl-tetradecanoic acid was shown to be 
produced by Xylella fastidiosa.

 In these cases, the signals seem to be detected 
through two-component regulatory systems.

776
Soto et al.,2006; Deng et al.,2010

Dodecanoic acid(C12:0). The isomer with similar substituents on the same side of the double 
bond is called cis, a Latin stem meaning "on this side.“ The isomer in which similar 

substituents are across from each other, is called trans, a Latin stem meaning "across."



AHL signals in Gram-ve bacteria
Structure of acyl-HSLs

777
AHL autoinducers all share a common homoserine lactone 

moiety and differ only in their acyl group. 

 AHL was the very first QS signal to be detectedin
Gram-negative bacteria (Eberhard et al.,1981). 

 It consists of a lactonized homoserine moiety 
attached by an amide bond(-CONH2) to an acyl side 
chain.

 Homoserine lactone ring is conserved and connected 
to a variable acyl chain.

 The acyl side chain, however, can vary in:

1. Length, and

2. Degree of substitution.



Fine structure of N-Acylhomoserine 
lactones (AHLs)

Acyl homoserine lactone (AHL)

Lacton moiety of AHL

778

Acyl homoserine lactones are lactone rings with a carbonyl tail (C4-C16) with varying 
functional lengths (Nagy,2010).

Lactones are cyclic esters, a ring of two or more carbon atoms and a single oxygen 

atom with a ketone group at one of the carbons adjacent to the other oxygen.



Fine structure of N-Acylhomoserine 
lactones (AHLs)

 L-Homoserine is not one of the common amino acids 
encoded by DNA. 

 Homoserine (also called isothreonine) is an α-amino 
acid with the chemical forumula: 
HO2CCH(NH2)CH2CH2OH.

 L-Homoserine differs from the amino acid serine by 
insertion of an additional -CH2-unit into the 
backbone. 

 Homoserine, or its lactone form, is the product of a 
cyanogen bromide cleavage of a peptide by 
degradation of methionine.  

779
Wikipedia,2013

L- serine(ser)



AHL signals in Gram-ve bacteria
Structure of acyl-HSLs

 The family of N-Acyl homoserine lactones (AHL/ASL) 
seem to be an almost universal signal factor in Gram 
negatives.

 Because in the most well-studied systems the 
autoinducers(AIs) were N-acylated derivatives of L-
homoserine lactone (acyl-HSL). 

 Signal specificity of the acyl side-chain is conferred 
by:

1. An acyl chain C-3 substituent (oxo or hydroxy), or

2. The length of the N-acyl side chain. 

780



AHL signals in Gram-ve bacteria 
Structure of Acyl homoserine lactones (AHLs)

1. R1 group is defined as 
substitutions on the third 
carbon, and 

2. R2 group is defined as acyl 
chain length.

 The acyl chains can vary 
with even carbon numbers 
starting from C4, C6, C8 to 
up to 12 carbons or even 
more.

 Odd number of carbons in 
the side chains has also 
been reported.

781Annous et al.,2009

Usual substitutions are on the third 
position (R1 in Figure 3) with hydrogen 
(un-substituted), a keto (3-oxo), or a 

hydroxy (3-OH).

N-(3-oxododecanoyl)-L-homoserine lactone.



AHL signals in Gram-ve bacteria 
Structure and functions of AHLs

 Acyl side-chain length and the substitutions on the side chain 
provide signal specificity. 

 Acyl side chains of the signals can be fully saturated, they can 
have hydroxyls(OH) or carbonyls(C=O) on the third carbon, and 

they can have lengths of 4 to 16 carbons. 

 R1= –H, –OH or =O;

 R2= –CH3, –(CH2)2–14CH3 or –(CH2)5CH=CH(CH2)5CH3.

782Fray,2001;..

The general 
structure of 
AHLs (acyl-

HSLs) 



AHL signals in Gram-ve bacteria
Diffusibility of the acyl-HSLs 

 The diffusion speed is correlated with the nature of the 
acyl chain and long acyl chain AHLs, if they can diffuse at 
all, would diffuse more slowly than short acyl chain AHLs.

1. Short-chain signals such as C4-C6 HSLs (detected by 

biosensor C. violaceum CV026)diffuse freely through the 
cell membrane.

2. Long chain signals such as 3-oxoC12-HSL(detected by 
biosensor A. tumefaciens NTL4 (pZLR4) partitions into 
cells, presumably in the membrane.

3. Signals like 3-oxoC12-HSL can diffuse into the 
surrounding environment but export is enhanced by the 
mexAB-oprM (a multi-component channel) and perhaps 
other, efflux pumps.

783Parsek and Greenberg,2000;Nagy,2010



Efflux pumps
Single or a multi-component channels

 Structurally, efflux pumps occur either as:

1. Single component, or 

2. Multi-component systems.

 TetA or CmlA as single-component efflux:

 In gram-negative bacteria, single-component efflux 
pumps, such as TetA or CmlA, transfers substrates from 
the cytoplasm to the periplasm space.

 MexAB-oprM as multi-component efflux:

 In the multi-component pump, such as mexAB-oprM,
substrates were transferred into external medium. 

 MexAB-OprM protein is expressed by MexAB-OprM gene. 

784Lomovskaya and Watkins,2001;..



Efflux pumps
MexAB-OprM multidrug efflux pump

 Efflux-pumps are present in all 
organisms.

 These efflux pumps can remove 
(expel) antibiotics, dyes, 
detergents, solvents and other 
compounds from the cell e.g.
bacterial cell before they can 
cause harm.

 There are two types of efflux 
pumps that are seen in bacteria:

1. Those which are encoded in the 
chromosome and

2. Those which are plasmid borne.

 MexAB-OprM is under quorum 
sensing control.

785
Nagy,2010

OM: outer membrane, CM: 
cytoplasmic or inner membrane.



Efflux pumps
Single or a multi-component channels

A. In cells without efflux pumps all 
compartments are essentially in 
equilibrium.

B. In cells expressing a single-
component pump, substrates 
were transferred from the 
cytoplasm to the periplasm space.

C. In the multi-component pump, 
such as mexAB-oprM, substrates 
were transferred into external 
medium. 

D. In the case of simultaneous 
expression of both efflux pumps, 
concentration gradients are 
maintained at both the inner and 
outer membranes. 

786

R1: A concentration gradient exists at the inner 
membrane; R2: A concentration gradient exists across 

the outer membrane.

Lomovskaya and Watkins,2001



The names and abbreviations of 
some signaling molecules 
(compounds) in bacteria

 C4-HSL, N-butanoyl-L-homoserine lactone; 

 C6-HSL, N-hexanoyl-L-homoserine lactone;

 C7-HSL, N-heptanoyl-L-homoserine lactone; 

 C8-HSL, N-octanoyl-L-homoserine lactone;

 C10-HSL, N-decanoyl-L-homoserine lactone;

 C12-HSL, N-dodecanoyl-L-homoserine lactone;

 C14-HSL, N-tetradecanoyl-L-homoserine lactone; 

 3-oxo-C6-HSL, N-(3-oxohexanoyl)-L-homoserine lactone; 

 3-oxo-C8-HSL, N-(3-oxooctanoyl)-L-homoserine lactone; 

 3-oxo-C10-HSL, N-(3-oxodecanoyl)-L-homoserine lactone; 

 3-oxo-C12-HSL, N-(3-oxododecanoyl)-L-homoserine lactone; 

 3-oxo-C14-HSL, N-(3-oxotetradecanoyl)-L-homoserine lactone.

787

Numerical multiplier (or 
multiplying affix



Definition of a QS signal
Criteria for characterizing a molecule as a cell-to-cell signal 
molecule cell-to-cell signal molecule (CCSM)

 With increasing number of signals being detected 
(both in number and type) over the last couple of 
decades, there has arisen a need for defining

1. what is a signal, and 

2. what is not a signal. 

 Keeping this in mind some researchers have set up 
certain criteria for characterizing a molecule as a cell-
to-cell signal molecule (CCSM), for review on this 
topic see Winzer et al., and Monds and O’Toole et al., 
(Winzer et al.,2002, Monds and O’toole,2008).  

788Amit Anand Purohit 



Definition of a QS signal
Criteria for characterizing a cell-to-cell signal molecule (CCSM)

 These criteria are as follows: 

1. CCSM should be produced at a certain phase of growth (example lag, log or 
stationary), and it should be produced at certain conditions or as a 
response to a change in condition of the environment.  

2. CCSM should be present in good amounts outside the cell and it should 
also bind to a receptor.  

3. There should be a response once a critical threshold concentration of CCSM  
has been reached. 

4. There should also be a cellular response to neutralize or destroy the CCSM. 

5. The concentration of CCSM should not be at a toxic level. 

6. The last and the most difficult to prove is that the CCSM is adaptive to the 
level of the community. 

 This is hard to show as it involves evolutionary experiments, for example 
assessing whether a functional signaling network provides a fitness 
advantage in a challenging environment among competitors. 

789Amit Anand Purohit 



Synthesis of AHLs
Under laboratory conditions

 Could we synthetize some AHLs in the lab? 

 The best you can do to get those standards is to 
grow bacteria which produce them and extract them. 

 For example you can grow B. cepacia to get C8, and 
C6, and P. aeruginosa or P. putida to get OC10 and 
OC12.

 That would allow you to have them. 

 You may then load them on a TLC and once 
developed, you may re-extract each spot to have a 
cleaner standard. 

790



Structure of AHL signals 
produced by G-ve bacteria
The standard AHL/luxI/luxR signaling systems

 Note that the 
homoserine
lactone moiety is 
conserved.

 Variation occurs 
primarily in the 
fatty acyl side 
chain. 



AHL signals in Gram-ve bacteria
Abbreviations

792
Ching-Tsan Huang



AHL signals in Gram-ve bacteria
Abbreviations

 AHL:  N-acyl homoserine lactone

 OHL:  N-octanoylhomoserine lactone 

 OHHL: N-3 oxohexanoyl- L-homoserine lactone

 HHL:  N-hexanoyl-L-homoserine lactone 

 3O,C12-HSL: 3-Oxo,dodecanoyl-homoserine lactone

 C4-HSL: Butyroyl-homoserine lactone

 C6-HSL: Hexanoyl-homoserine lactone

 C12-HSL: Dodecanoyl-homoserine lactone

 C14-HSL: Tetradecanoyl-homoserine lactone

793



Structures of AHL signals and 
non-AHL autoinducers
Gram negative bacteria

 AHL signals:

 N-Acylhomoserine lactones (AHLs).

 3-oxohexanoylhomoserine lactone (3-oxo-C6-HSL) produced by several plant 
pathogens.

 Non-AHL signals:

 Bradyoxetin identified in Bradyrhizobium japonicum.

 3-OH PAME (3-hydroxypalmitic acid methyl ester) produced by Ralstonia 
solanacearum.

 DSF (diffusible signal factor, cis-11-methyl-2-dodecenoic acid) of Xanthomonas 
campestris.

Soto et al.,2006



Structures of AHL signals and 
non-AHL autoinducers
Gram negative bacteria

Microbiol Rev 2008, 32(5):842-57. 

Camilo Gómez



Structure & Functions of AHLs
Some diffusible signals utilized by Gram 
+ve and-ve bacteria

Signal Mediates 

N-acyl-homoserine
lactones (AHLs)

Antibiotic synthesis, virulence gene expression, etc.

Butyrylactones Antibiotic synthesis in Streptomyces spp.

Amino acids Swarming in Proteus spp.

Peptides • competence in Bacillus spp.
• fruiting body formation in Myxococcus spp.
• conjugal plasmid transfer in Enterococcus spp. 

796Pierson III,2005

In Gram-positive bacteria, such as B. subtilis oligopeptides
are the signalling molecules (Lazdunski et al.,2004)



Structure & Functions of AHLs
Some diffusible signals utilized by 
Gram+ve streptomyces and-ve bacteria

 Small signaling molecules 
called gamma-
butyrolactones (colorless 
oily liquid with a weak 
characteristic odor and is 
soluble in water) are 
mainly produced by 
Streptomyces species in 
which they regulate 
antibiotic production and 
morphological 
differentiation.

797Takano,2006

The chemical structure of 
gamma-butyrolactones is 

similar to that of AHLs except 
for the carbon side-chain. 



Structure & Functions of AHLs 
Examples of N-acyl homoserine lactone based regulatory systems

798

Bacterial species Signal molecules Regulatory 
Proteins

Target function(s)

Agroabcterium
tumefaciens

N-3-(oxooctanoyl)-
homoserine lactone (AAI) 

TraI/TraR-TraM tra genes, traR, Ti plasmid 
conjugal transfer

Erwinia carotovora
subsp. carotovora
SCRI193   

VAI-1 ExpI/ExpR pel, pec, pep, exoenzyme
synthesis 

Erwinia carotovora
subsp. carotovora
SCC3I93   

VAI-1 CarI/CarR cap, carbapenem antibiotic 
synthesis 

Erwinia stewartii VAI-1 EsaI/EsaR wts genes, 
exopolysaccharide synthesis, 
virulence factors

Pseudomonas
aeureofaciens

(PRAI) PhzI/PhzR phz, phenazine biosynthesis

Whiteley et al.,2005



Structure & Functions of AHLs 
Examples of N-acyl homoserine lactone based regulatory systems
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Bacterial species Activities modulated by quorum sensing

Agrobacterium tumefaciens conjugal transfer of the Ti plasmid

Erwinia caratovora production of protease, cellulase, pectinase, 
exopolysaccharide, and antibiotics

Escherichia coli cell division, but inducer molecule is not HSL

Photobacterium fischeri bioluminescence

Pseudomonas aeruginosa alkaline protease, elastase, cyanide (HCN) 
production, hemolysin, exotoxin A, neuraminidase, 
pyocyanin and rhamnolipid production

Rhizobium leguminosarum expression of rhizosphere genes

Serratia liquefaciens expression of rhizosphere genes

Szenthe and Page,2003



Multilingual bacteria
Multiple QS signals

 The presence of multiple QS signals in culture 
supernatants of gram-negative bacteria is not a rare 
finding. E.g.

1. Pseudomonas aeruginosa

2. Pseudomonas aureofaciens

3. Pseudomonas putida

González et al.,2009



Multilingual bacteria
Two QS systems 
Vibrio harveyi

 The two quorum sensing 
circuits of V. harveyi are 
shown. 

1. Autoinducer 1(AI-1): 
A HSL autoinducer
(triangles).

2. Autoinducer 2(AI-2):

 Synthesis of AI-1 and AI-
2 is dependent on LuxLM
and LuxS, respectively. Bassler,1999

Different AHLs synthases have been described in different quorum sensing signalling
pathways. For instance, in V. harveyi a 3-hydroxy-C4-HSL is synthesized by the LuxM
synthase and received by luxN protein. The genes coding for these proteins show no 

homology to the previously described LuxR/I quorum sensing system.



Multilingual bacteria
Two QS systems 
Vibrio harveyi

Haung,2011



Multilingual bacteria
Multiple QS signals

 Pseudomonas aeruginosa, in which quorum sensing 
systems have been extensively characterized, two 
main AHSLs are produced:

1. C4-HSL, and

2. 3oxo-C12-HSL.

 While the same signaling systems can synthesize 
other AHSLs in smaller amounts:

3.   3-oxo-C6-HSL, and

4.   C6-HSL.

González et al.,2009



Multilingual bacteria
Multiple QS signals

 In Pseudomonas putida

 Main QS signals are:

1. 3-oxo-C10-HSL,and 

2. 3-oxo- C12-HSL.

 Minor QS signals which are secreted in minor 
amounts are:

3.   3-oxo-C8-HSL, and

4.  3-oxo-C6-HSL.  

González et al.,2009



Quorum sensing 
Functions of different AHLs
Various gene systems regulated by quorum-sensing

1. Pseudomonas aeruginosa
 Many Gram-negative bacteria have been shown to 

possess one or more(multiple)quorum sensing systems. 
 These systems regulate a variety of physiological 

processes, including the activation of virulence genes 
and the formation of biofilms.

 In case of Pseudomonas aeruginosa, several genes 
including those required for the production of 
rhamnolipids and extracellular enzymes and toxins were 
regulated by two hierarchical quorum-sensing systems, 
each with its own transcriptional regulator and 
diffusible signal molecules. 

805

Rhamnolipids are a quorum-sensing-controlled biosurfactant
which increases the solubility of PQS in aqueous solutions. 



Quorum sensing 
LasI-R and RhlI-R systems
Pseudomonas aeruginosa

 Different LuxI homologs generate different acyl-HSLs. 

 Pseudomonas aeruginosa has two quorum-sensing 

systems(cascading regulatory systems or Q-S 
circuits):

1. LasI/R

2. RhlI/R

 Both systems regulate the:

1. Production of virulence factors(e.g. elastase);
protease, and

2. Biofilm formation. 

806
Elastase is an enzyme from the class of proteases (peptidases) 

that break down proteins.



Quorum sensing 
Types and functions of different AHLs
Pseudomonas aeruginosa

1. RhlI synthetase manufacture the autoinducer signaling 
molecule N-(butanoyl)-L-homoserine lactone (C4-HSL) or 
BHL (C4-HSL).

2. LasI synthetase directs the synthesis of autoinducer

signaling molecule N-(3-oxododecanoyl)-HSL or 3-oxo-
C12-HSL or OdDHL.

807

This opportunistic pathogen controls many of its virulence factors 
and cellular functions through the activity of three cell-to-cell signals,
N-butyryl-L-homoserine lactone, N-(3-oxododecanoyl)-L-homoserine
lactone, and the Pseudomonas quinolone signal (PQS). The later is 

relatively insoluble in aqueous solutions (Calfee et al.,2005). 



Quorum sensing 
LasI-R and RhlI-R systems
Pseudomonas aeruginosa

 Both C4-HSL and 3-oxo-C12-HSL signaling molecules 
diffuse out into the environment and, upon reaching 
a threshold concentration, activate receptors lasR
and rhlR.

1. The virulence factors LasA (staphylolytic protease) 
and LasB (elastase) are thought to be under control 
of the lasI/R system, whereas

2. Pyoverdin is believed to be under rhlI/R control. 

808Adonizio,2008



Quorum sensing 
LasI-R and RhlI-R systems
Pseudomonas aeruginosa

Either LasR or RhlR can bind with varying

efficiency to any lux-box-like element. 

809Adonizio,2008; Mukherjee et al.,2017



Quorum sensing 
LasI-R and RhlI-R systems
Pseudomonas aeruginosa

 When the 3-oxo-C12-HSL signal molecule binds to the Las 
R regulator protein, two functions are carried out.

1. It triggers modulation of QS-regulated genes including 
genes associated with exoenzymes- elastase, alkaline  
and acid proteases, exotoxin A, secretion apparatus (Xcp) 
and biofilm development. 

2. It also triggers the cascading regulatory expression of Rhl
I/R genes.  

 Rhl I/R gene products control the expression of a number 
of secondary genes including regions that code for: 
elastase, lectins, hydrogen cyanide, rhamnolipids and 
siderophores.

810
Nagy,2010



Alternative sigma factors and 
their roles in bacterial virulence
The stationary phase sigma factor RpoS

 Among the pathogenic bacteria, Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa is perhaps the best understood in terms 
of the virulence factors regulated and the role the 
Quorum sensing plays in pathogenicity. 

 Regulation of Quorum sensing by RpoS in 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa.

 RsmA, RpoS, QocR all negatively regulate the Rhl or 
Las Quorum sensing systems, thus preventing early 
activation of these systems.

Whiteley et al.,2000; Deep et al.,2000



Quorum sensing 
LuxI/LuxR type QS systems
Vibrio spp.

2. Vibrio fischeri (Photo-bacterium)
 The main machinery for the light production luxAB 

(luciferase) and luxCDE (aliphatic-aldehyde synthesis) 
have the same organization. 

 The main difference is in the arrangement of luxR 
genes.

 The lux operon of A. salmonicida strain NCMB 2262 
has been reported as novel with respect to 
arrangement of genes, as compared to that of A. 
fischeri and V. harveyi lux operons. 

812Amit Anand Purohit 



Quorum sensing 
LuxI/LuxR quorum sensing system
V. fischeri

813
Galloway et al.,2011

3-oxo-C6-HSL (OHHL) 



Quorum sensing 
Functions of different AHLs
Various gene systems regulated by quorum-sensing

3. P. aureofaciens 30-84

 Regulates production of phenazine antibiotics by 
quorum-sensing.

 These antibiotics have been implicated in the 
ability of this bacterium to control take-all 
disease of wheat in disease-suppressive soils.

814



Functions of different AHLs
Various gene systems regulated by quorum-sensing
Examples of LuxI-LuxR-type QS systems in plant bacterial pathogens

4. Plant Bacterial pathogens

 Agrobacterium tumefaciens

 Pectobacterium carotovoraum

 Pantoea stewartii

 Pantoea agglomerans pv. gypsophilae

 Ralstonia solanacearum

 Xanthomonas campestris pv. campestris.

 Regulate the expression of traits involved in 
pathogenesis by quorum sensing systems.

815



Functions of different AHLs
Various gene systems regulated by quorum-sensing
Examples of LuxI-LuxR-type QS systems in plant bacterial pathogens

816

Target functionβ R-
group
(R1)

Chain
length 
(R2)

RegulatorsBacteria

Conjugal transfer═O C8 (4)TraI-TraRAgrobacterium
tumefaciens

Extracellular
enzymes and
antibiotics

═O
═O

C6 (2)
C8 (4)

ExpI-ExpRErwinia carotovorum 
subsp. carotovorum

Exopolysaccharide═OC6 (2)EsaI-EsaRPantoea stewartii

Sjöblom et al.,2009



Quorum sensing 
TraI/TraR QS system
Agrobacterium tumefaciens

 In A. tumefaciens, the key QS regulators are encoded 
by the Ti plasmid, which includes TraI and TraR.

 TraI synthesizes the AHL signal N-3-oxooctanoyl-l-
homoserine lactone (3OC8HSL), which binds to and 
activates TraR.

 TraR then binds to the palindromic tra box and 
thereby activates a number of operons that encode 
proteins necessary for Ti plasmid replication and 
conjugation.

817Wang et al.,2014

tra genes for transfer of the Ti plasmid
between strains of A. tumefaciens, and genes for opine catabolism.



Quorum sensing 
TraI/TraR QS system
Agrobacterium tumefaciens

 We further identified additional homologs (TraI2 and 
TraR2) in A. tumefaciens.

 A. tumefaciens A6 carries a second QS system(QS2) that 
may play a redundant role in the regulation of the 
replication and conjugation of the Ti plasmid. 

 TraR2 is a functional homolog of TraR that recognizes 
3OC8HSL and activates the QS-responsive genes.

 A traI mutant still produces an AHL signal that is likely to 
be 3OC8HSL, suggesting the presence of one or more 
additional AHL synthetases in this bacterial strain.

 The QS2 genes are located on a transmissible genetic 
element in A. tumefaciens A6.

818Wang et al.,2014



Quorum sensing
TraI/TraR QS system
Agrobacterium tumefaciens

 During infection, a copy of the T-DNA is transfered 
into the host cell and is stably incorporated into the 
plant genome.

 The integrated DNA (T-DNA) contains genes for 
auxin and cytokinin synthesis and their presence 
explains the ability of explants of tumours to grow in 
tissue culture without auxin or cytokinin 
supplements.

 T-DNA also contains genes for the synthesis of 
arginine derivatives, known as opines, which may be 
catabolized by the bacterium but are unavailable to 
the plant.

819



Quorum sensing 
TraI/TraR QS system
Agrobacterium tumefaciens

Coval et al.,1999; Bodman et al.,2003 820

 Mechanism of conjugal 
transfer within A. tumefaciens 
by the process of quorum 
sensing.

 AHL signals produced by the 
TraI synthase. 

 Opines also induce synthesis 
of the TraR response 
regulator.

 TraR activates the tra regulon.

 Tra M titrates the activity of 
TraR at higher AHL 
concentrations.



Quorum sensing 
TraI/TraR QS system
Agrobacterium tumefaciens

 The TraR–TraI quorum sensing system 
of Agrobacterium tumefaciens. 

 TraI synthesizes OOHL, which diffuses 
across the cellular envelope.

 At high population density, OOHL
accumulates in the cell and binds to 
TraR.

 TraR activates expression of the two 
tra promoters:

 The trb operon which includes :
1. traI, traM, and
2. repABC. 
 OccR activates transcription of traR in 

the presence of octopine, and MocR 
activates trlR in the presence of 
mannopine.

 TraM and TrlR are anti-activators of 
TraR.

 Finally, at the stationary phase of 
growth, attM is transcribed, resulting in 
inactivation of OOHL.

Demuth and Lamont,2006 821



Quorum sensing 
AHL(AI-1) and AI-2(LuxS)-based QS systems
Pectobacterium carotovorum

 In Pectobacterium carotovorum, at least two QS systems exist
being specified by the nature of chemical signals involved. 

1. N-acylhomoserine lactone (AHL) 

2. Autoinducer-2 (AI-2)

 Pectobacteria may use QS to make sure that gene products 
(e.g., PCWDE) are produced.

822Põllumaa et al.,2012; Wang et al.,2015



Quorum sensing 
AHL(AI-1) and AI-2(LuxS)-based QS systems
Pectobacterium carotovorum

823Põllumaa et al.,2012

 Pcc and Pba (Pectobacterium atrosepticum) strains have 
been divided into two classes on the basis of produced 
AHL.

1. Class I strains, such as Pcc EC153 and SCC3193 
synthesize predominantly N-3-oxooctanoyl-L-homoserine 
lactone (3-oxo-C8-AHL), along with lower amount of 3-
oxohexanoyl-L-homoserine lactone (3-oxo-C6-AHL).

2. In contrast, class II strains which include Pcc ATCC39048 
(and its derivatives, e.g., GS101, ATTn10, and MS1), Pcc
71, Pcc SCC1 and Pba SCRI1043 produce predominantly 
3-oxo-C6-AHL, whereas little or none of 3-oxo-C8-AHL.



Quorum sensing 
AHL(AI-1) and AI-2(LuxS)-based QS systems
P. carotovorum

824Põllumaa et al.,2012



Quorum sensing
D. chrysanthemi

 The pathogens produce a range of pectinases as key 
virulence factors which degrade various components of 
pectins as well as other degradative enzymes such as 
cellulase isozymes, protease isozymes, xylanase, and 
phospholipase.

 In addition, the pigment indigoidine and the siderophores 
chrysobactin and achromobactin have been implicated in 
the bacterial systemic infections.

 The AHL-type QS signal plays an essential role in 
modulation of E. chrysanthemi pv.zeae cell motility and 
the ability to form multicell aggregates and is involved in 
regulation of bacterial virulence.

825
Mumtaz et al.,2008



Quorum sensing
Two QS systems and IAA
Dickeya chrysanthemi

 Dickeya spp. produce:

1. N-3 oxohexanoyl-L-homoserine lactone (OHHL) or

2. N-3-oxo-octanoyl-L-homoserine lactone (3-oxo-C8-HSL), 
and

3. A molecule of the autoinducer-2 family (AI-2). 

 Dickeya spp. also produced the indole-3-acetic acid (IAA) in 
tryptophan-rich conditions. 

 Production of N-acyl-homoserine lactones (NAHSLs) is lower 
in Dickeya than in Pectobacterium.

 NAHSL-dependent QS appears less important in virulence of 
other soft-rot bacteria such as Dickeya dadantii 3937 and 
Dickeya chrysanthemi.

826
Crépin et al.,2012



Quorum sensing
Dickeya vs. Pectobacterium

 OHHL is the most abundant and was thus postulated 
to be the most physiologically important QS signal in 
E. chrysanthemi. 

 But mutation of the AHL synthase gene, expI, results 
in a decrease of some pectinase gene expression but 
does not seem to significantly change the total 
pectinase activity of the pathogen.

 This indicates that the two genera of soft-rot 
bacteria(Dickeya and Pectobacterium) have 
similarities but also differences in the mechanisms of 
communication via the diffusible molecules.

827
Mumtaz et al.,2008; Crépin et al.,2012



Quorum sensing
ExpI/ExpR Quorum Sensing
Dickya chrysanthemi

 AHL-deficient mutants showed 
attenuated soft rot symptoms 
on potato tubers.

 Each cut tuber was inoculated 
with 2µl of fresh bacterial cells 
at an OD600 of 1.2. 

 The bacterial strains inoculated 
were EC1 (A), EC3937 (B), 
WM3 (C), WM3expI (D), WM6 
(E), and WM6expI (F). 

 Photographs were taken 24 h 
after incubation at 28°C.

828
Mumtaz et al.,2008



Quorum sensing
EsaI/EsaR quorum-sensing (QS) system
Pantoea stewartii

 The quorum-sensing regulation in P. stewartii, is 
different from most other described systems.

 For Pantoea stewartii subsp. stewartii, the 
extracellular polysaccharide (EPS) stewartan is a 
major virulence factor. 

 EPS does not produced until the cell density reaches 
108 cfu/ml.

 Two genes, esaI and esaR, encode essential 
regulatory proteins for quorum sensing. 

 EsaR unlike the other Gram-ve bacteria repress EPS 
synthesis at high cell density. 

829

Regulation is achieved through a quorum-sensing (QS) system 
consisting of the acyl-homoserine lactone (AHL) synthase, EsaI, 

and the transcription regulator EsaR. 



Bacterial wilt (Stewart’s disease) of corn 
Pantoea stewartii subsp. stewartii

 Regulation is achieved 
through a quorum-sensing 
(QS) system consisting of 
the acyl-homoserine lactone 
(AHL) synthase, EsaI, and 
the transcription regulator 
EsaR. 

 The QS master regulator 
EsaR was shown to regulate 
two major virulence factors 
of P. stewartii:

1. capsule production, and

2. surface motility. 

830Ramachandran,2014; Burke,2015; Duong,2018



Bacterial wilt (Stewart’s disease) of corn 
Pantoea stewartii subsp. stewartii

 Regulation is achieved 
through a quorum-sensing 
(QS) system consisting of 
the acyl-homoserine lactone 
(AHL) synthase, EsaI, and 
the transcription regulator 
EsaR. 

 The QS master regulator 
EsaR was shown to regulate 
two major virulence factors 
of P. stewartii:

1. capsule production, and

2. surface motility. 

831Ramachandran,2014; Duong,2018



Quorum sensing
EsaI/EsaR quorum-sensing (QS) system
Pantoea stewartii

 EPS synthesis in P. stewartii is governed by the Rcs 
phosphorelay signal transduction system.

 EsaR does not regulate the primary promoter of the 
cps gene system, which encodes the functions 
required for stewartan EPS synthesis.

 Instead, EsaR controls the expression of the rcsA
gene, which is an essential co-activator necessary for 
cps gene activation. 

832Neupane et al.,2020;..



Quorum sensing
EsaI/EsaR quorum-sensing (QS) system
Pantoea stewartii

 Mutations were constructed to establish the 
regulatory role of EsaR.

 esaI, esaR, and esaI-esaR mutations were 
constructed to establish the regulatory role of 
EsaR.

 Strains containing an esaR mutation produce 
high levels of EPS independently of cell 
density and in the absence of the AHL signal.

833



Quorum sensing
Alternative model for QS regulation in bacteria
Pantoea stewartii subsp. stewartii

 EPS (stewartan) synthesis in P. stewartii is Rcs-dependent.

 Stewartan in P. stewartii ssp.stewartii is a function of EsaR-mediated 
repression of the rcsA gene.

 EsaR when represses the transcription of rcsA, the levels of RcsA 
protein will remain less and thus was subject to enzyme degradation. 

 But when EsaR repression of rcsA is relieved, RcsA protein levels will 
exceed the degradation capacity of Lon enzyme and thus cps gene 
activated for stewartan production.

834
Rcs phosphorelay signal transduction system
cps gene system, required for stewartan EPS synthesis



1. At low cell density, EsaR represses the transcription of rcsA, 
yielding basal levels of RcsA protein that is subject to 
degradation by Lon protease preventing significant RcsA/RcsB
activation complex formation.

2. At high cell density, EsaR repression of rcsA is relieved resulting 
in RcsA levels exceeding the degradation capacity of Lon. 

 RcsA recruits(inforce) RcsB to form an activation complex for the 
positive feedback regulation of rcsA and activation of the cps 
gene cluster.

Minogue et al.,2006
835

Rcs phosphorelay signal transduction system
cps gene system, required for stewartan EPS synthesis

A model depicting the hierarchical 
EsaR QS regulatory pathway 
Pantoea stewartii



Quorum sensing
Pantoea agglomerans pv. gypsophilae

 Expression of pathogenicity factors in a variety of plant 
pathogenic bacteria might be critically dependent on QS.

 The gall forming Pantoea agglomerans pv. gypsophilae
produced:

1. N-butanoyl-L-homoserine lactone (C4-HSL) as a major, 
and

2. N-hexanoyl-L-homoserine lactone (C6-HSL) as a minor 
QS signal.

 Homologs of luxI and luxR regulatory genes, pagI and 
pagR, were characterized in wild strain of P. agglomerans
pv. gypsophilae Pag824-1.

836Chalupowicz et al.,2006



Quorum sensing
Gall induction bioassays 
Pantoea agglomerans pv. gypsophilae

 Effect of gene disruption on gall 
size.

 Gypsophila cuttings were 
inoculated with 106 cells/ml of: 

1. lane 1, Pag824-1 (wild type); 

2. lane 2, PagMxI (mutant on pagI);

3. lane 3, PagMxR (mutant on pagR);

4. lane 4, PagMxΔIR(double deletion 
in pagI and pagR); and

5. lane 5, water control.

 Symptoms were observed at 18 
days after inoculation and severity 
of disease was expressed as gall 
size. 

837Chalupowicz et al.,2008



Quorum sensing
Gall induction bioassays
Pantoea agglomerans pv. gypsophilae

 The population of Pag824-1
(wild type) was 3 ± 1.44 × 109

CFU/g compared with a range 
of 7 ± 1.14 × 107 to 9 ± 1.29 ×

107 CFU/g with the three 
mutants.

 Thus, disruption of pagI or 
pagR was associated with a 
lower growth rate in planta.

 It should be pointed out that 
the adverse effect of these 
mutants on gall size could be 
overcome by applying an excess 
inoculum concentration (e.g., 
109 cells/ml).

838Chalupowicz et al.,2008



Quorum sensing
Gall induction bioassays
Pantoea agglomerans pv. gypsophilae

 Overexpression of pagI or 
additions of N-butanoyl-L-
homoserine lactone (C4-HSL) 
reduce gall development.

A. Gypsophila cuttings were 
inoculated with: lane 1, Pag824-1; 
lane 2, PagMxI; lane 3, Pag824-
1/pVS1; and lane 4, PagMxI/pVS1 
or addition of synthetic C4-HSL 
(50 μM) during inoculation with 
lane 5, Pag824-1 and lane 6, 
PagMxI.

B. Galls were reduced by Pag824-1 
following inoculation of gypsophila 
cuttings in the presence of 
various C4-HSL concentrations (0, 
5, 10, 25, and 50 μM).

839
Chalupowicz et al.,2008



Quorum sensing
AHL-based quorum sensing 
Xanthomonas translucens

840Veselova et al.,2003

aNumber of strains giving a positive response with 
one or both reporters. The bacteria tested as   
controls are not included; nd – not determined. 

aStrains A. tumefaciens C58 and 1D1, C. 
violaceum CVWT, P. aureofaciens 30-84 and P. 
fluorescens 2-79 were used as positive controls. 



Quorum sensing
DSF-based quorum sensing 
Xanthomonas citri and Xylella fastidiosa

 In Xanthomonas citri and Xylella fastidiosa, as in 
other bacteria, cell-to-cell signalling plays an 
important role in:

 Colonization, pathogenesis and biofilm formation.

 Both bacteria have a cell-to-cell signalling system 
mediated by a a new language (non-AHL signals) 
known as DSF (diffusible signal molecule).  

 Genes within the rpf cluster (for regulation of 
pathogenicity factors) encode the components of the 
DSF signalling system.

841Vojnov et al.,2010



Quorum sensing
DSF-based quorum sensing
X. citri and X. fastidiosa

 RpfF is responsible for the synthesis of DSF whereas 
RpfC and RpfG comprise a two-component system 
implicated in DSF perception and signal transduction.

842
Vojnov et al.,2010



Quorum sensing 
DSF-based quorum sensing 
Xanthomonas campestris

 Pathogenicity of X. campestris pv. campestris (Xcc) is 
dependent on:

1. Various extracellular enzymes, viz. proteases, 
pectinases and exoglucanases, and

2. EPS.
 Production of exocellular enzymes and EPS formation 

in Xcc like X. citri is regulated by rpf (regulation of 
pathogenicity factors) cluster, which comprises of 9 
genes (rpfA-I). 

 Two of these genes, rpfB and rpfF, are implicated in 
the regulation mediated by a small diffusible 
molecule called DSF (diffusion signal factor).

843



Diffusible signaling molecule 
DSF-based quorum sensing 
Xanthomonads and Burkholderia cenocepacia produce DSF 
signals in regulation of virulence factor production

 DSF was identified as methyl 
dodecenoic acid, which 
represents a new class of QS 
signals that seems to be 
conserved in a range of 
bacterial species. 

 Xanthomonas makes an 
extracellular fatty acid like 
signaling molecule called as 
Diffusible Signaling Molecule 
(DSF), regulates virulence 
and biofilm dispersal in 
Xanthomonas spp.

844Chatterjee,2009; Wu et al.,2011;Ambri et al



Diffusible signaling molecule
DSF-based quorum sensing
Xanthomonads and Burkholderia cenocepacia produce DSF 
signals in regulation of virulence factor production

 More recently, a DSF has been identified from Burkholderia 
cenocepacia (fingertip rot disease of banana), structurally 
determined as dodecenoic acid and designated as BDSF.

 The DSF signalling system comprises several key regulatory 
proteins and a second messenger cyclic-di-GMP (c-di-GMP).

845Wu et al.,2011;Chatterjee,2009; Wu et al.,2011



Multiple DSF-family signals
DSF-based quorum sensing 
Xanthomonas oryzae

846
He et al.,2010

 Xoo produces multiple DSF-family 
signals. 

A. HPLC analysis of the active 
fractions after flash column 
chromatography. 

B. The compounds in fractions a, 
b, and c showed strong DSF-like 
activity.

C. Chemical structures of the 
compounds in fractions a, b, 
and c as confirmed by ESI-MS 
and NMR analysis.

 Molecular weight of CDSF is 
209.1555 dalton. 

Electrospray ionization tandem mass spectrometry (ESI-MS/MS) for lipid analysis



Multiple DSF-family signals
DSF-based quorum sensing 
Xanthomonas oryzae

 Xoo produces multiple DSF-
family signals (i.e. DSF, BDSF 
and CDSF) in regulation of 
virulence factor in rich media. 

(A) Physical map of the part of the 
rpf gene cluster from rpfB to 
rpfG in Xoo strain KACC10331 
and Xcc strain ATCC33913.

 The organization of ORFs 
predicted by sequence analysis 
together with predicted 
directions of transcription are 
indicated by the broad arrows.

(B) DSF production of Xoo strain 
KACC10331 and derivatives.

847
He et al.,2010



Effects of DSF, BDSF and CDSF on EPS 
production and extracellular xylanase activity 

Xanthomonas oryzae

 Effects of DSF, BDSF and CDSF 
on EPS production and 
extracellular xylanase activity 
of rpfF mutant of Xoo strain 
KACC10331.

A. EPS production at OD600 = 2.5.

B. The xylanase activity in the 
supernatant of cell culture at 
OD600 = 2.5.

 DSF, BDSF and CDSF were 
separately added to rpfF 
mutant at early growth stage at 
a final concentration of 3 μM.

848He et al.,2010



Quorum sensing
An array of AHLs
Burkolderia gladioli pv. agariciola, P. agarici and P. gingeri

 Strains of Burkolderia gladioli pv.agariciola, 
Pseudomonas agarici and Pseudomonas gingeri, but 
not those of Pseudomonas tolaasii and Pseudomonas 
reactans, produced an array of AHLs depending on 
the strain. 

 This is the first report of AHL production by 
mushroom bacterial pathogens. 

 In the culture filtrates of a certain number of 
isolates/strains the AHL-hydrolyzed forms were also 
present. 

849
Shanmugam et al.,2011



Quorum sensing
Unusual Multiple Production of N-Acylhomoserine Lactones a by 
Burkholderia sp. Strain C10B Isolated from Dentine Caries 

C6-HSL, C8-HSL, C10-HSL and C12-HSL

850
Goh et al.,2014

 Four unusual multiple production of AHLs by 
Burkholderia sp. strain C10B were isolated from 
dentine caries.

 To the best of our knowledge, this is the first 
example where Burkholderia sp. produced four types 
of AHL (C6-HSL, C8-HSL, C10-HSL and C12-HSL). 

 Chromobacterium violaceum CV026 was used as 
short chain AHLs biosensor in this study. 

 For all four AHLs, mass spectrometry (MS) analyses 
were made. 



Quorum sensing
Unusual Multiple Production of N-Acylhomoserine Lactones a by 
Burkholderia sp. Strain C10B Isolated from Dentine Caries 

C6-HSL, C8-HSL, C10-HSL and C12-HSL

851
Goh et al.,2014

 High resolution MS was performed as previously described by Ortori 
and coworkers,2011, using an Agilent 1290 Infinity LC system coupled 
together with an Agilent ZORBAX Rapid Resolution High Definition SB-
C18 column (50 mm × 2.1 mm, 1.8 μm particle size), with its 

temperature, flow rate and injection volume as described previously.

 The mobile phases A and B used in this study were water and 
acetonitrile (both mobile phases added with 0.1%v/v formic acid), 
respectively and set to a ratio of 80:20.

 The parameter for high resolution electron spray ionization mass 
spectrometry (ESI-MS) set for the run was as described previously.

 The precursor ion scan mode targeting the m/z 102 product ion that 
indicates that [M + H]+ ion of the lactone ring. 

 The m/z value range to detect the precursor ions was set at 150–400 
and the MS data analysis was done using Agilent MassHunter software. 



Quorum sensing
Burkholderia sp. strain C10B. AHL Profiling by High Resolution 
Tandem Liquid Chromatography Mass Spectrometry

C6-HSL, C8-HSL, C10-HSL and C12-HSL

 Mass spectrometry analysis of spent 
supernatant extract of Burkholderia
sp. strain C10B. 

 All corresponding m/z for respective 
AHLs are marked by arrows;

a) mass spectrum of C6-HSL (m/z 
200.0000),

b) mass spectrum of C8-HSL (m/z 
228.1000), 

c) mass spectrum of C10-HSL (m/z 
256.1000),

d) mass spectrum of C12-HSL (m/z 
284.1000). 

852
Goh et al.,2014



Quorum sensing
Erwinia amylovora

 We report for the first time the production of acyl 
homoserine lactones (AHLs) by Erwina amylovora, the causal 
of fire blight in plants. 

 E. amylovora produces:

1. One N-acyl homoserine lactone [a N-(3-oxo-hexanoyl)-
homoserine lactone, or

2. A N-(3-hydroxy-hexanoyl)-homoserine lactone] quorum 
sensing signal molecule both in vitro and in planta (pear 
plant). 

 Given the involvement of AHLs in plant pathogenesis, we 
speculate that AHL-dependent quorum sensing could play an 
important role in the regulation of E. amylovora virulence. 

853
Venturi et al.,2004



Quorum sensing
Erwinia amylovora

 Here we present the first evidence for autoinduction
in E. amylovora and a role for an N-acyl-homoserine
lactone (AHL)-type signal.

 Two major plant virulence traits:

1. Production of extracellular polysaccharides 
(amylovoran and levan), and

2. Tolerance to free oxygen radicals, were controlled in 
a bacterial-cell-density-dependent manner.

854
Molina et al.,2005



Quorum sensing
Two standard autoinducer biosensors, Agrobacterium 
tumefaciens NTL4 and Vibrio harveyi BB886 were used 

Erwinia amylovora

 Culture supernatants of wild-type E. amylovora induced the β-
galactosidase activity (blue color) of the 3-oxo and 3-hydroxy 
AHL derivative biosensor A. tumefaciens NTL4/pZLR4 when they 
were added to solid or liquid LB medium (Fig.1A).

 Also, stimulation of light production by Vibrio harveyi BB886 
(Fig. 1B), the specific N-(3-hydroxybutanoyl)-homoserine 
lactone (autoinducer type I) reporter, was observed when this 
strain was cultured in AB medium supplemented with 10% 
(vol/vol) E. amylovora culture supernatant (Fig. 1B).

 However, no induction of AHL-mediated violacein production 
was observed when E. amylovora was coinoculated with C. 
violaceum CV026, a biosensor sensitive to short-chain AHLs. 

855
Note: CV026 does not respond to long chain AHLs and AHL production (N-acyl side 

chains C4-C8) was judged by its ability to induce violacein production.



Quorum sensing
Erwinia amylovora

 Autoinducer production by E. 
amylovora and autoinducer 
degradation in a derivative strain 
carrying the aiiA acyl-homoserine 
lactonase-encoding gene. 

 Heterologous expression of the 
Bacillus sp. strain A24 acyl-
homoserine lactonase gene aiiA
in E. amylovora:

1. Abolished induction of AHL 
biosensors,

2. Impaired extracellular polysaccharide 
production and tolerance to hydrogen 
peroxide, and 

3. Reduced virulence on apple leaves. 

856
Molina et al.,2005

Autoinducer production was revealed by the 
appearance of a blue color resulting from β-
galactosidase activity in the NTL4/pZLR4 AHL 

biosensor or by an increase in the intensity of black 
spots visualized after autoradiography to detect light 
emission by the Vibrio autoinducer biosensor strain. 



Quorum sensing
Lux-box-like sequences in E. amylovora
Autoinduction in Erwinia amylovora: evidence of an Acyl-
homoserine lactone signal in the fire blight pathogen 

857
Molina et al.,2005



Quorum sensing
Pseudomonas syringae

 Quorum sensing in P. syringae regulates traits that 
contribute to:

 Epiphytic fitness,

 Distinct stages of disease development during plant 
infection including:

1. Motility,

2. EPS production, and

3. Virulence.

858



Quorum sensing
3-hydroxypalmitic acid methyl ester(3-OH)PAME
Ralstonia solanacearum

 The most common quormone group in Gram-negative 
bacteria consists of acyl homoserine lactones (AHLs).

 In R. solanacearum another type of quormone (3-
hydroxypalmitic acid methyl ester) is also known (Flavier 
et al.,1997).

 The phytopathogenicity of R. solanacearum is dependent
on the:

1. Production of an acidic extracellular polysaccharide (EPS), 
and

2. Plant cell-well degrading extracellular enzymes. 
 The PhcA regulatory system(network) is responsible for 

regulation and control of EPS and extracellular enzymes
(virulence factors) in R. solanacearum. 

859Sági,2003; Chen et al., 2009



Quorum sensing
PhcA (Phc, phenotype conversion)
Ralstonia solanacearum

 The main transcriptional regulator is PhcA (Phc, 
phenotype conversion), which simultaneously

1. Activates diverse virulence genes such as those of 
EPS biosynthesis and production of Pme and Egl
exoproteins, and

2. Represses others such as hrp genes and those 
related to production of polygalacturonases, and 
motility.

860
Alvarez et al.,2010



Quorum sensing
PhcA and solI/solR quorum-sensing system 

R. solanacearum

1. Therefore, PhcA as the central transcriptional regulator is 
modulated by an endogenous signal molecule, the 3-
hydroxypalmitic acid methyl ester (3-OH PAME).

2. R. solanacearum also possesses a solI/solR quorum-
sensing system that is a luxI/luxR homologue.

 Inactivation of solIR eliminates the synthesis of C6- and 
C8- HSLs, but does not affect disease or virulence factor 
production.

 R. solanacearum senses the presence of a plant cell by an 
outer membrane receptor, PrhA, which transduces the 
signal through a complex regulatory cascade progressively 
integrated by PrhR, PrhI, PrhJ, HrpG and HrpB regulators.

861
Chen et al.,2009



Quorum sensing 
R. solanacearum

 Control of the main pathogenicity genes in early and late stages 
of host infection by R. solanacearum. 

 PhcA has a central role in regulating virulence, but there are 
additional regulatory proteins in the supporting cast.

 Mutation in phcA results in the phenotypic conversion of R. 
solanacearum colonies into the afluidal type.

Alvarez et al.,2010
862



Quorum sensing
Acidovorax avenae subsp. citrulli

 Acidovorax avenae subsp.citrulli the causal agent of bacterial 
fruit blotch (BFB) in cucurbits use the acyl-homoserine lactone 
(AHL)-type quorum sensing (QS) system in growth, swimming 
motility and virulence. 

 Wild-type strain:
 The AHL synthase gene of the QS system from strain XJL12, 

defined as aacI.
 Mutant strain:
 An aacI disruption mutant was also generated.
 The aacI mutant XJL13 abolished the ability to produce AHL 

molecules. 
 In minimal medium: 
 The aacI mutant exhibited a significant decrease in growth rate 

relative to the wild type in minimal medium, and was partially 
impaired in swimming motility.

863
Fan et al.,2011



Quorum sensing
Acidovorax avenae subsp. citrulli

 In plants:
 In plants, the aacI mutant showed a significant 

reduction of virulence in watermelon fruits and melon 
seedlings when compared to the wild-type strain.

 However, the aacI mutation in strain XJL12 had no 
effects on biofilm formation, exopolysaccharide 
production, or induction of hypersentitive response in 
Nicotiana tabacum.

 Our data suggest that the AHL-type QS may play a 
key role in pathogen virulence and this may provide 
an opportunity to explore novel approaches for 
managing BFB in cucurbits by QS interference.

864
Fan et al.,2011



Bacterial inter-cellular communication 
(QS) in rice associated bacteria
(i) rice-rhizosphere beneficial Pseudomonas spp., (ii) in beneficial rice 
endophytic Burkholderia spp., and (ii) in rice pathogenic Xanthomonas 
oryzae, Burkholderia glumae and Pseudomonas fuscovaginae

LuxR-family 'solos'

Venturi et al.,2010 865



Isolation of N-acyl-homoserine lactone-
producing bacteria from plant surfaces

Materials

 Selection of recently collected plant roots and leaves. 
These should be stored in plastic bags at 4ºC until use. 

 Vortex mixer 
 Sonicating water bath (optional); 
 10-ml tube of sterile phosphate buffered saline (PBS) ;
 Sterile 1.5-ml snap-top microfuge tubes (have containers 

full of open sterile microfuge tubes); 
 Pipetor (P-20 & P-100) and a box of sterile yellow tips; 
 6 LB + Cycloheximide (100 mg/ml) agar plates 

(Cycloheximide is an antibiotic that prevents the growth of 
fungi); 

 3 LB agar plates; 
 20-ml LB broth (bottles); 
 Jar of ethanol plus glass spreader. 

866



Isolation of N-acyl-homoserine 
lactone-producing bacteria
Media

Luria Broth and Agar Plates

 For 1,000-ml D.H2O:

 10 g of Tryptone 

 5 g of Yeast Extract 

 5 g of NaCl 

 For agar plates add 15 g of agar 

867

Alternative composition for Luria-Bertani (LB) agar:
1% w/v peptone, 0.5% w/v yeast extract, 0.5% w/v NaCl, 

1.5% agar in 100 mL distilled water.

Pierson III, 2005



Isolation of N-acyl-homoserine 
lactone-producing bacteria
Media

Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS)

 Per 1000-ml:

 1.6 g of NaCl 

 0.2 g of KH2PO4

 2.9 g of Na2HPO4-12H2O 

 800 ml of dionized H2O 

 Adjust pH to 7.4 

 Adjust final volume to 1000 ml. 

868Pierson III, 2005



Isolation of N-acyl-homoserine 
lactone-producing bacteria
Materials

Glass Spreaders

 Take a glass rod approximately 6 inches long.

 Heat an area approximately 2 inches from one end 
over a flame until it can be bent to a 90-degree 
angle. 

 Let cool.

869Pierson III, 2005



Isolate and plate bacteria 
from plant surfaces

 Collect several samples of different plants, both roots and leaves. 
Store in labeled plastic bags at 4ºC. 

 Take about 1 g each of your different plant materials, and cut 
both roots and leaves separately into small pieces with a sterile 
razor blade.

 Place the pieces of each sample into separate, sterile glass test 
tubes.

 Add 2 ml of sterile PBS buffer to each test tube. 
 Vortex each tube for 5 sec, sonicate 30 sec. Repeat (the 

sonication step can be omitted but some of the more tightly 
adhering bacteria may not be recovered). 

 Serially dilute each to 10-2 in sterile microfuge tubes (each 1/10 
dilution is achieved by adding 100-µl sample to 900-µl sterile 
PBS) and plate on LB + Cycloheximide plates at 10-1, 10-2, and 
10-3. 

 Incubate at 28ºC up to 3 days. 

870Pierson III, 2005



Isolate and plate bacteria 
from plant surfaces

871Pierson III, 2005



Inoculating cultures
Bacterial strains
Pseudomonas aureofaciens

 After sufficient numbers of colonies have appeared, pick 12 (or 
more) isolated colonies that appear distinctly different in shape, 
color, etc. (this is your test strain collection). 

 At the same time, transfer by picking a colony and touching it 
onto an LB agar plate and then using the same toothpick to 
inoculate 1-ml LB cultures of each test (unknown) strain in 
sterile glass test tubes. 

 Shake at 28ºC overnight. 
 Also inoculate 1-ml LB cultures of bioreporter (indicator) strains 

with and without phz operon strains:
 30-84 (wild strain: I+ and R+)
 30-84I (mutant strain: I- and R+)
 30-84Ice (mutant positive control strain: I+ and R-)
 30-84Gac (mutant negative control strain: I- and R-). 
 Shake at 28ºC overnight. 

872Pierson III, 2005



Inoculating cultures
Bacterial strains

873Pierson III,2005



Pseudomonas aureofaciens
Bioreporter(indicator) strains

1. Pseudomonas aureofaciens strain 30-84 (A wild-
type isolate that produces AHL signal (I+/R+) and 
therefore the orange phenazine antibiotics.

2. Pseudomonas aureofaciens strain 30-84I (A 
derivative of strain 30-84 that does not produce 
AHL signal (I-/R+). It will produce phenazines if 
certain exogenous AHL signals are provided.

3. Pseudomonas aureofaciens strain 30-84Ice (A 
derivative of strain 30-84 that does produce AHL 
signal but not phenazines (I+/R-).

4. Pseudomonas aureofaciens strain 30-84Gac (A 
derivative of strain 30-84 that does not produce 
any AHL signal (I-/R-).

874



Preparation of AHL screen plates

 Arrangement of spot tests 
on LB agar plates seeded 
with either:

 wild strain 30-84 (I+/R+) or

 mutant strain 30-84I (I-

/R+). 

 There should be two LB 
agar plates:

 one seeded with strain 30-
84 and 

 a second plate seeded with
strain 30-84I.

875Pierson III, 2005

http://www.apsnet.org/education/AdvancedPlantPath/LabExercises/BacteriaSignaling/Images/fig5.htm
http://www.apsnet.org/education/AdvancedPlantPath/LabExercises/BacteriaSignaling/Images/fig5.htm


Preparation of AHL screen plates

 Aseptically microfuge (max. speed) for 1 min both cultures of 
strains 30-84 and 30-84I.

 Resuspend each pellet in 500 µl of LB.

 Repeat again.
 Make an orientation mark on the outside of each plate as shown in 

next Fig.

 Spread 100 µl of each culture (30-84 and strain 30-84I) onto a 
separate LB agar plate. 

 Let the remaining liquid soak into the plate. 

 Spot 5 µl of the overnight culture of each test isolate onto the 
lawn.

 Include strain 30-84Ice as a positive control (produces an AHL 
signal recognized by strain 30-84I) and strain 30-84Gac as a 
negative control (does not produce any AHL signal). 

 Let spots soak into the plate. 
 Incubate plates at 28ºC for 2-3 days.

876Pierson III, 2005



Identification of N-Acyl-Homoserine 
Lactone-Producing Bacteria
Scoring screening plates for cross-communication

 Pate A: Positive cross-communication

 Seeded with strain 30-84I(I-/R+):

 The presence of orange halos 
surrounding the test spots indicates 
restoration of phenazine production by 
a signal produced by the test spots 
(test bacteria).

 Pate B: Negative cross-communication 

 Seeded with strain 30-84(I+/R+):

 The presence of white halos
surrounding the test spots indicates 
inhibition of phenazine production by 
strain 30-84 by a signal produced by 
the test spots.

877Pierson III, 2005



Data collection chart
Score the effect of each test strain on 30-84I or 30-84

Isolates/source 30-841 30-84

P1 

P2

P3 

P4 

P5

etc.

878Pierson III, 2005



Protein type Strain Protein Similarity (%) GenBank accession no.

I E. carotovora HslI 97 AAA62483

E. carotovora Carl 97 P33880

E. carotovorum subsp. betavasculorum Ecbl 96 AAB69645

E. carotovora ExpI 88 P33882

E. chrysanthemi EchI 78 Q46968

S. liquefaciens SwrI 78 P52989

E. chrysanthemi AhlI 77 AAM46699

Serratia sp. strain ATCC 39006 SmaI 76 CAB92553

Yersinia pestis YpeI 73 AAF21290

S. marcescens SpnI 67 AAN52498

Serratia proteomaculans SprI 65 AAK76733

R E. carotovorum subsp. betavasculorum EcbR 99 AAB69464

E. carotovora ExpR 81 CAA56646

E. chrysanthemi EchR 79 Q46967

E. chrysanthemi ExpR 78 Q47188

Serratia sp. strain ATCC39006 SmaR 75 CAB92554

Hafnia alvei HalR 73 AAP30848

Yersinia pestis YspR 72 NP_404602

S. proteomaculans SprR 71 AAK76734

S. marcescens SpnR 69 AAN52499

E. carotovora CarI 61 Q46751

Similarity of I and R proteins of 
Enterobacteriaceae strain A2JM to I and R 
proteins of other strains

http://aem.asm.org/cgi/external_ref?access_num=AAA62483&link_type=GEN
http://aem.asm.org/cgi/external_ref?access_num=P33880&link_type=GEN
http://aem.asm.org/cgi/external_ref?access_num=AAB69645&link_type=GEN
http://aem.asm.org/cgi/external_ref?access_num=P33882&link_type=GEN
http://aem.asm.org/cgi/external_ref?access_num=Q46968&link_type=GEN
http://aem.asm.org/cgi/external_ref?access_num=P52989&link_type=GEN
http://aem.asm.org/cgi/external_ref?access_num=AAM46699&link_type=GEN
http://aem.asm.org/cgi/external_ref?access_num=CAB92553&link_type=GEN
http://aem.asm.org/cgi/external_ref?access_num=AAF21290&link_type=GEN
http://aem.asm.org/cgi/external_ref?access_num=AAN52498&link_type=GEN
http://aem.asm.org/cgi/external_ref?access_num=AAK76733&link_type=GEN
http://aem.asm.org/cgi/external_ref?access_num=AAB69464&link_type=GEN
http://aem.asm.org/cgi/external_ref?access_num=CAA56646&link_type=GEN
http://aem.asm.org/cgi/external_ref?access_num=Q46967&link_type=GEN
http://aem.asm.org/cgi/external_ref?access_num=Q47188&link_type=GEN
http://aem.asm.org/cgi/external_ref?access_num=CAB92554&link_type=GEN
http://aem.asm.org/cgi/external_ref?access_num=AAP30848&link_type=GEN
http://aem.asm.org/cgi/external_ref?access_num=NP_404602&link_type=GEN
http://aem.asm.org/cgi/external_ref?access_num=AAK76734&link_type=GEN
http://aem.asm.org/cgi/external_ref?access_num=AAN52499&link_type=GEN
http://aem.asm.org/cgi/external_ref?access_num=Q46751&link_type=GEN


Bioassay (Biosensing on solid medium) 
A. tumefaciens strain NT1was used as acyl-HSL bioreporter 

 Bioassay is performed on agar plates with bacteria 
containing different reporter genes. 

 A. tumefaciens strain NT1(pZLR4) was used as 
indicator strain.

 This bacterium is sensitive to 3-oxo-AHLs and upon 
receiving the molecules it expresses β-galactocidase, 
which in turn breaks down Xgal present on the agar 
plate to give blue color. 

 In this strain the traI (AHL synthase) gene has been 
deleted  and when AHL binds TraR it starts 
expressing traG::lacZ fusion reporter gene present on 
a plasmid.

880Cha et al.,1998;…



Surveying plant-associated bacteria for the 
production of compounds with acyl-HSL activity
A. tumefaciens strain NT1was used as acyl-HSL bioreporter 

 Using petri dish assay, we surveyed 106 isolates 
representing seven genera of plant-associated, gram-
negative bacteria: Agrobacterium, Erwinia, Pantoea, 
Pseudomonas, Ralstonia, Rhizobium, and Xanthomonas for 
the production of compounds with acyl-HSL activity.

 Petri dish assays were performed in ABM agar medium (AB 
minimal medium supplemented with 0.2% mannitol) 
supplemented with 40 µg of 5-bromo-3-indolyl-β-D-
galactopyranoside (X-Gal) per ml. 

 A. tumefaciens strain NT1(pZLR4) was used as indicator 
strain.

 Plates were incubated at 28°C for 12 to 16 h and examined 
for X-Gal hydrolysis (blue color). 

 The strain NT1 produces a blue color in the presence of X-
Gal in response to a wide range of AHLs.

881Cha et al.,1998;…



Surveying plant-associated bacteria for the 
production of compounds with acyl-HSL activity
A. tumefaciens strain NT1was used as acyl-HSL bioreporter 

 AB medium is a minimal growth medium used for bacterial 
cultures. It has some changes compared to M9 medium and is 
supposed to cause less problems with precipitation.

 Recipe:

882MediaWiki,2012

5xA

for 1 liter AB medium

2 g (NH4)2SO4

6 g Na2HPO4

3 g KH2PO4

3 g NaCl

200 ml H2O

Mix 200ml 5xA and 800ml B to get 1 liter AB. Do never add B salts to 5xA!
If you want agar-plates add 16g agar to 1xB, autoclave and than add 5xA. Prepare and autoclave.

Add 0.2% sterile mannitol as sole carbon source.

1xB

for 1 liter AB medium

1 ml 0.1 M CaCl2 (sterile)

1 ml 1.0 M MgCl2 (sterile)

1 ml 0.003 M FeCl3 (sterile)

797 ml H2O (sterile)



Surveying plant-associated bacteria for the 
production of compounds with acyl-HSL activity

 Most of the Agrobacterium, Rhizobium, and Pantoea
isolates and about half of the Erwinia and 
Pseudomonas isolates gave positive reactions.

 Only a few isolates of Xanthomonas produced a 
detectable signal. 

883

 Reaction (R): Assessed by Petri dish assay. 

 +++, wide (3 cm dia.); ++, somewhat narrower (1.5–3 cm dia.); +, very 
narrow (1.5 cm dia.); –, no detectable zones of diffusing blue color in the 
overlay surrounding colony or culture supernatant being tested.

 In most cases the colony or spot was approximately 0.5 to 1 cm in diameter.

Cha et al.,1998



Production of 
compounds with 
AHL activity by 

plant-associated 
and soil-borne 

bacteria.

Vesolova et al.,1998

Strains A. tumefaciens C58 and 
1D1, C. violaceum CVWT, P. 
aureofaciens 30-84 and P. 

fluorescens 2-79 were used as 
positive controls.



Detection of AHLs in subtidal 
biofilms by AHL reporter strains
Chromobacterium violaceum CV026 and Agrobacterium tumefaciens A136 

885

 Detection of acylated homoserine lactones (AHLs) in subtidal biofilms 
of different ages (1-9-day-old biofilms, 1-9-d-bf) using the reporter 
strains Chromobacterium violaceum CV026 (fist raw panels) and 
Agrobacterium tumefaciens A136 (second raw panels). 

 The strain A136 produces a blue color in the presence of 5-bromo-4-
chloro-3-indolyl-β-D-galactopyranoside (X-Gal) and due to X-Gal 
hydrolysis.

 whereas the strain CV026 produces a purple pigment when induced by 
short- to medium-chain AHLs, such as C4-, C6-, C8-HSL and 3-oxo-C6-, 
C8-HSL.

Huang et al.,2009



Commercially available AHL products

Catalog No. Product Name

09945 N-Butyryl-DL-homoserine lactone

BioChemika 25 mg

09926 N-Hexanoyl-DL-homoserine lactone

BioChemika 25 mg 

10939 N-Heptanoyl-DL-homoserine lactone

BioChemika 25 mg

10940 N-Octanoyl-DL-homoserine lactone

BioChemika 25 mg

10937 N-Tetradecanoyl-DL-homoserine lactone

BioChemika 25 mg 

17248 N-Decanoyl-DL-homoserine lactone

BioChemika 25 mg 

17247 N-Dodecanoyl-DL-homoserine

BioChemika 25 mg 

10942 N-Butyryl-DL-homocysteine thiolactone

BioChemika 25 mg 

K3255 N-(beta-Ketocaproyl)-DL-homoserine lactone

(3-Oxo-hexanoyl-DL-homoserine lactone) 25 mg, 50mg

Sigma-Aldrich Co.
886

https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/ProductLookup.html?ProdNo=09945&Brand=FLUKA
https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/ProductLookup.html?ProdNo=09926&Brand=FLUKA
https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/ProductLookup.html?ProdNo=10939&Brand=FLUKA
https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/ProductLookup.html?ProdNo=10940&Brand=FLUKA
https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/ProductLookup.html?ProdNo=10937&Brand=FLUKA
https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/ProductLookup.html?ProdNo=17248&Brand=FLUKA
https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/ProductLookup.html?ProdNo=17247&Brand=FLUKA
https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/ProductLookup.html?ProdNo=10942&Brand=FLUKA
https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/ProductLookup.html?ProdNo=K3255&Brand=SIGMA


AHL screen assay
Pectobacterium sp.

 AHL-producing transgenic tobacco plants restore pathogenicity
to an avirulent AHL-deficient Erwinia carotovora subsp. 
carotovora mutant (PNP22).

 The photograph shows the leaves 4 d after infection:

1. Wild-type tobacco inoculated with wild-type Erwinia
carotovora;

2. Wild-type tobacco inoculated with AHL-negative Erwinia
carotovora mutant PNP22;

3. AHL-producing tobacco line inoculated with Erwinia carotovora
PNP22. 

Fray,2001



AHL screen assay
Pectobacterium sp.

 Appearance of bean sprouts, 
where the soaking water has 
been inoculated with different 
bacterial strains to determine 
their spoilage potentials. 

A. Control (uninoculated);

B. Bean sprouts inoculated with 
the nonspoiling strain C1JM;

C. Bean sprouts inoculated with 
the spoiling strain 
Pectobacterium sp. strain 
A2JM;

D. Bean sprouts inoculated with 
the AHL-deficient A2JM luxI
mutant.
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http://aem.asm.org/content/vol71/issue6/images/large/zam0060554700001.jpeg
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Thin layer chromatogram showing the range of AHLs 
produced by various Erwinia carotovora species

 After chromatography, Erwinia carotovora AHLs were located 
by overlaying the chromatogram with agar seeded with the 
Chromobacterium violaceum (CV) reporter strain mutant for 
cviI (the gene required for AHL synthesis).

 The presence of AHLs is indicated by complementation of the 
mutation and restoration of the production of the purple 
pigment, violacein.

 A, 3-oxo-C6-HSL standard
 B, C6-HSL standard
 C– F, spent bacterial culture supernatants of Erwinia 

carotovora subsp. carotovora SCRI 193 (C); Erwinia 
carotovora subsp. atroseptica SCRI 1043 (D); Erwinia 
carotovora subsp. atroseptica SCRI 1039 (E); and Erwinia 
chrysanthemi SCRI 1043 (F). 

 Most strains produce both 3-oxo-C6-HSL and C6-HSL as well 
as additional AHLs in some cases. 

889



Chromobacterium violaceum
Colony morphology

 It is a Gram-negative, facultative anaerobic, non-
sporing coccobacillus. 

 It is part of the normal flora of water and soil of 
tropical and sub-tropical regions of the world.

 It produces a natural antibiotic called violacein. 

 It grows readily on nutrient agar, producing 
distinctive smooth, low convex, circular, with an 
entire margin colonies with a dark violet metallic 
sheen (due to violacein production). 



Reverse phase thin-layer chromatography (TLC) 
Thin layer chromatogram showing the range of 
AHLs produced by various bacteria

 TLC is  a powerful technique both for analysis  and 
separation of different AHLs, that can be analysed 
either by biological methods or analytical techniques.

 Extracts are spotted on TLC plates and allowed to run 
in a mixture of organic solvents. 

 Plates are usually C18 silica matrix plates. 

 Separated AHLs are either visualized with UV or by 
chromic agents like potassium dichromate in 
sulphuric acids. 

891Amit Anand Purohit;.. 

If you are working with highly polar compounds, reversed-phase mode 
is more suitable. Reversed-phase chromatography employs a polar 

(aqueous) mobile phase.



Thin layer chromatography (TLC) 
Thin layer chromatogram showing the range of 
AHLs produced by various bacteria

 Alternatively, spots could be scraped off and the 
material obtained extracted with either 
dichloromethane or ethyl acetate for further analysis. 

 One disadvantage is that:

1. No structural information can be obtained, and 

2. Interference of metabolites is hard to avoid.

 For example two unknown spots found in a report 
which could not be verified.

892Amit Anand Purohit 



Thin layer chromatogram showing the 
range of AHLs produced by various 
Erwinia carotovora species

 The sensitivity of the
Chromobacterium 
violaceum
bioreporter(indicator) 
strain/a biosensor 
sensitive to short-chain 
AHLs) varies according 
to the AHL being 
detected.

 Thus the intensity of 
pigment is not a direct 
indicator of the relative 
abundance of each AHL. 

Fray,2001;.. 893



Quorum Sensing
Pantoea sp. strain 48b/90

 The antagonist Pantoea sp. strain 
48b/90 isolated from soybean leaf 
induced weakly the production of 
violacein in the Chromobacterium 
violaceum CV026. 

 Probably, it produced an acyl-
homoserine lactone (AHL) with a 
short acyl side chain or another 
class of quorum sensing signal 
molecules.

 In this test, different strains were 
screened on solid medium in a 
streak plate assay using AHL 
biosensor strain Chromobacterium 
violaceum CV026. 

 AHL production (N-acyl side chains 
C4-C8) was judged by its ability to 
induce violacein production (purple 
pigment: arrows).

894Völksch and Sammer,2008



Quorum Sensing
Cross-streaking of Aeromonas caviae 
strain YL12 with C. violaceum CV026

 Cross-streaking of strain 
YL12 with C. violaceum 
CV026 was observed to 
trigger violacein production 
in the biosensor.

 E. carotovora GS101 and E. 
carotovora PNP22 were used 
as positive and negative 
controls, respectively. 

 In the cross-streaking 
experiment conducted, strain 
YL12 triggered CV026 
violacein production, which 
suggests that YL12 produces 
diffusible short chain AHLs. 

895Lim et al.,2014



Phylogenetic analysis of LuxI and LuxR 
homologues present in diverse members of the 
Gram-negative Proteobacteria
Sequence analysis

 The majority of quorum sensing systems that fall under the 
two-gene (I and R):

1. An autoinducer synthase coupled with 

2. A receptor molecule. 

 A comparison between the Proteobacteria phylogeny as 
generated by 16S rRNA sequences and phylogenies of LuxI-, 
LuxR-, or LuxS-homologs shows a notably high level of global 
similarity. 

 Overall, the quorum sensing genes seem to have diverged along 
with the Protecobacteria phylum as a whole.

 This indicates that these quorum sensing systems are quite 
ancient, and arose very early in the Proteobacteria lineage.

896Wikipedia,2011



Phylogenetic analysis of LuxI and LuxR 
homologues present in diverse members of the 
Gram-negative Proteobacteria
Single or multiple LuxI/R homologues

 Homologues of luxI and luxR genes have been identified 
both on bacterial chromosomes and on extrachromosomal 
elements such as the symbiosis (Sym) and tumour-
inducing(Ti) plasmids of Rhizobium and Agrobacterium spp., 
respectively.

 Many bacterial species even contain multiple LuxI and/or 
LuxR homologues for the production or detection of multiple, 
distinct signals. 

 Multiple LuxR homologues can also permit the independent 
activation of different gene functions(such as exoenzyme 
synthesis, conjugation, antibiotic production, luminescence 
and biofilm formation) in response to a single autoinducer 
signal.

897Gray and Garey,2001



These 16S rRNA groupings were used as the basis for 
comparison with phylogenetic trees derived from our 
analysis of LuxI and LuxR family members

 Neighbour-joining tree of 16S rRNA 
sequences from bacteria that contain LuxI 
and/or LuxR family members.

 Species belonging to the α, β and γ-
Proteobacteria are grouped. 

 Our results suggest that these quorum 
sensing regulators arose early in the 
evolution of the Proteobacteria and 
subsequently diverged within each group of 
organisms, although instances of horizontal 
gene transfer have also occurred.

 Surprisingly, most bacteria that contain 
multiple LuxI and/or LuxR family members 
appear to have acquired each of their 
different homologues from separate 
sources.

898Gray and Garey,2001



Microbial biofilms
City of Microbes

Key to understanding and controlling 
bacterial growth

899
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Bacterial Biofilms
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Medical Implications of Biofilms

 Medical Implications of 
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 Michael Wilson and 
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 Publisher: Cambridge 
University Press.
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 314 pages.
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Microbial Biofilms
Methods and Protocols
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 Date Published: 2014
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Quorum sensing and biofilm

1. Quorum sensing control gene expression in groups 
of bacteria, and

2. Biofilms organized groups of bacteria.

 Bacteria often tend to attach to surfaces and form 
communities enmeshed in a self-produced polymeric 
matrix.

 These communities are called a biofilm.

906Wikipedia,2010;…



Quorum sensing and biofilm

 In general, bacterial pathogens use quorum 
sensing to ensure that virulence genes are 

only expressed after their population has 
reached a critical size.

 This unified attack strategy makes it more 
difficult for the host to mount an effective 
defense.

907



Microbial biofilms on and 
within plants

 In many plant-associated 
bacteria biofilm formation is 
controlled by QS. 

 These bacterial 
communication systems 
utilize chemically diverse 
signal molecules.

 The site of action of two 
classes of enzymes that 
inactivate AHL signal 
molecules is indicated by 
blue arrows. 

908Carlier et al.,2015



Plant and soil-associated biofilm-forming 
bacteria: Their role in green agriculture
Sites of microbial colonization on terrestrial plants

 Soil and plant-associated 
bacteria play a significant 
role as:

1. plant growth regulators, 

2. plant defense activators, 
and

 can exist in:

1. planktonic (free-
swimming) form, or 

2. sessile form (biofilm; 
attached to surfaces).

909Solanki et al.,2020



Quorum sensing and biofilm

 Quorum sensing has been shown to directly 
control:

1. Biofilm formation (A highly structured
polymer matrices produced by sessile 
bacteria (bacteria living within a biofilm).

2. The expression of virulence genes,
3. Swarming,
4. Conjugation, and 

5. Production of secondary metabolites. 

910



Bacterial autoaggregation and 
biofilm development, and their 
relationship with plant colonization

 Cell aggregation and biofilm formation in plant-
bacterial associations are regulated by:

1. Environmental signals, 

2. Nutrient limitation of growth,

3. Quorum sensing, 

4. EPSs, 

5. Flagella, 

6. LPSs, and

7. Other factors. 

911Bogino et al.,2013



Schematic showing the different 
stages of biofilm formation 
Staphylococcus aureus

 (i) attachment, (ii) 
microcolony formation, (iii) 
maturation with cellular 
differentiation, and (iv) 
detachment or dispersion, 
and participation of bacterial 
virulence factors in each 
step.

912
Bai et al.,2021

Abbreviations:
ActA, actin polymerization protein; Bap, biofilm-associated protein; bcsA, bacterial 
cellulose synthesis; CidA, cell death effector protein; csg, curli synthesis gene; EPS, 
extracellular polymeric substance; eDNA, extracellular DNA; FnBP, fibronectin-
binding proteins; icaA, intercellular adhesion; LAP, Listeria adhesion protein; PIA, 
polysaccharide intercellular adhesin; SasG, S. aureus surface protein G; SpA, S. 
aureus protein A. Figure adapted with permission from Ray and Bhunia 2014.



Biofilm formation by plant 
bacterial pathogens

913

 Xanthomonas campestris pv.campestris

 Pseudomonas syringae pv.syringae

 Dickeya chrysanthemi

 Pantoea stewartii subsp.stewartii

 Ralstonia solanacearum

 Clavibacter michiganensis subsp.sepedonicus

 Xylella fastidiosa

 ‘Candidatus Liberibacter asiaticus’



Extracellular DNases of Ralstonia 
solanacearum modulate biofilms and 
facilitate bacterial wilt virulence

 Ralstonia solanacearum is a soil-
borne vascular pathogen that 
colonizes plant xylem vessels, a 
flowing, low-nutrient habitat 
where biofilms could be 
adaptive.

 During tomato infection, R. 
solanacearum forms biofilm-like 
masses in xylem vessels. 

 These aggregates contain 
bacteria embedded in a matrix 
including chromatin-like fibres 
commonly observed in other 
bacterial biofilms.

914
Tran et al.,2016



Tylosis form in xylem vessels
Ralstonia solanacearum

915
Lowe-Poweret al.,2018;.

 Tyloses are ingrowths of parenchyma cells into the lumen of 
embolized xylem vessels, thereby protecting the remaining 
xylem from pathogens. Gas embolisms are a less-discussed 
mechanism of plant vascular dysfunction during wilt disease.

 Air (gas)embolism is thought to accelerate pathogen 
progression during Pierce's disease.



Biofilm
Plant pathogenic bacteria
Pantoea stewartii subsp. stewartii

 Colonization of the vasculature 
by Pantoea stewartii subsp. 
stewartii.

(a) GFP-tagged wild-type strain 
DC283 colonizing leaf xylem 
vessels of a susceptible maize 
cultivar. Obtained using an 
Olympus IX70 inverted 
epifluorescence microscope, 
40Xmagnification. 

(b) Scanning electron micrographs 
depicting colonization of sweet 
corn xylem vessels. 

916Ramey et al.,2008



Biofilm
Biofilm formation in Xanthomonas genus
Xanthomonas citri subsp. citri

917Cirad,2019; Moreira Martins et al.,2020



Biofilm formation by plant 
pathogenic bacteria
Xylella fastidiosa

 Certain epiphytic populations 
with the genetic potential to 
initiate a pathogenic interaction 
with the host grow large 
enough to overwhelm the host's 
defense mechanisms.

 An example Xylella fastidiosa. 
This pathogen causes Pierce's 
disease in grapevines and citrus 
variegated chlorosis in sweet 
oranges-diseases with economic 
losses exceeding $14 billion in 
the past decade. 

918
Harrison et al.,2021



PD of grapevine cycle 
Biofilm formation by Xylella fastidiosa

 Xylella fastidiosa is transmitted 
to a new host plant when the 
insect vector feeds on a new 
plant and deposits X. fastidiosa 
cells directly into the plant 
xylem. 

 Systemic colonization and xylem 
vessel occlusion by bacterial 
biofilms and excess tylose 
production lead to Pierce’s 
disease (PD) of grapevine. 

919
Castro et al.,2021



Biofilm
Production, composition, and functional roles of 
exopolysaccharides 
EPSs in beneficial and pathogenic plant-associated bacteria

920
Bogino et al.,2013



Biofilms
Common examples

 Biofilms are a collection of microorganisms 
surrounded by the slime they secrete, attached to 
either an inert or living surface. 

 You are already familiar with some biofilms:
1. The slippery slime on river stones and in a water 

pipe,
2. The plaque on your teeth,
3. The gel-like film on the inside of a vase which held 

flowers for a week. 
 Thus, among infectious bacteria, talk is not cheap.
 Biofilm exists wherever surfaces contact water.

921



Biofilms
Biofilm in a water pipe

 The interiors of almost all 
water distribution systems 
eventually develop 
biofilms that may harbor 
pathogenic microbes and 
promote metal pipe 
corrosion, scaling and 
sediment buildup.

 Biofilms can discolor 
water or cause it to take 
on disagreeable tastes or 
odors.

922
Reiff,2013



Biofilms
Bacterial species involved with dental biofilm accumulation 
and tooth decay. All employ quorum sensing

 That “fuzzy” feeling that can be felt on unbrushed 
teeth is an accumulation of a biofilm of bacteria. 

 There are several bacteria within a person’s mouth 
which make up this biofilm and are cariogenic, 
meaning they have a tendency to cause dental 
caries. 

 These include:

 Lactobacillus acidophilus, 

 Streptococcus mutans (and S. gordonii, S. salivarius),

 Actinomyces odontolyticus.

923Cain et al.,2017



Biofilms
Bacterial species involved with dental biofilm accumulation 
and tooth decay. All employ quorum sensing

924
Parashar et al.,2015



Biofilms
Bacterial species involved with dental biofilm
The Snyder Test

 The Snyder Test is used to determine a person’s 
susceptibility to dental caries based on acid 
production that is assumed to be a result of the 
growth of lactobacilli on the teeth or in other areas of 
the mouth. 

 Note that the Snyder Test does not test for 
cariogenic streptococci or actinomycetes.

 The Snyder Test agar contains 2% glucose and has a 
pH of about 4.8. 

 This low pH inhibits the growth of most organisms, 
but it is ideal for lactobacilli. 

925Cain et al.,2011



Biofilms
Bacterial species involved with dental biofilm
The Snyder Test

 MEDIA NEEDED: (per student)

1. 1 Snyder deep agar tube

2. 1 Sterile empty tube or beaker

 CULTURES NEEDED: Saliva from student’s oral cavity

926Cain et al.,2017



Biofilms
Bacterial species involved with dental biofilm
The Snyder Test

 Procedure:

1. Obtain a sterile test tube or small beaker. Collect 
approximately ¼ to ½ inch of saliva in the test tube 
or beaker.

2. Obtain a melted Snyder Agar deep tube that has been 
tempered in a 45°C water bath.

3. While the Snyder Agar deep tube is still liquefied, 
aseptically pipette 0.2 ml of saliva into the tube.

4. Place the cap loosely on the tube and roll the tube 
gently between the palms of your hands. Let solidify.

5. Incubate the Snyder tube at 37°C for 48 hours.

927Cain et al.,2017



Biofilms
Bacterial species involved with dental biofilm
The Snyder Test

 If growth occurs, and lactic acid is produced by the 
lactobacilli, the pH will drop below 4.8 to about 4.4.

 The indicator used to show this change in pH is 
bromcresol green, which will change from green to 
yellow upon acid production.

 The rate of change is another factor to be 
considered. The faster the rate of change, the more 
organisms present.

928Cain et al.,2017



Biofilms
Bacterial species involved with dental biofilm
The Snyder Test

929Cain et al.,2017; SlideToDoc.com

YellowYellow-GreenLight Green GreenColor of Agar 
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Biofilm
Multispecies/monospecies microbial community 

 Multiple bacterial 
species as opposed to 
the mono-species 
biofilms.

 Interactions among 
different species within 
a biofilm can be 
antagonistic, such as 
competition over 
nutrients and growth 
inhibition, or 
synergistic.

930
Schaechter,2004; Elias and Banin,2012



Biofilm
Biofouling or biological fouling
Microbiological fouling/microfouling 

 Biofouling or biological fouling: The damage 
caused to a surface by microorganisms 
attached to a surface.

 Biofouling can be either:

1. Micro (by bacteria, slimes, algae, and the 
like);

2. Macro (by clams, mussels,…) in nature.

931
Daniels and Selby,2007



Biofilm development
Five steps in biofilm development

 Biofilm development can be divided into several key 
steps including:

1. attachment,

2. Cell to cell adhersion

3. Proliferation(micro colony formation),

4. biofilm maturation, and

5. Dispersion.

 In each step bacteria may recruit different 
components and molecules including flagella, type IV 
pili, DNA and exo polysaccharides.

932



Biofilm development
Five steps in biofilm development

933
Aguinaldo,2015



Biofilm development 
On meat surface

934
Marta et al.,2011

Desorption is a phenomenon whereby a substance is released from or 
through a surface. The process is the opposite of sorption/adsorption 

(that is, either adsorption or absorption). 



Biofilm development 
Two general models for biofilm development
Nonmotile and motile bacteria

 In nonmotile bacteria, 
changes in cell surface 
proteins, along with the 
production of EPS, play a 
critical role in the initiation of 
biofilm formation.

Lemon et al.,2008

 For a number of motile 
organisms, the dominant 
role for flagella in initiation 
of biofilm formation is to 
provide motility as flagella-
minus and paralyzed flagella 
mutants are comparably 
defective in biofilm 
formation.

935



Biofilm development
Twitching motility and Biofilm formation 
Type IV pili/fimbriae (“tfp”)

 The Type IV pili are architectural marvels of biology. 

 Type IV pili are remarkable multifunctional organelles 
expressed by diverse pathogenic bacteria. 

 Twitching motility (surface motility) via type IV pili 
has been observed in a number of gram-negative 
bacteria.

 Type IV pili are essential for host colonization and 
virulence for many Gram negative bacteria, and may 
also play a role in pathogenesis for some Gram 
positive bacteria.

Ramey et al.,2008; Wikipedia,2010



Attachment pili 
Can be an important virulence factor a feature of the 
organism that enhances its ability to cause disease 

937



Biofilm development 
Diagram of the P. aeruginosa biofilm-
maturation pathway

 Unattached cells that approach a surface may attach.

 Attachment involves specific functions.

 Attached cells will proliferate on a surface and use specific 
functions to actively move into microcolonies.

 The high-density microcolonies differentiate into mature 
biofilms by a 3OC12-HSL-dependent mechanism. 

938Parsek and Greenberg, 2000



Biofilm development
Pioneer cells

 A biofilm starts when a 
few pioneer cells use 
specialized chemical 
hooks to adhere to a 
surface. 

 Bacteria in biofilms bind 
together in a sticky web 
of tangled polysaccharide 
fibers which anchor them 
to surfaces and to each 
other.

939



Steps in biofilm development
Oxygen is present at measurable concentrations 
mainly at the periphery of the biofilm

 Nonuniform colonization by bacteria results in differential 
aeration cells. This schematic shows pit initiation due to oxygen 
depletion under a biofilm (Borenstein,1994).

940



Biofilm
Range of composition of biofilm matrices

% of matrixComponent

Up to 97%Water

2-5% (Many species)Microbial cells 

1-2% (Neutral and polyanionic)Polysaccharides
((homo-and heteropolysaccharides

<1-2% (Many, including enzymes)Proteins
(extracellular and resulting from lysis)

<1-2% (From lysed cells)DNA and RNA 

? (Bound and free)Ions

941Sutherland,2001



Biocide application
Removal and recovery of biofilms

 Reducing levels of nutrients in water can help reduce biofilm 
growth.

 It is common to observe a rapid regrowth of biofilm immediately 
biocide application.

 Incomplete removal of the biofilm will allow it to quickly return to 
its equilibrium state.

 Example of sanitization followed by biofilm recovery.

 Bacteria count samples were taken on a daily basis.

942



Biofilm formation
Methods to detect biofilm production

 There are various methods to detect biofilm 
production. These include:

1. Congo Red Agar method (CRA),

2. The Tissue Culture Plate (TCP),

3. Tube method (TM),

4. Bioluminescent assay,

5. Piezoelectric sensors, and

6. Fluorescent microscopic examination. 

943Hassan et al.,2011



Methods to detect biofilm production 
Biofilm congo red agar medium

 Congo red agar medium 
consists of (per litre): brain 
heart infusion 37g, sucrose 50 
g, agar 10 g, and congo red 
stain 0.8g. 

 Congo red stain was prepared 
as a concentrated aqueous 
solution and autoclaved at 
121°C for 15 min separately 

and added to the growth 
medium cooled to 55°C. 

 The test isolates were 
inoculated on to the CRA 
plates and incubated 
aerobically at 37°C for 24 hrs.

944
Niveditha et al.,2013;..

The production of black colonies with a dry 
crystalline consistency by the organisms was taken to 

indicate biofilm production(positive result).
Non-biofilm-producing strains develop red colonies.

Weak slime producers were indicated by pink 
colonies with occasional darkening at the centre of 

colonies. 



Biofilm formation
Microscopic examination
Biofilm congo red staining method

 Pseudomonas strain S61 was allowed 
to develop as a biofilm on glass slides
immersed in nutrient medium(broth) 
containing 1% glucose. 

 The formation of biofilm was studied 
at 6 different time intervals of growth 
at 3, 5, 7, 8, 9,10 and 11-13 hours. 
Development of the biofilm was 
followed by a specific staining 
technique (congo red) in which:

 The bacterial cells stain dark red and
 The exopolysaccharide stains orange-

pink. 
 Attached cells can be seen at 3 hours. 
 They then divide and form 

microcolonies. 
 After 5 hours the development of 

exopolysaccharide is clearly seen 
(arrowheads) and it increases as the 
microcolonies increase in size.

945
Allison and Sutherland



Biofilm formation
Microscopic examination
Biofilm Gram staining method

 The bacterial strains were first tested for biofilm formation on 
18mm glass cover slips being immersed in 15mL nutrient media 
(broth) with 1% glucose in 50mL sterile falcon tubes.

 The organism was inoculated and incubated at 30∘C for 4 days. 

 The cover slips were recovered from the culture tubes, washed 
thoroughly in 1% saline solution aseptically, air-dried and Gram-
stained.

 Formation of biofilm was viewed under 100X oil immersion 
objective using Nikon’s DN100 microscope.

 The formation of biofilm on thin glass cover slips was also 
studied for hourly development of film by the strain KPW.1-S1 
and stained at 6 different time intervals of growth at 6th, 12th, 
18th, 24th, 36th and 48th hours.

946
Dasgupta et al.,2013



Biofilm formation
Microscopic examination
Biofilm Gram staining method

947
Dasgupta et al.,2013

 Hourly development of biofilm on thin glass cover slip at 
different time interval by KPW.1-S1 at (a) 6th, (b) 12th, (c) 
18th, (d) 24th, (e) 36th, and (f) 48th hours. Bars, 23 𝜇m.



Biofilm formation
Tube method (TM)
Staining with crystal violet

 Tube method Described by Christensen et al.,1982 is a qualitative 
method for biofilm detection. 

 A loopful of test organisms was inoculated in 5 mL of trypticase soy 
broth+1% glucose or fresh LB with 1% glucose in test tubes. The 
tubes were incubated at 37°C for 24 h. After incubation, tubes were 

decanted(free unbound cells were removed) and biofilm layer was 
washed 3-4 times with water and dried.

 The formed biofilm in tubes were then stained with crystal violet 
(0.1%). Excess stain was washed with deionized water. Tubes were 
dried in inverted position and observed for biofilm formation. 

1. Biofilm Production was considered positive when a visible film lined the 
wall and bottom of the tube. 

2. Ring formation at the liquid interface was not indicative of biofilm 
formation. 

948Mohamed et al.,2013; Sabur et al.,?



Biofilm formation
Tube method (TM)
Staining with crystal violet

 Detection of biofilm producers by Tube method:

a. Non biofilm producer;

b. Weak biofilm producer;

c. Moderate biofilm producer, and

d. Strong biofilm producer. 

949
Mohamed et al.,2013;



Biofilm formation
Tube method (TM)
Staining with safranin

 The suspensions of the tested strains were incubated in 
glass tubes which contained Brain Heart Infusion Broth 
(broth) aerobically at a temperature of 35°C for a period 

of 2 days. 

 Then, the supernatants were discarded and the glass 
tubes were stained with a 0.1% safranin solution, washed 
with distilled water 3 times and dried. 

1. A positive result was defined as the presence of a layer of 
the stained material which adhered to the inner wall of 
the tubes. 

2. The exclusive observation of a stained ring at the liquid-air 
interface was considered as negative.

950
Niveditha et al.,2013



Biofilm formation
Tissue culture plate method (TCP)
Staining with crystal violet

 Biofilm formation on TCP was carried out by pipetting 200 µl aliquot 
of 108 CFU/ml suspension of the E. coli  into 9 wells of sterile 96-well 
TC plates (flat bottom polystyrene microtitre plates) while control 
wells were only filled with Tryptic Soy Broth (TSB). 

 The plates were later incubated at 10, 27 and 37°C for 24, 48, 72 
and 168 hours in order for the bacteria to attach to the pirates of 
the wells.

 Following the attachment step, the planktonic bacteria were 
removed using a multichannel pipette and each well was washed 
twice with 200 ml of PBS (pH 7.3) to remove the loosely attached 
cells. 

 After the removal of loosely attached cells, the wells were renewed 
with 200 µl of TSB every 24 h up to the 7th day (168 hours) to allow 
for bacterial growth and biofilm development.

951Muazu et al.,2013

Flat bottom polystyrene microtitre plates



Biofilm formation
Tissue culture plate method (TCP)
Staining with crystal violet

 Biofilms formed by adherent ‘sessile’ organisms in plate were 
fixed with sodium acetate (2%) and stained with crystal violet 
(0.1% w/v).

 Excess stain was rinsed off by thorough washing with deionized 
water and plates were kept for drying. 

 Adherent cells usually form biofilm and wells were uniformly 
stained with crystal violet.

 Optical density (OD) of stained adherent bacteria were 
determined with a micro ELISA auto reader (model PR 601, 
Qualigens) at wavelength of 570 nm (OD570 nm). 

 These OD values were considered as an index of bacteria 
adhering to surface and forming biofilms.

952Al-Mulla,2013; Muazu et al.,2013



Biofilm formation
Tissue culture plate method (TCP)
Staining with crystal violet

 This method is quantitative detection of slime production 
which was carried out according to Christensen et 
al.,1985. 

 The adherence of the biofilm to the polystyrene,96-well, 
flat-bottomed tissue culture plates was observed by 
reading the optical density of the stained wells bottoms 
with microELISA auto reader (Beckman) at 570 nm 
wavelength. 

 Isolates with OD values above 0.24 were considered 
strong producers.

 These OD values were taken as index of bacteria adhering 
the surface and formed biofilm. 

953Al-Mulla,2013



Biofilm formation
Tissue culture plate method (TCP)
Interpretation of Results

 OD readings from sterile medium, fixative and dye 
were averaged and subtracted from all test values. 

954Vasanthi et al.,2014

Biofilm formation Mean OD values 

Non / weak <0.120 

Moderate 0.120-0.240

High>0.240 



Biofilm formation
Tissue culture plate method (TCP)

 Detection of biofilm production by tissue culture plate method (TCP):

A. non biofilm producer,

B. week producer biofilm, 

C. moderate producer biofilm, 

D. strong producer biofilm, and 

E. negative control. 

955Mohamed et al.,2013



Bacterial Secretion Systems (SSs)
Protein-secretion pathways

Export bacterial virulence factors(secreted proteins)

956



Protein Secretion and Export 
in Bacteria

 Protein Secretion and 
Export in Bacteria 

 Author: Henry C. Wu 
and Phang C. Tai 

 Springer

 2011

 221 pages. 
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 Protein and Sugar 
Export and Assembly in 
Gram-positive Bacteria

 Editors: Fabio Bagnoli 
and Rino Rappuoli

 Springer

 2017

 347 pages. 
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Protein and Sugar Export and 
Assembly in Gram-positive Bacteria



Protein Secretion in Bacteria

 Protein Secretion in 
Bacteria

 Editors: Maria 
Sandkvist, Eric Cascales
and Peter J. Christie

 ASM Press

 2019

 820 pages. 
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Bacterial Type III Protein 
Secretion Systems

 Bacterial Type III 
Protein Secretion 
Systems

 Editors: Samuel Wagner 
and Jorge E. Galan

 Springer

 2020

 385 pages. 
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Protein translocation pathways
Bacterial cell wall structure
Gram-ve vs Gram+ve

 Gram-ve bacteria:

 Protein secretion in Gram-negative bacteria is particularly 
complex because these bacteria are surrounded by two 
membranes that the secreted proteins must pass through 
to enter the extracellular environment or a host cell.

 Gram+ve bacteria:

 Protein secretion in Gram-positive bacteria is simple in 
structure because they lack a second membrane; 
consequently, secretory proteins of Gram-positive bacteria 
only need to traverse both cytoplasmic membrane and 
peptidoglycan layer to enter the extracellular environment.

961Abdallah et al.,2007



Protein translocation pathways
Gram-ve and G+ve negative bacterial cell wall

962

Gram-negative - translocation past the cytoplasmic/periplasm/outer membrane

Gram-positive - translocation cytoplasmic membrane/cell wall

Ingraham et al.,1983



Protein translocation pathways
In all bacteria
Direct or indirect secretion

 All bacteria including non-pathogenic bacteria secrete 
proteins and transport these proteins through some 
secretion systems.

 The number of proteins and type secretion systems 
in Gram negative bacteria are more variable and 
complex.

 Because of outer membrane in Gram-negative 
bacteria, several protein secretion pathways have 
been identified in these bacteria.

 The proteins either:

1. Secreted into the extracellular milieu, or

2. Injected directly into a host cell.

963



Protein translocation pathways
In different bacteria

964
Lasica et al.,2017

 Protein secretion systems are vital for prokaryotic life, 
as they enable bacteria:

1. to acquire nutrients, 

2. communicate with other species, 

3. defend against biological and chemical agents, and

4. facilitate disease through the delivery of virulence 
factors.

mailto:Jan.vanderWolf@wur.nl
mailto:Jan.vanderWolf@wur.nl


 Bacteria secrete proteins to the extracellular 
environment to allow them to successfully compete 
for space and resources. 

 The Sec and Tat machineries in the cytoplasmic 
membrane serve as general translocases:

1. to secrete proteins in Gram-positive bacteria, and

2. to export proteins to the periplasm in Gram-negative 
bacteria.

 Specialized secretion systems are required by Gram-
negative bacteria to export proteins across the outer 
membrane.

Palmer et al.,2020

Protein translocation pathways
In different bacteria



 Ten Gram-negative protein secretion pathways 
(named Type I–VI, Type VIII, Type IX and Type X) 
have been described. 

1. one-step secretion systems: some Gram-negative 
bacteria are recognizing their substrates in the 
cytoplasm and transporting them simultaneously 
across both bacterial membranes, 

2. Two-step secretion systems: whereas other Gram-
negative bacteria rely on the Sec and/or Tat 
pathways to first translocate substrates to the 
periplasm. 

Palmer et al.,2020

Protein translocation pathways
In different bacteria



Bacterial secretion systems 
Nine different secretion pathways. Type 10 
Secretion System (TXSS) was also described

967
Bocian-Ostrzycka et al.,2017; Palmer et al.,2010



Bacterial secretion systems 
Ten Known secretion pathways

 Bacteria use a broad variety of membrane transport 
systems to deliver effectors to other cells and to the 
outer media.

 10 different secretion pathways have been described 
so far, numbered from Type I to Type IX secretion 
systems (T1SS-T9SS).

 Most of these systems have evolved from or co-
evolved with machineries required for other 
processes such as motility, drug efflux or pili 
assembly.

968
www.frontiersin.org



Bacterial secretion systems
In symbiotic bacteria

 Type III protein secretion systems (TTSSs) have 
recently been reported in non-pathogenic bacteria.

 TTSSs were described in the symbiotic bacteria such 
as:

 Rhizobium parasponia NGR234,

 Sinorhizobium fredii, 

 Mesorhizobium loti, and

 Bradyrhizobium japonicum.

 TTSSs in these bacteria are responsible for biological 
nitrogen fixation in the roots of legumes.

969Mazurier et al.,2004



Bacterial secretion systems
In saprophytic and nonpathogenic bacteria

 Many nonpathogenic organisms secrete proteins 
which are adaptive to their life-styles.

 e.g.

 Saprophytic bacteria may also secrete:
1. cellulases, or 
2. other degradative enzymes.

 Secretion of these enzymes is governed in large part 
by the structure of the bacterial cell envelope.

970



Protein translocation pathways
In plant-endophytic bacteria 

 The arrows pointing upwards 
indicate an increase, while the 
ones pointing downwards 
indicate a decrease in the 
expression levels.

 Few of abbreviations:

1. polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHA), 

2. volatile organic compounds 
(VOC),

3. type III secretion system 
(T3SS), 

4. type VI secretion system 
(T6SS).

971Pinski et al.,2019



Bacterial secretion systems 
Secretion vs Translocation

 Secretion: delivery of effectors outside the 
bacterial cell. Secreted proteins were 
transport into the extracellular milieu

 Translocation: delivery of effectors into host 
cells (transport into the eukaryotic cell 
cytosol(liquid portion of cytoplasm). 

972
Oh et al.,2010; Economou et al.,2006



Bacterial secretion systems 
Secretion vs Translocation

 These multiprotein systems can be categorized in two 
different groups, depending on the number of steps 
used to transport the substrate across the bacteria 
membranes. For example,

1. T1SS, T3SS, T4SS and T6SS can translocate the 
effectors in a single step, whereas

2. T2SS, T5SS and T9SS effectors use the general Sec 
or Tat export pathway to cross the inner membrane 
before the dedicated secretion system to cross the 
outer membrane starts its action.

973
www.frontiersin.org



Bacterial secretion systems 
Different secretion pathways

974
Depluverez et al.,2016



Protein translocation pathways
In pathogenic bacteria

975
Wolf and De Boer,2014

 A few hundred bacterial species, belonging to the 
Proteobacteria, Mollecutes and Actinomycetes cause 
a large number of different plant diseases, some of 
which are devastating for agricultural crops.

 Symptoms of bacterial plant diseases are diverse and 
include necrosis, tissue maceration, wilting, and 
hyperplasia.

 For successful infection to occur, the pathogen must 
overcome plant defense mechanisms, which it often 
does by injecting effector molecules directly into 
plant cells to suppress a host response.

mailto:Jan.vanderWolf@wur.nl
mailto:Jan.vanderWolf@wur.nl


Protein translocation pathways
In pathogenic bacteria

976
Wolf and De Boer,2014

 Virulence may also involve production of plant cell 
wall-degrading enzymes, toxins and/or plant 
hormones often under control of quorum sensing 
mechanisms. 

 Some phytopathogenic bacteria actively move to their 
host via chemotaxis and enter the plant through 
natural openings such as stomata and lenticels or 
wounds caused by insect feeding, fungal infection, or 
mechanical plant damage. 

mailto:Jan.vanderWolf@wur.nl
mailto:Jan.vanderWolf@wur.nl


Protein translocation pathways
In pathogenic bacteria
Different secretion systems of pathogens for disease incidence

 For successful infection to 
occur, the pathogen must 
overcome plant defense 
mechanisms, which it often 
does by injecting effector 
molecules directly into plant 
cells to suppress a host 
response. 

 Virulence may also involve 
production of plant cell wall-
degrading enzymes, toxins 
and/or plant hormones often 
under control of quorum 
sensing mechanism.

977
Wolf and De Boer,2014
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Protein translocation pathways
In pathogenic bacteria
Type III protein secretion systems (TTSSs)

 Type III protein secretion systems (TTSSs) have 
recently been reported in non-pathogenic bacteria.

 Bacterial pathogenicity depends on the ability to 
secrete virulence factors, which can be displayed on the 
bacterial cell surface.

 Many Gram-negative pathogenic bacteria rely on a 
functional type III secretion system (T3SS), which 
injects multiple effector proteins into eukaryotic host 
cells, for their pathogenicity.

 Therefore, it is critical to understand the regulation of 
T3SS in pathogenic bacteria for successful disease 
management.

978Tseng et al.,2008;Yuan et al.,2020



Protein translocation pathways
In pathogenic bacteria
Multiple secretion systems among different Xanthomonas species and pathovar

 The architecture and 
mode of action of 
bacterial type I to type 
VI secretion systems 
and the distribution and 
functions associated 
with these important 
nanoweapons within 
the Xanthomonas genus.

979Alvarez-Martinez et al.,2020



Protein translocation pathways
In pathogenic bacteria
Dickeya dandatii (bacterial wilt and soft rot of ornamentals and potato)

 The roles of several T3SS 
regulators that were recently 
discovered, including:

1. the transcriptional regulators: 
FlhDC, RpoS, and SlyA

2. the post-transcriptional 
regulators: PNPase, Hfq with 
its dependent sRNA ArcZ, 
and

3. the RsmA/B system; and

4. the bacterial second 
messenger cyclic-di-GMP (c-
di-GMP).

980Yuan et al.,2020



Protein translocation pathways
Coordination between Secretion systems

 Secretion systems can translocate hundreds of cargos that 
function together as a well-orchestrated virulence system.

 There is also a higher-level coordination between the 
different secretion systems.

 In X. campestris pv. vesicatoria, evidence suggests that 
the T2SS and T3SS reciprocally regulate the expression 
and translocation of cargo by each secretion system.

 This cross talk is conceptually appealing, as it implicates a 
collaborative attack between two systems that secrete 
cargo with primary functions in countering different 
components of plant defense.

981Chang et al.,2014



Protein translocation pathways
Coordination between Secretion systems

 Enteropathogenic E. coli provides an even more 
astonishing (extremely surprising) example of 
coordination between two secretion systems.

 The pathogen uses a T3SS to inject Tir, which is a 
receptor for a virulence factor intimin (adhensin), a 
T5eSS surface localized adhesion. 

 Together, the two mediate attachment of the 
pathogen to the host cell.

 Secretion systems must also be coordinately 
regulated to limit conflict.

982Chang et al.,2014



Protein translocation pathways
Introduction 
Studying bacterial secretion processes

 Identify/develop a secretory mutant phenotype.

 Identify secretory components.

 Clone/sequence - examine data banks for sequence /motif similarities -
pathogencity islands.

 Examine function based on:

- sequence homologies (enzyme/adherence /channel)

- biochemical analyses

- site-directed mutagenesis

 Determine crystal structure of protein components. 

 Use biochemical/two-hybrid analyses to determine protein-protein 
interaction components of apparatus.

 Electron microscopy to visualize secretory structure.

983
Bacterial transport mechanisms serve as models for studying 

eukaryotic membrane-transport mechanisms.



Protein translocation pathways
Common secretion systems

 Three common secretion systems are responsible for 
secretion of proteins across the bacterial inner 
(cytoplasmic) memebrane.

 Translocation of proteins such as enzymes, toxins, 
etc. into and through the cytoplasmic membrane is 
referred to as protein transport.

 Proteins are transported through one of three 
mechanisms:

1. General secretory pathway (Sec, GSP),

2. Twin-arginine translocation (TAT) pathway,

3. ATP-binding cassette (ABC) pathway.

984



Common secretion systems 
1. Sec system(SecA)
Transport unfolded proteins into periplasm

 Transport unfolded proteins into periplasm.

 The Sec protein translocation system is best 
characterized in E. coli, comprising at least:

 11 proteins, and 

 one RNA species (Economou,1999).

 Among these proteins, SecY, SecE, SecG and SecA 
constitute a translocase complex that acts as export 
machinery at the cytoplasmic membrane.

 Among different secretion systems, only the Sec 
system is essential for cell viability.

985Weintraub and Jones,2010; De La Fuente,2009



Common secretion systems 
Sec system(SecA)
Structure

 Transport unfolded proteins into periplasm.

986



Common secretion systems
2. Twin-arginine translocation(TAT)
Transports fully folded proteins across the membrane

 Bacteria as well as mitochondria and chloroplasts also 
use Twin-arginine translocation (TAT) pathway too.

 In contrast to Sec system, this system transports fully 
folded proteins across the membrane.

 The name of the system comes from the requirement 
for two consecutive arginines in the signal sequence 
required for targeting to this system.

987De La Fuente,2009; Braunstein,2016



Common secretion systems
2. Twin-arginine translocation(TAT)
Transports fully folded proteins across the membrane

 Prior to export, Tat 
exported proteins are 
folded and they contain 
an N-terminal signal 
sequence (black oval) 
with a twin arginine 
(RR) motif. 

 This folded 
preproprotein is 
recognized by the TatB 
and TatC complex and 
then delivered to TatA. 

988



Common secretion systems 
3. ATP-binding cassette (ABC) pathway
Utilize ATP hydrolysis to transport various substrates

 ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporter complex 
is a common pathway to all the three domains of 
life.

 This is one of the largest, and most ancient 
families with representatives in all three domains 
of life from prokaryotes to humans.

 ABC-transporters utilize the energy of ATP 
hydrolysis to transport various substrates across 
cellular membranes. 

989



ATP-binding cassette transporters
Functions

 These are transmembrane proteins that function in the 
transport of a wide variety of substrates across extra- and 
intracellular membranes, including:

 Lipids and sterols, 

 Ions and small molecules, 

 Drugs such as antibiotics 

 Large polypeptides. 

 Within bacteria, ABC-transporters mainly pump essential 
compounds such as sugars, vitamins, and metal ions into 
the cell. 

 ATP-binding cassette (ABC) superfamily is also considered 
as one of the fifth multidrug-resistance efflux pumps. 

Wikipedia,2008 990



ATP-binding cassette transporters
Functions

991



Classification of ABC transporters

 Proteins are classified as ABC transporters 
based on the:

1. Sequence, and

2. Organization of their ATP-binding domain(s), 
also known as nucleotide-binding folds 
(NBFs). 

992



ATP-binding casssette transporters
Subfamilies

 There are many known ABC transporters present in prokaryotes:
 Prokaryotic subfamilies

 Importers (e.g.): 
 Carbohydrate Uptake Transporter-1 (CUT1) 
 Polar Amino Acid Uptake Transporter (PAAT) 
 Peptide/Opine/Nickel Uptake Transporter (PepT) 
 Thiamin Uptake Transporter (ThiT) 
 Siderophore-Fe3+ Uptake Transporter (SIUT)
 Lipid Exporter (LipidE)
 Molybdate Uptake Transporter (MolT)

 Exporters (e.g.):
 Capsular Polysaccharide Exporter (CPSE) 
 Teichoic Acid Exporter (TAE): An enzyme found in Gram-positive bacteria that exports teichoic 

acid.
 β-Glucan Exporter (GlucanE) 
 Protein-1 Exporter (Prot1E) 
 Protein-2 Exporter (Prot2E) 
 Peptide-1 Exporter (Pep1E) 
 Peptide-2 Exporter (Pep2E) 
 Peptide-3 Exporter (Pep3E) 
 Drug/Siderophore Exporter-3 (DrugE3) 

993Wikipedia,2008



Protein translocation pathways
In Gram-negative bacteria
Multiple secretion systems

1.  Protein transport across the inner membrane in Gram-
negative/positive bacteria:

 1.1. General secretory pathway (GSP, Sec) 
 1.2. Twin-arginine translocation (TAT) pathway
 1.3. ATP-binding cassette (ABC) pathway
2.  Protein translocation across the outer membrane in Gram-

negative bacteria:
 2.1. Type I pathway (ABC-dependent pathway)
 2.2. Type II pathway (Sec-dependent)
 2.3. Type III pathway

 Chaperone/usher(CU) pathway (used for pilus assembly)

 2.4. Type IV pathway (Sec-like dependent) 
 2.5. Type V pathway (Sec-dependent)
 2.6. Type VI pathway
 2.8. Type VIII pathway (used for fimbriae assembly).
 2.9. Type IX pathway
 2.10. Type X pathway 994



Protein translocation pathways
In Gram-positive bacteria
Multiple secretion systems

1.  Protein transport across the inner membrane
in Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria:

 1.1. General secretory pathway (GSP, Sec) 
 1.2. Twin-arginine translocation (TAT) pathway
 1.3. ATP-binding cassette (ABC) pathway
2.  Protein translocation across the outer 

membrane in Gram-positive bacteria:
 2.1. Type IV pathway
 2.2. Type VII pathway or ESX1-5 systems. 

Mycobacterium tuberculosis use five of these 
secretion systems, named ESX-1 to ESX-5.

995



Three main bacterial secretion systems
Gram-negative bacteria
Signal peptide cleavage in Type II

996
Mecsas and Strauss,1996



Type I-V secretion systems in 
Gram-negative bacteria
One/two step translocation

 One step translocation:

 T1SSs, T3SSs, T4SSs, T6SSs and T7SSs transport proteins 
from the cytoplasm across both membranes of the cell 
and are believed to transport proteins in one step from 
the bacterial cytosol to the bacterial cell surface and 
external medium.

 Two steps translocation:

 T2SSs, T5SSs, T8SS, and the chaperone-usher pathway 
only facilitate secretion across the outer membrane. These 
systems transport proteins in two steps. 

 In the latter, proteins are first transported to the 
periplasm via the Sec or Tat system before reaching the 
cell surface.

Filloux et al.,2008;.. 997



Common and specialized secretion systems

Gram-negative bacteria
Types III and IV are bacterial injection machines

El-Sharoud,2008 998

Type 1: Depends on ATP-binding cassette (ABC) pathway.TPS: two-partner secretion systems



General features of secretion pathways
The protein secretion systems of Gram-negative bacteria

Prescott,2006
999

TolC: outer membrane channel protein



Type I-VI secretion systems 
in Gram-negative bacteria

Beeckman and Vanrompay,2010 1000



Protein translocation pathways
In Gram-negative plant pathogenic bacteria

Effectors: A term for virulence proteins injected into host cells by a TTSS, 
which is broadly applicable to various plant and animal pathogens. 

1001

1. Attachment to the tissue surface is the first step for 
pathogenic bacteria in establishing infection.

2. The next step is using secretion systems (SSs) to 
deliver extracellular enzymes and effectors to host

cells.

3. Three classes of secretion systems i.e. type I, III 
and IV have been implicated in virulence, and are

widely distributed and highly conserved among 
bacterial pathogens of plants and humans.



Protein translocation pathways
In Gram-negative plant pathogenic bacteria

1002

Organism Sec (GSP)
Tat 

secretion
Type I 

secretion
Type II 

secretion
Type III 
secretion

Type IV 
secretion

Type V 
secretion

Agrobacterium tumefaciens C58 Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Yes

Erwinia carotovorasubsp. atrosepticaSCRI1043 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Ralstonia solanacearumGMI1000 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Partial Yes

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes

Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomatoDC3000 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes

Xanthomonas axonopodis pv. citri306 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Xanthomonas
campestris pv. campestrisATCC33913

Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Xylella fastidiosa 9a5c Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes

Xylella fastidiosaTemecula1 Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes

We queried the KEGG Pathway database for the occurrence of Sec, Tat, Type I, Type II, Type III, Type IV and Type V 
secretion systems. Our diagnostic for the occurrence of Type V (autotransporter) secretion was the presence of proteins 
with a significant match to Pfam model PF03797.

Preston et al.,2005



Bacterial secretion systems
Multiple mechanisms of protein secretion
In Gram-negative plant pathogenic bacteria

 It is important to note that many pathogens 
rely on multiple mechanisms of protein 
secretion.

 For example:

1. Many Erwinia species require both a T2SS 
and a T3SS to cause disease, and 

2. Several strains of Xanthomonas have T2SS, 
T3SS and T4SS.

1003Abramovitch et al.,2006



Bacterial secretion systems 
Multiple protein secretion systems
Pectobacterium species

 P. carotovorum

 P. atrosepticum

 P. brasiliensis

 P. wasabiae

Nykyri et al.,2013



Bacterial secretion systems 
Multiple protein secretion systems
Xanthomonas spp.

 Xanthomonas spp. also contain genes for all known protein 
transport systems in Gram-negative bacteria, i.e.

 The Sec,

 Signal recognition particle, and

 TAT pathways;

 Type I, type II, type III, and type IV secretion systems of 
different types,

 Type V autotransporters,

 Two-partner secretion systems, and

 A type VI secretion system. 

 However, for most Xanthomonas secretion systems the substrates 
and their importance for bacterial virulence are unknown.

Kay and Bonas,2009 1005



Xanthomonas spp.
Most type of secretion systems including type V 

1006
Büttner and Bonas,2002



Bacterial secretion systems
In Gram-negative plant pathogenic bacteria 
Types I-IV 

 Gram-negative 
phytopathogenic bacteria use 
four major pathways to 
secrete effectors (type I and 
II) to the intercellular spaces, 
or directly translocate 
effectors (type III and IV) into 
the plant cell.

 The effectors are pathogen-
produced proteins that alter 
the plant cell or its 
environment to cause disease
or to trigger defense.

 Specific examples of effectors 
transported by each pathway 
are indicated. 

Vidaver and Lambrecht,2004 1007



Specialized secretion systems
Gram-negative bacteria
Secretion systems encoded in completely 
sequenced genomes of plant pathogenic bacteria

1008
Preston et al.,2005

?   Type IV



Disease symptoms caused by some bacterial 
pathogens of plants and representative virulence 
mechanisms used by these pathogens

R. 

solanacearum

P. syringae pv. tomato

1009
Abramovitch et al.,2006

After R. solanacearum enters the vascular system of plants, it will secrete a large number 
of EPS to block the vascular bundle and eventually cause the wilting of plants.



Type I secretion system
Depends on ATP Binding Cassette (ABC) Transporters

Structure

 The type I secretion system is the simplest secretion 
system found in Gram negative bacteria.

 This system is similar to the ABC transporter, 
however it has additional proteins that, together with 
the ABC protein, form a contiguous channel 
traversing the inner and outer membranes of Gram-
negative bacteria.

 ATP is needed for this type of translocation.

1010



Type I secretion system
Examples of plant bacterial pathogens

1. Agrobacterium tumefaciens

2. Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato

3. Ralstonia solanacearum

4. Xanthomonas axonopodis pv. citri

5. Xylella fastidiosa
6. Pectobacterium spp. and Dickeya chrysanthemi uses TISS to 

secrete proteases.
7. Erwinia amylovora
8. Serratia marcescens
9. Pseudomonas syringae pv.syringae and P. phaseolicola use this 

system to secrete anti-freeze protein, and 
10. P. syringae pv.syringae and P. phaseolicola use this system to 

secrete toxin phaseolotoxin.

1011Tseng et al.,2009



Type I secretion system
Gene organization in type I secretion system 

 Gene organization in type I 
secretion/protease clusters from

 P. aeruginosa,

 P. syringae,

 D. chrysanthemi, P. carotovoraum,

 A. tumefaciens. 

 inH codes for a protease inhibitor.

 Genes encoding the type I system 
and type I-secreted proteins are 
typically located in close proximity. 

 For example, the genes coding for 
protease PrtW in E. carotovora, or 
PrtB and PrtC in E. chrysanthemi are 
clustered with genes encoding PrtD, 
PrtE, and PrtF which form the ABC 
exporter.

1012
Preston et al.,2005

The direction of arrows indicate the 
transcription orientation.



Type I secretion system
Functions

 Type I secretion system transports various molecules, 
from ions, drugs, to proteins of various sizes (20-900 
kDa).

 Many secreted proteins are particularly important in 
bacterial pathogenesis.

 It secretes:

1. Extracellular proteins such as proteases and lipases. 
e.g. the virulence factors metalloproteases (a family 
of enzymes from the group of proteases);

2. Toxins (e.g. phaseolotoxin);
3. Bacteriocins;

4. Non-proteinaceous substrates like cyclic β-glucans
and polysaccharides.

1013



Type II secretion system
Out system
Structure

 This pathway represents a third branch of the GSP system.

 Thus it is called the General Secretion(Sec system). 

 More than 12 different proteins are involved in this 
pathway.

 Proteins secreted through the type II system initially 
transport into the periplasm. 

 Then they pass through the outer membrane via a 
multimeric complex of secretin proteins.

 In addition to the secretin proteins, 10-15 other inner and 
outer membrane proteins compose the full secretion 
apparatus, many with as yet unknown function.

 ATP is needed for the translocation.
1014



Type II secretion system
Structure

 Several important pathogens of humans and plants 
use the system to deliver different virulence factors.

 The major outer membrane T2SS protein is the 
‘secretin’ GspD which forms one of the largest 
multimeric assemblies in the outer membrane of 
bacteria.

 The GspD secretin, indicated here as a complex with 
the GspS lipoprotein, serves as a gated channel for 
secretion of substrates to the cell surface.

 Signal peptide cleaved in periplasmic space.
 Secreted proteins (secretomes) have an N-terminal

signal sequence that is cleaved during transport.
1015



Type II secretion system
Out system

 The T2SS or the Out system, is essential for G-ve
bacteria such as

1. soft-rotting bacteria (e.g. Pectobacterium spp.),

2. Pseudomonas fluorescence,

3. R. solanacearum,

4. X. oryzae pv. oryzae,

5. X. campestris pv. campestris,

6. Some more G-ve bacteria.

1016

The pathogenicity of R. solanacearum is the result of the cooperation 
and coordination of various pathogenic factors, mainly including 1) 

extracellular polysaccharide (EPS), 2) type II secretion system (T2SS), 
and 3) type III secretion system (T3SS).



Type II secretion system
Schematic of the organization of type two secretion system 
(T2S) gene clusters from various phytopathogenic bacteria

 Eca: Erwinia c. subsp. atroseptica

 Ecc: E. carotovora subsp. carotovora 

 Ech: E. chrysanthemi 

 Psy: Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato 

 Rso: Ralstonia solanacearum 

 Xac2: xps and xcs in Xanthomonas 
axonopodis pv. citri

 Xcc1 and Xcc2: xps and xcs in 
Xanthomonas campestris pv. campestris

 Xfa: Xylella fastidiosa 

 Xoo: Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzae 

 C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, and O 
represent genes encoding various 
components of T2S. 

 The direction of arrows indicate the 
transcription orientation.

1017Jha et al.,2005

A notable exception is Agrobacterium 
tumefaciens, which does not appear to 

encode a T2S.



Type II secretion system
Out system
Functions

1018

 The plant pathogenic bacteria uses this system to export 
hydrolytic enzymes (cell wall degrading enzymes) including:

1. Pectinases,

2. Proteases,

3. Amylase,

4. Xylanses,

5. Endoglucanases,

6. Cellulases. 

 These and other exoenzymes are associated with pathogenicity 
of soft rot bacteria.

 +Toxins (enterotoxin).

An enterotoxin (not to be confused with endotoxin) is a protein toxin released by a 
microorganism in the intestine. e.g. Heat-labile enterotoxin (LT) from Escherichia 

coli (ETEC) and cholera toxin (CT) from Vibrio cholera.



Type II secretion system
Schematic of the organization of type two secretion system 
(T2S) gene clusters from various phytopathogenic bacteria

 Pectinases: Pectobacterium spp.

 Endoglucanases: Ralstonia 
solanacearum; D. chrysanthemi;
Pectobacterium spp.

 Cellulase: X. oryzae pv. oryzae;
Pectobacterium spp.

 Lipase: X. campestris pv. 
campestris 

 Amylase: X. campestris pv. 
campestris 

 Protases: X. campestris pv. 
campestris 

1019Jha et al.,2005



Type III secretion system
Also called injectisome

1020Arnold and Jackson,2011

 Discovered in 1994.

 Induced by contact with host cell. 

 Genes encoding type III secretion systems are 
predominantly located on pathogenicity islands 
(PAIs).

 The type III secretion system (TTSS) was first 
identified in pathogenic Yersinia spp. for the 
secretion of Yop proteins.



Protein translocation pathways
Studying bacterial secretion processes
Type III secretion components

1021
Olson,2006



Type III secretion system(T3SS) 
TTS systems exhibit the most complex architecture

Structure

 Multiple-component Type III secretion systems (T3SSs) 
widely distributed among proteobacterial pathogens of 
plants, animals, and humans.

 Many Gram-negative plant and animal pathogenic bacteria
utilize a specialized type III secretion system as a 
molecular syringe to inject effector proteins directly into 
host cells.

 The low Ca2+ concentration in the cytosol opens the gate 
that regulates T3SS. 

 Here also ATP is needed for the translocation.

 No signal peptide cleavage was occurred in this system.

1022

The T3SS machinery is absent in both X. fastidiosa and Ca.
Liberibacter asiaticus.



Type three secretion system

 Injection apparatus, 
together with effector 
proteins, for parasitising 
euckaryotic cells.

 Required for by 
proteobacteria to 
produce infection of 
plants and animals.

 Required for 
colonization and plant 
defence activation in 
growth promoting 
strains.

Neil Parkinson 1023



Type III secretion system
Hrp pilus or Hrp TTSS 
In plant pathogenic bacteria

 Pathogenicity most other Gram-negative phytopathogenic
bacteria depends on a conserved type III secretion (T3S) 
system which injects more than 25 different effector 
proteins (T3SE) into the plant cell.

 Since this discovery, TTSS have been identified in several 
mammalian and plant pathogens including:

1. Ralstonia solancearum

2. Pseudomonas syringae.

 Type III secretion pathway, also referred to as the Hrp
pathway in P. syringae pathovars. 

 It is directly responsible for many of the most devastating 

diseases known to plants and humans.
1024



Type III secretion system 
Hrp pilus or Hrp TTSS 
Endogenous versus exogenous bacteria

 While most phytopathogenic bacteria are exogenous and 
colonize the apoplast, the phloem-restricted and the 
xylem-restricted bacteria are endogenous, and they are 
introduced directly into the phloem or the xylem by their 
insect vectors. 

 The type III secretion system is present in all the major 
groups of exogenous Gram-negative, plant pathogenic 
bacteria. 

 The T3SS substrate effector proteins (T3SE) are secreted 
via a pilus from the bacterial cell to inside a plant cell and 
are subject to considerable change as the pathogen and 
host co-evolve.

1025

Exceptions: Agrobacterium and X. fastidiosa do not 
contain the genes of a type III system.



Type III secretion system
Hrp pilus or Hrp TTSS
A surface filamentous appendage

 Primary, or ‘‘classical,’’ Hrp-
T3SS Hrp described for:

1. P. syringae

2. R. solanacearum

3. Erwinia amylovora 

4. X. campestris  pv.vesicatoria.

 Hrp pili elongate distally with 
the addition of their major 
component, Hrp pilin subunits, 
likewise T3SS effectors are 
secreted from the pilus tip.

 Each hrp gene clusters contains 
more than 20 genes and many 
of them encode components of 
the ‘type-III’ protein-secretion 
pathway.

1026

These are tubular structures that 
constitute the delivery system by which 
effector molecules are secreted into the 

plant cell.



Type III secretion pathway 
The Hrp pathway

 A type III secretion pathway, broadly conserved among 
gram-negative pathogens of plants and animals.

 Macromolecular structure, Hrp pilus, acts as conduit for 
traffic (called needle complex in animal pathogens).

1. Encoded by clustered hrp genes.

2. Required for hypersensitive reaction and pathogenicity.

3. Expression induced in planta and in defined minimal media.

4. Capable of delivering proteins into host cells.

5. Secretes and delivers effector proteins:

a) virulence factors

b) avirulence factors

Bogdanove 1027



Type III secretion system
Hrp pilus or Hrp TTSS
A surface filamentous appendage

 The injectisome is composed of two parts:

1. An envelope-embedded multiring base, and

2. A long protruding surface appendage, called the hrp
pilus, 2 μm or longer, with an outer diameter 6-10 nm 
and an inner one probably up to 2 nm.

 Considering the dimensions of the pilus, one has to 
assume that the effector proteins, which are up to 200 
kDa in size, move within the channel in an at least 
partially unfolded state.

 Many of the T3SS effector proteins have been shown to 
be dependent on chaperones, which keep the effector in a 
partially unfolded form in the bacterial cytoplasm.

1028
Buonaurio,2008



Type III secretion system
Hrp pilus or Hrp TTSS
Name and common features of pilus proteins in some bacteria

 Although the pilus proteins,

1. HrpA (P. syringae and E. amylovora),

2. HrpY (R. solanacearum), and 

3. HrpE (X. campestris pv. vesicatoria) do not share any 
significant sequence homology, they have a number of 
physicochemical features in common:

4. They are small (8.7-11.3 kDa),

5. Predicted to consist almost exclusively of α-helices,

6. Show very similar hydrophobicity profiles, and

7. Resemble each other in their instability and aliphatic 
indices.

1029

Buonaurio,2008

Aliphatic: Acyclic or cyclic, not aromatic carbon compounds.



The Hrp pilus
Pseudomonas syringae

 There are two alternative 
models to explain the 
localization of secreted 
proteins along the Hrp pilus 
during active type III 
secretion.

 The newly synthesized 
AvrPto or HrpZ is 

1. extruded from the tip (as in 
the conduit model) or

2. the base (as in the guiding 
filament/conveyor model) 
of the Hrp pilus.

1030Li et al.,2003; He,2004

In Pseudomonas syringae Hrp
pilus elongates from its tip and 

acts as a conduit for 
translocation of the effector 

protein HrpZ.



Transmission electron microscope image of 
Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000

The Hrp pilus

1. Flagella enable 
bacteria to swim 
toward or away from 
specific chemical 
stimuli. 

2. Hrp pili are involved 
in type III secretion 
of avirulence and 
virulence proteins. 

1031
Katagiri et al.,2002;BIOL 350 Spring 08

Note that DC3000 produces polar 
flagella (15 nm in diameter) and a few 

Hrp pili (8 nm in diameter).



The type III secretion system (T3SS) 
P. syringae pv. tomato

A. Putative basal body of the T3SS released from membrane preparations 
after growth in hrp inducing medium. The arrow marks the attachment 
point of the Hrp pilus. Bar, 25 nm. 

B. False colour image of the Hrp pilus gold labelled with antibodies to the 
subunit protein HrpA, emerging from the bacterial surface. Bar, 50 nm.

Mansfield et al.,2012

Both images kindly provided by Ian Brown (University of Kent)



Type III secretion system
Differences between plant (A) and animal (B) 
pathogenic bacteria TTSSs

 In mammalian bacterial pathogens:

 The translocation of T3SS effectors into host cells 
requires T3SS-secreted accessory proteins called 
translocons, which forms pores in the host plasma 
membrane.

 In plant bacterial pathogens:

 Although little is known about T3SS translocons in 
phytopathogenic bacteria, recent evidence suggests that:

 HrpF in X. campestris pv. vesicatoria, and 

 HopB1 and HrpK in P. syringae pv. tomato have this 
function.  

1033Buonaurio,2008



Type III secretion system
Differences between plant (A) and animal (B) 
pathogenic bacteria TTSSs

A. The T3SS from plant pathogenic 
bacteria is connected to an 
extracellular pilus that presumably 
spans the plant cell wall. 

B. The T3SS system from animal 
pathogenic bacteria is associated with 
a short extracellular needle, which 
serves as a transport channel for 
secreted proteins.

 The needle is linked via the so-called
tip complex to the translocon, which 
forms a proteinaceous channel in the 
host plasma membrane and allows 
transport of effector proteins into the 
host cell cytosol. 

 Evidence for the presence of a tip 
complex in plant pathogenic bacteria is 
still missing. 

IM, Inner membrane; OM, outer 
membrane; PM, plasma membrane.

Büttner and He,2009 1034



Genes encoding for
Type III secretion apparatus

 In phytopathogenic bacteria, the TTSS is encoded by 
hypersensitive reaction/pathogenicity (hrp) genes.

 As mentioned earlier, 20 or more genes (around 20 
proteins) are involved in the formation of a 
membrane-spanning secretion apparatus, which is 
associated with an extracellular filamentous 
structure.

 These genes are highly conserved and generally 
located on a single:

1. Plasmid, or

2. Chromosomal locus.
1035



Type III secretion system (T3SS)
Similarity of TTSS and syringe

 The analogy between the TTSS and the 
hypodermic syringe, coupled with the 
ability of the systems to inject proteins 
directly into the host cytosol, has 
allowed the phrase “injectisome” to be 
coined for this protein secretion system.

1036



Type III secretion system 
Similarity of TTSS and flagella

 The T3SS and flagella are evolutionarily related and 
they share:

1. A remarkably similar basal structure. e.g. a number of 
the inner membrane components of the TTSS show

similarity to proteins of the flagellar basal body.

2. Sequence similarity confirm these high degree 
similarities between TTSS proteins and flagellar
proteins. 

 It has often been suggested that TTSS genes evolved 
from genes encoding flagellar proteins (flagellar
assembly apparatus probably represents an 
evolutionary ancestor of the TTS system).  

1037



Flagellum of Gram-negative Bacteria
Distinction of TTSS and flagella

 An important distinction 
between T3SSs and 
flagellar systems is that 
the former are typically 
located in pathogenicity 
islands (PAIs) and found 
to be transferred 
horizontally among 
bacterial species.

1038



Type III secretion system 
Similarity of TTSS and flagella

1039

 The evolution of the T3SS 
and flagellar systems from a 
common ancestor.

 Type III apparatus resembles 
the basal body of flagella, 
with an injection needle at 
the tip replacing the hook 
and flagellar filament.

a) The Ysc–Yop system (type 
III secretion system (T3aSS)
found in Yersinia species. 

b) The bacterial flagellum 
(T3bSS). 

Note homology between T3aSS and 
T3bSS components. 



Type III secretion system
Pathogenic T3SS substrates
Effector proteins

 The pathogenic T3SS substrates are multi-
domain proteins that are typically subdivided 
into two distinct regions:

1. An N-terminal domain that contains 
secretion and translocation signals that 
function within the bacterium.

2. One or more C-terminal domains that harbor 
the host cell effector activities. 

1040



Type III secretion system
Pathogenic T3SS substrates
Effector proteins

 All effectors have particular profile in first 50 amino 
acids (AA):

1. > 10% serines.

2. 1 aliphatic AA (isoleucine, leucine, valine, or proline) 
in 3rd or 4th position.

3. No acidic AA (aspartic or glutamic acid) in the first 
12AA.

1041De La Fuente,2008

Aliphatic: Acyclic or cyclic, not aromatic carbon compounds.
Aromatic hydrocarbon or arene (or sometimes aryl hydrocarbon) is 
a  hydrocarbon characterized by general alternating double and 

single bonds between carbons forming rings.

Alanine an aromatic 
carbon compound.



Some phytopathogen type III effectors
T3E activities and plant targets

T3E Species Activity Target

AvrB P. syringae pv. glycinea race 0 Induces phosphorylation RIN4/RAR1 

AvrBs3 X. campestris pv. vesicatoria race 1 Transcription activator-
like 

Upa20(transcription 
factor)/Bs3

AvrPphB P. syringae pv. phaseolicola race 3 Cysteine protease cleaves the Arabidopsis protein
kinase PBS1

AvrPto P. syringae pv. tomato JL1065 Kinase inhibitor Pto/EFR/FLS2

AvrPtoB P. syringae pv. tomato DC3000 E3 ubiquitin ligase Fen(tomato kinase protein)

AvrRpm1 P. syringae pv. glycinea race 0 Induces phosphorylation RIN4 protein(regulated basal 
defense in Arabidopsis)

AvrRpt2 P. syringae pv. tomato T1 Cysteine protease RIN4 protein(regulated basal 
defense in Arabidopsis)

AvrXa27 X. oryzae pv. oryzae PXO99A Transcription activator-
like

Rice R gene Xa27

AvrXv4 X. campestris pv. vesicatoria T3 DeSUMOylating cysteine 
protease

Unknown

GALA R. solanacearum GMI1000 F-box and LRR domains A. thaliana Skp1-like proteins

HopAI1 P. syringae pv. tomato DC3000 Phosphothreonine lyase MPK3/MPK6 1042



Some phytopathogen type III effectors
T3E activities and plant targets

T3E Species Activity Target

12 P. syringae pv. tomato DC3000 Protein tyrosine phosphatase Unknown

HopI1 P. syringae pv. maculicola ES4326 J-domain protein (possible Hsp70 
cochaperone)

Unknown

HopM1 P. syringae pv. tomato DC3000 Unknown AtMIN7 and other 
immunity associated 
Arabidopsis protein 

HopU1 P. syringae pv. tomato DC3000 Mono-ADP-ribosyltransferase GRP7 and other
RNA-binding proteins

HsvB Pantoea agglomerans pv. betae
4188 

Transcriptional activator-like Unknown

HsvG Pantoea agglomerans pv. 
gypsophilae 824-1

Transcriptional activator-like Unknown

PthXo1 X. oryzae pv. oryzae PXO99A Transcriptional activator-like host gene Os8N3

PthXo6/7 X. oryzae pv. oryzae PXO99A Transcriptional activator-like OsTFX1 OsTFIIAg1

XopD X. campestris pv. vesicatoria 85-10 DeSUMOylating cysteine protease Unknown

Block et al.,2008



Bioinformatics
Identification of effector proteins using bioinformatics

 Bioinformatics pipeline used for the identification of 
pathogen effectors such as ‘Ca. Phytoplasma asteris’ 
(aster yellows) effectors. 

 The computer software, SignalP was successfully used 
to identify candidate effector proteins in the genome of 
‘Ca. Phytoplasma asteris’ (aster yellows).

 Recognition of the N-terminal signal peptide (SP) and
cleavage sites of SPs in proteins was done by SignalP.

 The SP is cleaved during the protein export process 
across the bacterial cell wall, leading to the presence of 
a mature protein without SP in the extracellular 
environment.

1044



Bioinformatics
Assays used to identify secreted proteins

 Knowledge of host-microbe interactions has been 
used to develop a range of techniques to identify 
proteins delivered into the cytoplasm of plant cells by 
type III and type IV systems. 

 The next figure gives a schematic overview of some 
of the tools and techniques currently in use, including 
a few techniques that have yet to be applied to plant 
pathogenic bacteria.

1045Preston et al.,2005



Bioinformatics
Assays used to identify secreted proteins

1046Preston et al.,2005



Bioinformatics
Bioinformatics resources for prediction of N-terminal 
secretion signals in bacterial protein sequences

1047Preston et al.,2005

Name of application Type of algorithm used Availability

CELLO Support vector machine Webserver: http://cello.life.nctu.edu.tw/

NNPSL Neural network Webserver: http://www.doe-
mbi.ucla.edu/astrid/astrid.html

Phobius Hidden Markov model Webserver: http://phobius.binf.ku.dk/

PSORT-B Hidden Markov model and support vector 
machine

Webserver: http://psort.org

SigCleave Scoring matrix Part of the EMBOSS 
suite [230]: http://www.hgmp.mrc.ac.uk/Software/
EMBOSS/

SignalP3.0 Neural networks and hidden Markov model Webserver: http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP/

SPEPlip Neural network Webserver (requires 
authentication): http://gpcr.biocomp.unibo.it/predict
ors/

SPScan Scoring matrix Part of the GCG 
suite: http://www.accelrys.com/about/gcg.html

SubLoc Support Vector Machine Webserver: http://www.bioinfo.tsinghua.edu.cn/Sub
Loc/

http://cello.life.nctu.edu.tw/
http://www.doe-mbi.ucla.edu/%CB%9Castrid/astrid.html
http://phobius.binf.ku.dk/
http://psort.org/
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1016/j.fmrre.2005.01.001/full#b230
http://www.hgmp.mrc.ac.uk/Software/EMBOSS/
http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP/
http://gpcr.biocomp.unibo.it/predictors/
http://www.accelrys.com/about/gcg.html
http://www.bioinfo.tsinghua.edu.cn/SubLoc/


Type III secretion system
Biochemically diverse functions of TSS effectors

 TTSS effectors have biochemically diverse functions. 
 These are interacted with host proteins both inside 

and outside the host cell, manipulating host cell 
biological systems such as:

1. Cytoskeletal structure,
2. Signal transduction,
3. Cell cycle progression, and
4. Programmed cell death.
 These allow bacteria to precisely modulate host 

tissues and systems for the benefit of the pathogen.

1048



Type III secretion system
Direct /indirect connection of TSS effectors

 Direct connections: 

 Usually TTSS effectors (harpin and avirulence 
proteins) are directly injected into the host 
cytosol (cytoplasm) via the TTSS pilus. 

 Indirect connections: 

 Nevertheless, investigators should be reminded 
that not all TTSS are contact dependent and 
some effector molecules secreted by TTSS are 
released into the external environment.

1049



Type III secretion system
Functions of TSS effectors
Host specificity

 In many cases, effectors are necessary for 
pathogenesis and are directly responsible for 
determining host specificity.

 Pathogens that are deficient in type III secretion are 
unable to grow in planta or to cause disease, 
suggesting that the proteins secreted by the TTSS are 
essential virulence factors.

 These proteins:

1. Suppress resistance, but can also

2. Trigger plant immune system.

1050



Type III secretion pathway 
Functions of TSS effectors

Bogdanove 1051



Type III secretion system
A syringe-like apparatus that injects proteins 
(“effectors”) directly into host plant cells

1052



T3SS
Gene for gene reaction

1053



T3SS
Disease development

1054



T3SS
HR reaction and disease resistance

1055



The Type III Secretion System 
Approaches to the study of plant-phytopathogen interactions: in 
vivo and in vitro assay systems of phytobacterial pathogenesis

Rice-Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzae (Xoo) interactions

 Many in vivo and in vitro systems have been developed to study 
the plant-phytopathogen interactions to cause disease or 
resistance in plant and each system has its own merits and 
limits.

1. In vivo system is easy to monitor the effector translocation 
from phytopathogen to plant and has been used to study the 
resistance mechanism of plant like Hypersensitivity Response 
(HR).

2. In vitro system is useful to study the pathogenic mechanism of 
phytopathogen such as pathogenic gene expression.

3. Recently, new in vitro system was developed, which enables us 
to monitor the time-dependent gene expression of 
phytopathogen upon the interaction with host plant.

1056
Kim et al.,2017



The Type III Secretion System 
Approaches to the study of plant-phytopathogen interactions: in 
vivo and in vitro assay systems of phytobacterial pathogenesis

Rice-Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzae (Xoo) interactions

 In vivo and in vitro systems have been successfully developed 
to study plant-phytopathogen (rice-Xoo) interactions and each 
system has its own merits and limits.

1. The resistance mechanisms of host rice could be studied better 
with the in vivo systems,

2. Whereas for the pathogenic mechanism of phytopathogen the 
in vitro systems are generally more suitable. 

3. Recently, a new in vitro system, mimicking both the in vivo and 
in vitro systems, was developed, which initiates and activates 
the Xoo pathogenicity by adding fresh rice leaf extracts into 
Xoo culture medium.

 The in vitro system was also combined with RNA-Seq to study 
the genome-wide gene expression of the phytopathogen Xoo.

1057
Kim et al.,2017



The Type III Secretion System 
Approaches to the study of plant-phytopathogen interactions: in 
vivo and in vitro assay systems of phytobacterial pathogenesis

Rice-Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzae (Xoo) interactions

1058
Kim et al.,2017

The in vitro system was also
combined with RNA-Seq to 

study the genome-wide gene
expression of the 

phytopathogen Xoo.



Type III secretion systems (T3SS)
Chaperones

 Chaperones as proteins and protein 
complexes bind to these straight (misfolded 
or unfolded) polypeptide chains and affect 
the folding processes of these chains.

 Chaperones are found in all types of cells and 
cellular compartments, and have a wide 
range of binding specificities and functional 
roles.

1059



Type III secretion systems (T3SS)
Chaperones

 Schematic 
representation of the 
type III secretion 
needle complex used by 
Gram-negative plant 
and animal pathogenic 
micro-organisms. 

 The chaperone effector 
molecules secreted into 
the host cells.

1060Naum et al.,2009;..



Type III secretion systems (T3SS)
Chaperones
Burkholderia pseudomallei

1061Sun and Gan,2010



Chaperones
Proteins and protein complexes effects on 
protein folding

 All proteins emerges from the cell’s ribosome are
straight chains, but during assembly must be 
folded into a precise, three-dimensional shape 
(conformation) in order to perform their specific 
functions. 

 Although only 20 to 30 percent of polypeptide 
chains require the assistance of a chaperone for 
correct folding under normal growth conditions, 
molecular chaperones are absolutely required for 
cell viability.

1062



TTSS chaperones
Specificities and functional roles

 Physiologically significant translocation of many effectors depends on 
the action of TTSS chaperones, which generally bind to a chaperone-
binding region that follows the secretion signal; the chaperone is 
shown as a circle.

 Effector activities, either catalytic or host cell target binding, are 
encoded by domains that usually follow the chaperone-binding region.

 Some effectors apparently have no cognate chaperones and are 
translocated independently of chaperone action. 

1063
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TTSS chaperones
The role of specialized secretion in type III delivery

1064

 It seems chaperones are as prevalent in bacterial 
plant pathogen type III systems. 

 Recently, TTS chaperones have also been identified 
in other plant pathogenic bacteria.

 Chaperones help effectors compete for access to 
TTSSs.

 The identification of phytopathogen chaperones may 
reveal which effectors are translocated first into the 
plant cell and thus lead to a better understanding of 
the early stages of plant pathogenesis.



TTSS chaperones 
Functions

1. To assist in the proper folding of the proteins during 
assembly;

2. To stabilize folded proteins;
3. To protect the effector protein from coming in 

contact with other proteins; 
4. To facilitate the export of an effector protein 

secreted through a type III secretion system of 
bacteria;

5. Unfold them for translocation across membranes or 
for degradation.

6. In some cases to regulate the TTSS.

1065



Chaperones
Structure

 Biochemically, the T3SS chaperones are:

1. Small acidic proteins, 

2. Show no ATP binding or hydrolytic activity,

3. Possess no easily detectable sequence similarity to 
other proteins or other T3SS chaperones, and

4. Form highly stable dimers in solution.

1066



Chaperones
Common classes

1067

 TTSS chaperones have been separated into
classes based on whether they interact with:

1. One effector, or

2. Multiple effectors.



Chaperones 
Heat shock proteins (HSPs)

 Many chaperones are heat shock proteins, 
that is, proteins expressed in response to 
elevated temperatures or other cellular 
stresses.

 The reason for this behavior is that protein 
folding is severely affected by heat and, 
therefore, some chaperones act to repair the 
potential damage caused by misfolding. 

1068



Common chaperone systems
Hsp60, Hsp70 and Hsp90

 Hsp70 chaperones (so called because their size is 
approximately 70,000 daltons, or atomic mass units) 
are a very large family of proteins whose amino acid 
sequences are very similar.

 Hsp60 chaperones (also called "chaperonins") are 
barrel-shaped structures composed of 14 to 16 
subunits of proteins that are approximately 60,000 
daltons in size. 

 A single cell or cellular compartment may contain 
multiple Hsp70 chaperones, each with a specific 
function. 

 Some of the well-studied Hsp70 chaperones include 
DnaK from the bacterium Escherichia coli.

1069

All molecular chaperones perform the same function, but structurally 
they are divided into groups of chaperones and chaperonins.



Chaperones
Help misfolded proteins refold properly

 Molecular Chaperones,
are families of proteins to 
help "properly fold" a new 
protein under temperature 
elevation (25° --> 32° C) 

cells make heat shock 
proteins (HSPs).

 To refold properly, 
chaperones use energy 
from ATP. 

1070



Chaperones
To refold properly, chaperones use energy from ATP

Chaperones are proteins whose function is to assist other 
proteins in achieving proper folding.

1071



Chaperones
Heat-shock proteins and chaperonins 
cooperate to fold newly synthesized proteins

 The correct three-
dimensional 
conformation is 
essential for protein 
function.

 Hsp60 chaperones
are also called 
chaperonins.

1072



TTSS chaperones
Most common TTSS chaperones in phytobacteria
Erwinia amylovora and Pseudomonas syringae

 TTS chaperones have been identified in plant 
pathogenic bacteria:

1. Erwinia amylovora (DspA/E-DspB/F):
 DspA/E is a type III effector of Erwinia amylovora.
 DspB/F is the chaperone of DspA/E. 
 dspB/F and dspA/E together constitute the dspEF

locus.
2. Pseudomonas syringae (HopPsyA-ShcA):
 ShcA acting as a chaperone for HopPsyA.
 The ShcA protein is a molecular chaperone that 

assists in the secretion of the HopPsyA effector from 
TTSS of Pseudomonas syringae. 

1073



TTSS chaperones
Most common TTSS chaperones in phytobacteria
P. syringae, R. solanacearum, X. campestris

Hop (Hrp outer protein): The term “Hop” applies generically to expressed 
proteins that are secreted or translocated by the TTSS of P. syringae and 

related plant pathogens (e.g. Erwinia and Pantoea spp.).

 Besides chaperone ShcA, several other candidate 
chaperones have been identified in P. syringae.

 Three of these candidate chaperones:
 ShcM, ShcV, and ShcF, act as chaperones for the 

effectors HopPtoM, HopPtoV, and HopPtoF, 
respectively.

 TTSS chaperones have yet to be demonstrated in:
1. R. solanacearum
2. X. campestris
3. X. axonopodis



TTSS chaperones 
Chaperone binding motif in E. amylovora 
Binding of virulence factors to bacterial secretion chaperones

 Chaperones generally bind to the N-terminal regions 
of effectors.

 In Erwinia amylovora the chaperones bind at the C 
terminus of DspA/E. 

 We identified two DspB/F-binding motifs that are 
present in the first 210 amino acids of the N terminus 
of DspA/E.

 We also found that the first 210 amino acids of the N 
terminus of DspA/E is important for its secretion.

1075Oh et al.,2010



TTSS chaperones 
Chaperone binding motif in E. amylovora 
Binding of virulence factors to bacterial secretion chaperones

1076
Vrancken et al.,2013

Infection by E. 
amylovora causes the 

effector-related proteins 
DspA/E, Eop1, Eop3 and 
Eop4 to be secreted in 

the plant tissue, together 
with helper proteins and 
T3SS-related proteins. 

The result is an increase 
in ROS and different 
mechanisms to be 

triggered.



TTSS chaperones 
Chaperone binding motif in E. amylovora 
Binding of virulence factors to bacterial secretion chaperones

 Translocation, secretion, and interaction with DspB/F of the N-terminal 
region of DspA/E.

 Translocation was performed by infiltrating N. tabacum with E. coli 
strain MC4100 containing pCPP431. 

 Secretion was determined by the method of Ham et al. (1998) and 
immunoblotting using an anti-AvrRpt2 antibody (+, secretion).

 Interaction between N-terminal DspA/E and DspB/F in yeast was 
determined by blue colour on X-Gal medium and growth on SD 
quadruple-dropout medium (++, strong interaction; +, weak 
interaction; 2, no interaction).

1077Oh et al.,2010



Type IV secretion system
Three types of T4SS have been described 
Versatility and diversity in function

1078
Alvarez-Martinez and Christie,2009

 It is capable of transporting both DNA and proteins. 

 It was discovered in Agrobacterium tumefaciens.

 Type IV secretion (T4S) systems are widely 
distributed among:

1. Many species of Gram-negative and Gram-positive 
bacteria, 

2. Wall-less bacteria, and 

3. The Archaea.



Type IV secretion system
Examples

 Type IV secretion system(T4SSs) have been described 
for many Gram-negative plant bacterial pathogens:

1. P. syringae
2. Xylella fastisiosa
3. Xanthomonas spp. (e.g. X. vesicatoria).

 P. syringae pathovars use this system to mediate 
attachment of various pathovars to the leaves of both 
susceptible and non-susceptible plants.

 Type IV mutant strains exhibit reduced aggregation in 
the laboratory, but still retain wild type virulence 
toward their tomato host. 

1079Seubert et al.,2004;..



Type IV secretion system
Versatility and diversity in function

1080

 T4SSs permits the movement of big molecules such 
as:

1. DNA (horizontal gene transfer), or
2. Protein-DNA complexes,
3. Proteins e.g. toxin proteins 
 Peptide secreted through this pathway is exported 

through the cytoplasmic membrane by the General 
secretory pathway, GSP(Sec).

 Gram-negative bacterial pathogens also use this 
system to spread plasmids harboring antibiotic 
resistance genes. 

One exception for type IV: Gram-negative Bordetella pertussis, 
causes whooping cough secretes the pertussis toxin via sec-

system(two steps) and through the type IV system.



Type IV secretion system
Versatility and diversity in function

1081

ExamplesType IV secretion system

A. tumefaciens - spread of 
conjugative plasmids.

1. Contact-dependent delivery of 
DNA to eukaryotic or bacterial 
cells (Type IVA)

injection of virulence factors into 
the host cytoplasm.

2. Contact-dependent delivery of 
effector proteins into eukaryotic 
cells (Type IVB)

Gram-ve Neisseria gonorrhoeae
T4SS.

3. Export DNA to external 
environment

Gram-ve Helicobacter pylori 
competence system.

4. Import DNA from external 
environment

Helicobacter pylori causes chronic inflammation in the stomach and is a common 
cause of ulcers. Neisseria gonorrhoeae causes the sexually transmitted disease (STD) 

gonorrhea and Legionella pneumophila causes lung inflammation. 



Type IV secretion system
Versatility and diversity in function

1. A. tumefaciens -
spread of conjugative 
plasmids.

2. Bordetella pertussis, 
secretes the pertussis 
toxin via sec-system
and through the type  
IV system.

3. Helicobacter pylori 
import DNA from 
external environment. 

1082Cascales and Christie,2003; Mark Pallen



Type IV systems
Agrobacterium tumefaciens vir-encoded type IV secretion system

Infection process

 Some of these factors mediate the generation of a single-
stranded copy of T-DNA (T-strand) and its transport into the 
host cell through a type IV secretion system. 

 In addition to the T-strand, several Vir proteins are also 
translocated into plant cells.

 These exported effectors, together with multiple host factors, 
facilitate the nuclear import of the T-strand and its 
subsequent integration into the host genome.

 Finally, genes involved in auxin and cytokinin biosynthesis 
are expressed from the integrated T-DNA, leading to 
abnormal cell proliferation in the infected tissues and the 
formation of tumours, i.e. crown galls. 

Mansfield et al.,2012



Type IV secretion system
Agrobacterium tumefaciens vir-encoded type IV secretion system 

Structure

 The A. tumefaciens VirB/D4 system is 
composed of 12 proteins. 

1. 11 proteins named VirB1-11 and encoded by 
the virB operon; and 

2. At least 1 protein, VirD4, encoded by the 
virD operon.

 Vir D4: DNA binding-may function in DNA 
transfer.

1084Seubert et al.,2004;..



Type IV secretion system
Agrobacterium tumefaciens vir-encoded type IV secretion system 

Structure

 Used in export of protein complexes/DNA.

 Can translocate directly into host cell.

 Show homology to pilus-mediated conjugal transfer 
systems.

 Sec-like dependent translocation into periplasm.

 Vir B11: related to ATP-ases of type II system.

 Vir D4: DNA binding - may function in DNA transfer.

 Virs B6, B7, B8 B9, B10: are core periplasmic components.

 VirB2 and VirB5 are pilus components and built up T-pilus.

A. tumefaciens

Gene organization of Type IV secretion



The Type IV systems
Agrobacterium tumefaciens vir-encoded type IV secretion system

Vir D4, DNA binding may function in DNA transfer

Vir D4, DNA binding may function in DNA transfer. Agrobacterium also
translocates its F-box effector(VirF) into plant to hijack the host SCF complex 
(plant F-box protein) in order to facilitate bacterial infection. virF, is the host-
range-determining virulence gene of A. tumefaciens (See also F-box section).



Type IV systems
Agrobacterium tumefaciens vir-encoded type IV secretion system

Vir D4, DNA binding may function in DNA transfer

1087Fronzes et al.,2009



Type V Protein secretion system
Simplest protein secretion system
In plant pathogenic bacteria

 Most of the T5SS secreted proteins characterized to date 
contribute to the virulence of animal or human pathogens.

 But also found in:

1. Pectobacterium spp.

2. Xanthomonas axonopodis pv. citri

3. X. campestris pv. campestris

4. Dickeya (dadantii and chrysanthemi)

5. Xylella fastidiosa

6. R. solanacearum.

 P. syringae contains the highest number of 
autotransporter-like proteins, with 9 candidate proteins. 

1088Preston et al.,2005;..



Type V secretion system
Autotransporter system(AT) 
Structure

1089

 Autotransporter pathway is probably the simplest 
protein secretion system since all the necessary 
secretion components are included in one polypeptide.

 The autotransporter pathway is produced as a single 
polypeptide with two domains:

1. The C terminal (β-domain or helper domain) of the 
protein forms a pore in the outer membrane (a β-
barrel structure).

2. The passenger or N-terminal (α-domain or 
extracellular domain) is released to the extracellular 
environment.



Type V secretion system
Autotransporter system (AT) 
Structure

1090

 It is one of the simplest secretion mechanisms, and is widely 
distributed, especially in pathogenic bacteria. 

 Autotransporter (AT) proteins consisting of

1. an N-terminal signal peptide (SP)

2. a passenger domain

3. a C-terminal module called the "translocation unit“.

 Translocation unit consists of:

1. a short linker region with an α-helical secondary structure,

2. a β-domain of 250 to 300 amino acid residues. 

PROSITE documentation PDOC51208



Type V protein secretion system
Models for the autotransporter and single
accessory pathways

 Many autotransporter
proteins undergo a 
proteolytic cleavage in the 
course of secretion, which 
results in their separation 
into two polypeptides:

1. the β-domain in the outer 
membrane (forms a pore in 
OM), and

2. the passenger protein 
exposed at the surface or 
released into the milieu.

1091Thanassi and Hultgren,2000;..

N: Passenger 
domain

C-terminus forms 
a pore (a β-barrel 

structure



Type V protein secretion system
Five sub-classes of type V secretion

 There are five (sub-) classes in type V secretion 
pathways:

1. Type Va or AT-1: the classical monomeric 
autotransporters;

2. Type Vb: two-partner secretion systems (TPS); 

3. Type Vc or AT-2: trimeric autotransporters;

4. Type Vd: passenger domains can be fused to their 
transport (β) domains in type Vd autotransporters;

5. Type Ve: Autotransport proceeds from the N- to the C-
terminus in type Ve autotransporters.

1092Leo et al.,2011; van ulsen et al.,2014

Most autotransporters export numerous domains to the cell 
surface, leading to multi-domain passenger ‘domains’.



Type V Protein secretion system
Schematic overview of the type V secretion systems

1093
Henderson et al.,2004 Makes pore in OM

Plugs the pore when 
protein is released

the domain released 
outside

two-partner secretion pathway(TPS)Single polypeptide

β-domain

Single polypeptide

Trimeric autotransportersMonomeric autotransporters

Type Vc – the oligomeric coiled-coil (Oca) system: N signal 
peptide is long. Each trimeric autotransporter adhesins (TAA) is 
made up of three identical proteins, hence the name trimeric.

Assembles into trimers in the outer membrane. 

Type Vb: the passenger and 
translocator domains are in 

separate polypeptides. 

Type Va: autotransporters 
cleave autocatalytically to 

release the passenger domain.



Schematic overview 
of the type V 

secretion systems

1094
Leo et al.,2011

1. The translocation domain 
(β-domain) is displayed in 
brown (type Va), 

2. linker/Tps regions in light 
green (AT-2),

3. passenger domains in dark 
green.

TPS: two-partner secretion systems 



Type V protein secretion system
Functions

 Several of type V proteins play essential roles in the 
pathogenesis of bacterial infections.

 Most of the effector proteins released are involved in:
1. Adherence,
2. Invasion, and
3. Degradation.
 Also:
4. To condense host cell actin, and

5.  To modulate apoptosis.

 Autotransporter proteins can function as proteases, 
adhesins, toxins and mucinases that aid Gram-negative 
bacteria in pathogenesis.

1095Preston et al.,2005; Rodou et al.,2010;..



Type V Protein secretion system
Autotransporter system(AT)
Functions

1096

 In Gram-ve bacteria, the virulence factors associated 
with T5SS passenger are numerous including: 

1. Enzymatic activity (protease, peptidase, lipase and 
esterase); 

2. mediating actin promoted bacterial motility; 

3. acting as adhesins,

4. immunomodulatory proteins, 

5. Toxins

6. cytotoxins,

7. Biofilm formation,

8. permitting the maturation of other virulence proteins. 
PROSITE documentation PDOC51208



Type V Protein secretion system 
Antifreeze bacteria
Pseudomonas putida

 Pseudomonas putida

 It was found that the secreted antifreeze protein 
from P. putida GR12-2 lacks a conserved canonical N-
terminal signal peptide.

 However, they speculate secretion may occur using 
either:

1. a hemolysin-like secretion, or

2. type V autotransportation system. 

Lorv et al.,2014

Hemolysins or haemolysins are lipids and proteins that cause 
lysis of red blood cells by destroying their cell membrane.



Type VI secretion system
Fluorescent Pseudomonas and P. atrosepticum

 Type VI secretion systems have been found in most 
genomes of Gram-negative bacteria, including:

1. Plant pathogens (Pseudomonas syringae; P. 
atrosepticum; Agrobacterium tumefaciens and X. 
oryzae),

2. Animal, human pathogens;

3. Soil, environmental or marine bacteria.

 Like the type 4 secretion system (T4SS), T6SS can 
injects effector molecules directly into host cells 
through a channel.



Schematic representation of a T6SS
Hcp and VgrG proteins 

 T6SS protein secretion system found in both pathogenic and 
non-pathogenic Gram-negative bacteria.

 Key virulence factor in some important pathogenic bacteria.

 Injects effector molecules directly into host cells through a 
channel.

1099
Abdallah et al.,2008; Bryndis Bjornsdottir

T6SS



Type VI secretion system
Structure

 The Type VI secretion system gene clusters contain 
from 15 to more than 20 genes.

 Two of which, have been shown to be nearly 
universally secreted substrates of the system. 

1. Hcp (haemolysin coregulated protein), and

2. VgrG (valine-glycine repeat G).

Haemolysin: any substance that causes lysis.



Type VI secretion system
Schematic representation of a T6SS
The two effectors: Hcp and VgrG proteins 

 Hcp and VgrG proteins 
secreted through T6SS.

1. Hcp (haemolysin co-regulated 
protein);

2. VgrG (valine-glycine repeat 
protein G)

 Many bacteria contain more 
than one T6SS.

 Several T6SS subgroups exist.

1101
Bryndis Bjornsdottir

Haemolysin: any substance that causes lysis.



Type VI secretion system
Similarity with the bacteriophage tails
Hcp and VgrG proteins

 The structure of the type 
VI secretion systems 
presents a significant 
similarity with the 
bacteriolphage tails which 
inject their effector 
proteins. 

 VgrG proteins show 
significant structural 
homology to a complex 
called (gp27)3-(gp5)3, 
which corresponds to the 
tail spike or needle of the 
T4 phage. 1102

Ho et al.,2013



Type VI secretion system 
T6SS evolutionary relationships of 30 
fluorescent Pseudomonas T6SSs

 The evolutionary history 
was inferred using four 
T6SS core proteins (ImpC, 
ImpG, ImpH, ImpL), by the 
Neighbor-Joining method 
(Saitou & Nei,1987). 

 Difference in tree branch 
colors indicates the 
different Pseudomonas 
species, while the outgroup 
species are presented with 
black.

1103
Sarris et al.,2012



Type VI secretion system
Maps of T6SS clusters of plant-associated bacteria

 Orthologs are indicated by the 
same color. 

 The genes adjacent to or 
encoded by the T6SS gene 
clusters but not recognized as 
orthologs are indicated by light 
beige arrows. 

 Arrows indicate the 
transcriptional direction.

 The gene locus numbers are 
referred in the text and the 
published or annotated gene 
designations are indicated 
above the genes of each 
cluster.

Sarris et al.,2012

Orthologues: Genes in different species that are 
homologous (similar) because they are derived 

from a common ancestral gene.



Type VI secretion system
Functions

 It involves in translocation of numerous pathogenicity 
determinants including:

1. Host colonization;

2. Biofilm formation;

3. Quorum sensing;

4. Antibacterial toxins.

Sarris et al.,2012; Benali et al.,2014



The chaperone/usher pathway
Involved in pilus assembly

 Fimbriae are cell-surface protein polymers that 
mediate interactions important for host and 
environmental persistence, development of biofilms, 
motility, colonization and invasion of cells, and 
conjugation.

 Four general assembly pathways for different 
fimbriae have been proposed:

1. chaperone–usher,

2. alternate chaperone,

3. general secretion and

4. Type VIII.
1106Gibson et al.,2007;..



The chaperone/usher pathway
Involved in pilus assembly

 The chaperone/usher pathway (C/U) is an additional 
system consists of:

1. An OM protein, termed as usher β-barrel protein, and

2. A periplasmic chaperone.

 The chaperone-usher (CU) system that is used for pilus
assembly on the Gram-negative bacterial cell surface.

 During transportation, the substrates are exported across 
the inner membrane via the Sec system, followed by the 
immediate binding of the chaperone; then the amino-
terminal signal sequences of the substrates are cleaved 
off and the substrates are released into the periplasm. 

1107Li et al.,2007;..

An usher is a person who shows people where to go or sit. 



The chaperone/usher pathway
Involved in pilus assembly

1108
Henderson et al.,2004; Li, 2007;..



Type VIII secretion system
Responsible for the secretion and assembly of the 
curli fimbriae or aggregative fimbriae  (curli or Tafi)

 The Type VIII secretion system (T8SS) is responsible 
for the secretion and assembly of the fimbriae called 
as curli fimbriae or thin aggregative fimbriae (Tafi). 

 It is also known as the extracellular nucleation-
precipitation (ENP) pathway.

 T8SS is found in Gram negative bacteria.

 Curli or Tafi or aggregative fimbriae were first 
discovered in the late 1980s on enteric bacteria 
Escherichia coli strains and Salmonella spp.

 Tafi or curli are important in pathogenesis and biofilm 
formation in Salmonella spp.

Leo et al.,2012;..



Type VIII secretion system
Responsible for the secretion and assembly of 
the fimbriae called as curli fimbriae or Tafi

 Curli (Tufi or aggregative fimbriae) are 
morphologically thin (d=4-6 nm) and curled.

 These are the major proteinaceous component of a 
complex extracellular matrix produced by many 
Enterobacteriaceae.

 Function:

1. Curli fibers are involved in adhesion to surfaces, cell 
aggregation, colonization and biofilm formation. 

2. Curli also mediate host cell adhesion and invasion, 
and they are potent inducers of the host 
inflammatory response.

Leo et al.,2012; Barnhart and Chapman,2006



Type VIII secretion system
TEM micrographs of Salmonella sereotype 
Enteritidis cell-surface curli fibers

 In the Salmonella Enteritidis the 
operon was termed agf (agfBAC
Tafi operon).

 agfA and agfB encode the major 
and minor fimbrial subunits AgfC 
and AgfE, respectively.

 AgfC and AgfE in turn, facilitate 
extracellular thin aggregative 
fimbriae synthesis. 

 Fibres 20 nm in diameter were 
abundant on the cell surface of 
the ∆agfC mutant (Fig. 3b), 

 Fibres 20 nm in diameter were 
fewer in wild-type (wt) (Fig. 3a).

Gibson et al.,2007;..

Large arrowheads indicate thick (~20 nm 
diameter) fibres in mutants and small arrows 

indicate thin normal Tafi (5-7 nm) in wt.



Type IX secretion system
A Deadly Weapon or A Peaceful Tool?

 Type IX secretion system (T9SS), a complex 
translocon found only in some species of the 
Bacteroidetes phylum. 

 T9SS translocates proteins, especially virulence 
factors, across the outer membrane (OM).

 T9SS plays two roles, depending on the lifestyle of 
the bacteria. 

 It provides either a means of:

1. movement (called gliding motility) for peace-loving 
environmental bacteria, or

2. a weapon for pathogens. 
Lasica et al.,2017



Type IX secretion system
A Deadly Weapon or A Peaceful Tool?

 The phylum "Bacteroidetes" is composed of three 
large classes of Gram-negative, nonsporeforming, 
anaerobic or aerobic, and rod-shaped bacteria that 
are widely distributed in the environment, including 
in soil, sediments, and sea water, as well as in the 
guts and on the skin of animals.

Lasica et al.,2017;..



Type IX secretion system
A Deadly Weapon or A Peaceful Tool?

 Hypothetical model of the 
structure and function of P. 
gingivalis T9SS.

 The overall translocon 
structure and the protein(s) 
forming a pore in the OM 
(outer membrane).

 M β-barrel proteins are 
depicted as pentagons. 

 PorZ is presently the only 
T9SS protein with the known 
atomic structure. 

Lasica et al.,2017;..

The gram-negative anaerobe Porphyromonas
gingivalis, a human oral pathogen belongs to 

the family Porphyromonadaceae, order 
Bacteroidales in the phylum Bacteroidetes.



Type X secretion system
A holin/peptidoglycan hydrolase-dependent 
protein secretion system

 Eight Gram-negative protein secretion pathways 
(named Type I–VI, Type VIII, and Type IX) have 
previously been described. 

 Here we describe the Type X (10) Secretion System, 
a two-step pathway that relies on a holing (a holin 
membrane protein in tandem) and peptidoglycan 
hydrolase pair for secretion across the outer 
membrane.

 Chitinase secretion by Serratia marcescens DB10 as a 
paradigm pathway dependent on a holin and a 
peptidoglycan hydrolase.

Palmer et al.,2020



Type X secretion system
A holin/peptidoglycan hydrolase-dependent 
protein secretion system

 Serratia are a genus of ubiquitous Gram-negative 
bacteria found in water and soil, and some species 
have been identified as opportunistic pathogens of 
humans and insects.

 Serratia produce a vast number of extracellular 
enzymes and as a result several different protein 
secretion systems. 

 Most strains encode at least four chitinases (ChiA, ChiB, 
ChiC, and Cbp21), although some contain more that 
collectively degrade chitin to chitobiose, which is taken 
up into the periplasm assisted by the outer membrane 
chitoporin, ChiP.

Palmer et al.,2020



Type X secretion system
A holin/peptidoglycan hydrolase-dependent 
protein secretion system

 Serratia are a genus of ubiquitous Gram-negative 
bacteria found in water and soil, and some species 
have been identified as opportunistic pathogens of 
humans and insects.

 Serratia produce a vast number of extracellular 
enzymes and as a result several different protein 
secretion systems.. 

 Most strains encode at least four chitinases (ChiA, ChiB, 
ChiC, and Cbp21), although some contain more that 
collectively degrade chitin to chitobiose, which is taken 
up into the periplasm assisted by the outer membrane 
chitoporin, ChiP.

Palmer et al.,2020



Type X secretion system
A holin/peptidoglycan hydrolase-dependent 
protein secretion system

 Subcellular location and 
predicted topology of 
components of the S. 
marcescens chitinase secretion 
system. 

 Secretion system component 
topology and simplified 
structure based on 
transmembrane and secondary 
structure predictions of ChiW, 
ChiY, and ChiZ using SignalP, 
LipoP, TMHMM, and Phyre, and 
the known 3-D crystal structure 
of ChiX.

Palmer et al.,2020



Type X secretion system
A holin/peptidoglycan hydrolase-dependent 
protein secretion system

 Models for holin/peptidoglycan 
hydrolase-mediated protein 
secretion.

a. Typhoid toxin secretion. 

b. Chitinase secretion.

1. ChiX is exported to the S. 
marcescens periplasm via Chi
W, a holin-like protein, where 
it specifically cleaves between 
L-Ala and D-Glu on the stem 
peptide cross-links of the 
peptidoglycan layer (gold 
arrows). 

Palmer et al.,2020



Protein translocation pathways
In Gram-positive bacteria
Multiple secretion systems

1.  Protein transport across the inner membrane
in Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria:

 1.1. General secretory pathway (GSP, Sec) 
 1.2. Twin-arginine translocation (TAT) pathway
 1.3. ATP-binding cassette (ABC) pathway
2.  Protein translocation across the outer 

membrane in Gram-positive bacteria:
 2.1. Type IV pathway
 2.2. Type VII pathway or ESX1-5 systems. 

Mycobacterium tuberculosis use five of these 
secretion systems, named ESX-1 to ESX-5.

1120



Bacterial secretion systems
Gram-positive bacteria
Common SecA, ABC and TAT pathways

1. The majority of exported proteins (extracellular and 
surface proteins) are exported from the cytoplasm via
the general Secretory (Sec) pathway. 

 Phytoplasmas mostly depend on the SecA-dependent 
system for secretion of proteins (see also phytoplasma 
pathogencity section). 

2.   Specific ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters direct 
the export and processing of small antibacterial 
peptides called bacteriocins. 

3. Some Gram-positive bacteria also contain the Tat-
system that is able to translocate folded proteins 
across the membrane. 

1121



Bacterial secretion systems
Gram-positive bacteria
SecA, ABC and Type V(?) pathways

1122



Bacterial secretion systems
Gram-positive bacteria
T4SS 

 The Gram+ve pathogenic bacteria transport of only a 
few proteins.

 Type IV secretion (T4S) systems are widely 
distributed among many species of:

 Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria,

 Wall-less bacteria, and 

 The Archaea.

 Phytoplasmas phylogenetically belong to Gram-
positive bacteria.

1123



Bacterial secretion systems
Gram-positive bacteria
T7SS in some pathogenic bacteria

 T7SS gene clusters are also found in partially acid-
fast (mycolic) bacteria Corynebacterium diphtheriae
and Nocardia. 

 Also in the genomes of:

1. Streptomyces species(Streptomyces scabies),

2. Bacillus and Clostridium spp.,

3. Staphylococcus aureus,

4. Streptococcus agalactiae,

5. Listeria monocytogenes. 

1124
Tseng et al.,2009

The mycolic layer or mycomembrane contains various free lipids.



Bacterial secretion systems
Gram-positive bacteria
Cell envelope of Mycobacterium tuberculosis

 The cell wall is mainly 
composed three different 
covalently linked structures:

1. peptidoglycan (grey), 

2. arabinogalactan (blue) and

3. mycolic acids (green). 

 The mycolic layer or 
mycomembrane contains 
various free lipids.

 The outer layer, which is 
generally called the capsule, 
mainly contains 
polysaccharides (glucan and 
arabinomannan).

1125
Abdallah et al.,2007

Schematic representation of the cell 
envelope of Mycobacterium tuberculosis

Arabinogalactan is a biopolymer consisting of 
arabinose and galactose ... The microbial 

arabinogalactan is a major structural component 
.of the mycobacterial cell wall



Bacterial secretion systems
Five ESX secretion systems have been identified (Esx1-5) 

M. tuberculosis

 The genome of M. tuberculosis encodes 5 of such 
secretion systems:

 ESX-1

 ESX-2

 ESX-3

 ESX-4

 ESX-5

 At least three of these secretion systems are 
essential for mycobacterial virulence and/or viability.

1126
Houben et al.,2014

Mycobacterium tuberculosis (acid fast positive and causal of 
tuberculosis in humans).



Bacterial secretion systems
Gram-positive bacteria
Type VII system or five systems of ESX-1 to ESX-5

 According to sequential secretion-system 
nomenclature system, it has been called type VII 
secretion.

 ESX systems can also be categorized on the basis of 
their function.

1. Thus far only ESX-1, ESX-3 and ESX-5 have been 
shown to be involved in the secretion of proteins.

2. Active secretion of substrates via ESX-2 or ESX-4 
has not been proven.

1127Abdallah et al.,2007; Simeone et al.,2009;Houben et al.,2014



T7SS secretion systems
Five ESX secretion systems have been identified (Esx1-5) 

M. tuberculosis

1. ESX1 system: responsible for the secretion two proteins 
(effectors) ESAT6 and CFP10.

2. ESX3 system: involved in Fe3+ and Zn2+ uptake and is a central 
virulence factor in M. tuberculosis.

3. ESX5 system: large numbers of PE/PPE proteins were exported 
via this pathway. Disruption of ESX-5 in M. tuberculosis 
resulted in the loss of PPE protein secretion, changes in cell 
wall integrity and strong attenuation. 

1128
Morandi et al.,2013

Conserved Pro-Glu
(PE) and Pro-Pro-Glu

(PPE) Protein 
Domains.



T7SS secretion systems
The genome of M. tuberculosis encodes 5 
of such systems (ESX-1 to-5)

1129
Bitter et al.,2009

Genetic organization of the 5 ESX loci and the espA operon in M. tuberculosis. 
The direction of arrows indicate the transcription orientation.



T7SS secretion systems
The genome of M. tuberculosis encodes 5 
of such systems (ESX-1 to-5)

1130

Comparison of different gene clusters that encode type VII secretion systems. The color coding 
for the figure is presented in the key. The black arrows indicate region-specific genes. The dotted 
line represents a considerable distance between the two adjacent genes and is not in scale.



Bacterial secretion systems
Both Esx and PE/PPE proteins are exported as 
dimers by the T7S secretion machinery

 Mechanism of transport: 
a one-step process:
Since T7S substrates do not 
contain classical signal 
sequences and therefore do 
not depend on Sec or Tat for 
secretion, one might 
therefore assume that T7S is 
a one-step process.

 Indeed, the size of the T7S 
membrane complex allows it 
to span both the inner and 
the outer membrane.

1131
Houben et al.,2014

J.M. Chen, M. Zhang, J. Rybniker, L. Basterra, N. Dhar, A.D. Tischler, F. Pojer, S.T. Cole.2013. Phenotypic profiling of Mycobacterium tuberculosis EspA point-
mutants reveals blockage of ESAT-6 and CFP-10 secretion in vitro does not always correlate with attenuation of virulence. J. Bacteriol. 195 (24): 5421–5430.



Bacterial secretion systems
The first T7S system: ESX-1
The two effectors: ESAT-6(EsxA) and CFP-10(EsxB) 

 ESAT-6 (light blue) and CFP-10
(dark blue) form a tight 1:1 
complex.

1. ESAT-6 (EsxA), a 6 kDa
protein; 

2. CFP-10 (EsxB), a protein of 10 
kDa).

 CFP-10 (EsxB) is a putative 
chaperone of ESAT-6 (EsxA). 

 WxG motifs are shown in red; 

 Secretion signal motifs are 
shown in pink.

1132Abdallah et al.,2008;..

ESAT-6 or ESXA

CFP-10 or ESXB 



Bacterial secretion systems
The first T7S system: ESX-1
The two effectors: ESAT-6(EsxA) and CFP-10(EsxB)

 The structure and operation of 
the T7SS are still being pieced 
together. 

 Current models suggest 
involving of two protein(s) for 
secretion of ESAT-6--CFP-10 
complex:

 The translocation channel in the 
IM is probably formed by the 
integral membrane protein 
Rv3877.

 But it is unknown which protein 
(or proteins) forms the channel 
in the mycomembrane (MM). 

1133Tseng et al.,2009;..


